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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This book studies the relationship existing between political youth organizations, 
music and national identity in contemporary Russia. In particular, it focuses on 
some among the most representative political youth organizations present in the 
city of St. Petersburg and aims at describing their contribution to the 
conceptualization of post-Soviet Russian national identity/ies, as captured 
through an analysis of their music.  

The importance of music in the life of social movements and organizations 
and, particularly, its potential in forging and sustaining their ideological frame-
work is a well-recognized but yet underexplored phenomenon, especially in the 
Russian context. The starting point for the analysis is Eyerman and Jamison's 
definition of music as a central element in the construction of social movements' 
meanings and in the making and organizing of their collective identity (1998). 
According to the authors, despite the importance of music in the formation and 
remembrance of a wide range of social movements, “these musical components 
have seldom been examined explicitly in the social movements, or broader so-
ciological, literature” (Eyerman and Jamison, 1998: 7). 
 Moreover, the authors point out a tendency among scholars of social 
movements to operationalize culture (and music) as a dependent variable, ignor-
ing its role in “supplying actors with the sources of meanings and identities out 
of which they collectively construct social action and interaction” (Ibid: 162). 

Following Eyerman and Jamison's approach, the book deals with processes 
of construction of meanings that characterize contemporary Russian political 
youth organizations, by looking at music as a cultural tool which takes part in the 
creation of the ideological and interpretative framework in which these organiza-
tions operate.  

Broadly speaking, two main aims of the research can be identified: firstly, 
the examination of music's role in the life of the selected political youth organi-
zations and, secondly, the analysis of the organizations' ideology1 as produced 
and reproduced in their music with particular attention to the national identity 
issue. More specifically, through a comparison between organizations, the study 

                                                            
1 Here “ideology” is conceived as “the clear and consistent definition of the principles of membership 
in a desired political order” (see also Hanson, 2010: XIV). 
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aims at detecting convergences and divergences between the selected political 
groups with regard to both their relationship to music and their conceptualization 
of post-Soviet Russian national identity/ies.  

A number of obvious objections concerning the case selection and methodo-
logical foundations of such a work can be brought forward. Nonetheless, in the 
following pages, the reader will be provided with the theoretical framework 
which justifies the focus of the current research on youth organizations, national 
identity and music, and on the peculiar constellation composed of these elements 
in contemporary Russia.  

The analytical choice to focus on the sub-theme of political youth organiza-
tions is based on three main reasons2. Firstly, since the 1990s, Russia has regis-
tered a significant proliferation of political youth organizations and movements 
(Siegert, 2005) and, compared to other forms of political participation which are 
significantly below the European average, Russian youth engagement in political 
groups and organizations is quite in line with that of Europe3: thus, the centrality 
of the phenomenon for post-Soviet Russian civil society. Secondly, as pointed 
out by Blum, “youth identity is useful proxy for national identity more broadly” 
and “the contours of youth (national) identity have been widely regarded to have 
enormous implications for national identity as a whole” (Blum, 2007: 3). There-
fore, the youth can be conceived of as a central player in the construction of post-
Soviet national identity/ies since “youth identity represents a key modality 
through which society goes about reproducing itself” (Ibid.). Thirdly, in juxtapo-
sition to Western Europe, where young people tend to be more resistant to xeno-
phobia, Russian youth shows the highest rate of xenophobia, the greatest desire 
to ensure the preeminence of ethnic Russians in the country and to oppose immi-
gration, much more so than elderly persons (Laruelle, 2010: 45). Similarly, teen-
agers and young adults in Russia are more inclined to refer to concepts such as 
white race and Slavic brotherhood in their talks, to support the slogan “Russia 
for Russians” and identify themselves through criteria such as race and blood 
(Ibid. 46). Thus, the importance of the youth with regard to the issue of Russian 
national identity and of political youth organizations, conceived as an agency of 
the youth, as central player in the Russian political field.  

This book is organized as follows. The first and second chapters provide the 
theoretical frame of reference in which the research is grounded. In particular, 
the first chapter is dedicated to the complex issue of Russian national identity in 
historical perspective and to its centrality and actuality in the current political 
debate. Remarkably, as pointed out by Laruelle in this regard, nowadays the 

                                                            
2 It seems quite superfluous to remind that music is especially a youth phenomenon 
3 See, for instance, the European Social Survey – Round 4 (2008) 
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topic of nation “has come to dominate the whole of the political spectrum and 
constitute the common denominator of political correctness. Political space is 
saturated with it and public figures are unable to acquire legitimacy, whatever 
their duties, unless they justify their choices in terms of the overriding national 
interest” (Laruelle, 2010: 10). In order to fully understand the centrality of the 
national identity issue in the Russian case, the reader should keep in mind the 
complexity of the post-Soviet context and the several economic, political, social 
and cultural transformations that have affected the country in the past twenty 
years, which Sztompka (2000) refers to as a “cultural trauma”. Indeed, the sub-
stitution of the Leninist one-party and of the socio-economic system based on a 
near-total state control characterizing the USSR for over seven decades with a 
democratization of society and a liberalization of the economy has significantly 
affected the cultural foundations of the country itself, leaving Russia in a sort of 
ideological vacuum (see also Hanson, 2010). And, according to Laruelle, it was 
in this context that the idea of the Russian nation has gained its centrality as an 
element able to “integrate citizens and legitimate the power of the elite, all that 
while ensuring social cohesion in a period of significant disruption” (2010: 2). 
For Laruelle, through the idea of the Russian nation it was possible to establish a 
consensus on which the stabilization and normalization of the country was 
grounded.  

In addition to a theoretical excursus on the concept of national identity per 
se - which will be of pivotal importance to understand the particular notion of 
national identity underpinning this book - the chapter briefly summarizes two 
centuries of Russian history. It looks at how political and historical events have 
affected the different theorizations of Russian national identity in the course of 
time, and describes the ways in which this issue has been interpreted and stru-
mentalized by the political actors animating the post-Soviet Russian political 
field.  

The second chapter reviews the literature on music and social movements, 
and describes the two main approaches characterizing the sociology of music, the 
ideological potential of this medium, the relationship existing between national 
identity and music and the particular meaning of music in the Russian case. In 
this regard, worthy of note are the works of Eyerman and Jamison (1998) and 
Roscigno, Danaher and Summer-Efflers (2002) who, with their analysis on the 
role of music in the life of the social movements of the 1960s (the former) and 
workers’ movements of the 1920s and 1930s (the latter), concretely illustrate the 
contribution of this medium to the construction of the culture and collective 
identity of social movements, thus representing a theoretical and methodological 
template for this research.  
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Chapter three constitutes a bridge between the theoretical and the more em-
pirical account of this study and introduces the reader to the context—in particu-
larly after an excursus on Russian youth and youth policies, the political youth 
organizations selected for the study are presented and positioned inside the Rus-
sian and St. Petersburgian political field.  

The fourth, fifth, and sixth chapters are devoted to the examination of the 
ways and extent to which music plays a part in the life of political youth groups 
in contemporary Russia. Worthy of note is that in the analysis, music is con-
ceived and approached in different ways, both as a research tool and as a re-
search object.  

The analysis is conducted in two phases. In the first phase, I concentrate on 
the relation existing between the selected political youth organizations and mu-
sic. As emphasized by Rosenthal, although it is often asserted, the value of music 
for social movements is only rarely examined so that we don’t really know “what 
functions does music provide for social movements and how does it provide 
these tasks” (2001: 11). 

Taking up the challenge raised by the scholar, four main questions have 
been identified that lead to a logical progression through the analysis: 

 
 What role does music play in the selected organizations? 
 What is the concrete musicical engagement characterizing the selected 

organizations? 
 Why do the organizations identify themselves with a specific song, 

band, music genre, etc.? 
 What kind of relation exists between the selected organizations and 

their representative artists and bands? 
 

Looking at music as an analytic lens for the study and comparison of 
organizations, I evaluate whether and to what extent this medium contributes to 
the life of the selected youth political groups.  

The second part of the research is instead dedicated to the study of the dif-
ferent conceptualizations of post-Soviet Russian national identity/ies emerging 
from the song lyrics of the selected organizations and on the detection of similar-
ities and differences in their definition of Russianness.  

Interestingly, in this section, music acquires ontological status and becomes 
an object of research per se. As a result, the analysis enables the detection of 
similarities and differences in the conceptualization of post-Soviet Russian na-
tional identity characterizing the selected youth political groups and their ideo-
logical positioning in the Russian political spectrum with regard to the national 
issue.  
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Let us consider the content of these empirical chapters in more detail.  
Chapter four explores the relationship existing between the selected organi-

zations and music. Particular attention is assigned to the study of their conceptu-
alization of music, to their concrete music engagement such as, for instance, the 
organization of concerts and music events, and to the relation existing between 
organizations and bands and musicians. Through this, the elaboration of typolo-
gies of different forms of music commitment – as, for instance, the different 
degrees of artists’ involvement in the organizations – is made possible. The 
chapter is based on data collected in the course of fieldwork conducted in the city 
of St. Petersburg during the summer and autumn of 2010.  

The fifth chapter is concerned with the organizations’ online music 
engagement. Following Zuev’s definition of the Internet as an “expressive 
equipment used by the organizations for the successful presentation of the self, 
by allowing the organizations to build up an attractive public profile and assuring 
them a permanent performance visible to the audience” (2010: 274), the Internet 
is used here as research tool for the collection of the most representative songs of 
the selected political groups taking part in their online self-presentation. This 
collection of songs constitutes the material for the semantic field analysis 
presented in the final chapter of the book. 

Finally, Chapter 6 is centered on the contribution of the organizations’ 
music, and, in particular, of their lyrics, to the definition of post-Soviet Russia. 
This calls for an important qualification: the focus of the study is on the different 
interpretations of Russian national identity emerging from the music of the 
selected organizations. The aim is to provide an accurate as possible description 
of the different conceptualizations of Russianness produced in the songs of some 
of the numerous political youth organizations animating the Russian political 
spectrum. Therefore, neither the historical accuracy nor the outcomes and 
individual response to these theorizations are taken into account in the analysis. 
The main result is the positioning of the selected organizations in the Russian 
political spectrum with regard to the national identity issue employed as an 
“operational category offering a [new] relevant framework for the study of 
contemporary Russia” (Laruelle, 2010: 6).  

As emphasized by Evans and Whitefield (1998) with regard to the for-
mation of cleavages in post-Soviet societies, whereas in Western countries the 
terms “left” and “right” are established as central terms of political discourse and 
identity, this is not the case in societies experiencing democratic transitions, 
where their meanings may be particularly volatile (1998: 1023). In fact, “left and 
right placement varies considerably as a result of political and economic histo-
ries, and in response to current events and these circumstances make it likely that 
the nature and development of left-right (self-)positioning will be quite distinct 
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from that found in the West” (Evans and Whitefield, 1998: 1036). Therefore, 
according to the scholars, it can be concluded that the employment of conven-
tional categories and labels (as, for instance, “left” and “right”) for the study of 
the contemporary Russian political field can be misleading, oversimplifying the 
particular political trajectory followed by the country.  

Similarly, talking about the transformation affecting post-communist Russia 
in the 1990s, Hanson provides some evidence on the instability of the meaning 
of “left” and “right.” For instance, whereas Yeltsin defined the defeat of pro-
Gorbachev forces as a “left” conquest, the supporters of Yeltsin’s Westernization 
depicted themselves in the following years as “right” with the aim of underlying 
the influence of Margaret Thatcher on their policies and reforms. Moreover, also 
“public opinion polls taken at the time demonstrate a remarkably wide range of 
public understanding of the meanings of “left” and “right” (Hanson, 2010: 46). 

Therefore, apart from providing new insights into the different 
conceptualizations of post-Soviet Russia produced at the societal level on behalf 
of some of the most representative political youth organizations in the country, 
the chapter suggests the adoption of the Russian national identity issue as an 
analytic device for positioning political actors in the Russian political field, able 
to capture the specificity of this post-Soviet country. 
 
 
Some methodological remarks 
 
The reader should be aware that the research topic of this book constitutes a yet 
underexplored phenomenon in contemporary Russia. In fact, albeit several 
studies have been devoted to the examination of the role of music in youth 
subcultures in contemporary Russia (see, for example, Pilkington 1994, 1996, 
2002), none of them have been explicitly concerned with formal political 
organizations.  

Moreover, the focus selected for the content analysis of the organizations’ 
songs - the national identity issue - made necessary the search for and the use of 
a method with which the uniqueness of the historical heritage and the cultural 
traditions characterizing the country could be taken into account. Due to the 
novelty and complexity of the phenomenon under examination, a tool box 
approach was adopted, allowing the employment and integration of different 
materials and methods.  

As pointed out by Baker, the analysis of popular music by a cultural 
outsider requires the researcher to adopt an “ethnographic approach to the textual 
analysis” of the lyrics. In other words, fieldwork is needed as an “extra analytical 
method which helps to understand ‘the field of social relations’ in which texts 
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circulate” (Verdery 1991: 19-20 in Baker 2010: 5). Therefore, the analysis of the 
organizations’ music was substantiated with fieldwork in the city of St. 
Petersburg during which interviews and participant observations were conducted. 
The choice of placing the fieldwork in St. Petersburg was not accidental; rather, 
it was grounded on political and cultural rationales. St. Petersburg was the capi-
tal of Russia during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the course of 
time, the city has been characterized by political effervescence, hosting some of 
the pivotal events for the nation’s political history. Worthy of note, are the Revo-
lution of 1905, which began in the city and rapidly spread into the province, and 
the February and October Revolutions of 1917, which gave St. Petersburg the 
title of “the city of three revolutions,” stressing its centrality to further political 
developments occurring in the country during the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries. 

Apart from being very active from a political point of view, the city is often 
depicted as the cultural center of Russia and, in the past years, has been the home 
of Russian cultural and artistic avant-gardes. In particular, it was in St. Peters-
burg that, in the course of the 1970s, the Leningrad rock club (LRC) was found-
ed by many bands of the “underground” such as DDT, Kino with their singer 
Viktor Tsoi, Alisa, Mashina Vremeni, and Televizor, representing de facto the 
birthplace of the Russian Rock phenomenon. During the 1980s, the LRC became 
the sole refuge for Russian rockers who succeeded in integrating rock music with 
Russian cultural traditions: for them, Russian rock became a tool for self-
expression and an escape from repressive policies. Indeed, as confirmed by Bar-
zikin, singer and leader of the band Televizor, “We saw rock as the only way to 
an inner freedom, a way of thinking that was long since dead and gone in the 
West” (Steinholt, 2003: 95). Therefore, it is due to its political effervescence and 
its importance for the development of Russian music and, in particular, for the 
Russian rock tradition that the city of St. Petersburg was chosen as the location 
for the study. 

During the four-month fieldwork in St. Petersburg, interviews with the main 
leaders and representatives of the political organizations selected for the study 
were conducted. The starting point for the analysis was the sample of the most 
representative political youth organizations according to the independent social 
research institute FOM, which annually conducts a national survey on this topic. 
In the course of the field research, the original sample of organizations was 
slightly modified and adapted to the specific case of St. Petersburg. The Young 
Guard of United Russia, Nashi, the National-Bolsheviks, the Vanguard of the 
Red Youth, the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev, the Movement 
Against Illegal Immigration, Oborona, Youth Yabloko and the People Democrat-
ic Youth Union were included in the final sample. 
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On average, the interviews would last between 45 and 60 minutes. After the 
respondents had introduced themselves and their organization, they were asked 
about the role and contribution of music to the life of their group, about the 
organizations’ relationship to bands and musicians, and about the organizations’ 
music engagement in terms of concerts organization etc. Two general questions 
on the role of the Internet in the life of the selected organization and the 
positioning of the organization with regard to the Strategy 31 were also 
addressed in the course of the interviews (more on the centrality of these issues 
in the Russian context will come in Chapter 3).  

Moreover, informal conversations were also conducted with representatives 
and activists of other organizations and groups – such as Antifa, the Federation 
of Socialist Youth, Solidarnost, White Causes – as well as with one political 
journalist, one political blogger, two experts on social movements and organiza-
tions in Russia, an employee of the Department of Youth Policies of the Gov-
ernment of St. Petersburg, and musicians taking part in the protest actions “Strat-
egy 31” and “For St. Petersburg.” Altogether, the interviews were performed in 
Russian, English, German and Italian and were of pivotal importance for the 
reconstruction of the Russian and St. Petersburgian political field and for the 
positioning of the selected organizations within this field. Following Zuev 
(2010), after having demonstrated the importance of the Internet for the self-
presentation of the political groups included in the study providing them with the 
opportunity of a unique permanent performance visible to the audience (see 
Chapter 3), the organizations’ webpages were used as research tool for collecting 
data on their online music self-presentation and engagement.  

Theoretically speaking, the analysis was grounded on Eyerman’s observa-
tions on the relationship existing between music, the Internet and the under-
ground groups taking part in the White Power phenomenon in Sweden. In partic-
ular, as pinpointed by the scholar, music materials made available on the Internet 
by political organizations are a central factor in “opening initial psychological 
and social contact” with them, allowing “participation without apparent com-
mitment”, thus representing a first step for more contact and committed partici-
pation” (Eyerman, 2002: 450). Even if taking part in live performances and col-
lective listening of records play a major role in promoting collective identity, the 
employment of music on the Internet on behalf of political groups contributes in 
spreading their messages, fulfilling an important recruitment function (Ibid.).  

Methodologically speaking, a grounded-theory approach was adopted for 
the analysis of the organizations’ webpages. Indeed, as pointed out by Weare and 
Wan-Ying, despite the many advantages of employing the Internet for research 
purposes – as, for instance, making “available data which used to be prohibitive-
ly expensive to collect” and advancing “the researchers to employ scientific 
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sampling techniques, thereby improving the external validity of their research” 
(Weare and Wan-Ying, 2000: 275-276), the “intermingling of textual, video, 
graphic and audio information on the world wide web poses hurdles to the de-
velopment of valid descriptive categories” (Ibid.: 273).  

Talking about web-based content analysis, Herring highlights the need of 
methodological innovation through the employment of non-traditional approach-
es coming from outside the discipline of communication and, more specifically, 
from the linguistic and sociological realms (2010: 237). With this regard, the 
scholar identifies two main approaches employed for the study of new communi-
cation technologies: a language content analysis focused on texts and images 
contained on the webpages and a social network analysis focused on hyperlinks 
conceived as part of the content of the websites themselves. Nevertheless, ac-
cording to Herring, a methodologically plural paradigm is needed in the case of 
Web Content Analysis (WebCA), able to take into consideration various types of 
content characterizing the web, including texts, themes, features, links and ex-
changes (Ibid.: 248).  

With such methodological considerations in mind, an analysis of the music 
materials and hyperlinks present on the organizations’ webpages was conducted: 
rather than on what was communicated – the content of the music links - the web 
analysis was focused on how the music contents were presented in form of au-
dio, video, text, image, link etc. Through the analysis, a categorization scheme 
was developed which allowed the comparison of the selected youth political 
groups with regard to their online music engagement and the detection of simi-
larities and divergences as in the summer 2011. Moreover, through the analysis 
of the organizations’ webpages, the sample of songs taking part to their online 
self-presentation was constructed.  

The songs of the sample were then examined through semantic field analy-
sis (see Robin in Glowinski 1980: 252-281), taking into account the “triumph-
over-alien-forces” narrative template introduced by Wertsch (2000; 2002; 2008; 
2009) in his study on Russian collective memory. The narrative templates can be 
defined as “cognitive instruments that make possible the ‘configurational act’ of 
grasping together information about settings, actors, events, motivations, and 
other elements in particular ways” (see Minsk 1978 in Wertsch 2002: 937). Ac-
cording to Wertsch, they are cultural tools which shape the speaking and think-
ing of individuals when reflecting on the past, making them their coauthors. 
These templates operate at a high level of abstraction and organize nebulous 
knowledge with few specific events; they are provided by formal education, 
public holidays, family discussions, the media and so forth (Olich, 1999).  

The “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template can be traced back to 
several sources; one of the most important is Russian folklorist Vladimir Propp 
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(1968). Despite the variation in the concrete characters, events, dates, and cir-
cumstances involved, four distinct generalized functions and recurrent constants 
typical of a broad range of Russian narratives can be identified, which can be 
summarized as follows:  

 
a. An initial situation in which the Russian people are living in a peaceful 

setting, where they are no threat to others is disrupted by 
b. the initiation of trouble or aggression by an alien force or agent, which 

leads to 
c. a time of crisis and great suffering, which is 
d. overcome by the triumph over the alien force by the Russian people, 

acting heroically and alone (Wertsch, 2002: 92).  
 

Although it may appear quite ubiquitous and typical for many nations around the 
world, Wertsch points out that the “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template 
is employed and applies especially in the Russian tradition due to historical and 
cultural reasons, representing “the underlying story of Russian collective re-
membering” par excellence (2002: 93-94).  

Indeed, from an historical perspective, although other nations may employ 
the “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template for the reconstruction of their 
past and collective memory, this template is not exclusive but may be supple-
mented by others. According to Wertsch, it is only in the Russian case that this 
template offers “the basic plot line for several of the most important events in 
Russian history, including the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century, the 
Swedish invasion in the eighteenth century, Napoleon’s invasions in the nine-
teenth century, and Hitler’s invasion in the twentieth century” (Wertsch, 2002: 
93). 

From a cultural point of view, a binary opposition has operated in Russia for 
the past several centuries (see Lotman and Uspenskii 1985) and a “Manichean 
consciousness” has pervaded post-Soviet Russian society according to which 
“the world is divided strictly into the light and darkness, true and false, our own 
and alien” (Kvakin, 1998: 39 in Wertsch, 2002: 92). This has led to the adoption 
of a dichotomous narrative emphasizing the distinction between “we” – the So-
viet or Russian people – and “they” – the alien external forces which has affected 
also the political discourse. And, for Wertsch, the “triumph-over-alien-forces” 
narrative template, based on the opposition “Russians” versus “alien forces” and 
portraying Russia as the victim of foreign invasion to which only Russians unit-
ed can put an end, well captures this dichotomous consciousness and the victimi-
zation tendencies characterizing the country in the course of its history. 
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A more detailed account on the methodology and methods used in the col-
lection and analysis of the data will be provided in the introductory part of each 
empirical chapter.  

Finally, worthy of note is that the Library of Congress transliteration system 
was selected and employed in this book. 
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1 Russia and the national identity issue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 The notion of national identity 
 
The concept of national identity has been the object of study of various disci-
plines, including sociology, history, psychology, ethnic and communication 
studies, etc. Its complexity and interdisciplinary character make it particularly 
difficult to provide an exhaustive definition. What is certain is that national iden-
tity is concerned with a sense of belonging to a “nation” and that this sense of 
belonging is a powerful social force “which defines the makeup of and the rela-
tionship between larger collectivities” (Best, 2011, 995).  
 National identity is composed of collective identities based on a sense of 
“one-ness” or “we-ness” anchored in real or imagined shared attributes and expe-
riences among those who comprise the collectivity and in relation or contrast to 
one or more actual or imagined sets of “others” (Snow, 2001: 3). The process of 
identity formation implies the existence of social categories through which the 
individuals can classify themselves and others: i.e., who they are and who other 
people are (Lane, 2011: 925). This process leads to the identification of those 
who fulfill certain criteria, and who are therefore eligible to be part of the in-
group, and those who do not - the significant others - who are therefore exclud-
ed. In the case of national identities, the criteria taken into account may refer to 
ethnicity, language, religion, blood, territory, common history, culture, etc. 
 Talking about the essence of national identity, Best distinguishes between 
two main interpretations of this concept: an essentialist and a constructivist one. 
According to the essentialist interpretation, “collective identity basically flows 
naturally from some underlying set of characteristics, often reduced to a single 
determinative attribute regarded as the collectivity’s ‘defining essence’” (Snow, 
2001: 5). This perspective posits that national identities are grounded on an eth-
nic component, “in terms of ‘authentic’ cultural traditions or inborn qualities of a 
given population” (Best, 2011: 995), and emphasizes the authenticity of national 
identities which exist per se. On the other hand, the constructivists linger over 
the “invented” character of national identities: in their view, national identities 
do not exist per se but are “invented, created, reconstituted, or cobbled together 
rather than being biologically preordinated or structurally and culturally deter-
mined” (Snow, 2001: 6). This approach attributes a central role to the elites in 
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the creating and then imposing the concept of “sameness, belongingness and 
common destiny or purpose that are at the core of collective identity” on the 
general population (Best, 2011: 995) in order to gain legitimacy (Karolewski, 
2011: 937). Nonetheless, as noted by Best, the process of forging national identi-
ties on behalf of the elites has some limitations and can only happen in the 
framework of historical experiences constituting the collective identity of a na-
tion and the current situation experienced by the population (Best, 2011: 995).  
 Undoubtedly, when talking about the constructed nature of national identity, 
three authors in particular are worthy of mentioning: Gellner, Hobsbawn and 
Anderson. Although their theorizations are rather focused on nationalism and the 
constructive character of the nation than on national identity itself, their contri-
butions represent a fundamental starting point for any serious discussion of the 
concept of national identity. Moreover, as pointed out by Tolz with regard to the 
Russian case, the influence of these Western scholars, “whose works began to 
appear in Russia in the late 1980s” was particularly significant for Russian intel-
lectuals since they made them “think for the first time about a civic definition of 
a nation, which can be formed through their conscious efforts” (1998: 994).  
 According to Gellner, the rise of nationalism can be conceived as one of the 
consequences of global modernization and is strictly connected to the industrial 
society and its requirement of a homogenous culture uniting all members of a 
state. In his opinion, the uneven waves of modernization affected Western Eu-
rope at different times and rates and led to a disproportionate development, 
wherein traditional relations and beliefs typical of small towns and villages lost 
their validity and a massive movement of villagers into the cities was registered. 
As noted by Smith, “dislocated and disoriented in the anonymous city, the new 
impoverished proletariat of uprooted peasants no longer possessed anything on 
which to rebuild communities and stave off anarchy except language and culture. 
In the new urban setting, language and culture replaced the village and tribal 
structures of role relationships as the cement of society” (Smith, 2006: 27). The 
mass arrival of newcomers to the urban centers led to social conflicts and, in 
particular, class conflict, between the educated autochthony and the illiterate 
villagers, which sometimes assumed the form of an ethnic antagonism based on 
the visible differences in terms of belief system and customs. Moreover, the 
development of an industrialized society and the related exigencies of the labor 
market and bureaucracy implied the spread of literacy and numeracy skills 
among all its members as a necessary precondition for the specialized and stand-
ardized work characterizing modern society. Therefore, according to Gellner, the 
need of a standardized, literate and high culture which could unite the members 
of society and confer citizens a sense of belonging was registered: i.e., a national 
identity. Worthy of note is that this high culture could be sustained only by an 
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institution such as the modern state through its public and mass education sys-
tem. Education became a public affair, playing a pivotal role in the operation of 
society, and this modern, complex, public, standardized, academy-supervised 
and diploma-conferring education system assured the inculcation of the skills, 
techniques and values of modernity (Smith, 2006: 31). To summarize, for 
Gellner, the nation is a society with a homogeneous cultivated, standardized, 
education-based and literate high culture which fosters a sense of identification 
and, therefore, of national identity among its members. Nations did not pre-exist 
the modern states, only cultures have always existed: it is nationalism that uses 
pre-existing cultures as raw materials turning them and inventing nations 
(Gellner, 1964: 48, 168). 
 Similarly, for Hobsbawm, the nation can be conceived as an artifact, as a 
social engineering and as an invention of nationalists. The historian identifies 
two different approaches for the study of nationalism: whereas one is concerned 
with ideas produced at the elite level by official and governmental organizations 
by looking at top-down processes, the other one is focused on popular beliefs 
and sentiments and adopts a from-below and community-based perspective (See 
Hobsbawm, 1983: Chapter 7 and also Smith, 2006: 121). 
 In his opinion, two different forms of nationalism came to light in the 
course of time: a mass, civic and democratic political nationalism and an ethno-
linguistic one. More in particular, the first type of nationalism goes back to the 
notion of a citizen nation that was widespread in the course of the French Revo-
lution and had its peak in Germany, Italy and Hungary between 1830 and 1870. 
Its founding principle is grounded on the creed that only large nations, which can 
fulfill the needs of capitalist market economics in terms of territory and popula-
tion, have the right of self-determination as sovereign and independent states. On 
the contrary, the second form of nationalism was typical of Eastern Europe be-
tween 1870 and 1914 and emerged when small groups affirmed their right to 
secede from imperial states and create separate states according to common eth-
nic and linguistic traits. For Hobsbawm, neither language nor ethnicity are able 
to sustain the formation of a nation; in his opinion, only the memory of belong-
ing to a lasting political community constitutes a valid foundation for a nation 
(and a national identity), even if the community itself has never really existed. 
Central in his theorization is the concept of “invented traditions” under which he 
conceives “a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted 
rules and of a ritual of symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values 
and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with 
the past” (Hobsbawm 1983: 1). In his opinion, it is possible to distinguish be-
tween three different overlapping types of invented traditions: firstly, those es-
tablishing or symbolizing social cohesion or the membership of groups, real or 
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artificial communities; secondly, those establishing or legitimizing institutions, 
status or relation of authority; thirdly, those aiming at the inculcation of beliefs, 
value systems and conventions of behaviors (Hobsbawm 1983: 9). Interestingly, 
Hobsbawm highlights that invented traditions are actually the product of modern 
elites and intellectuals who use them to organize and manipulate the passive 
masses for political ends.  
 The constructed nature of the nation is also pointed out by Anderson, who 
defines nations as a “cultural artifact” of a particular kind, created “towards the 
end of the eighteenth century from spontaneous distillation of a complex ‘cross-
ing’ of discrete historical forces but that, once created, became ‘modular’, capa-
ble of being transplanted, with varying degrees of self-consciousness, to a great 
variety of social terrains, to merge and be merged with a correspondingly wide 
variety of political and ideological constellations” (1983: 14). For Anderson, 
nations are imagined political communities, “imagined as both inherently limited 
and sovereign” (Ibid. 15). In particular, Anderson defines nations as follows:  
 

 they are imagined “because the members of even the smallest nation 
will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear 
of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion”; 

 they are imagined as limited “because even the largest of them, 
encompassing perhaps a billion living human beings, has finite, if 
elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other nations. No nation imagines 
itself coterminous with mankind”; 

 they are imagined as sovereign “because the concept was born in an age 
in which Enlightenment and revolution were destroying the legitimacy 
of the divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm”; 

 they are imagined as community “because, regardless of the actual 
inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always 
conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship.” Interestingly, according 
to the scholar, it was on this sense of fraternity and comradeship among 
its members that the willingness of millions of people to self-sacrifice - 
to kill and die for the nation - was grounded (Ibid.: 16).  

 
Worthy of note is that Anderson stresses the “imagined” rather than “imaginary” 
character of nation: indeed, the author conceives nation as a creation and not as a 
fabrication and falsity (see also McCrone, 1998: 6).  
 For the author, the creation of these imagined communities would not have 
been possible without some historical preconditions strictly connected with lan-
guage, literacy and print- capitalism. In particular, the problem of linguistic di-
versity exploited by the vernacular print-capitalism sustained the existence of 
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national consciousness in three different ways. Firstly, it broadened the field of 
exchange and communication and speakers of varieties of French, English, or 
Spanish, who in the past could not communicate with each other, were now able 
to do so in both print and paper (Anderson, 1983: 47). Secondly, by giving a new 
fixity to language, print-languages created an image of antiquity central for the 
sustenance of the subjective idea of the nation (Ibid.). Thirdly, vernacular print-
capitalism fostered the creation of new political cultural eminences: indeed, the 
novel languages-of-power were slightly different from the older administrative 
vernaculars and some dialects tended to be more similar to print-languages, thus 
dominating their final forms (Ibid. 48). Finally, according to Anderson, also the 
contribution of the intellectuals should not be overlooked who, by providing 
national histories and modernizing grammars, dictionaries and similar material, 
played a role in fostering national consciousness, supplying new models and 
images of the nation (Smith, 2006: 136).  
 After this historical excursus on nation and nationalism, let us now concen-
trate on the concept of national identity. Since it is notoriously difficult to pro-
vide a comprehensive definition of this concept, in the following pages some 
possible operationalizations of national identity suggested by Cerulo, Petersson, 
Hall and Cohen will be presented.  
 Cerulo highlights the central role played by symbols in the construction of 
national identity. The scholar defines national symbols as objectifying “each 
nation's identity, making tangible that which might otherwise be impossible to 
meaningfully apprehend, and bringing a sense of concreteness to the highly ab-
stract” (1995: 3). By referring to Walzer and his theorization according to which 
nations must be imagined before they can be conceived and national symbols 
provide a starting point for political thinking, Cerulo interprets national symbols 
as codifying the subjective nature of the nation and its complexity.  
 For the author, national symbols are developed, diffused and adopted, using 
a classical model of symbolic communication in four stages where political 
elites, which represent the senders of the process, formulate a specialized mes-
sage and select the symbols which best embody the information. Afterwards, the 
message is sent to the audience - the nation's population - representing the targets 
of the communication, which will then respond to the national symbols con-
tained in the message (Ibid. 4). As stressed by the author, this process has an 
intentional character, since the senders “purposefully and meticulously select 
their message, emphasizing some information at the expense of other infor-
mation,” and use national symbols to carefully construct and project an image of 
the nation which is the result of a conscious decision-making process, through 
which the senders hope to influence the audience in specific ways (Ibid. 5). 
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 The idea of a national image and, more specifically, of a national self-image 
is also suggested by Petersson (2001). In his opinion, national identities, like 
other varieties of collective identities, are elusive phenomena that are notoriously 
difficult to define. Whereas identity in general provides answers to the questions 
“Who am I? Who am I not?”, national identity addresses the questions “Who are 
we? Who are we not?”. 
 In line with Hobsbawm, Petersson also distinguishes between two different 
notions of national identity: one based on civic understanding, in which member-
ship is based on citizenship, territorial residence, shared social ties and adherence 
to a common civic culture, and another one focused on ethno-cultural aspects, 
where membership is based on birth and common descent (Smith 1991: 9-14; 
Kellas 1998). Petersson uses the concept of national self-image to indicate partial 
representations of national identity, which answers the questions “What is our 
country? What is it not?”. In his opinion, national self-images can be defined as 
Polaroid-like representations, cognitive and affective conceptual lenses, organiz-
ing devices and information filters which partly represent and partly inform na-
tional identity (Petersson, 2001: 6-7). As he points out, national self-image can 
be conceived as an itemized, if yet abstract, depiction of nationhood which repre-
sents not only what the holders of these images know, but also what they like 
and do not like. They tend to be based on memories and myths of a glorified past 
and projected towards the future, and contain idealized stereotypes of the in-
group, reinforcing its internal cohesion and integration.  
 Talking about national identity, Hall (1996) emphasizes the importance of 
discursive strategies: i.e., “national histories, literatures, the media and popular 
culture, which together provide a set of stories, images, landscapes, scenarios, 
historical events, national symbols and rituals” in which national identity is con-
ceptualized as “primordial, essential, unified and continuous” (McCrone, 1998: 
52). Similarly, talking about national ideologies, Cohen defines them as stand-
ardized society-wide histories which are able to create “imagined communities” 
(see Anderson) through which individuals connect to people they do not know 
(1999, 3). These standardized histories fulfill a strategic and unifying function by 
interpreting events in terms of a larger narrative which is able to connect 
strangers sharing the same experiences, providing them with a sense of collective 
national identity. As the author stresses, these narratives work as a glue and are 
able to connect individuals to the state institutions, to push members of the socie-
ty towards participation, thus allowing a society to move forward. For Cohen, 
standardized histories are the product of states or groups of intellectuals; their 
articulation tends to be associated to nation-building processes through education 
and socialization, political speeches, novels, and films. They are about origin and 
events of heroism or victimhood that make a group view itself as special and 
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different from others (Cohen, 1999: 27); the connection between a group and a 
commonly shared narrative is called historical consciousness.  
 But then, how does this theoretical excursus on national identity and nation-
alism apply to the specific Russian case? What were the criteria and social cate-
gories more commonly adopted in the definition of Russian nation in the course 
of history? And which were the cultural elites and intellectual groups – i.e. the 
social engineers - that were more significantly engaged in the production and 
spread of national symbols and self-images depicting Russia and Russian nation-
al identity? 
 
 
1.2 Russian national identity in historical perspective 
 
As noted by Simon and Widdis (2004), the question of Russian national identity 
has always been central to the country and for hundreds of years Russian writers, 
artists, musicians, critics, philosophers and politicians have devolved their works 
to this vexing issue. The collapse of the USSR meant for the country a process of 
a triple transformation - as a nation, as a state, and as a people - and has made 
national identity an urgent issue for post-Soviet Russia.  
 Before 1991, Russia had never existed as a nation-state but it had always 
been the core of a larger empire. From the defeat of the Mongols in the late 15th 
century, the Russian empire continually expanded by subjugating all non-
Russian people and tribes according to a self-perceived superiority which con-
ferred the right to dominate inferior peoples. In particular, as noted by Simonsen 
in this regard, “Moscow’s expansion after the end of the Mongol rule was in 
principle aimed at gathering all the lands of all Russ’, neutralizing the threat of 
the Tartars, and uniting under Russian rule Orthodox Christians and other Chris-
tians (such as the Armenians), but the absence of a territorial boundary, and the 
ease of the expansion, kept it going” (1996: 93). Compared to Western countries 
and their relations with their colonies, where the geographical distance intensi-
fied the core-periphery distinction, in the Russian case this separation could not 
take place. Rather, Imperial Russia was torn between the need of a collective 
identification pertaining to the state policy and an increasing physical extension 
of the empire.  
 As a result of Russian expansionism as well as of Western influences, new 
national consciousnesses emerged in the course of time. In particular, as noted 
by Neumann with regard to the European influence in the formation of Russian 
identity, a key moment was represented by the French Revolution and the conse-
quent spread of Western European liberal-revolutionary ideas during the Napo-
leonic Wars and the French invasion of Russia in 1812 which, in his opinion, 
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contributed to the development of the Decembrist movement. According to this 
revolutionary group, which conceived Europe as a “cultural entity of nations 
which included Russia, the country should have evolved along European lines, 
both politically and economically,” thus opening up to constitutionalism (Neu-
mann, 1996: X). Despite the failure of the Decembrists and the violent suppres-
sion of their uprising on behalf of Tsar Nicholas I in 1825, in the following dec-
ade the debate on the relation between Europe and Russia abandoned the margins 
of the public space, becoming “the divisive political issue”(Ibid. 28).  
 In the course of the 1840s, an irreconcilable division between two groups – 
the Westernizers and the Slavophiles – became evident. On the one hand, the 
Westernizers wanted Russia to continue the project initiated by Peter the Great4, 
emulating Europe with regard to its social and political development and cele-
brating St. Petersburg as “window on to the West” and “symbol of their own 
progressive Enlightenment ambition to redraw Russia on a European grid” 
(Figes, 2002: XXX). On the other hand, the Slavophiles preached a return to pre-
Petrine Russia and to old Russian traditions, against the Western rationalism, the 
Roman law and private property, celebrating the Muscovy as the exponents of a 
truly “Russian way of life” which represented a valid alternative to European 
culture (Ibid.). In addition, they were in favor of the communal principles of the 
Orthodox religion, the patriarchal family and the village commune and pro-
pounded the idea of a common destiny of all Slavs.  
 During the 1850s, the diatribe between Westernizers and Slavophiles grad-
ually faded away and in the 1860s, a common view was shared that Russia 
should have undertaken liberal reforms following the European example while 
preserving its historical and cultural uniqueness. From the cultural synthesis of 
these two positions, a new national creed, known as Populism, was forged, cele-
brating the figure of the peasant as a moral animal, as a natural socialist, as the 
embodiment of the “Russian soul” and the village life and institutions as the 
prototypical form for the foundation of a new society5 (Ibid. XXX; 224-225) 

                                                            
4 During his reign, Peter the Great (1682-1725) fostered a Europeanization of Russia, a vast Western-
ization of Russian social manners and ways of life, “reinventing himself and his aristocracy in the 
European mould” (Figes, 2002: 43). The most emblematic manifestation of his attempt is represented 
by the city of St. Petersburg, constructed by him following the Western architectural styles of the 
major European capitals, which can be conceived as a “utopian project of cultural engineering to 
reconstruct the Russian as a European man” (Ibid. 10). Interestingly, in the Petrine view, becoming a 
citizen of St. Petersburg meant to “leave behind the ‘dark’ and ‘backward’ customs of the Russian 
past in Moscow and to enter, as a European Russian, the modern Western world of progress and 
enlightenment” (Ibid.) 
5 Remarkably, Dostoevsky and Tolstoj were not far from this position, celebrating in their works the 
redemptive quality of the Russian peasant whose morality was superior compared to the typical 
bourgeois European gentleman (Figes, 2002: 224) 
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 According to Figes, another cultural movement was developed parallel in 
the late 19th and early 20th century by the Scythian poets and artists. This group 
took its name from the Scyths, “nomadic Iranian-speaking tribes that had left 
Central Asia in the eighth century BC and had ruled the steps around the Black 
and Caspian seas for the next 500 years” and which it conceived as “symbol of 
the wild rebellious nature of primordial Russian man” (2002: 417-418). In their 
works, the Scythians exalted the savage “Scythian temperament,” “barbaric and 
rude, iconoclastic and extreme, lacking the restrain of modernity” against the 
European citizen, his Western values and the West in general from whom they 
felt rejected (Ibid. 416). They viewed Russia as an “elemental culture from the 
Asiatic steppe which, in the revolution yet to come, would sweep away the dead 
weight of European civilization and establish a new culture where man and na-
ture, art and life were one” (Ibid. XXX). 
 Interestingly, in the course of the 19th century, these theorizations led to the 
use of two different adjectives with the meaning “Russian” - russkie and rossi-
yane (Petersson 2001: 13). Whereas the word russkie defines “Russian identity 
ontologically, in terms of culture, language or ethnicity,” referring to ethno-
cultural criteria of self-description, rossiyane is used with regard to Russia as a 
geo-political entity and implies that all citizens, regardless of nationality (or 
ethnic origin), have a civic membership in the Russian state (Laruelle, 2010: 9).  
 Imperial Russia was succeeded by the Soviet Union, an empire that, at least 
on the ideological level, incorporated the values of internationalism and egalitar-
ianism and competed with the capitalist West for world hegemony. Correspond-
ingly, the self-understanding of the Soviet state was never that of a nation-state 
in the usual sense of the word. Although Russian nationalism had been an im-
portant force in Soviet politics since the October Revolution of 1917, Vladimir 
Lenin, the founder of the Soviet state, attempted to suppress this phenomenon in 
order to assure the cooperation of non-Russians in the building of socialism (Re-
zun, 1992: 5). According to Lenin, the best government system for the develop-
ment of stability was a unitary and internationalist state, where all the constituent 
nations were subordinated to the central government: as he affirmed, “No Marx-
ist... can deny that the interests of socialism must override the rights of nations to 
self-determination” (Thom, 1989: 87). No less aware of the dangerousness of a 
restrictive centralization, Lenin was open to forms of pseudo-federalism, where-
by the right of self-determination of the proletariat preceded that of nations. 
Remarkably, for him the right of self-determination by nations was no more than 
a “brief moment of independence, leading rapidly to social revolution and the 
reestablishment of a unitary, revolutionary, workers' state” (Carrere d'Encausse, 
1978: 40). As his own formula stated, the Union should be national in form and 
socialist in content. 
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 A different position was held by Lenin's successor, Joseph Stalin, who was 
in favor of the integration and assimilation of minorities into a strong Russified 
Soviet nation. Since the 1930s, Stalin institutionalized a Russification program, 
representing a reaction to the centrifugal forces of minorities' nationalism inter-
preted by him as the manifestation of bourgeois culture which represented a 
threat for proletarian internationalism (Rezun, 1992: 13). By isolating minorities' 
national cultures and ensuring to Great Russian culture a position of unques-
tioned dominance throughout the USSR, the central aim of Stalin's program was 
the creation of a Russo-centered homo sovieticus, loyal to the Soviet state and to 
the ethics of Marxist-Leninism. The Russification was implemented through 
educational, cultural, and political measures controlled by the central govern-
ment. Russian language became the lingua franca of the USSR, and Russo-
Soviet culture served as primary means for the assimilation of other ethnic 
groups in the Soviet way of life. Interestingly, the expansion of Russian linguis-
tic and cultural space came into force through party and class purges as well as 
forced migration of Russians or other Slavs and Russian-speakers to many non-
Russian republics. Through the program, Stalin succeeded in creating an ultra-
centralized, Russo-centric, coercive, and bureaucratic party-state in which minor-
ity nations were entirely subordinated. Nonetheless, despite the culturally power-
ful and dominant position occupied by Russia, also Russian nationalists faced 
repression along with other nationalists (Melvin: 1995, 8). 
 A central role in the construction of the homo sovieticus was assigned by 
Stalin to the artists that he defined as the “engineers of the human soul” (Figes, 
2002: 447). This view was also shared by other left-wing and experimental 
groups – such as the Constructivists, the Futurists, the artists of the Proletkult, 
the Left Front (LEF) and others – all believing in the communist ideal and dedi-
cating their “art to the building of a New World after 1917” which, however, did 
not toe the Party line (Ibid.).  
 The mission of the Soviet artists was established by Stalin and other Krem-
lin leaders in a meeting in 1932, during which the doctrine of socialist realism 
was formulated. According to this doctrine, “the critical realist tradition of the 
nineteenth century” should be combined with the “revolutionary romanticism of 
the Bolshevik tradition,” and the “humble everyday reality of life in the Soviet 
Union” should be presented in the light of a “Revolution’s heroic promise” (Ibid. 
473-474). Therefore, through the use of standardized society-wide histories (see 
Cohen 1999), Soviet Realism features the creation of specific national self-
images portraying reality not as it was but rather as it should have become (see 
Petersson, 2001). 
 In the 1920s and 1930s, another important intellectual movement recalling 
the Scythians experience and known as Eurasianism entered the debate on Rus-
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sian national identity. This group was composed of intellectual émigrés who had 
to flee from Soviet Russia to Europe and the United States after 1917. These 
intellectuals all shared a sense of betrayal by the West due to its inability to 
overcome the Bolsheviks in the Revolution and in the civil war. Indeed, in their 
opinion, the defeat of the Western forces was the cause for the dissolution of the 
idea of Russia as a European power and for their exile abroad (Figes, 2002: 423). 
In their manifesto Exodus to the East of 1921, the West’s destruction and the rise 
of a civilization guided by Russia or Eurasia were foreseen (Ibid.). In their ac-
count, “a new multi-ethnic Eurasian nation had emerged as a result of centuries 
of co-existence of the peoples of Slavonic, Finno-Ugric, Tatar-Turkic and Mon-
golian origin” whose “cultures and customs had strong mutual effects, which 
eventually led to the creation of an entirely new (neither purely European nor 
purely Asiatic) community” (Tolz, 1998: 997). The Russians were assigned the 
imperial mission to create and forge the Eurasian nation by uniting Eurasian 
peoples, and Orthodoxy came to be the common religion of the new formed 
entity. 
 After Stalin, different Soviet nationality policies were implemented. 
Whereas Nikita Krushchev, First Secretary of the Party, strongly believed in the 
fusion of Soviet peoples and in the efficacy of the Russification program, his 
successor Brezhnev was inclined to a limited decentralization of power with the 
elite strata of the Union republics. In addition, the latter brought about a program 
for “positive discrimination” with the aim of enhancing the representation of 
minority nationalities in the government.  
 In the course of the 1980s, the systemic dysfunctions of the Soviet economy 
and society, strongly associated with economic stagnation, a high-level of cor-
ruption, and minority national elites, led President Gorbachev to recognize the 
need for economic reform. However, very soon it became clear that a perestroika 
– reconstruction - and glasnost – openness - could not take place without dealing 
with the issue of national minorities in the Union.  
 Despite his reputation as a liberal reformer, Gorbachev was a staunch com-
munist, who wanted to preserve Leninist ideology and aimed at reforming the 
Soviet system by making it function more efficiently. His nationality policies 
were resolute against national narrow-mindedness, nationalism, and chauvinism: 
albeit he was in favor of greater autonomy, for Gorbachev this should occur only 
in the framework of the Soviet constitution. Gorbachev's response to the growing 
nationalist pressures was an increasing conservatism and a widespread use of 
state coercion.  
 According to Rezun (1992), neither Stalin’s nor Gorbachev's policies were 
nationalist per se: rather, they were strongly anti-national and strived for devel-
oping and maintaining the Soviet power in the shape of a centralized and pseudo-
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federal state. As observed by Hobsbawm in this regard (1990), “the great 
achievement of the communist regimes in multinational countries [was] to limit 
the disastrous effects of nationalism within them” (1990: 173). Worthy of note is 
that, while Stalin’s policies aimed at assimilation also by use of coercive means, 
Gorbachev was more liberal and did not make use of Stalinist methods (Rezun, 
1992: 19) 
 At the beginning of the 1990s, the symbols of an emerging united Russia, 
such as the Russian flag and anthem – started being employed and the Russian 
Presidency, the Russian Parliament and the Russian Constitution were estab-
lished. On December 25, 1991, the new country’s name Russian Federation was 
adopted, raising compelling questions about the complex relation between Rus-
sian nation, Russian state, Russian peoples and ethnic Russians abroad. Remark-
ably, as pointed out by Brubaker, in 1989, about 25 million Russians (17 percent 
of the total population) lived outside of the Russian Federation and 12 million of 
them were in non-Russian national territories inside the Russian republic (1996: 
36-37). Moreover, five different conceptualizations of the meaning of “Russian” 
were in use: russkie, which refers to Russians in ethno-cultural terms; rossiiane, 
which indicates the territorial state of Russia; russkiazychnye, which identifies 
the Russian-speakers; sootechestvennniki, indicating those sharing a common 
fatherland; and grazhdane, which is used for citizens (Ibid. 145).  
 The process of “reinventing” the nation became of pivotal importance as a 
response to the changes of unprecedented radicality characterizing the country 
after the dissolution of the USSR. “The loss of its empire, the shrinking of its 
borders, a change in the political regime, social transformation of major scale 
and its opening up to the world” represent the peculiar context in which the driv-
ing role of the nationalist theme in contemporary Russia should be contextual-
ized (Laruelle, 2010: 14). Indeed, according to Laruelle, it was this strong sense 
of humiliation and disillusionment and the deep political and ideological divi-
sions characterizing post-Soviet Russian society that confer to Russia the central-
ity of national identity as a tool for identification and normalization (2010: 12). 
In particular, the idea of the Russian nation began to fulfill the social function of 
creating a twofold consensus: one between citizens themselves and another be-
tween citizens and political elites. On the one hand, the Russian idea was instru-
mentally employed to bring an end to the ideological polarization characterizing 
the country, recreating unity in an extremely divided and heterogeneous society. 
On the other hand, through the re-habilitation of Russia as a great power, an 
intensification of the relation between citizens - notoriously disinterested and 
even divorced from politics - and political elites was fostered, with the aim of 
promoting the mobilization of Russian society and its support to the necessary 
political, economic, and social development of the country (Laruelle, 2010: 153). 
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As noted by Melvin (1995), this was possible only through the creation of a set 
of collective and individual identities on behalf of the political elite which could 
link the population of the Russian Federation to the political unit of the Russian 
state. As a response, Russian thinkers began to develop new notions and mean-
ings of the state by re-appropriating cultural resources and repertories – what 
Hobsbawm calls “invented traditions” - such as the Soviet nostalgia, the Tsarist 
past, the Orthodox church, the army, etc., and by referring in their conceptualiza-
tions to the myths of the “Holy Russia,” the “Russian God,” the “Russian Soul,” 
and the “Russian Tsar” (Melvin, 1995: 23). Nonetheless, as pinpointed by Co-
hen, one element in particular was hampering this process: the destruction of 
meanings and spread of a totalitarian language which had characterized the Sovi-
et past. In fact, during the 75 years of Soviet regime, common meanings and 
falsified claims about history were articulated while alternative historical narra-
tives were punished and destroyed. Cohen defines this phenomenon as an “orga-
nized forgetting” which constructed a new “fake” history by purging historical 
events (1999: 39). As a result, “black holes” in the collective memory were cre-
ated by the Soviet regime and this inaccessibility of information made the devel-
opment of historical consciousness a thorny issue (also) in the post-Soviet peri-
od.  
 Following the collapse of the USSR, Russian domestic and foreign policies 
were focused on reinforcing the bond with ethnic Russians living abroad. The 
terms russkie and rossianie were progressively fused and their meanings expand-
ed to embrace a broad range of different peoples – ethnic Russians, Russian-
speakers and other groups with some real or imagined link to Russia. History, 
culture, language and kin emerged as powerful alternative definitions of the 
Russian nation compared to that provided by existing political borders (Melvin 
1995: 5). Very soon, the Russian political and intellectual elites began to identify 
the settler communities as a Russian diaspora, underscoring their strong ties to 
Russia which was depicted as homeland and as a kin state. This mechanism pro-
vided Russia with the legitimation of being a protector, a powerful state with 
broad responsibility and the “holy duty” to defend ethnic Russians abroad (Ibid. 
23-25).  
 Sakwa adds another important dimension in Russia’s search for national 
identity: the international context. In the course of its history, Russia has always 
been characterized by a problematic relationship with other hegemonic systems 
and concerned with the maintenance of its status as great power. The tension 
between the Soviet Union and the United States during the Cold War offers an 
emblematic example of this phenomenon when the two opposed blocks came to 
represent two different paths of development and modernity (Sakwa, 2011: 957). 
Nonetheless, the dissolution of the USSR, which should have determined the end 
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of this ideological struggle, has instead opened up new venues for conflict and 
instability since Russia has sought to enter the world system and benefit from it 
without renouncing its traditions, values and models (Lane, 2011: 925). Moreo-
ver, as highlighted by Neumann, it seems that Russia has been caught between 
the attraction of an economically, politically and socially more developed Europe 
and the appeal of being able to play a European-style imperial role in less-
developed Asia (1996: X). As a result, the country is suspended between past 
and future, in the search of an appropriate paradigm for its foreign integration 
without betraying its own image and status.  
 Talking about the contemporary political and intellectual debate, Tolz 
(1998; 2001) introduces five main interpretations of post-Soviet Russian national 
identity: the union identity, Russia as a nation of all eastern Slavs, as a communi-
ty of Russian speakers, as a racial community, and as a civic nation.The advo-
cates of the union identity define the Russians as an imperial people entitled to 
the mission of creating a supranational state (Tolz, 1998: 995). In their opinion, 
the USSR was the supranational force reflecting the interests of a multiethnic 
Eurasian community composed of different nationalities unable to survive out-
side the “Soviet structure.” Since all these nationalities are still united by a 
common Russian culture and belong to a unique civilization, constituting a unit-
ed Soviet people, these theorists support a re-establishment of the Union in the 
form of a supranational state led by the Russians.  
 Less inclusive is the theorization of Russia as a community of eastern Slavs, 
united by common past and culture. In this case, Belorussians and Ukrainians are 
defined as Russians due to the ethnocultural similarities and common historical 
origins between the Great Russians and other eastern Slavs in the empire, dating 
back to the medieval state of Kiev Rus’ (Ibid.: 999). In this view, the religious 
dimension prevails and Russia is conceived as a triune Orthodox nation com-
posed of the three brotherly Slavic peoples: Russians, Ukrainians, and Belorus-
sians.  
 According to the supporters of Russia as a community of Russian-speakers, 
neither ethnicity nor religion constitute the main marker of national identity 
which is in this case represented by language. This interpretation goes back to 
the 19th century, when many Russian intellectuals conferred great importance to 
language as a “force unifying different ethnic and social groups in the Russian 
empire” (Tolz, 1998: 1000). For them, Russia comprises all areas where Rus-
sians and Russian-speakers live in compact settlement in the near abroad, and the 
Russian government should try to regain those territories.  
 Extremely restrictive is the vision adopting a racial definition of nation 
according to which national identity is based on blood ties. This theorization 
takes inspiration from the late 1960s and early 1970s and, more precisely, from 
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the reaction of the Russian intellectuals against the assimilationist policies 
adopted by the Soviet state and the growing national assertiveness of non-
Russian ethnic groups in the USSR (Ibid.: 1002). This interpretation survived 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, when the propaganda was addressed against the 
Jews and peoples from the Caucasus and Central Asia. Nowadays, the propo-
nents of this view assert that Russians should safeguard themselves from the 
harmful influences of other “ethnoses” and that only those who are of “Russian 
blood” should be admitted in the “Russian community” and be represented in its 
government.  
 Finally, for the theorists of post-Soviet Russia as a civic Russian (rossi-
iskaya) nation, all citizens of the Russian Federation should be united by loyalty 
to the new political institutions and the constitution, regardless of their ethnic or 
cultural background. The definition of Russian national identity in civic terms is 
a novel phenomenon for the country which had been discouraged both in the pre-
revolutionary and the Soviet periods, when the state contrasted the creation of 
horizontal ties between members of society in order to prevent the formation of a 
civil society and, therefore, of a civic nation (Ibid.: 1004). It was only in the 
course of the 1980s that intellectuals, clearly influenced by Western theories of 
nationalism – e.g., Gellner, Hobsbawm and Anderson as already mentioned in 
paragraph 1.1. - embraced this civic definition of Russia as a multicultural com-
munity of citizens of a nation-state, regardless of their cultural and religious 
affiliations.  
 
 
1.3 Nationalism and hate crimes in contemporary Russia 
 
The issue of Russian national identity does not just represent the subject of a 
theoretical debate in form of intellectual speculations; rather, it has several prac-
tical implications, some of which are extremely dramatic as the significant num-
ber of ethnic tensions and racist violence in Russia testifies.  
 Surely, one of the most emblematic manifestations of the widespread xeno-
phobic sentiment in the country is represented by the Russian March (Pravyi 
Marsh). Since 2005, extra-parliamentary nationalist movements such as the Eur-
asianist Union of Youth, strongly associated with the Alexander Dugin’s Interna-
tional Eurasianist Movement, the Movement Against Illegal Immigration – one 
of the organizations included in the sample of this study - the National Party of 
the Great Power of Russia, the Slavic Union comprising skinheads, Orthodoxies, 
monarchists and others demonstrated on the 4th of November in the largest cities 
of Russia such as Moscow, St. Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Vladivostok. In particu-
lar, during the 2011 march, around 7,000 far-right nationalists expressed their 
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anti-migrant sentiments and their resentment against dark-complexioned Muslim 
migrants from Caucasus and the Kremlin’s investments in this region. Slogans 
like “Russia for Russians,” “Migrants today, occupiers tomorrow” as well as 
anti-Muslim and anti-Semitic insults could be seen and heard, and banners and 
black, yellow and white flags celebrating imperial Russia and its Slavic and 
Orthodox foundation were waved (see also the Associated Press, 2011). 
 A quantitative description of the development of racist violence in Russia 
was recently provided in the report Hate Crimes in Russia. Monitoring and sup-
port for victims of racist violence by Golova, Kusche and Weinmann (2011). In 
this report, hate crimes are defined as  “criminal acts against one or more persons 
or an object, influenced towards particular characteristics of the victim […] usu-
ally marked by ‘racial’ or ‘ethnic’ differences in relation to the social majority” 
(Golova, Kusche, Weinmann, 2011: 10). In other words, hate crimes tend to be 
motivated by racism and are committed by members of the majority who elect 
themselves as executors of the supposed “will of the people” (Ibid.). 
 As shown in Table 2.1., racist violence is nowadays perpetrated especially 
against people from former Soviet Republics in the south, in particular from 
Central Asian states – Uzbekistan and Tajikistan – and the Caucasus region, 
which are perceived as the “Islamic threat.” These migrants tend to be employed 
in physically demanding jobs in the construction sector, in the street cleaning 
sectors and as drivers of shared taxis typical in Russia called Marshrutkas. Badly 
paid, discriminated, and harassed by police and authorities’ controls, they isolate 
themselves in informal “ghettoes” where living conditions are extremely diffi-
cult. 
 Worthy of note in this regard is that the anti-migrant sentiment pervading 
Russian society goes back to the beginning of the 2000s when the “Caucasopho-
bia” produced by the conflict in Chechnya was transformed by the ruling class 
into a more general “Islamophobia,” fomented also by the hostage crisis at the 
Dubrovka Theater in Moscow in 2002 and at the School of Beslan in 2004 as 
well as the Moscow metro bombing attacks of 2004 and 2010 and the 2011 Do-
modedovo Airport suicide bomb attack carried out by Islamic terrorists (Laruel-
le, 2010: 41). Indeed, according to Laruelle, it was due to the diffuse use of rhet-
oric about the war on Islamic terror and terrorists that Muslim migrants started 
being perceived as fundamentalists and criminals, as a threat for the security of 
the country, and as enemies of the Russian people (Laruelle, 2010: 41). 
 Interestingly, also Golova, Kusche, Weinmann attribute a central role to the 
media and authorities in fomenting hate violence against these migrants and 
influencing public debate with negative images. In their view, the media and 
authorities tend to contextualize the presence of foreigners in the country only in 
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problematic terms, portraying them as a threat and as a danger for Russia (Golo-
va, Kusche, Weinmann, 2011: 13).  
 As reported by Verkhovsky, in spring of 2011, episodes of racist violence 
occurred in no less than nine Russian regions, including Moscow and the Mos-
cow region, St. Petersburg and the Leningrad region, Vologda, Irkutsk, Kalinin-
grad and the Saratov regions as well as Bashkiria (2011: 2). Moscow and St. 
Petersburg represent the two cities that were more seriously affected by this 
phenomenon (see also Table 2.2.): remarkably, in 2011, St. Petersburg for the 
first time registered a higher number of attacks than Moscow. According to the 
statistical data shown in Tables 2.1. and 2.2., a decrease in the number of victims 
of racist violent crimes has been registered in the past years: this decrease can 
partly be explained by the introduction of new criminal measures and proceed-
ings for this type of violence (Ibid.: 1). Nonetheless, rather than due to a decline 
of the phenomenon, this negative trend is also motivated by the increased diffi-
culties analysts encounter in collecting and gaining access to the data.  
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Table 1.1 Consolidated Statistics of Racist and Neo-Nazi Attacks 2004 – June  
                14, 2011 (with categorization of victims) 
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Table 1.2 Statistics of Racist and Neo-Nazi Attacks between 2004 and June  
                14, 2011 (Moscow and St. Petersburg) 
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2 On the role of music  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Some notes on the sociology of music 
 
There are two different types of sociological research related to culture and 
music: a first tradition of sociology of art focused on the decoding of social 
meanings in artistic work, and a second tradition based on a micro-scale and 
detailed empirical field research investigating the processes of music production 
and consumption. Whereas the first approach is concerned with analyzing the 
work of art per se, the second approach deals with the study of situations and 
contexts in which specific social practices and artistic products are produced and 
consumed; while Adorno is the most authoritative exponent of the first tradition, 
Becker is the main representative of the second approach. 

Adorno's contribution to the sociology of music can be basically found in 
three of his works: Philosophie der Neuen Musik (1949), Dissonanzen (1958) 
and Einleitung in die Musiksoziologie (1962). In his account, Adorno refers to 
popular music as a product of the cultural industry which is an integrated com-
ponent of the capitalist economy; as a result, music follows the same rules of 
production that characterize industrial commodities. Fetishism and degradation 
are the main features of popular music which requires the musician to adapt to 
the regularity of success, following the rules and modes of the standardized 
manufacture, sacrificing her/his individuality.  

Adorno conceives mass culture as a form of adaptation and adjustment not 
only to the market, but also to the consumer; as he highlights in this regard, “the 
pre-digested quality of the product prevails, justifies itself and establishes itself 
all the more firmly in so far as it constantly refers to those who cannot digest 
anything not already pre-digested” (2003 [1991]: 67). For his part, the consumer 
of popular music listens atomistically, in a childish, primitive and retarded way, 
and dissociates the music material even if in the light music there is nothing 
more to decompose. As a result, contemporary mass music has a regressive ef-
fect on the listener, not only turning him away from more important music, but 
also confirming him in his neurotic stupidity. And, consequently, “if the stand-
ardized products do not permit concentrated listening without becoming unbear-
able to the listeners, the latter are in any case no longer capable of concentrated 
listening” (Ibid.: 49). 

C. Pierobon, Music and Political Youth Organizations in Russia,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-658-04313-1_2, © Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden 2014
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Talking about the function of light music, Adorno points out that light mu-
sic cooperates with mass culture in preventing individuals from reflecting on 
themselves and their world, and from making them believe that the world is 
following the right path since it provides such abundance of consolations. 
Through the “language of angels,” a language without concepts and a tone of 
delight, where the minor mode is banned, light music is able to deny distress and 
discomfort characterizing present life. At the same time, Adorno attributes to 
mass music the power of creating a feigned sense of community, of fictitious 
integration, and the illusion of warmth for those who feel the coldness of the 
harsh struggle of all against all that characterizes modern society. It is in this way 
that light music succeeds in disciplining individuals, allowing them to virtually 
escape from reality without changing the status quo since, as Adorno notes, the 
status quo can only be modified by those who, instead of confirming themselves 
and the world, reflect critically.  

In juxtaposition to light music, Adorno introduces the idea of progressive 
music: as stated by the scholar, “the all-powerful culture industry appropriates 
the enlightening principle and, in its relationship with human beings, defaces it 
for the benefit of prevailing obscurity. Art vehemently opposes the tendency; it 
offers an ever-sharper contrast to such false clarity. The configurations of that 
deposed obscurity are held up in opposition to the prevailing neon-light style of 
the times. Art is able to aid enlightenment only by relating the clarity of the 
world consciously to its own darkness” (Adorno, 2002 [1958]: 15). Thus, if pop-
ular music keeps humanity in its state of dark unawareness, progressive music - 
as a form of art - has the ability to illuminate the human condition, making peo-
ple aware of the darkness in which they live. Adorno considers Schönberg's 
expressionism the prototype of modern music and confers to his production a 
central role in the process of Aufklärung, since with his music, the composer 
shows and forces the individual to become aware of what the cultural industry 
tries to hide and deny. 

In line with Adorno, in her article “How autonomous is relative: Popular 
Music, the Social Formation and Cultural Struggle,” Garofalo (1987) provides 
new insights into the functioning of the cultural and music industry in particular. 
The scholar relates to the classical reading of Marx, which views society as con-
sisting of the economic base and of the superstructure: whereas the basis is char-
acterized by a peculiar “mode of production,” comprising the technical means 
and the social relations of production, the superstructure is conceived as “the 
realm of culture and ideology, is seen as been determined by the base” and re-
flecting “those ideas, values, and beliefs which are favorable to the ruling class, 
and which therefore support the status quo” (Garofalo, 1987: 79).  
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For the scholar, nowadays the basis of society is characterized by a capital-
istic mode of production which has also affected the music realm. In particular, 
as Garofalo notes, capitalistic music industries – called record companies – oc-
cupy the power center of the popular music sector, wherein commercial enter-
prises, such as radios, concert promotions and booking agencies, management 
companies and the music press, constitute its industrial infrastructure (Ibid.: 79). 
In her analysis, Garofalo lays emphasis on the power of the music industry 
which, with its production, marketing, promotion and distribution prerogatives, 
is able to fragment the audience and limit the varieties of composed and per-
formed music. In this regard, she notes that “the commercial imperative of the 
music industry necessarily leads to the promotion of a star system which limits, 
both quantitatively and qualitatively, the range of music available to the public” 
(Garofalo, 1987: 81, 86).  

For Garofalo, this music apparatus represents one of the agencies of the su-
perstructure which, together with the education system, the family, the church, 
etc., promotes and reinforces the power of the state and its hegemony, which is 
“achieved when ideas, values, beliefs and practices which are favorable to the 
dominant culture come to be seen as ‘normal’, ‘commonsensical’ – in short, 
when they appear to define lived reality” (Ibid. 89). Nonetheless, Garofalo 
acknowledges that the media and, especially, popular music have a “relative 
autonomy” from the ruling class: in fact, in her opinion, popular music has the 
peculiar potential to ideologically challenge this hegemony, producing counter-
hegemonic practices. This was, for instance, the case in the rock-and-roll move-
ment, the punk movement and the anti-war movement, all grounded on the 
emergence of new musical forms which, through music, succeeded in amassing 
counter-cultural energies and producing new meanings, promoting an alternative 
vision of social relations and organizations. 

Returning to the two main approaches of the sociology of music, while 
Adorno focuses on music as an artistic and symbolic artifact building and giving 
meaning to people’s experience, Becker takes into account the contexts and ways 
of the production and consumption of music. More specifically, with an ap-
proach influenced by symbolic interactionism, Becker concentrates on the social 
relations that develop between individuals and institutions that compose the 
various musical and artistic worlds. His contributions in this field can be found 
in the book Art Worlds (1982).  

According to Becker, the art world can be described as “the network of 
people whose cooperative activity, organized via their joint knowledge of con-
ventional means of doing things, produce[s] the kind of art works that art world 
is noted for” (1982: X). In his theorization, art world is conceived as a collective 
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action, a joint activity of a number of people who are linked and involved in the 
production, commission, preservation, promotion, criticism, and sale of art.  

Despite Becker’s conceptualization of art work as collectively produced by 
a network of people, this cooperation activity does not necessarily take place in a 
state of equilibrium since art work is not exempt from the influence of internal 
tensions and external changes. In this regard, worthy of note is that Becker does 
not agree with artists and ideologists of art like, for example, Adorno, who af-
firms that the main feature of art, conceived as expression of thoughts and mood, 
is its uniqueness and who explains artistic variation as the result of the artist’s 
individual particular contribution to the art world. Instead, according to Becker, a 
central role in the artistic change is played by the organizational development 
and by the innovator’s ability to create an apparatus of people around her-
self/himself, who sustains and furthers her/his ideas in a cooperative way, captur-
ing an existing network or developing a new one. Becker also refers to Schön-
berg’s work, defining his contributions as an artistic revolution, since the intro-
duction of the twelve-tone system changed not only the logic and character of the 
works produced, but also the conventions to produce them (Becker, 1982: X). 
For Becker, what is fundamental for the success and permanence of an innova-
tive work is not its intrinsic worth, but rather the extent to which it achieves 
acceptence and is incorporated into the artistic world. Therefore, innovators 
introduce new ideas and visions to the larger artistic world, but only proponents 
who can mobilize the support of others and give their changes an organizational 
basis can ensure durability to their artistic innovations. 

Becker was not the first author to conceptualize the art work as the result of 
a collective effort. Indeed, before the publication of Art Worlds, Frith had al-
ready pinpointed the complex network of actors involved in the production and 
distribution of music, stating that “between the original music and the eventual 
listener are the technological processes of transferring sounds to tape and disc 
and the economic processes of packaging and marketing the final product; like 
the other mass media, records rely on capital investment, specialized technical 
equipment, and on the organization of a variety of skilled roles” (1981: 5). In 
identifying these functions and roles, the author calls attention to the centrality 
and autonomy of the listener in the process. Frith strongly criticizes the positions 
of the Frankfurter Schule – i.e., Adorno - which conceives the consumer of 
popular music as passive and the meaning of music as predetermined by the 
music industry itself. On the contrary, for Frith, neither does the consumer listen 
passively nor are the music meanings determined by the commercial means of 
production. Interestingly, Frith lays emphasis on the allographic character of 
music. The consumer is free to choose what to buy and what to listen to: she/he 
can listen to a record independently from other consumers and from the actors 
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and agents involved in its production process, so that, for the author, once a rec-
ord has been issued, it seems to live by itself (Ibid.: 38-42).  

According to Frith, the Adornian interpretation could well describe the mass 
media characterizing American society in the 1950s, when opposition to the 
capitalist social order was absent. However, the social conflicts of the 1960s and 
the 1970s with their cultural production providing a critique of the establishment 
cannot be understood in this framework. Indeed, the radical claims which were 
made through rock music in the 1960s and the political claims formulated 
through punk in the late 1970s represent an example of music practices beyond 
the culture of profit. Rock and punk, as forms of pop music, were used as privi-
leged weapons for the cultural struggle against the status quo and for the spread 
of a counter-cultural ideology (Ibid. 48).  

From this theoretical excursus on the two main approaches to the sociology 
of music, an interesting communality among the above mentioned authors 
emerges: the recognition of the potential of the medium music in challenging the 
establishment. In fact, as suggested by Adorno, music may be a progressive force 
involved in the process of Aufklärung, making the individuals aware of the con-
dition of darkness and neurotic stupidity in which they live. As stressed by 
Garofalo, music may give rise to counter-hegemonic ideologies and practices 
and may be employed as a weapon in the cultural struggle against capitalistic 
society, as highlighted by Frith. But then, why is music such a powerful medi-
um? What does confer to music its ideological character? And how has music 
been used and integrated into political life and, especially, into the life of social 
movements and organizations in the course of history?  

The following paragraphs will be devoted to the examination of these com-
pelling questions, focusing in particular on the ideological content of music, on 
the role of this medium in social movements and organizations, and on the rela-
tionship existing between music and national identity.  
 
 
2.2 The ideological content of music 
 
As noted by Keller, “that music aptly and effectively conveys ideological atti-
tudes is proven by how often it was, and still is, the frequent object of censor-
ship” (2007: 91). Limiting our observation to the last one hundred years, Hitler, 
Stalin, Mussolini, and Franco represent only few examples of control and re-
striction of music on behalf of monopolized power. Thus, it is legitimate to won-
der why music, more than other arts, has been attributed this extraordinary im-
portance in the course of history.  
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In his book Music as social life: The Politics of participation, Turino (2008) 
provides an attentive analysis of the ways in which the Nazi regime integrated 
this medium into its propaganda machine. From a theoretical point of view, Tu-
rino substantiates the political and ideological implications of music by referring 
to Gramsci’s account on the cultural and educational dimension of political 
movements and the importance of ideological means, in forms of imagery and 
discourse, to convince people and legitimate the leadership. Gramsci defines this 
gaining of consent and this internalization of the leadership’s vision as “Hegem-
ony” (see Turino 2008: 194). 

As pointed out by Turino, the musical heritage of the country has always 
represented a source of pride for Germany, and the “three Bs” – Bach, Beetho-
ven and Brahms – were considered as one of the main symbols of the magnifi-
cence of the German culture. This applied also for the Nazi regime and, indeed, 
“in 1933 Joseph Goebbels, the Reich minister of public enlightenment and prop-
aganda, proclaimed that music was the most glorious art of the German heritage” 
(Potter 1998: ix in Turino 2008: 200).  

The Nazi regime’s music engagement was substantial and diverse, ranging 
from the sponsoring of international tours of German orchestras as a demonstra-
tion of Germany’s cultural superiority to the removal of Jewish musicians, con-
ductors, composers, critics and scholars from their positions. With the beginning 
of the war, light popular music was promoted since its “sentimentality and high 
pathos” was supposed to provide an escape from the hardship of the war. At the 
same time, American jazz, swing and popular music were banned since consid-
ered ideologically impure.  
The Nazi propaganda machine involved also another medium: the radio. In par-
ticular, the regime was very “concerned that Germans stayed tuned on the radio 
stations” controlled by the propaganda ministry and punished for listening to 
foreign radio stations with five to ten years of imprisonment (Turino, 2008: 203).  

Nazi music and musical practices were characterized by both a recreational 
and a professional character. In fact, besides the activities carried out by several 
amateur choruses, Nazi songs were developed with the help of professional writ-
ers, poets, and musicians hired by the regime. Since 1923, Nazi lyrics had been 
published in special songbooks. Worthy of note is that, before 1933, this produc-
tion was devoted to the promotion of the Nazi ideology and had a recruitment 
purpose; successively, the lyrics were focused on the celebration of the German 
elected community and of the protective and sacred power of the Führer (Lidkte 
1982: 186, in Turino, 2008: 207).  

Simultaneously, this medium contributed significantly to the life of political 
youth organizations, proliferating in the Nazi period, whose meetings were char-
acterized by the presence of music and moments of collective singing. In this 
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regard, Turino stresses that collective singing, also due to its repetitive character, 
represents a powerful emotion-producing experience and that, during these 
events, “through singing communal songs individuals would be swept up by the 
totality, would lose their sense of self-identity and be merged, momentarily at 
least, with the organic wholeness of the German Volksgemeinschaft (national-
racial community)” (Ibid.:187-88 in Turino 2008: 210). 

But then, returning to the topic of the current work on the role of music in 
contemporary Russian political youth organizations, in what does the ideological 
potential of this medium consist and how can its contribution in forging and 
sustaining collective identities be explained? 

According to Keller (2007), the peculiarity (and power) of music lies in its 
complex nature: in fact, aside from being an object-sound, music comprises 
several processes, experiences, social and commercial activities which require 
the participation of people at different levels of engagement and power structure. 
It is in this multiplicity of processes and levels that music acquires “its uncanny 
potential to attract, catch and collect symbolic meanings of various kinds in 
magnet-like fashion” (Keller, 2007: 93). 

For Keller, one of the main potentials of this medium is its ability to create 
identities and foster a sense of belonging to a culture, subculture, nation, social 
class, religion, etc. A central moment in the process of creation of identities and 
meanings through music is represented by live performances. In fact, as under-
lined by McNeill (1995), the mutual synchronizing of sonic and bodily experi-
ence creates a precognitive bond perhaps deeper than shared conscious meaning, 
and the effects of temporarily coordinated bodily activities such as marching, 
chanting, singing, and dancing foster a form of solidarity that is richer and more 
robust than cognitive agreement. As stated by the author in this regard, “moving 
our muscles rhythmically and giving voice consolidate our solidarity by altering 
human feelings” (McNeill, 1995: viii). McNeill defines this mechanism as a 
“boundary loss” and a “feeling one,” in which the individual self-awareness 
decreases and a fellow-feeling intensifies among all those participating in the 
dance (Ibid. 8). Remarkably, for the scholar, the “emotional bonding through 
rhythmic muscular movements affects those who take part in it more or less 
independently of how they may have been connected (or divided) by prior expe-
rience” (Ibid.: 52). 

Additionally, as highlighted by Keller, “whenever identity is affirmed, a 
musical performance may help articulate or even develop the values and attitudes 
of the social group claiming them” (2007: 101). This process leads to an intensi-
fication of the sense of belonging and identity among in-group members and, at 
the same time, to a deepening of the gap with the Others who do not share this 
experience and, therefore, are not part of the imagined community. 
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Similarly, Turino also underscores the centrality of music, dance, festivals, 
and other expressive cultural events in forging and sustaining collective identity. 
For him, “the performing arts are frequently fulcrum of identity, allowing people 
to intimately feel themselves part of the community through the realization of 
shared cultural knowledge and style and through the very act of participating 
together in performance” (Turino, 2008: 2). These public events represent privi-
leged occasions for the process of identity formation since they allow the public 
presentation of the peculiar features and feelings which confer to the group its 
unique character (Ibid). 
 
 
2.3 Music in social movements and organizations 
 
Music has been an important element in many major movements, such as the 
labor movements, the Civil Rights movement, the oppositional movement during 
the dictatorship in Argentina, and various ethno-nationalist movements as, for 
instance, the Estonian national movement against the Soviets, which is also 
known as the “Singing Revolution.” Nonetheless, despite music’s contribution in 
the formation and remembrance of a wide range of social movements, Eyerman 
and Jamison note that “these musical components have seldom been examined 
explicitly in the social movements, or broader sociological, literature” (1998: 7). 
Moreover, the authors point out a tendency among scholars of social movements 
to operationalize culture (and music) as a dependent variable, ignoring its role in 
“supplying actors with the sources of meanings and identities out of which they 
collectively construct social action and interaction” (Ibid.: 162). Similarly, 
Rosenthal emphasizes that, although it is often asserted, the value of music for 
social movements is only rarely examined so that we do not really know “what 
functions does music provide for social movements and how does it provide 
these tasks” (2001: 11). 

Talking about the contribution of music to the life of social movements in 
the 1930s and 1960s, Eyerman and Jamison (1995; 1998) and Eyerman and Bar-
retta (1996) underscore its political functions of enlightenment and recruitment. 
More specifically, by adopting an approach focused on the identification of the 
ways in which social movements affect knowledge production, Eyerman and 
Jamison stress how singers and songs contributed in raising popular conscious-
ness and were central in the identity formation of these groups (1995: 451). In 
their opinion, the popular music of the 1960s was one of the main mediating 
forces through which the ideas, values, and attitudes characterizing the move-
ment reached a broader segment of people, granting them a more lasting effect 
(Ibid.: 458). As noted by these scholars, not only the form, but also the content of 
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this medium was of pivotal importance: in fact, due to the quiet sounds charac-
teristic of folk music, the lyrics became the prior source of meaning. The texts 
were not ideological in any dogmatic way: rather, they dealt with universal 
themes of peace and brotherhood without presenting any specific political line or 
strategic action. For the authors, it was while singing these songs that a new 
common consciousness was formed and shared among the members and activists 
of these movements (Ibid.: 458). 

In their book Music and Social Movements, Eyerman and Jamison (1998) 
analyze the relationship existing between movements’ collective identity and 
music. The authors refer to the work of Hunt, Benford & Snow (1994), who were 
among the first scholars to introduce the study of culture into the sociology of 
social movements by using the concept of “framing.” In this view, culture – and, 
therefore, music - can be compared to the border surrounding a painting, to the 
frame which structures the picture of reality, conferring that peculiar shape to the 
ideational activities of the movement and guiding the actors in pursuing its goals. 
As they state in this regard, “the so-called ‘Master’ frame is seen to provide 
interpretation of the context in which the movement is operating, something akin 
to what Marxist-oriented social scientists call ideology or what Weber meant by 
ethos” (Eyerman and Jamison, 1998: 18). The scholars dwell on the constructive 
nature of this cultural frame which can be conceived as an analytic device pro-
duced by the movement’s theorists and intellectuals. During the construction of 
this cultural frame, the collective identity of a movement is articulated and be-
comes the ideological framework of interpretation and reproduction of the 
movement; Eyerman and Jamison define this process of identity formation as 
“cognitive praxis.”  

The introduction of the notion of “cultural frame” in the sociology of social 
movements and organizations has led to methodological innovation and to the 
adoption of a new approach – the cognitive approach – focused on the content of 
social movement activities rather than on its forms and organization, studying 
social movements as discourses and texts (Ibid.: 21-23). In this light, the authors 
analyze the contribution of music to the cognitive praxis of the social movements 
of the 1960s, defining their identity as a “collective structure of feelings” and 
highlighting the central role played by the music medium in its making and reor-
ganization (Ibid.: 166). 

In line with Eyerman and Jamison, Roscigno, Danaher and Summers-Effler 
(2002) argue that music and its emotional and cognitive impacts can be funda-
mental to the construction of social movements’ culture and collective identity. 
In their view, music can be conceived as an important mechanism for social 
organization and cohesion at the most general level, able to forge and sustain 
solidarity among group members but also to legitimate and motivate challenges 
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to existing structures (Roscigno & Danaher 2001; Roscigno, Danaher and Sum-
mers-Effler, 2002: 145). Through music, an identity amplification process can 
take place, since music lyrics might influence the individual salience hierarchy, 
so that lower-ordered identities are strengthened in order to foster participation in 
collective action (Ibid., 2002: 143). 

The authors identify three fundamental components of social movement 
culture: a sense of group identity, an alternative interpretational frame of cause 
and effect, and a sense of group political efficacy; in their opinion, song lyrics 
may affect all these dimensions of social movement culture (Ibid.: 145-146). A 
content analysis of the songs characterizing the mobilization of southern textile 
workers in the 1920s and 1930s is presented by Roscigno, Danaher and Sum-
mers-Effler as evidence of this mechanism. In their account, through the large 
use of a collective language such as “we,” “us” and “our” as well as the clear 
delineation of grievances, accusations, and issues of universal concern for south-
ern mill workers characterizing the lyrics, music delivered the cultural tools 
necessary for the movement’s formation and persistence, in terms of identity, 
interpretational framework and collective efficacy (Roscigno, Danaher and 
Summers-Effler, 2002: 163).  

Talking about the protest and propaganda songs composed in the folk idi-
om, Denisoff well schematizes the six primary functions fulfilled by music in 
relation to social and political movements: 

 
1. “The song attempts to solicit and arouse outside support and sympathy for 

a social or political movement. 
2. The song reinforces the value structure of individuals who are active sup-

porters of the social movement or ideology. 
3.  The song creates and promotes cohesion, solidarity, and high morale in 

an organization or movement supporting its world view. 
4.  The song is an attempt to recruit individuals for specific social move-

ment. 
5.  The song invokes solutions to real or imagined social phenomena in 

terms of action to achieve a desired goal. 
6.  The song points to some problem or discontent in the society, usually in 

emotional terms” (1972: 2-3). 
 

The scholar distinguishes between two kinds of propaganda songs: the rhetorical 
and the magnetic. Whereas the rhetorical songs are focused on the identification 
and description of a situation socially characterized without suggesting any ideo-
logical or organizational solution, the magnetic songs have an ideological scope 
and aim at persuading people, both emotionally and intellectually, to become 
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affiliated with a particular cause and/or movement. In this second case, “the 
song’s construction is such as to create social cohesion or a feeling of solidarity 
among the members of a social movements or specific world views” (Ibid.: 3-6). 

In line with Denisoff, in his article “Serving the movement: the role(s) of 
music,” Rosenthal (2001) pinpoints the four main functions fulfilled by music in 
the life of social movements.  

Firstly, music may serve the committed: for the scholar, “musical perfor-
mances and recordings can attract resources, particularly money and volunteers, 
as seen in mega-events like Live Aid or the string of Amnesty International con-
certs” (Rosenthal, 2001: 12). Moreover, music may contribute in expressing and, 
therefore, reinforcing, core convictions on which the group is rooted.  

Secondly, music may educate the uneducated. Albeit, as noted by Denisoff, 
“there is little, if any, concrete or empirical evidence that songs do in fact have 
an independent impact upon attitudes in the political arena” (Denisoff, 1972: 149 
in Rosenthal, 2001: 12), political song composers refer to their music as able to 
“educate” people, providing them with new interpretations of old facts, by con-
necting ideas and events yet unconnected in the listener’s mind, or by depicting a 
situation in a specific way and then promoting a new course of action (Rosen-
thal, 2001: 12). 

Thirdly, music may play a role in the recruitment of new adepts and mem-
bers of the movement: namely, “to actually induce (or help induce) people to 
move beyond intellectual awareness or emotional sympathy to joining a move-
ment organization or otherwise crossing the line into an identity (and self-
identity) as a movement supporter” (Ibid.: 13). In line with McAdam and Diani, 
who stress the importance of pre-existing networks in the formation of social 
movements, according to Rosenthal, “network based on music may be important 
for both individual and bloc recruitment” (Ibid.). 

Finally, music may play a role in the mobilization of people, helping to 
“persuade those who identify with the movement but remain inactive to take the 
step into concrete movement activity, and to persuade those already engaged not 
only to maintain their activities but to go beyond what they would otherwise 
have done” (Ibid.). However, in this regard, Rosenthal reveals that music may 
also be dysfunctional for the movement: indeed, as highlighted by Dunaway in 
his report on the participants of the famous Pete Seeger concert in 1963, “music 
may substitute for movement activity rather than spurring on greater efforts” 
(Ibid. 14), inhibiting participation and involvement in direct actions.  
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2.4 Music and national identity 
 
In his book Music, Nationalism, and the Making of the New Europe, Bohlman 
(2011) points out the central role played by music in the creation of “nations”, 
conceiving music as a form of historical narrative. As stated by the author, “mu-
sic inscribes history on the nation. Music also inscribes the nation on history. 
While realizing and narrating nationalism, music acquires the potential to exhibit 
both mediation and agency, not just representing the nation but also giving voice 
to those who wish to claim the nation and its history” (Bohlman, 2011: 266). 

For the scholar, an important distinction between national and nationalist 
music can be drawn. Whereas “history is more oblique and malleable in national 
music, which possesses the potential to shape it and make it more tangible in 
narrative forms, in nationalist music history is not the least bit oblique, primarily 
because the nation is insistently mapped on the narrative functions of music” 
(Ibid.: 59). Both national and nationalist music are produced either “(1) when 
circumstances make it necessary to define or redefine the nation or 2) when they 
contest the nation” (Ibid.: 69). However, whereas national music reflects the 
images of the nation with an emphasis on internal characteristics and “represents 
something quintessential about” and even preexisting the nation, nationalist mu-
sic is focused on external characteristics, depicting the nation as threatened and 
made insecure from without (Ibid.: 59-60). For Bohlman, national music is fo-
cused on the “nation” and is produced bottom-up; on the contrary, nationalist 
music is made in service of the “state” in the formulation of the “nation-state” 
and “comes into being through top-down cultural and political work” (Ibid.: 87). 
In particular, nationalist music can serve a nation-state in its competition with 
other nation-states and contribute to the struggle over contested territory such as 
border regions: in this view, possessing music becomes possessing land. For the 
author, nationalist music relies on the symbolism of structures that defines the 
nation, creates and fabricates an image of the state and enters into public and 
political rituals giving “nation” an identity. Moreover, nationalist music can 
mobilize the residents of the state by narrating a historical or political struggle, 
by identifying the entity against which the nation should fight, thus taking people 
into battle, both abstract and real (Bohlman, 2004: 88). 

By making the example of the construction of the German national identity, 
Bohlman (2002) highlights the central contribution of German folk songs in the 
process. The composition of German folk songs started in the 19th century and, 
in the course of time, “proliferated, becoming richer and more profound in the 
representation of Germanness” (Bohlman, 2002: 109). As noted by the scholar, 
several anthologies of folk songs were published whose lyrics succeeded in con-
necting language to real or symbolic places, such as rivers, forests, mountains, 
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cities and even political boundaries, hence providing a cultural atlas of Germany 
and Europe in general. Despite the variety of dialects spoken at that time, these 
German ballads were all composed in the same language, and it was this com-
mon language that conferred to German folk songs their character of a symboli-
cally unifying element for Germans and German communities widespread 
throughout Europe (Ibid.: 108-110). 

Together with the folk tradition, also German classical music has signifi-
cantly contributed in the making of German understandings of nationhood and 
collective identity. Composers such as Bach, Händel, and Mozart played an im-
portant role in the forging of a German character and in the creation of German 
myths. Nonetheless, as noted by Applegate and Potter in this regard, “musicians 
and composers of the eighteenth century remained largely on the margins of such 
activism and did not at first consciously contribute to the emergent national cul-
ture” (2002: 3).  

The issue of German national identity acquired its importance during the 
19th century and, especially, after 1871 when the just-proclaimed political na-
tion-state did not exactly coincide with the imagined cultural nation of genera-
tions of German patriots. In this period of transformation, composers began to 
adopt new attitudes towards the political life of their country, gaining “an un-
precedented awareness of one’s importance to national cultures” (Ibid. 7). Music 
authors such as Mendelssohn, Schumann and Brahms employed different devic-
es, approaches and musical means of evoking German nationhood and differ in 
the level of consciousness of their role and the extent of their involvement in the 
process. Nevertheless, although the relation between these artists and the Ger-
man national identity issue remains quite ambivalent, their contribution in the 
creation of German myths and peculiar cultural and musical tradition is undenia-
ble.  

In Sounds of the Borderland, Baker (2010) provides a more recent example 
of the role of music as a visible player in the forging of national identities: the 
creation of a Croatian national identity since 1991. As stated by the author in this 
regard, “the idea that a sovereign Croatia deserved a popular music which re-
flected Croatian cultural identity and excluded undesirable markers of otherness 
encouraged several groups of producers to propose a national style of Croatian 
popular music” (Baker, 2010: 55). 

As described by Baker, the outbreak of the Yugoslavian conflict in the 
1990s was accompanied by a peculiar wave of patriotic music-making. Several 
professional pop musicians came together in a patriotic project called “Croatian 
Band Aid,” from which many prominent stars from other republics of Yugosla-
via were categorically excluded. At the same time, the music industry adapted 
itself to the expectations of the new Croatian audience looking for national popu-
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lar music, engaging in a production which contributed to the affirmation and 
consolidation of the Croatian national identity and its uniqueness. The songs and 
their explicit und implicit narratives of nationhood ended up providing “a source 
of messages about the nation and, in the ongoing debates over the origins of the 
folk music which inspired many songs, a way to define the nation by expressing 
what Croatia was not” (Baker, 2010: 1). 

Not only music but also music instruments took part in the affirmation of 
the Croatian identity. In fact, as reported by Baker, the tamburica - a Slavonian 
folk instrument typical in the Croatian tradition and which, according to Oma-
novic-Pacek, had been significantly repressed in the previous decades by the 
Yugoslav regime for its national symbolic value – was re-introduced (Ibid.: 59). 
State media workers and professional tamburica-players vigorously participated 
in the ongoing debate on the ideological meaning of this instrument, supporting 
the new President’s public ideology with regard to “the Croats’ historical conti-
nuity, their political unification, their peacefulness, their Europeanness, and the 
expression of national identity through the folklore of one’s particular region” 
(Ibid.). In particular, the debate was grounded on two main convictions: firstly, 
the tamburica was the symbol of the folk culture of all Croats; secondly, folk 
music from neighboring countries (Serbia and Bosnia) not only did not belong to 
this tradition, but should also be considered as a threat for Croatian purity (Ibid.: 
60). Hence, the tamburica came to be considered one identitarian symbol of 
Croatia’s Westernness and its cultural distance from the “Eastern neighbors” 
(Bosniaks/Serbs) which were viewed as belonging to another (Eastern) civiliza-
tion (Ibid.: 50). 

The role of music in sustaining national identity and creating bonds between 
citizens has also been highlighted by Cerulo (1995). In particular, by referring to 
the example of national anthems, the author stresses how they “unite citizens 
every time they are performed, bringing citizens together (albeit mentally in 
many cases) in patriotic communion” (Cerulo, 1995: 17). In the same vein, ac-
cording to Cerulo, national (symbols and) music may also function as tools for 
popular political protest, expressing national discontent and challenging ruling 
authorities. This was, for instance, the case in the nationalist movements and the 
Youth European movements of the 19th century described by Johnson and 
Klandermans (1995). In fact, as the scholars point out, movements such as the 
Young Italy, Young Poland, and Young Turkey, drew heavily on poetry, litera-
ture and, especially, songs as means of expression of nationalist and generational 
discontent. Songs in the national language of Quebecois chansonniers Pauline 
Julien, Felix Leclerc, and Gilles Vigneaul also played a pivotal role in mass 
mobilizations. 
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2.5 Russian national identity in music: a historical overview 
 
After this theoretical excursus on the two main approaches of the sociology of 
music, on the ideological potential of this medium, on the use of music on behalf 
of social movements and organizations, and on the relation existing between this 
medium and national identity, let us now turn to the specific case of Russian 
music.  

For centuries, Russian music basically comprised only church music and 
folk songs and dances. Italian, German and French operas were introduced in the 
country in the 17th century, becoming a popular practice among aristocrats (Cur-
tis 1996). Only in the course of the 19th century, the first Russian contributions 
to world music were provided by composers such as Mikhail Glinka, who suc-
ceeded in integrating Russian folk and religious themes into European music 
canons. More precisely, as noted by Taruskin in this regard, “Glinka’s signal 
contribution was to show that the Russian national element could be more than 
decorative, and that it could be used as the basis for serious musico-dramatic 
work” (2010: 67). Remarkably, according to Figes, Glinka’s work Life for the 
Tsar (1786), testifying his appropriation of the peasant tradition, won him the 
recognition as first canonical Russian composer – indeed, he is commonly re-
ferred to as “the father of Russian music” and “the first truly Russian composer” 
- and came to be considered the first Russian opera (Figes, 2002: 116).  

Following Glinka’s example, a new group of composers based in St. Peters-
burg and interested in developing a Russian music, which was autonomous from 
the European classical tradition, treaded the boards in the second half of the 19th 
century (Curtis, 1996). The groups, known as the “Mighty Five,” included the 
composers Balakirev, Borodin, Cui, Musorgsky, and Rimskiy-Korsarov. The 
activities of these artists were focused on the creation and promotion of a Rus-
sian music, which was musically and thematically inspired by Russia’s history 
and folklore, and in which European influences were minimized. The kuchkist 
composers - as the adepts of this school are called – were self-trained amateurs 
from the minor gentry of the provinces who, due to their origin and “closeness to 
the native soul,” considered themselves more authentically Russian compared to 
the musicians of the classical academy (Figes, 2002: 179). Through their works, 
they aimed to develop a new Russian musical language, incorporating in their 
music “what they heard in village songs, in Cossack and Caucasian dances, in 
church chants and […] the tolling of church bells” (Ibid.). Interestingly, as em-
phasized by Figes, they ended up inventing (ex novo) “a series of harmonic de-
vices [which] create a distinct ‘Russian’ style and color that was different from 
the music of the West” and which, however, did not belong to the Russian folk 
or religious tradition (Figes, 2002: 180). 
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Obviously, a conflict emerged between the Russian Music Society, estab-
lished in 1859 and fostering the establishment of a Russian music tradition, and 
the Petersburg Conservatory, founded in 1861 and strongly influenced by and 
engaged in an effort of promoting Western music in Russia. Among this second 
group was world famous composer Tchaikovsky, whose symphonies, operas and 
ballets were characterized by a strongly imitative and Western-influenced style. 
According to Figes, clear references to the ideological diatribe between Slavo-
philes and Westernizers characterizing Russian society in the 1840s, and its fur-
ther developments into the Populist and Scythian movements in the following 
decades can be identified. Nonetheless, as pointed out by Taruskin, “the tenden-
cy to view the various political camps of Russian music in terms of this classic 
dualism of Russia intellectual history, tempting though it may be in its simplici-
ty, is one of the most reductive and distorting errors commonly committed by 
modern scholars who write about Russian music in the nineteenth century” 
(2010: 36-37). Indeed, for the scholar, the kuchkist experience should be con-
ceived as a reaction not against the West and its music influence, but rather 
against the conservatory and established music institutions from which these 
composers felt alienated and excluded (Ibid.: 38). As stressed by Taruskin in this 
regard, “the line dividing the camps had nothing to do with nationalism but, 
rather, with professional education and professional routine” (Ibid.: 37).  

During the Soviet period, Russian music was adapted to the prescription of 
the Socialist Realism (see also Chapter 1.2.); remarkably, according to Slonim-
sky, the modalities and extent to which music was strumentalized by the Soviet 
Union to disseminate its ideology and reinforce its propaganda was not only 
complex but also incredible (Slonimsky, 1950). In particular, the Russian Asso-
ciation of Proletarian Musicians, founded in 1922, was involved in a music pro-
duction able to foster political agitation and to reach “human energy with the aim 
of utilizing it for the needs of Soviet Construction” (Edmunds, 2000: 67). Sever-
al notable Soviet composers such as Shostakovich, Stravinsky, Rachmaninoff, 
and Prokofiev were victims of the suppression and constraints exercised by the 
Soviet authorities, so that many of them decided - or were forced - to leave the 
Soviet Union (Curtis 1996). This was, for instance, the case for Igor Stravinsky 
who left the USSR in 1920: interestingly, forced into exile, the composer aban-
doned the “Russian peasant music of his early neo-nationalist phase” and the 
“violent Scythian rhythms” that characterized his previous works in favor of a 
neoclassicism representing his nostalgic celebration to the “ideal of beauty em-
bodied in the classical inheritance of his native (Western-styled) Petersburg” 
(Figes, 2002: 557)6. Other great Soviet composers – such as Prokofiev and Shos-

                                                            
6 During his exile abroad, Stravinsky also familiarized with Eurasian circles.  
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takovich - remained in the country, adapting their compositions to the Socialist 
Realist policies, enjoying substantial recognition but also suffering censorship. 
Nonetheless, as highlighted by Slonimsky (1944), forms of resistance were pos-
sible through music as the large use of hidden metaphors and anti-Soviet allu-
sions in Prokofiev’s works testifies. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, avant-garde and modern composers were strongly 
criticized for their digression from realistic or traditional canons (Curtis 1996). 
Nonetheless, apart from symphonic music, new music genres were introduced: 
jazz - which was allowed by the Regime and soon became one of the most popu-
lar music forms - and rock music, which Soviet authorities unsuccessfully tried 
to prohibit. The final paragraph of the chapter is dedicated to the development 
and cultural importance of the rock phenomenon in the Soviet Union. 
 
 
2.6 Russian rock and the importance of the lyrics 
 
Rock music arrived in Russia in the mid-1960s with Beatles mania, when the 
first Russian rock-bands played cover versions of Beatles songs on hand-made 
instruments, singing in English as best as they could. Despite the technical im-
provement registered in the following years, the scarce knowledge of the Eng-
lish language together with the narrowness of the repertoires led several music 
bands to write songs in their native language: this marked the birth of Russian 
rock (Steinholt, 2003: 91). As highlighted by Ivanova and Manykin (2007), in 
the course of the 1970s, Russian rock remained an underground phenomenon: 
concerts were performed secretly in private flats and in university halls. The 
spread of Russian rock was fostered also by the underground magnitizdat - the 
process of recording and distributing forbidden folk, rock and jazz works. 

Worried by the rapid growth of the newborn music scene, the authorities 
sought to keep the phenomenon under control by hindering its musical activities 
as well as by instituting the VIAs (Vocal-Instrumental Ensembles). As observed 
by Steinholt, in return for their “going official” and their newfound support for 
the Soviet cause, VIA musicians were offered “a steady income, professional 
instruments, and the possibility of touring and releasing records” (Steinholt, 
2003: 91). Nonetheless, the authorities failed in their attempts and from the end 
of the 1970s a significant increase in the number of amateur bands was regis-
tered, especially in what is called the Leningrad Rock Club scene (LRC).  

As already pointed out in the introduction, during the 1980s, the St. Peters-
burgian LRC became the major center for the newborn Russian rock phenome-
non, hosting bands as Aquarium, Kino, Aliza, Televizor, and Popular Mechanics 
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by Sergey Kuryokhin7. The phenomenon consisted of a number of bands follow-
ing the do-it-yourself ideals, which saw Russian rock as a way for self-
expression and as the sole escape from the repressive policies and measures of 
the Soviet authorities (Steinholt, 2003: 92). For Ivanova and Manykin (2007), 
this “was the time of formation of the main trends of Soviet rock music” com-
prising the classical rock-n-roll of Zoopark and Bravo, lyrical folk-rock of the 
bands Mashina Vremeni and Chaif, heavy metal with Aria, Cherny Kofe, Cher-
ny Obelisk and Corrozia Metalla, the punk-rock of Avotmaticheskie 
Udovletvoriteli, the hard 'new wave' of Televizor and jazz-rock with Arsenal. 
Remarkably, compared to Western rock, Russian rock completely lacked mar-
keting and commercial distribution networks which preserved its authenticity 
until the late 1980s (Steinholt, 2003: 95).  

As noted by Steinholt, the centrality of the lyrics was one of the main fea-
tures of Russian rock music for, at least, two reasons: on the one hand, Russian 
rock bands were lacking the technical virtuosity and equipment typical of the 
Western tradition; on the other hand, due to the Soviet ban of dancing at con-
certs, Russian rock was not primarily made to dance to. The combination of 
these two factors contributed in conferring a pivotal role to the lyrics in the Rus-
sian rock phenomenon and their “all-important function in communicating” with 
the audience (Ibid.: 95-96). Remarkably, according to Troitskiy, Russian rock 
songs had a direct tie to the Russian poetic tradition and reflected its lexical and 
stylistic heritage (1987, 37). Their origins can be traced back to the Russian pre-
revolutionary gorodskoi romanz (“city ballad”) and blatnaya pesnya (“under-
world song”), which belonged to an urban genre together with the bardovskaya 
pesnya (“bard song”) dealing with religious faith and love for Motherland 
(Steinholt, 2003: 99).  

In the 1990s, Russian rock music remained an underground phenomenon 
relegated to unconventional channels which preserved the centrality, deepness 
and enlightenment mission of this music style whose lyrics where deeply associ-
ated with religion, spirituality, and civic awakening (Ibid.: 105). Nonetheless, 
for Steinholt, since 1995 a marginalization of the rock phenomenon has been 
registered along with a commercialization of Russian music in general. Interest-
ingly, for Ivanova and Manykin (2007), the commercialization of Russian rock 
began already in the late 1980s, when pioneering rock bands as Mashina 
Vremeni, Aquarium, Kino and Aliza went official, giving large-scale concerts 
all over the country and recording their albums with the state-supported record-
ing studio Melodia. As a result, in the late 1980s, the domestic Russian rock 

                                                            
7 As pointed out by Ivanova and Manykin (2007), since 1983 Leningrad became the unofficial capital 
of Soviet Rock, hosting annual rock festivals and concerts 
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absorbed, transformed and commercialized by a pop-music industry of Western 
type. 
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3 Introducing the sample: the Russian and St. Petersburgian 
political field 

 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Russian Youth: Who is who 
 
According to the Russian Ministry for Statistics, about 35.3 million people were 
aged between 15 and 29 in Russia8 in 2006, representing  around 25% of the total 
population (Unesco Russia: 2005). 

In its report on the first post-Soviet generation, UNESCO depicts young 
Russians as independent, mobile, willing to invest in education and training, 
interested in career and advancement opportunities as well as inclined to a proac-
tive integration in the international youth community (Ibid.).  

On average, young Russians tend to be more educated than their counter-
parts in other OECD countries. Education varies according to geographical pat-
terns so that significant differences are registered between regions: for example, 
while in North and Central Russia 71% of the people between ages 25 and 29 
completed a vocational training, in southern areas the percentage goes down to 
61%. 

Nonetheless, despite their high level of education, Russian youth are 
plagued by a strong unemployment phenomenon. This phenomenon is wide-
spread across the country but it is more intensely registered in the eastern regions 
and in the countryside than in Western Russia and the big cities. The Russian 
state has endeavored to reduce unemployment by creating youth councils and 
associations at the national as well as at local levels which should act as interme-
diaries for young people and entrepreneurs. At the same time, special educational 
and training programs are annually offered to 20,000 newly graduated students 
who are unemployed.  

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, drug consumption in Russia has ris-
en enormously, especially in big cities (above all, in St. Petersburg), while alco-
hol remains the first drug of choice used in the countryside. Strong consumption 

                                                            
8 The Russian Department for Youth Policy, Education and Social Protection for Children defines as 
“youth” those persons between the ages of 15 and 29 years. 

C. Pierobon, Music and Political Youth Organizations in Russia,
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      Together with unemployment, other serious social pathologies are afflicting 
the first Russian post-Soviet generation. 
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of hard drugs is also registered in cities of Siberia such as Omsk, which are on 
the drug trafficking route from Afghanistan and Central Asia to Europe. 
Juvenile crime, increasing rates of emigration among youth, epidemic levels of 
tuberculosis and sexually transmitted diseases (including AIDS), high mortality 
rates associated with various risk factors among the age group 15-24 are all fea-
tures that characterize contemporary Russian youth. According to Blum (2006), 
all these factors, together with the lack of social infrastructures for young people 
such as housing, education, health care as well as infrastructure necessary for 
modernization, lead to a mounting anxiety that Russia is on the verge of “losing 
an entire generation”. 

Furthermore, as already mentioned in the introduction, in a society invested 
by rising globalization and immigration, young Russians show an alarming pre-
disposition to intolerance and xenophobia. During the fourth round of the Euro-
pean Social Survey 20089, 21.1% of the people between the ages of 15 and 29 
stated that immigrants of different race/ethnic groups other than the majority 
should not be allowed in the country (compared to the EU average of 8.7%); 
12.2% stated that immigrants undermine the nation’s cultural life (compared to 
the EU average of 2.6%) and 11.1% view migrants as making the country a 
worse place to live (the average EU percentage is 2.9%). 

Another peculiar feature of Russian youth is its apoliticism10. This is partic-
ularly evident during political elections: significantly, less young voters come to 
the polls than older ones. According to the ESS of 200811, during the last Russian 
national election, only 63.5% of people aged between 18 and 29 took part in 
voting (compared to 74.3% of people older than 30). 

In addition, only 6.6% of the young respondents said that they were very in-
terested in politics while 24.9% declared to be not interested at all; the percent-
ages among those older than 30 were 8.3% and 17.1 %, respectively.With regard 
to their relation with conventional political institutions, young people show low-
er levels of both trust and distrust (even if the differences in the case of trust are 
very slight). Regarding the country parliament, only 10.2% of young people 
affirmed to not trust it at all while 13.2% was the percentage characterizing older 
people; at the same time, only 1.9% of those aged between 15 and 29 have abso-
lute trust in this institution – for those over 30 the percentage was 2.9%. A very 
similar trend was also registered for the trust in politicians and in parties. 
 

                                                            
9 Data available at www.ess.com 
10 See also http://bd.english.fom.ru/report/cat/societas/social_group_molodezh/ed052222 (Last ac-
cessed March 12, 2011) 
11 Data available at http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/ 
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Table 3.1 Political Participation as “Voting” and “Other Political Activities”  
               2006/2007 
 WESTERN EUROPE EASTERN EU-

ROPE 
RUSSIA 

 YES NO YES NO YES NO 

Voting last national election 82.8% 
(18,718) 

17.2% 
(3,866) 

71.3% 
(13,062) 

28.7% 
(5,258) 

74.7% 
(1,751) 

25.3% 
(594) 

Worked in political party or action 
group last 12 months 

3.6% 
(903) 

96.4% 
(23,993) 

3.0% 
(579) 

97.0% 
(18,816) 

3.1% 
(77) 

96.9% 
(2,423) 

Worked in another organization or 
association last 12 months 

17.9% 
(4,466) 

82.1% 
(20,428) 

4.6% 
(891) 

95.4% 
(18,472) 

3.8% 
(95) 

96.2% 
(2,389) 

Worn or displayed campaign 
badge/sticker last 12 months 

8.8% 
(2,191) 

91.2% 
(22,703) 

3.6% 
(703) 

96.4% 
(18,681) 

2.6 % 
(65) 

97.4% 
(2,427) 

Signed petition last 12 months 26.9% 
(6,675) 

73.1% 
(18,168) 

9.4% 
(1,812) 

90.6% 
(17,553) 

5.9% 
(147) 

94.1% 
(2,342) 

Taken part in lawful public demon-
stration last 12 months 

7.4% 
(1,852) 

92.6% 
(23,042) 

3.7% 
(717) 

96.3% 
(18,632) 

5.3% 
(132) 

94.7% 
(2,349) 

Boycotted certain products last 12 
months 

19.8% 
(4,936) 

80.2% 
(19,946) 

5.6% 
(1,086) 

94.4% 
(18,226) 

4.1% 
(102) 

95.9% 
(2,379) 

Source: ESS 2008 and own calculations  
 
Table 3.1. is focused on Russian youth political participation in comparative 
perspective, taking into account the Western and Eastern Europe experiences12 

and considering different forms of civic engagement. 
As the numbers show, youth political participation in Russia tends to be 

lower than in the European Union countries, in particular with regard to signing 
petitions (the difference is 20 percentage points), followed by boycotting certain 
products and working in organizations and associations. Worthy of note is that 
the percentage of Russian young people who worked in political parties or action 

                                                            
12 The sample includes the following countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Germany, Denmark, 
Estonia, Spain, Finland, France, United Kingdom, Hungary, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Por-
tugal, Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia 
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groups in the 12 months prior to the interviews is almost in line with the Europe-
an average. But, since Russia generally registered lower levels of political partic-
ipation compared to Western liberal countries, the preference accorded by Rus-
sian youth to the engagement in political organizations and groups is symptomat-
ic of the centrality of this form of involvement for the youth of this embryonic 
civil society. 

The remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to an introduction of the 
complex phenomenon of political youth organizations in contemporary Russia. 
Particular attention will be devoted to the analysis of the state’s role in the 
growth and sustenance of these groups. 
 
 
3.2 Russian Youth and the State 
 
As noted by Elena Omelchenko (2005), public debate about Russian youth has 
been running high in the past 10 years. The state’s interest in the youth has risen 
especially after the so-called “colored revolutions” or successful popular move-
ments in Georgia (2003), Ukraine (2004), and Kyrgyzstan (2005), whose intensi-
ty and outcome were significantly determined by the real or ascribed active in-
volvement of young people. At the same time, the general political apathy among 
Russian young people started being perceived as a major obstacle for the socio-
economic and cultural development of the country. As a result, a general agree-
ment about the need for a comprehensive youth governmental program dealing 
with these relevant issues was registered, and an interesting debate took place on 
the possible ways of interventions which called into question the preservation of 
democracy and the desirable role of the state. 

Generally speaking, there were two prevailing and opposite attitudes. On 
the one hand, actors involved in the political debate, such as the Parliament and 
the State Council, called for “taking the process of socialization of youth under 
state control” (Blum, 2006: 8), through a combination of propaganda and central-
ized supervision by creating specialized media organs, transforming schools into 
centers of moral instructions and forming a new federal service for socialization. 
On the other hand, while sharing the general belief that the younger generation 
can and should be guided from above, institutions such as the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science tended to promote more real and independent forms of political 
engagement, fostering the inclusion of young people into policymaking. The 
initiative of this second group of actors will be explored hereinafter. 

In 2006, the Ministry of Education and Science with the Department of 
Youth Policy and Education developed a new strategy for the engagement of 
Russian young people by promoting numerous initiatives at the state level. The 
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document entitled “Strategy of State Youth Policy in the Russian Federation 
(2006-2019)” was later enforced by the Russian Governmental Decree No. 
17690-r and aims at the “full development of the young persons’ potential in the 
interest of the state and provides for the participation of young citizens in draft-
ing, assessing and implementing the key areas of state youth policy and the mo-
dalities for its implementation.” Taking into account the medium-term trends in 
Russia’s socio-economic and socio-political development, there were three main 
areas of interventions:  

 
 the integration of youth into social practices and information for youth 

about the potential development opportunities in Russia; 
 the fostering of youth’s creative activity with an emphasis on practical 

innovation: through improvements in education, young people’s critical 
reasoning skills should be strengthened and their access to technology 
increased, with the aim of producing a new generation of market-
oriented, information-savvy entrepreneurs;  

 the integration of young people in difficult living situations into society, 
including invalids, orphans, ex-convicts, and young people living in 
“hot zones” (like Chechnya). 
 

For these purposes, the Russian state has funded and implemented five different 
projects: “Health Generation,” “Citizen of Russia,” “Young Family of Russia,” 
“Professionalism of Young People,” and “Youth in Informational Space.” 

The “Health Generation” project has the goal to popularize among young 
people the notion of a healthy way of life based on morality, rational individuali-
ty, social responsibility and national identity. The “Citizen of Russia” program 
promotes youth political activities and self-organizations and the formation of 
NGOs and youth organizations as a remedy for a youth apathy and alienation. 
Through the “Young Family” initiative, the state aims to conquer the decline in 
the overall population by offering young families adequate employment and 
housing opportunities. The “Professionalism of Young People” project is focused 
on offering young people (remunerative) opportunities through employment 
networks with entrepreneurs, while “Youth in difficult living situations” provides 
invalids, orphans, migrants, delinquents and young people in hot spots with spe-
cial support services. Finally, “Youth in Informational Space” fosters the use and 
diffusion of high-technologies such as multimedia and interactive telecommuni-
cations, with the hope of increasing young people’s interest in this field. 

As stated in the Program for Patriotic Education for 2006-2010 and several 
other secondary statements, all these projects are rooted in the idea of a patriotic 
education defined in terms of cultivation of loyalty to the Fatherland. The aim of 
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all these programs is the formation and definition of a new youth national identi-
ty which combines business and patriotism, rationalist models and quintessential 
Russian culture, hybridizing certain hegemonic globalized practices with indige-
nous national elements. 

An important role for the development of Russia in the present stage is as-
signed by the state to youth civil society and direct political participation. As 
affirmed by Alina Levitskaya, Director of the Department for Youth Policy, Edu-
cation and Social Protection for Children, key issue of the Russian youth policy 
is to enhance political awareness and engagement of young people and to en-
courage their participation in civic children and youth organizations, youth par-
liaments, governments and other consultative structures, legislative and execu-
tive bodies on all levels, and in bodies of student self-government, thus stimulat-
ing the cooperation between state, civic society and entrepreneurs. 

The activities of children and youth organizations are regulated by the state 
through the Constitution and the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, the Fed-
eral Acts “On non-profit organizations” and “On civic associations,” the Federal 
Act of the Russian Federation as well as the above mentioned Governmental 
Decree of 2006. In this regard, it is worthy to note that the state guarantees legal, 
economic, and organizational support only to those organizations that are orient-
ed towards the implementation of the state’s (youth) policies. 

As of January 1, 2006, the Federal Register of Civic Children and Youth 
Organizations receiving state support listed 31 organizations (8 children and 23 
youth organizations), of which 29 were all-Russian and 2 were international 
ones. Those organizations are characterized by diversity regarding the orientation 
of their activities (vocational, creative, athletic, ecological, military patriotic, 
bourgeois-patriotic, charitable), the types and modalities, as well as the programs 
and projects being implemented. 

The current civic organizations are not large in terms of membership. The 
biggest civic youth organizations include the all-Russian organizations “Russian 
youth union” (RYU), the “Union youth housing complex of Russia” (Union JHV 
of Russia), the “Youth union of jurists in the Russian Federation” and the “Na-
tional youth league.” 

A very important role is also assigned to all-Russian civic groups develop-
ing into the consolidating structure for the student unions such as the “Russian 
Association of Student Union Organizations at Universities” (RASUU), and the 
Student Coordinating Council at the Central Committee of the Union of Employ-
ees in Public Education and Science of the Russian Federation. Moreover, in the 
past ten years, a trend was registered towards establishing civic associations and 
projects such as, for instance, the Young Guard, Nashi, The Locals and others. 
One of the peculiar features of these organizations is their uneven distribution 
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across the country: in fact, most of them are located in big cities such as Mos-
cow, St. Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Yekaterinburg, Volgograd and Saratov as well 
as in some major industrial centers in the territory of the Russian Federation13. 
Besides the registered and therefore state-financed youth groups listed above, 
since the 1990s Russia has also been characterized by a significant proliferation 
of “non-official” organizations14. 

Very little is known about the size and activities of these groups, especially 
in the case of radical ones. Generally speaking, while the affiliation to non-
registered organizations is based more on ideal, moral and ethic concerns, mem-
bership in youth-governmental organizations tends to be motivated by opportun-
ism and careerism (Siegert, 2005).  

Both registered and non-registered organizations were mostly founded by 
parties and political leaders for instrumental reasons: the aim was to get in touch 
with and to involve in political activities young people who have lost interest and 
trust in conventional political and governmental institutions. The strategic use of 
culture, such as music, and cult figures, such as musicians, artists, actors, TV-
moderators, and sports-masters was of central importance in this process.  
 As already mentioned in the introductory part, the following dissertation is 
focused on nine contemporary Russian political youth organizations present in 
the city of St. Petersburg: the Young Guard of United Russia, Nashi, the National 
Bolsheviks, the Vanguard of Red Youth, the Resistance Movement named after 
Petr Alexeev, the Movement Against Illegal Immigration, Oborona, Youth Ya-
bloko, and the People’s Democratic Youth Union. The Young Guard of United 
Russia and Nashi are the only registered organizations of the sample.  
The sample was created by looking at the annual survey conducted by the social 
research institute FOM on the best known political youth organizations in the 
country15. The results collected in 2007, 2009 and 2010 are presented in Figure 
3.1. 

Despite a significant discrepancy in the popularity between registered and 
non-registered organizations, all the groups were taken into account in the study 

                                                            
13 The activities of children and youth organizations are nowadays regulated by the state through the 
Constitution and the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, the Federal Acts “On non-profit organiza-
tions” and “On civic associations,” the Federal Act of the Russian Federation as well as the Govern-
mental Decree of 2006 which assure legal, economic, and organizational support to organizations 
whose activities are oriented towards the implementation of the state's policies and initiatives. These 
organizations are therefore officially registered. Young Guard of United Russia, Nashi, Russian 
Youth, New People and The Locals belong to this category.  
14 “Non-official organizations” is used to indicate all those organizations which are not registered 
under the Russian Federal Register of Civic Children and Youth Organizations and are therefore not 
state-funded. 
15 URL: http://bd.fom.ru/pdf/d06molodezh10.pdf (Last accessed March 13, 2011) 
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in order to have a sample as complete and representative as possible. The final 
sample was subsequently adjusted to the peculiarities of the St. Petersburgian 
political field and included the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev - 
which is present only in St. Petersburg - and Youth Yabloko - which is particular-
ly important and active in the city; Russian Youth, New People and The Locals 
were excluded from the sample since they were not present in the city.  

 
Fig. 3.1 Most known political youth organizations in Russia: years 2007,  
            2009, 201016.  
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Source: http://bd.fom.ru/pdf/d06molodezh10.pdf 
 
The next paragraphs will familiarize the reader with the ideology and programs 
of the selected political youth organizations and their positioning in the Russian 
and St. Petersburgian political field.  
 
 

                                                            
16 Remarkably, as emphasized in the report published by FOM, Voice of Youth is a fictional organi-
zation included in the list only to approximately estimate the proportion of random responses 
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3.3 Registered organizations 
 
3.3.1 The Young Guard of United Russia 
 
Since its foundation in 2006, Molodaya Gvardiya has become the best known 
youth organization of the country17: noteworthy, the group is also the youth wing 
of the political party United Russia. Through the project "Polit Zavod,” members 
of the Young Guard became deputies of the regional legislative assembly and 
assistants and members of the executive authorities of subjects of the Federa-
tion18. In 2007, the Young Guard shared with the party United Russia a triumph 
in the parliamentary elections so that, nowadays, several young deputies belong-
ing to the organization are seated in the State Duma. 

According to the manifest published on the organization's webpage, Russia 
should be a strong nation, independent from the opinion of other Western democ-
racies. The organization finds its ideological foundation in the idea of a sover-
eign democracy and in three different projects: “Putin's Plan,” “4 I” of Dmitri 
Medvedev, and Strategy 2020. At the same time, it recognizes the need of inno-
vation for the country through investments, infrastructure, and the consolidation 
of political and civic institutions. The manifest cites a legitimate presidential 
power, a working party system, the implementation of the state’s social guaran-
tees and obligations to the citizens, personal and economic modernization and 
the rule of the law as the basis for the future development of the country; a cen-
tral role in this process of modernization is given to young people. 

Despite the electoral success in the parliamentary election and noticeable 
improvements in the country’s development in the past decade, the Young Guard 
declares itself still committed to its ideology and ideals which have allowed 
Russia to become an independent, respected, and strong nation.The next concrete 
goal set up by the organization is the inclusion of the Young Guard members’ in 
the municipal assembly. 
 
 

                                                            
17 See also FOM 2010 
18 www.molgvardia.ru/convention/manifest (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
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3.3.2 Nashi 
 
As reported on its webpage19, the Youth Democratic Antifascist Movement Nashi 
was founded in 2004 when a group of regional youth organizations took the 
initiative of establishing an anti-fascist political movement. From the outset, the 
main purpose of Nashi has been the struggle against the unusual coalition of 
oligarchs and liberals who, under the influence of the “Color Revolutions” taking 
place in Georgia and Ukraine, wanted to give up the sovereignty and independ-
ence of Russia.  

The group strives for a transformation of Russia into a global leader of the 
21st century and the realization of a “revolution of the best,” which would allow 
the most competent managers to come into power and run the country. 

In addition, a central aim of the movement has been the opposition to na-
tionalism and xenophobia in Russia as well as the fight against counterproduc-
tive fascist and nationalist organizations. In fact, as reported on Nashi’s webpage, 
Russia is a multiethnic and multicultural country, and any conflicts based on 
ethnicity and religion will eventually lead to the disintegration of the country. 

On March 1, 2005, the group’s leader Vasily Yakimenko announced the es-
tablishment of the movement and Russian President Vladimir Putin spoke in 
support of it. Since then, regular meetings are held by commissars and activists 
with top officials of the state - Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev. 
Since 2005, Nashi has annually carried out an education forum named "Seliger,” 
whose number of participants has steadily increased each year: in Seliger 2007, 
the movement registered the participation of about 10,000 people. The forum 
allowed young people to get in touch with political leaders, analysts and repre-
sentatives of the executive and legislative authorities as well as of the business 
world, constituting a platform for the creation of an effective innovative econom-
ic model for the country and its modernization. 
 
 
3.4 Non-registered organizations 
 
3.4.1 National-Bolsheviks (NazBols) 
 
According to the program approved in 200320, the essence of National Bolshe-
vism is an all-consuming love for Russia and a hatred for its enemies. The group 
aims at a revolutionary transformation of Russia: more specifically, through a 
                                                            
19 http://nashi.su/projects (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
20 http://theory.nazbol.ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=65:-
2003&catid=31:general&Itemid=27) (Last accessed June 15, 2011 
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people's revolt, the group wants to create a new Russia which will allow the 
nation to achieve a breakthrough in the world. The new society will be built 
based on the ideals of masculinity, collectivism and devotion to individual duties.  

The NBP strives for protecting and defending the rights of Russians at home 
as well as abroad, wherein belonging to the Russian people is determined neither 
by birth nor by religion but rather by a historical, linguistic and cultural identifi-
cation with the country. The global objective of the National Bolsheviks is the 
creation of a great Eurasian superpower. The group seeks a reunification of Rus-
sia and Belarus and all those neighboring territories where Russians represent the 
majority, such as northern Kazakhstan, eastern and southern Ukraine, Crime and 
Transnistria, South Ossetia and Abkhazia, and the Russian regions of the former 
Soviet Union. In their opinion, the United States and NATO are the main foreign 
enemies who are robbing the country and whose dominance should be destroyed.  

The Nazbols consider a radical change necessary in the political system by 
destroying the current state of order, which is beneficial only to officials, police 
and plunderers of national wealth. The road to power will be open to all who 
have the will and talent, allowing a free circulation of people within the power 
hierarchy in accordance to their abilities. Only in this way the alienation of hu-
man beings from the socio-economic institutions can be overcome. 

According to its program, National Bolshevism puts the economy in a sub-
ordinate position in politics and interprets the economic system not as a goal but 
as a means for a revolutionary transformation of the world. After coming to 
power and bringing to an end Russia's unequal treatment on behalf of Western 
countries, the organization will establish a Russian socialism, an economic sys-
tem oriented to the benefit of the majority, where industries associated with the 
military, mining, energy, railways, and communication sectors as well as strate-
gic companies will be nationalized.  
 
 
3.4.2 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 
 
On its webpage21, the political group describes itself in terms of a communist 
organization whose ideology is inspired by Marxism-Leninism and recognizes 
Marx, Hegel, Lenin, and Stalin together with Mao Tse-tung, Kim Ir Sen, and Ho 
Chi Minh as its main teachers. It sympathizes with the real socialism, the work-
ers of the world, the movements of national liberation, and all the anti-imperialist 
forces and takes as its model the experiences of the "Red Brigades" and "RAF", 
the Paris May 1968, and contemporary anti-globalist and political communists. 

                                                            
21 www.akm1917.org/doc/ak6-1.htm (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
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The primary aim of the AKM is the development of a socialist society char-
acterized by the triumph of the working class, the institution of Dictatorship of 
the proletariat, and the revival and expansion of CCCP by means of a socialist 
and violent revolution. 

Capitalism is conceptualized as the black beast of contemporary world, as 
the source of all social and economic injustice, causing foreign invasions and 
wars, as well as national and international terrorism, and inhibiting scientific and 
technological progress. According to AKM, communism is the natural alternative 
to a capitalist society: in a communist society, social equality and equal distribu-
tion of goods among its members will dominate, the work will acquire free and 
creative character, the state power and authority will be replaced by self-
government and the motto “From everyone according to the talent - to everyone 
according to the need” will apply. 

In a communist society, everybody is granted the right to a decent life, secu-
rity, participation in the administration of the state, protection from exploitation 
and unemployment, and will be provided with comfortable accommodation, free 
and easy access to education at different levels, free and high-quality health ser-
vices and pensions. In addition, freedom of information, of speech, of assembly 
and movement will be preserved. Noteworthy, the individual will not be allowed 
to contradict the society's interests and to jeopardize the equality of all citizens 
for his own interests. 
 
 
3.4.3 Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev (DSPA) 
 
According to the Manifesto reported on the organization's webpage22, Russia has 
registered the establishment of an authoritarian regime that protects the interests 
of the oligarchy, big bourgeoisie and bourgeoisified top bureaucrats, who are the 
product of the Soviet nomenklatura. 

As a result of the economic privatizations of the 1990s, several oligarchic 
clans came forth; each of them wanted the appropriation of the political power to 
secure for themselves all the advantages coming from the privatization. The 
political struggle between the oligarchs ended with the victory of the “clan of the 
force,” descendant of the KGB, which crushed the enemies and built a vertical of 
power. 

In the Manifesto it is reported that, due to the abundance of natural recours-
es, Russia has rapidly emerged as a raw material appendage of the West, where 
Russian oligarchs translate their revenues into funds and securities. Television, 

                                                            
22 http://www.dspa.info/ (Last accessed  June 15, 2010) 
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radio, newspapers, advertisement and various shows contribute in brainwashing 
people, by extinguishing protest consciousness and discrediting any form of 
resistance to the capitalist and imperialist system. 

The central aim of the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev is 
the destruction of the capitalist system, its replacement by a social revolution and 
the establishment of a classless society based on equality and difference. 

From a political viewpoint, the group aims for the destruction of the old hi-
erarchical state and the institution of a new type of state, based on the example of 
the Paris Commune, which is built from the bottom up, through a broad network 
of civil, industrial, consumer and professional organizations, and which is fo-
cused on the economic emancipation of people. Moreover, the organization 
strives for a maximum development of federalism and autonomy for the regions, 
districts, towns, villages and communities and the implementation of direct de-
mocracy. 

With regard to the international sphere, the movement opposes the national-
ist and imperial chauvinism, as well as ethnic conflict and xenophobia, and is in 
favor of a union of workers of all countries against the capitalist genocide. 
Moreover, the organization is for a rapid end of military adventurism of Russian 
services in Chechnya. 

In the manifesto, the core of the Resistance Movement is described as a 
mass organization of workers: free trade unions, strike and working committees, 
peasant leagues and squads together with independent civil organizations, and 
cultural and artistic groups. 

The organization is for democracy but against “bourgeois democracy”, un-
der which ordinary people have no real control over those they elected in the 
parliament and in the head of the state. Therefore, the group aims at awakening 
people, making them responsible citizens and “political animals,” who resist the 
capitalist system through social revolution, thus realizing their human dignity. 
 
 
3.4.4 Movement Against Illegal Immigration (DPNI) 
 
As indicated by the name, the DPNI is a movement in opposition to the phenom-
enon of illegal immigration to Russia which was founded in 2002. On its 
webpage, the DPNI describes itself as a non-racist movement open to and offi-
cially representing the interests of all people who are Russian by birth, who are 
representatives of one of the indigenous peoples of Russia or have at least one 
Russian parent who sincerely identifies himself/herself with the Russian nation 
and its interests. Moreover, also non-Slavic Europeans who grew up in Russia, 
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share Russian culture, mentality and the position of Russian nationalists can be 
accepted into the movement. 

On the Internet, the organization has published a program against illegal 
immigration which was discussed and has been adopted since the second All-
Russian Congress taking place in July 200923. The document is divided into nine 
sections and ranges from citizenship issues to the protection of Russia's borders, 
from the development of a Russian civil society to the promotion of new Russian 
national culture and population policies. According to the program, the organiza-
tion believes in the need of maintaining strong ties with Russian compatriots and 
indigenous people of Russia living abroad, by easing their acquisition and re-
acquisition of Russian citizenship. On the contrary, naturalization on behalf of 
non-Russian people should be made more difficult through a mandatory exam of 
Russian language, as well as basic knowledge of Russian social culture, history 
and law. Non-indigenous people of Russia living in the country should be pro-
hibited to create autonomous national-cultural associations. Moreover, the organ-
ization is in favor of the installation of new borders with Kazakhstan and Cauca-
sian countries and of the introduction of a restricted visa system and registration 
requirements for all foreigners entering Russia. 

At the same time, during the second All-Russian Congress, other issues re-
lated to Russia and its social, political and cultural future but which are not di-
rectly linked to migration were discussed, such as the development of a stronger 
Russian civil society, the enhancement of transparency and accountability of 
state and municipal authorities, the promotion of fertility and family policies and 
the passage of more severe laws against drug addiction and trafficking, alcohol-
ism, and crime against persons. Remarkably, since 2009 the movement has tight-
ened up its position regarding migration and is now campaigning for a restriction 
of both illegal and legal immigration to Russia24. In the past years, the group has 
been accused to have repeatedly taken part in events aimed at igniting interethnic 
hatred25.  
 
 

                                                            
23 www.dpni.org/articles/dokumenti/13255/ (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
24 This issue was pointed out by Andrei Kuznetsov, spokeman of the Movement Against Illegal 
Immigration, in the course of the interview conducted in August 2010. 
25 On February 18, 2011, a decree of the Moscow Chief Prosecutor about the suspension of the activi-
ties of the organization came into force while on April 18, 2011, the movement was banned by the 
Moscow City Court. Nonetheless, the group is still active.  
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3.4.5 Oborona 
 
Oborona is a civic youth movement established in 2005, based on the network 
principle and mostly horizontal relations, without leaders or a centralized struc-
ture. Although its members may have different views on the political and eco-
nomic reforms implemented during the 1990s, on the declaration reported on its 
webpage, the group presents its affiliated as a new and free generation of people, 
who grew up in a free country, who do not fear authority, who are not burdened 
by the experience of the Soviet past and who are interested in the future26. 

In the document, the organization states its demands for a free and prosper-
ous country, with a professional and effective army able to protect Russian citi-
zens. The group strives for a democratic transfer of power via free elections, free 
and independent media and, in general, more freedom for students and people to 
defend their rights and express their ideas. 

It aims for more equality in the application of law, avoiding law abuses in 
the repression of opposition and dissent, and more security for companies against 
criminality and corrupted officials. According to Oborona, love for the Mother-
land means the promotion of the economic and business sector rather than point-
less patriotic declarations. Moreover, the movement aims for a better distribution 
of the state's budget in favor of students and public sector employers as com-
pared to the current regime benefitting state officials. Finally, Oborona only uses 
non-violent methods in its struggles. 
 
 
3.4.6 Youth Yabloko 
 
On its webpage27, Youth Yabloko presents itself as one of the best known politi-
cal youth movements in Russia. The first groups appeared in 1995 in Moscow 
and St. Petersburg; since then, the organization has developed significantly and 
spread its presence all over the country. Today, Youth Yabloko is a section of the 
Democratic Party Yabloko, whose federal structure includes more than 30 re-
gional organizations and more than 3,000 members. 

Youth Yabloko is one of the most active organizers of protest actions and 
cooperates with different Russian youth organizations such as the “Democratic 
Alternative”, “STOP call-up army”, “Youth Human Rights Movement”, “Mos-
cow Helsinki Group”, “Movement For Human Rights” and the association “Go-
las.” It also collaborates with foreign organizations of Western and Eastern Eu-

                                                            
26 www.oborona.org/about/declaration (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
27www.youthyabloko.ru/english.php (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
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rope such as “Pora” in the Ukraine, “Zubr” Movement in Belarus, and the liberal 
youth of the Baltic Sea Area (LYBS). The group is also partner of the European 
Liberal Youth (LYMEC) and is the observer member of International Federation 
of Liberal Youth (IFLRY). 

The central aim of Youth Yabloko is the institution of a democracy, a civil 
society and a constitutional state in Russia, by contrasting the authoritarian 
tendencies that characterize the actual Russian political regime and by ensuring 
more fairness in the electoral process. The organization hankers for its inclusion 
in the realization of programs for political, economical and social development 
of the country and for the participation in the local elections of its young mem-
bers. 

The group's program devolves particular attention to young people, to 
whom more social protection should be granted and whose families' living condi-
tions should be improved. Moreover, youth participation in the social and politi-
cal life of the country should be promoted. The organization strives for the pro-
tection of rights and freedoms of young citizens and for the prevention of any 
types of discrimination, by struggling against any demonstration of xenophobia 
and nationalism. Finally, Yabloko campaigns for the abolition of the military 
call-up system, the establishment of a professional army of people who join on 
contract basis, as well as the reduction of pollution in the environment. 
 
 
3.4.7 People Democratic Youth Union (NDSM) 
 
The People Democratic Youth Union was founded in 2006 with the support of 
the Russian People Democratic Union; today it unites democratic youth in more 
than 46 regions of Russia28. On its webpage, the league presents itself as strongly 
opposing a revival of the totalitarian regime in Russia; its main aim is the trans-
formation of the country into a legal and democratic state. 

The organization has held a series of protests against the growing censor-
ship on television, the so-called "Olympic" Law, which actually legalizes the 
activities of state-raiders, and the prohibition of political parties in Russia. More-
over, the Youth Union is actively involved in activities and events held by the 
Russian Popular Democratic Union, such as pickets in defense of the Constitu-
tion and events against the government’s “crisis management” measures and in 
favor of Putin's resignation from the government. 

The Youth Union was the organizer of the Forum Progressive Youth “Free-
dom Zone," held in August 2008 in Karelia, which was attended by representa-

                                                            
28 http://www.ndsm.su/?cat=about (Last accessed June 15, 2011) 
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tives of youth organizations of democratic orientation from Russia, Ukraine, 
Belarus and Kazakhstan. At the end of the Forum, a protocol of intent was signed 
in favor of cooperation in the defense of civil rights and political freedoms in the 
former Soviet Union. The union maintains relations with the International Feder-
ation of Liberal Youth (IFLRY) and the Young Liberals of Europe (LYMEC). 
 
 
3.5 Political youth organizations in the St. Petersburgian political field 
 
The aim of this section is to describe the positioning of the political youth organ-
izations selected for the study in the St. Petersburgian political field. Theoretical-
ly speaking, the concept of the political field introduced by Bourdieu and defined 
as “a field of forces and as a field of struggle aimed at transforming the relation 
of forces which confers on this field its structure at any given moment” (Bour-
dieu [1982] 2009: 171) underpins the analysis. Bourdieu conceives political life 
as based on the logic of supply and demand and the political field as the site 
where, through the competition between the agents involved in it, issues, pro-
grams, analyses, commentaries, concepts and events are created – political prod-
ucts between which ordinary citizens, reduced to the status of “consumers,” have 
to choose (Ibid.: 172). 

In his view, a political stance, program, intervention, electioneering speech 
can be understood only if contextualized in the broader picture of the universe of 
stances which are present in the political field as well as the requests addressed 
by non-professionals to their leaders who, adopting these stances, become their 
representatives (Ibid.: 177). The choice of stances on behalf of the politicians 
occurs according to the practical sense of the possible and impossible, probable 
and improbable for the different occupants of the different positions. And it is the 
existence of this mechanism that allows politicians to predict and be predicted by 
others (Ibid.: 179). 

According to Bourdieu, political life can be conceived as a game, a struggle 
for symbolic power in which political parties are the most important agents. 
Political parties are defined by the author as “combative organizations specially 
adapted so as to engage in this sublimated form of civil war by mobilizing in an 
enduring way, through prescriptive predictions, the greater possible number of 
agents endowed with the same vision of the social world and its future” (Bour-
dieu [1982] 2009: 181). The central aim of the game is the conquest of power 
which can be achieved only through the mobilization of the greatest number of 
people. 

Bourdieu describes the political field as organized around the opposition be-
tween two poles as “the party in favor of change” and the “party of law and or-
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der,” “progressives” and “conservatives,” “left” and “right”; in his opinion, these 
poles constitute invariants but need to be interpreted in and through the relation 
to a given field. The properties of the political parties should be interpreted in 
relation to the relative power of the two opposite poles and their distance from 
which the properties of the other occupants of the political field as well as the 
existence of a central, intermediary and neutral position depend. As the author 
states, “the field as a whole is defined as a system of deviations on different 
levels and nothing, either in the institutions or in the agents, the acts or the dis-
courses they produce, has meaning except relationally, by virtue of the interplay 
of oppositions and distinctions” (Ibid.: 185). 

Finally, for Bourdieu, a central moment in the life of political groups is rep-
resented by ceremonies, festivals, processions, parades, etc., which allow the 
groups to exhibit themselves and objectify and consciously realize the principles 
of division according to which they and their perception of themselves are orga-
nized. 

But then, returning to the topic of the current research, which are the main 
forces and agents characterizing the political field of St. Petersburg? Which par-
ties and groups are involved in the struggle for symbolic power and the conser-
vation and transformation of the social world? And then, does this bipolar oppo-
sition between “left” and “right,” between “progressives” and “conservatives” 
and between “the party in favor of change” and “the party of law and order” 
apply also in the Russian case or is the St. Petersburgian political field differently 
characterized and structured? 

These compelling questions will be addressed in the following paragraphs, 
which introduce the reader to the political context in which the youth organiza-
tions selected for the study find themselves. 
 
 
3.5.1 Reconstructing the St. Petersburgian political field 
 
In this section, a brief description of the Russian and St. Petersburgian political 
field according to the leaders and representatives of the organizations of the 
sample will be provided. The data were collected during the fieldwork I conduct-
ed in the city during the summer and autumn of 2010 and integrated with ethno-
graphic observation. Rather than an attentive analysis of the political situation 
characterizing the country and the city in particular, the paragraphs aim at recon-
structing the political context through the eyes of the selected political youth 
groups.  
 In line with Bourdieu’s observations, the St. Petersburgian political field is 
depicted as characterized by the presence of two distinct poles: the government – 
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which in St. Petersburg in the summer and autumn 2010 is represented by the 
governor Valentina Matviyenko – and the oppositional “Rest.” As stressed by 
most of the non-registered organizations, whereas the government can be con-
ceived as the “law and order party” interested in the maintenance of the stability 
and the conservation of privileges, the opposition is characterized by strong ideo-
logical diversity and fragmentation, including communists, liberals, nationalists, 
third positionists, etc.  

Nonetheless, despite the heterogeneity of positions and ideals, all these op-
positional organizations agree on the need of more freedom for the conduction of 
their activities and initiatives and for the country more in general. In particular, 
Youth Yabloko and the People Democratic Youth Union claim the possibility to 
take part in the institutionalized political life of Russia, denouncing the several 
frauds they suffered related to the formal registration of their parties for electoral 
competition (Yabloko and the People Democratic Union). Moreover, opposition-
al organizations tend to position themselves similarly with regard to single issues 
as, for instance, the participation in Strategy 31 which will be described in more 
detail in the next paragraph.  
 Besides the seven non-registered organizations selected for this study, other 
oppositional forces and agents are cited as important for the political life of the 
city as, for example, the organization Solidarnost, which is widespread in all the 
major Russian centers, and the Movement for the Protection of St. Petersburg, 
which is a local group. In particular, the Movement was born in 2007 with the 
aim of protecting the historical and architectural heritage of St. Petersburg. One 
of the central issues was its opposition to the construction of the Okhta Business 
Center by the energy giant Gazprom, a 403-meter skyscraper that, according to 
the group, would have irreversibly altered the panorama of the city's historic 
center. After years of protest and initiatives, the project was finally abandoned in 
December 2010 by the governor of the city, representing an important conquest 
for civil society in Russia. 
 Since its foundation, the movement has annually held a rally in support of 
its causes in which most of the non-registered organizations of the sample - in 
2010, with the exception of the National Bolsheviks and the Movement Against 
Illegal Immigration - take part. In the past years, the event has been characterized 
by the participation of an increasing number of well-known musicians and artists 
from St. Petersburg such as Yuri Shevchuk and the band SP Babai. As a result, 
this meeting is also known as a “Concert-Event.” The reader should be aware 
that, although these artists are not officially affiliated to any formal organization 
and party, they are politically engaged. For instance, Yuri Shevchuk has been 
very active in the Khimki Forest dispute, opposing the project of construction of 
a new motorway connecting Moscow to St. Petersburg through the legally pro-
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tected Khimki Forest Park29. Novitsky, singer and leader of the group SP Babai, 
is also the founder of the St. Petersburg-based NGO “Green Wave” concerned 
with the protection of the environment, the restoration and preservation of the 
natural, cultural and historical heritage of the city and the formation of an eco-
logical culture.  

One of the central issues which emerged in the course of the interviews with 
the organizations’ leaders and main representatives is represented by the Strategy 
31. Due to the significance of this event for the Russian political life, a special 
section will be devoted to this issue and the positioning of the selected organiza-
tions in this regard.  
 
 
3.5.2 The Strategy 31 
 
The Strategy 31 is not a particular phenomenon of St. Petersburg but concerns all 
the major cities of the Russian Federation and, especially, its capital. It consists 
of a series of civic protests in support of the right to peaceful assembly in Russia 
which is stated and guaranteed by the Russian Constitution and, more specifical-
ly, by the Article 3130. 

The Strategy was proposed by Eduard Limonov, founder of the Nazbols' 
groups and one of the leaders of the coalition “The Other Russia.” Since July 
2009, protests are held in Moscow on the 31st of every month with 31 days; 
from 2010, the Strategy has also taken place in twenty other Russian cities, such 
as St. Petersburg, Archangels, Vladivostok, Yekaterinburg, Kemerovo and Ir-
kutsk. 

Although the protest was initially a modest phenomenon, in time the num-
ber of participants has increased significantly. Nowadays, the action is supported 
by Human Rights organizations, such as the Moscow Helsinki Group, the Me-
morial Human Right centers, and other public and political movements and asso-
ciations. 

One of the main features of the Strategy is the authorities' refusal of the 
permission to gather in specific places like Triumfalnaya Square in Moscow and 
Gastini Dvor in St. Petersburg; as a consequence, during the actions people tend 
to be dispersed by police and participants are regularly detained. On August 31, 

                                                            
29 The nature and extent of Yuri Shevchuk’s relation to the organization and party Yabloko is not yet 
clear. On September 21, 2011, he signs for the registration of the Yabloko list of candidates to the 
Legislative Assembly in the election campaign. 
30 http://strategy-31.ru/ (Last accessed July 3, 2011) 
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2010, protests also took place abroad in London, New York, Toronto and Tel 
Aviv. 

A first distinction between registered and non-registered organizations 
emerges from the interviews personally conducted in St. Petersburg: in fact, 
whereas registered organizations do not participate in the action, most of the 
non-registered organizations take part in the protest. Nonetheless, significant 
differences in the interpretation of the strategy as well as in the modalities of 
participation among non-registered political groups become evident.  
The following pages are focused on the examination of the conceptualizations 
and participatory patterns characterizing the selected organizations with regard to 
Strategy 31 taking place in St. Petersburg. 
 According to A. Ziviliev, leader of the organization the Young Guard, Strat-
egy 31 has its logic related to the Constitution and the preservation of the right to 
assembly and is therefore justifiable. However, in his opinion, the decision of 
holding the protest in Gastini Dvor is a deliberate provocation. Interestingly, 
whereas the authorities do not permit holding the action in Gastini Dvor, the 
central square of downtown St. Petersburg, they would allow the event to take 
place in less-central locations where the demonstration would not interfere with 
the intense traffic and the circulation of vehicles and people. Remarkably, for 
Ziviliev, the organizers of the action follow a sort of script in order to provoke 
the police and the authorities. In fact, the struggles of the participants with the 
police as well as their detention can be interpreted as part of a broader strategy 
aiming at increasing the coverage and visibility of the oppositional organizations 
in the media. Finally, in his opinion, the protest will only be held as long as it 
attracts the attention of journalists and the media. 

For M. Potiepkin, leader of Nashi in St. Petersburg, Strategy 31 constitutes 
an interpretative twist. In fact, by referring to another right stated in the Russian 
Constitution - the right to travel - Potiepkin stresses that it is not necessary for 
people to travel in order to affirm their right. The same applies for Article 31 and 
the right to assemble freely. Moreover, in his opinion, Strategy 31 represents a 
violation of the Federal Law. In fact, while Article 31 of the Russian Constitution 
guarantees freedom of assembly, Federal Law states the format and framework in 
which public meetings, marches, rallies and events should be carried out: there-
fore, the holding of rallies in unauthorized places constitutes a violation of the 
law. In Potiepkin's view, which is in line with Ziviliev’s one, Strategy 31 should 
be interpreted not as a constitutional issue but rather as a political move and an 
attempt on behalf of Limonov to increase his visibility. 

A different positioning with regard to Strategy 31 characterizes the non-
registered organizations of the sample.  
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For A. Dmitriev, St. Petersburgian leader of the National-Bolsheviks, the 
Strategy initiated by Edvard Limonov is brilliant because it has been able to 
“combine one place, one time and one article of the Constitution.” In his opinion, 
the number 31 has nowadays become very popular in Russia and, though unex-
pected, the movement has achieved positive results in terms of participation and 
will continue to grow in the future. 

The St. Petersburgian Nazbols' leader also highlights the importance of the 
involvement of famous musicians such as Yuri Shevchuk, Mikhail Borzikin and 
the band Televizor who contribute to the success of this action. Dmitriev cites 
Triumfalnia Square in Moscow and Gastini Dvor in St. Petersburg as the symbol-
ic locations of the Strategy, where a sort of ritual involving the participants and 
the security forces takes place: in fact, during most of the demonstrations fights 
are registered and, according to Dmitriev, people are regularly beaten by the 
police. 

Additionally, according to A. Siemionov, leader of the group AKM in St. 
Petersburg, Strategy 31 can be conceived as a creation of the National-
Bolsheviks, and the participation in the action is explained by him as a conse-
quence of the friendly relationship between the AKM group and the Nazbols. 
Before July 2010, AKM's members were present in Gastini Dvor but did not 
actively take part in the event. It was only after July 31, 2010, that the organiza-
tion engaged in the protest and became involved in clashes with police: in this 
regard, Siemionov highlights that he was detained in the course of one of those 
protests. Moreover, in his opinion, not only political activists and members of 
NGOs and political groups are interested in the protest, but also random people 
who heard about the event on the radio (as Radio Ekho Moskvy) or on the Inter-
net, as well as passers-by, who get involved in the action while trying to enter the 
subway station at Gastini Dvor. Finally, in line with Ziviliev and Potiepkin, lead-
er of the organization the Young Guard, Siemionov also stresses the potential of 
the Strategy to attract the interest of the media and journalists, who come to the 
protest to take pictures and videos because they know that clashes with the police 
will occur during the event. 

Talking about the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev’s relation 
to Strategy 31, D. Jvania emphasizes how the protest is organized by the Nation-
al-Bolsheviks and liberal groups while his organization is neither affiliated with 
the former nor with the latter. Therefore, the followers of the DSPA involved in 
the action tend to participate as private individuals and not as members of the 
organization. 
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Fig. 3.2 Political youth organizations and Strategy 31 in St. Petersburg 
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Source: Interviews conducted in Summer-Autumn 2010 in St. Petersburg with 
leaders and representatives of the political youth organizations of the sample 
 
At the time of the interview with A. Kuznetsov, spokesman of the Movement 
Against Illegal Immigration, his organization in St. Petersburg did not take part 
in the demonstration. The DPNI's representative recognizes the significance of 
the protest event for the city and the country and refers to the participation of the 
DPNI's branch in Moscow in positive terms. 
 
Moreover, although he declares the neutrality of his group in St. Petersburg, he 
does not exclude a possible engagement in the future31. 
                                                            
31 Interestingly, since October 31, 2010, the movement has officially been involved in the strategy in 
St. Petersburg 
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According to M. Ivantsov, one of Oborona's representatives in the city, his 
organization supports Strategy 31 but is not included in the organizing commit-
tee. In line with Potiepki's positon, Ivantsov also points out the logistic issue 
related to the action: its location in front of the central subway entrance of Gasti-
ni Dvor constitutes a violation of the law. From his words it emerges that, if the 
action took place in another part of the square with a minor impact on the circu-
lation of people, the organization would officially join the protest. 

Ivantsov stresses also another peculiar phenomenon characterizing Strategy 
31 in St. Petersburg: the existence of two distinct rallies due to discontent and the 
internal conflict between the organizations which partake in the strategy. There-
fore, two separate demonstrations are held in the city, one in Gastini Dvor and 
the other one in Dvorzovaya Ploshad. As Ivantsov notes, while Oborona would 
officially join the demonstrators’ group of Gastini Dvor after a change of the 
location, an affiliation with the people rallying in Dvorzovaya Ploshad would not 
be possible for ideological reasons. 

The existence of two separate protest actions in St. Petersburg is also point-
ed out by K. Vakhrusheva, vice-chair of Youth Yabloko. As she stresses, the Ya-
bloko party prefers to demonstrate in Dvorzovaya Ploshad, considering Gastini 
Dvor a location which is not suitable for a big gathering. Nonetheless, Youth 
Yabloko took part in both actions and is part of the Strategy's organizational 
committee which is composed of other oppositional groups such as the National-
Bolsheviks, the movement for the protection of the historical center of St. Pe-
tersburg and ecological associations. 

With regard to the use of music in Strategy 31, Vakhrusheva points out how 
music performances are not possible in Gastini Dvor due to the continuous po-
lice charges which would interrupt them. In Dvorzovaya Ploshad, however, a 
compromise was reached with the police and demonstrators can protest freely; 
there, St. Petersburgian musicians and artists perform regularly. 

Finally, the importance of the action and the existence of two distinct 
demonstrations are highlighted also by one of the members of the People Demo-
cratic Youth Union. In particular, according to P. Lavrentyev, while the action in 
Gastini Dvor tends to attract young people, the demonstrators in Dvorzovaya 
Ploshad are older democrats and dissidents who do not represent the current 
Russian political opposition. 

Generally speaking, from the interviews conducted, a clear distinction be-
tween registered and non-registered organizations becomes apparent: whereas 
the former do not take part in the action, the latter support the initiative. Howev-
er, there are also interesting convergences and divergences inside and between 
these two blocks. 
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Looking at the registered organizations, a significant difference with regard 
to the interpretation of the Strategy is worthy of note: in fact, while the leader of 
Nashi condemns the action per se, describing it as a sort of ideological twist and 
as an abuse of the Federal law, the Young Guard's leader admits to understand its 
logic; nonetheless, both leaders agree in considering the choice of locating it in 
Gastini Dvor a deliberate provocation. The logistic issue and, especially, the 
inappropriateness of Gastini Dvor to host such a protest action is mentioned not 
only by the leaders of registered organizations, but also by representatives of 
non-registered ones: in fact, the vice-chair of Youth Yabloko defines the square 
as not suited for big gatherings and the representative of Oborona makes the 
official participation of his organization conditional upon a move of the protest 
to a different part of the square. 

In a similar way, differences in the participatory patterns of non-registered 
organizations are visible. All St. Petersburgian non-registered groups included in 
the sample decide autonomously about their participation in Strategy 31, inde-
pendent of what happens in other Russian cities; nowadays they all partake in the 
protest. However, whereas the National-Bolsheviks can be considered as the 
initiators of the event and Youth Yabloko and the People Democratic Youth Un-
ion have been active members of the Organizing Committee, the AKM and the 
Movement Against Illegal Immigration have only recently joined the action offi-
cially, and the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev and Oborona are 
not officially involved.  

While the DSPA’s decision of not adhering officially to the protest is ideo-
logically motivated and depends on the fact that the organization does not identi-
fy itself with the Organizing Committee (neither with the National-Bolsheviks 
nor with liberal groups), for Oborona the problem is territorial and related to the 
location of action inside the square of Gastini Dvor. 

Finally, another similarity unites registered and non- registered organiza-
tions: the description of the protest action as a script, as a sort of ritual, which 
involves the participation of two agents, the demonstrators and the police, who 
regularly engage in fights and clashes, leading to the detention of the former. In 
particular, this interpretation comes to light in the words of the leaders of the 
Young Guard and National-Bolsheviks. Moreover, this ritualistic character of the 
action and, especially, the fact that it systematically ends up in violent fights 
between civilians and authorities is the reason why, according to the leaders of 
the Young Guard and the Vanguard of Red Youth, the strategy is able to attract 
the attention of journalists and the media. In particular, their words highlight that 
this protest event contributes to increasing media coverage of non-registered 
organizations in a context where oppositional groups are very rarely cited in 
traditional media such as TV, newspapers and radio.  
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The next section of this chapter will be devoted to the particular phenome-
non above mention: i.e., the lack of coverage in traditional media affecting oppo-
sitional organizations and the significance of the Internet and social networks as 
an alternative channel for communication.  
 
 
3.5.3 Political youth organizations and the Internet 
 
As pointed out by Wall, the spread of the World Wide Web has interested and 
affected the life of social movements and organizations, allowing them to com-
municate and connect with each other [locally, nationally and] also transnational-
ly (Kahn and Kellner, 2004 in Wall, 2007: 262). The use of emails and, especial-
ly, of social networks, enables activists and groups to organize and coordinate 
their offline activities and initiatives (Chadwich, 2007: 287) and contributes to 
the development of less hierarchical and more consensual forms of participation 
and involvement in movements and organizations. Moreover, according to Diani, 
the Internet may play an essential role in giving cohesion to a widespread 
movement since it may convert “dispersed communities of sympathizers into 
virtual communities with a slightly higher degree of interaction”, thus strength-
ening their solidarity (Diani, 2001: 123). Finally, for Hsu (2003), the web consti-
tutes an essential instrument for groups experiencing repression in mainstream 
media, offering them a unique channel through which they can articulate their 
voice.  

Looking at the situation in contemporary Russia, although nowadays only a 
small number of Russians have access to the Internet, this medium is perceived 
by political elites and organizations as a central medium for political life and 
culture. In particular, as noted by Semetko and Krasnoboka with regard to the 
political role of the Internet in societies in transition such as the Russian and 
Ukrainian ones, the Internet represents a precious resource for moving away 
from old-fashioned political forces (and forms) and for the development of new 
political parties (2003: 81-82).  

Talking about the importance of the Internet in contemporary Russia, 
Lonkila highlights that it represents one of the few alternative channels for in-
formation diffusion, communication and mobilization in a context where the 
state control over traditional media (especially television) has been markedly 
strengthened (2008: 1125). The significance of the Internet for critical public 
debate has increased after the authoritarian turn introduced by Putin, which has 
strongly limited the space and opportunity for civic engagement (Ibid. 1130). 

Moreover, the transparency and opportunity of participation offered by the 
medium has led to a proliferation of platforms, such as LiveJournal, which con-
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stitute a new important playground for the socio-political debate. In fact, as 
pointed out by Zuev, while conventional media are under the control of the dom-
inant party, blogs represent the ultimate communication device providing first-
hand information, unbiased by the mass media frames of interpretation (2010: 
263). According to Gorny, the success of LiveJournal in Russia is stunning since 
it “has become an independent collective medium influencing traditional media 
and cultural production at large and a significant part of Russian Internet culture” 
(Gorny, 75).  

While describing the political communication style of the Movement 
Against Illegal Immigration, Zuev (2010) draws an interesting parallel between 
the process of self-presentation discussed by Goffman (1991) and the use of the 
Internet on behalf of youth organizations in contemporary Russia. More specifi-
cally, in his opinion, the Internet can be conceived as an expressive tool used by 
the organizations for the successful presentation of the self, allowing the organi-
zations to build up an attractive public profile and assuring them a permanent 
performance visible to the audience (Zuev, 2010: 274). In his view, the webpages 
of political organizations and groups, by presenting and positioning organiza-
tions and their activities, constitute a novel form of political communication and 
a new pattern of self-representation (Zuev, 2010: 267).  

The last part of Chapter 3 is centered on the use of the Internet on behalf of 
the political youth organizations selected for this study. In particular, it is con-
cerned with the ways in which this medium functions within and facilitates the 
activities of the groups (Wedig, 2007: 51).For all the organizations of the sample, 
the Internet represents a central means of communication; this applies particular-
ly in the case of non-registered organizations. In fact, as pointed out by Hsu and 
by Lonkila with regard to the strong use of this medium by Russian groups expe-
riencing repression in mainstream media, for Russian non-registered organiza-
tions, the net constitutes one of the few communication channels through which 
they can articulate their voice. In the course of the interviews with the main lead-
ers and representatives of the organizations of the sample, this issue was high-
lighted by two groups in particular: Youth Yabloko and the National Bolsheviks.  

For the vice-chair of Youth Yabloko, most of the Russian mass media are 
closed for oppositional organizations and, therefore, for her organization as well. 
Despite a couple of St. Petersburg based radio stations and newspapers which 
write about it, her group is affected by a severe coverage restriction; moreover, 
whenever media report about her organization, they always refer to a generic 
oppositional group, without explicitly indicating its name. Due to the lack of 
coverage, people never really have the chance to learn about the existence of her 
organization and its aims and activities. It is in this framework that the Internet, 
described by her as “the only communication channel still free” in her country, 
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acquires a central role in the life of her group. The organization’s webpage, to-
gether with social networks such as the Russian Vkontakte, is used as cardinal 
resource for increasing the visibility of her group. However, from the interview 
with Vakhrusheva, a limitation of the Internet also emerges: finding information 
on her organization through the net requires people to make an effort. In fact, 
compared to other forms of advertisement as, for example, billboards on the 
streets, or street actions and demonstrations which attract the attention of the 
individual without requiring any engagement on his behalf, finding information 
about the organization on the Web implies a more or less intentional search ef-
fort.  

The controversial relationship between traditional media and non-official 
organizations is also pointed out by ´the St. Petersburgian Nazbols’ leader, who 
describes the issue in terms of a “block” on television and radio affecting his 
group: i.e., when the media report about the actions of the National-Bolsheviks, 
they label them as extremist and fascist. Nonetheless, in his opinion, this “media-
block” has irrelevant consequences for the visibility of his organization since 
nowadays young people do not watch and rely on television but, rather, tend to 
collect information directly through the Internet, which he conceptualizes as a 
“free” land. Worthy of note are also Dmitriev’s statements on the shift in the 
affiliating modalities in the past twenty years, which confirm the centrality of the 
Internet for the group: in fact, whereas in the 1990s people got in contact with 
the Nazbols and their activities by reading the newspaper Limonka, they are 
nowadays more likely to socialize and affiliate with the group through the Inter-
net.  

The importance of the Internet for his organization is also confirmed by the 
spokesman of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration, according to whom 
this is the Era of the Internet, of short texts and articles accompanied by images. 
For this reason, the DPNI is particularly engaged in the production of videos and 
has founded its own private Online TV Channel. The programs are created by 
representatives and members of the organization and are regularly posted on the 
movement's webpage. 

Regarding the role of the Internet in the life of Nashi, M. Potiepkin empha-
sizes how the medium represents a precious resource for the group’s presentation 
and promotion. In line with Zuev (2010), for Potiepkin the Internet provides the 
organizations with a permanent performance through which people can familiar-
ize with the organization's programs, ideology and activities as well as evaluate 
“what is happening, what to do and why.” 

Following Chadwick, according to the representative of Oborona in St. Pe-
tersburg, the Internet constitutes a key means of communication for his organiza-
tion and allows activists and sympathizers to share and discuss ideas and com-
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ments, and to socialize. Moreover, Ivantsov points out that the net is centrally 
and largely used in the preparation, coordination and advertisement of meetings 
and events and that online and offline actions complement each other reciprocal-
ly.  

In a similar way, J. Malisheva, one of the representatives of the St. Peters-
burgian People Youth Democratic League, stresses that her organization makes 
strong use of the Internet and social networks such as Vkontakte for the promo-
tion of her organization's actions. Citing the specific case of the meeting in prep-
aration of Strategy 31 taking place on August 28, Malisheva highlights that the 
event was advertised and people were mostly invited through the social networks 
mentioned above.  

For A. Ziviliev, leader of the Young Guard in St. Petersburg, one of the un-
expected consequences of the introduction of the Internet in the life of his organ-
ization was a change in the hierarchical structure of the group itself. The peculi-
arity of this medium allows all members and sympathizers of the organization 
simultaneous and equal access to information, regardless of their hierarchical 
position in the organization's structure, as well as the opportunity to take part and 
share their opinions in forums and discussions. As a consequence, while in the 
past the communication followed a vertical logic - the information was produced 
by leaders and distributed hierarchically through levels of units and subunits – 
through the use of the Internet and, especially, of social networks, the process 
now has a horizontal character. According to Ziviliev, all these phenomena have 
significantly contributed to a democratization of the organization itself. 
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4 Political youth organizations and music: the case of  
St. Petersburg 

 
 
 
 
 
 
After the introduction on the context in which the political youth organizations 
selected for this study find themselves – the Russian and the St. Petersburgian 
political field - the next two chapters are concerned with the role of music in the 
life of the selected political groups. In particular, the current chapter is focused 
on the ways in which these organizations conceptualize the medium music and 
include it in their life while Chapter 5 is dedicated to the study of the extent to 
which music plays a role in the organizations’ online self-presentation.  

Chapter 4 is based on the data collected through in-depth interviews with 
the organizations' leaders and main representatives in the course of the fieldwork 
conducted in St. Petersburg during the summer and autumn of 201032. As pointed 
out by Baker, the analysis of music as a cultural outsider requires the researcher 
to adopt an “ethnographic approach to the textual analysis” of the lyrics. In other 
words, a fieldwork is needed as an “extra analytical method which helps to un-
derstand ‘the field of social relations’ in which texts circulate” (Verdery 1991: 
19-20 in Baker 2010: 5). Therefore, I decided to substantiate the analysis of the 
organizations’ music and their contribution to the national identity issue – whose 
results constitute the subject of Chapter 6 - with a fieldwork in the city of St. 
Petersburg, during which I explored and reconstructed the meanings that the 
organizations assign to the medium music in general and to their music practices 
in particular.  

Three main issues emerged from the interviews around which the analysis is 
conducted: firstly, the conceptualization of music characterizing the selected 
organizations and their concrete use of this medium; secondly, the relationship 
existing between organizations and music events; thirdly, the relationship exist-
ing between organizations and musicians. The following paragraphs are devoted 
to the examination of these three issues.  
 
 

                                                            
32 The analysis was conducted using the Software NVivo. 

C. Pierobon, Music and Political Youth Organizations in Russia,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-658-04313-1_4, © Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden 2014
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4.1 The contribution of music 
 
Of the organizations of the sample, the National-Bolsheviks are undoubtedly the 
group in which music plays a major role since this medium is strictly connected 
to the essence and foundation of the organization. Indeed, as stressed by A. 
Dmitriev, their representative in St. Petersburg, many rock-musicians and avant-
garde musicians took part in the foundation of the organization and are nowadays 
members. In this regard, the musicians Egor Letov and Sergey Kuryokhin are 
referred to as cross-fathers and co-founders of the movement by its St. Peters-
burgian leader. Dmitriev explains that in the Nazbols’ case the musicians can be 
conceived as the movement’s intellectuals par excellence – even if the central 
contribution of the writer and current leader Edward Limonov cannot be over-
looked - providing with their music the ideological framework for the further 
development of the group. As a matter of fact, the organization, which was ini-
tially born as a subculture grounded on music and style, has undergone a process 
of transformation in the course of time and, only in 2000, started to become po-
litically engaged. Nowadays, music and politics are strictly intertwined and con-
stitute the non-conformist life-style so peculiar of the Nazbol phenomenon.  

The Young Guard and the Vanguard of Red Youth are not far from the Na-
tional-Bolsheviks with regard to the importance attributed to music by their lead-
ers and representatives. In line with Keller and his observation on the ideological 
potential of this medium, A. Ziviliev, leader of the Young Guard in St. Peters-
burg, refers to the example of the Orange Revolution in Ukraine in 2004, point-
ing out the central contribution of music in carrying out and consolidating the 
movement’s ideology. In his opinion, there was a strong engagement of music 
and musicians so that, in the Ukrainian case, it is licit to speak of this medium in 
terms of an “effective ideological machine” that significantly contributed to the 
triumph of Mr. Yushchenko.  

The Molodaya Gvardiya’s music engagement in St. Petersburg includes the 
organization of music festivals and events as well as free entrance to a classical 
concert at the Mariinsky Theater once a month for all its members. 
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Fig. 4.1 Importance of music in the life of the selected organizations  
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For A. Siemionov, leader of the Vanguard of Red Youth in St. Petersburg, 
the enlargement of the support base is one of the central aims of each organiza-
tion and party. In line with Denisoff (1972), Eyerman and Jamison (1998), and 
Rosenthal (2001) and their remarks on the recruitment potential of music, Siemi-
onov pinpoints that this medium plays a role in giving visibility to his group and 
in attracting the attention and interest of new potential activists.  

Moreover, in the AKM case, music represents an important and common 
identitarian factor, providing cohesion to a scene which is particularly large and 
widespread. Music can therefore be conceived of as a virtual network of mean-
ings connecting leftist and communist activists throughout the country who share 
the same musical tastes and preferences.  

As stressed by Siemionov, the importance of music in the Vanguard of Red 
Youth group is corroborated by the existence of an AKM's Rock Commune in 
Moscow, a music circle composed of groups and artists who sympathize with the 
organization and are active in setting up politicized concerts and music events; at 
the moment, however, nothing similar is present in St. Petersburg. 
 For M. Potiepkin, St. Petersburgian leader of the organization Nashi, music 
plays an important role in the political process. For him, “there are not so many 
ways to influence mankind - visual images, sounds etc. – and music is one of the 
instruments through which it is possible to effectively affect the desired object.” 
Altogether, the movement recognizes itself in about ten songs. Potiepkin cites 
“Nashi – Eto dvigenie vpered” as one of the most representative compilations for 
his group, which is musically close to the dance and hip-hop genre but whose 
lyrics contain “a certain premise”. Moreover, Potiepkin specifies that some Nashi 
activists are engaged in mixing old war and patriotic songs, converting them into 
a more modern format. 

For D. Jvania, leader of the St. Petersburg based Resistance Movement 
named after Petr Alexeev, the potential of music lies in its ability to work on an 
emotional level and be experienced “here and now.” In his opinion, compared to 
literature and written texts, which require a cognitive effort on behalf of the indi-
vidual in order to be processed, music is able to “go into your heart, into your 
soul, into your emotions,” representing a privileged way to reach young people 
and to familiarize them with the organization. 

Music is a central component of the DSPA's life: the group is particularly 
active in the organization of protest events, during which bands perform or music 
is played in order to “move and touch people.” Jvania’s statements reveal an 
interesting similarity to McNeill’s observations on the ability of music to affect 
people emotionally, creating a sort of shared and robust altered state of con-
sciousness and solidarity.  
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K. Vakhrusheva, vice-chair of Youth Yabloko in St. Petersburg, identifies 
two main functions fulfilled by music in her organization: an attracting and an 
entertaining function. 

On the one hand, as for the Vanguard of Red Youth, music is used by Youth 
Yabloko to reach people who are not involved in political activities. Worthy of 
note is that, due to the “media block” affecting oppositional organizations in 
contemporary Russia, Youth Yabloko is encountering several difficulties in ad-
vertising the existence of the group and in recruiting new adepts. Therefore, 
through the use of music during its events, the organization hopes to attract new 
potential members among the passersby who, intrigued by the music, may decide 
to join the event and ask for more information and contacts. Moreover, through 
the participation of famous musicians, music represents an effective incentive 
which reduces the costs of participation. If well-known artists support the organ-
ization, people tend to consider its ideals and causes more valuable and are more 
likely to join it.  

On the other hand, according to Vakhrusheva, demonstrations and street ac-
tions may sometimes be quite boring for the participants: therefore, the use of 
music during political actions also contributes to entertain people, thus making 
the events more interesting and involving. 
 Also in the case of the People's Democratic Youth League, music is present-
ed as a powerful medium in political life. Looking at the experiences of the 
1980s and the 1990s, P. Lavrentyev, cites DDT, Kino, Yuri Shevchuk, Mashina 
Vremeni, Nautilius Pompilius as examples of popular music with a political 
character. In particular, in his opinion, music nowadays represents an ideological 
weapon for politics which everyone can easily access through the Internet. In 
line with Keller’s account on the uncanny potential of music to attract, catch and 
collect symbolic meanings of various kinds, J. Malisheva adds that music is a 
familiar medium for young people with a significantly attracting potential, which 
“offers them a system of symbols in which they can believe and identify them-
selves.” 

Throughout the years, the organization has established a new cultural strate-
gy to gain support, which focuses on the organization of cultural events - such as 
film clubs with high-quality movies and photo exhibitions - concerned with poli-
tics and social problems. According to I. Fedorenko, although the use of music 
on behalf of his organization is still a novel phenomenon due to the very limited 
economic resources, some activists of the group are already working on electron-
ic tracks. Moreover, Lavrentyev points out that the organization's meetings - such 
as the party in preparation of the Strategy 31 which took place on a boat on the 
Neva River in July 2010 - are characterized by the presence of music. Moreover, 
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music is also used by the group in the realization of videos denouncing critical 
aspects of the country and published on the organization's webpage.  
 For A. Kuznetsov, spokesman for the Movement Against Illegal Immigra-
tion in St. Petersburg, music does play a role in the life of his group, albeit not 
yet one of pivotal importance. In fact, as also pointed out in Chapter 3, in his 
opinion, this is the era of visuality, and his organization makes strong use of 
images, videos and short texts. Nonetheless, he recognizes the potential of music 
and considers it possible that the Movement will make more intense use of the 
medium in the future. 

From the interview it comes to light that the organization supports and rec-
ognizes itself in the music initiative “Russkie dlia Russikih”: a collection of 
albums of Russian White Rap songs whose lyrics, according to Kuznetsov, can 
be interpreted as a “response against the tendency to multiculturalism and the 
foreign contaminations characterizing contemporary Russia.” In 2010, the pro-
ject reached its 9th edition. In line with Roscigno, Danaher and Summers-Effler 
(2002) and their observations on the role of songs in the southern textile workers 
mobilization in the 1920s and 1930s, music is conceived by the DPNI’s spokes-
man also as an instrument to address grievances, to deliver new interpretational 
frameworks of reality, and to question the status quo.  
 According to M. Ivantsov, one of the representatives of Oborona in St. Pe-
tersburg, music fulfills several functions in the life of organizations and political 
groups: in his opinion, music is able to attract people, to confer popularity to 
ideas, to gain support and to create subcultures. Looking at the case of the anar-
chists in Russia, he emphasizes how music has significantly contributed in de-
veloping the scene and making it popular. Nonetheless, Ivantsov agrees with Pete 
Seeger that the use of music on behalf of political groups may also be dysfunc-
tional and represent a pitfall which can lead to an “identity-crisis,” as the one 
registered by anarchical groups in St. Petersburg a couple of years ago. Indeed, 
in this case, music became a substitute for movement activity, inhibiting partici-
pation and involvement in direct actions since most of the members of the scene 
were more interested in the music and only few of them were willing to engage 
in social and political activities. 

For Ivantsov, the use of this medium on behalf of pro-Kremlin organizations 
is a quite consolidated phenomenon: these groups have strategically and instru-
mentally relied on music and well-known musicians for a long time. On the con-
trary, for oppositional groups, this represents a novel phenomenon still in the 
initial stage and one which has not yet borne its fruits, since they only recently 
turned their attention to music and integrated it into their lives. In this regard, 
Ivantsov provides the example of the collaboration between the organization 
Solidarnost and the rock band Televisor.  
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4.1.1 The relationship between music genre and its function  
 
Based on the analysis, a very interesting convergence emerged in the positioning 
of the leaders with regard to the relationship between music genres and their 
function. The relation is significantly reminiscent of the observation made in 
Chapter 1 about the potentiality of music – especially rock and punk as ad-
dressed by Frith and others - in questioning and challenging the establishment.  
 Nazbol Dmitriev conceptualizes rock music as a protest phenomenon. As he 
states, “it is strange that a rock musician is a deputy and then he sits in parlia-
ment and he is part of the power… But it is normal that rock musicians take part 
in protests, in street actions, fight against the police and so on.” Similarly, ac-
cording to the Young Guard's leader Ziviliev, rock music is the music of protest. 
In his opinion, rock supports an energy that does not enter the general stream and 
that cannot be channeled in the conventional structure of power: therefore, rock 
will always remain aside. Moreover, the leader underscores that, whereas rock 
music is associated with protest and change, pop music with its catchy and mass 
character is better suited to foster the interests of those holding the power. 

Worthy of note is also the contribution of Oborona's representative Ivantsov, 
according to whom rock music, punk music and the bardic tradition can be asso-
ciated with liberal movements. As Ivantsov explicitly states with reference to the 
example of St. Petersburg, in the past years, some liberal organizations began to 
cooperate with bards with the aim of involving in their activities more dissidents 
who tend to identify with this peculiar music genre. Youth Yabloko's vice-chair 
Vakhrusheva confirms the existence of a relation between bardic tradition and 
liberal groups as well. 

Nevertheless, Nashi’s leader Potiepkin casts doubt on the existence of a 
univocal relationship between music genre and political function. He points out, 
for instance, that a variety of bands, regardless of their music style, playing pop 
as well as rock, perform at the annual forum Seliger, which is organized by his 
state-financed and -supported group. 
 
 
4.2 Music events 
 
The Young Guard usually organizes a rally-concert in St. Petersburg twice a year. 
According to Ziviliev, the use of this medium in a political event and, especially, 
the presence of famous artists and musicians on the stage contribute in attracting 
people and in making the event more interesting and appealing. Moreover, ac-
cording to the leader, music can seriously help sensitizing people to specific 
social and political issues on which the events are focused.  
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Compared to other cultural activities, such as theater and movie festivals, 
music events distinguish themselves through their strong communication poten-
tial, offering the participants the opportunity to interact with each other. As 
stressed by McNeill with regard to the cognitive bond and shared conscious 
meaning created by the mutual synchronizing of sonic and bodily experience, 
Ziviliev points out that it is especially in the course of music events that activists 
experience a sense of solidarity, which contributes in giving cohesion to the 
organization. Looking at the relationship between organization and music in the 
specific case of the Young Guard, its St. Petersburgian leader highlights the cen-
tral function fulfilled by the hymn. The song was recorded in different versions - 
pop, classical, etc., which are easily accessible on the Web - and, when played 
during political events, has a very cohesive effect on the participants.  

From the interview with Potiepkin, it emerges that Nashi has neither orga-
nized any music festivals nor has given concerts around political events in St. 
Petersburg. Nonetheless, he recognizes that music very often constitutes the 
background accompaniment of political meetings and, talking about the annual 
forum Seliger, stresses that several bands of different music genres usually per-
form there. 
 Although Dmitriev states that his group organizes several concerts a year, 
the leader also denounces the enormous difficulties that the Nazbol organization 
faces in this field. In fact, in order to avoid possible complications with the po-
lice and authorities, many St. Petersburgian club managers deny the permission 
of such events to take place when they hear about the group's affiliation with 
Limonov. According to Siemionov, the artists Baranov and Sineglazov, which 
sympathize with the AKM group and whose fans tend to be AKM's supporters, 
are very often invited to the organization’s meetings and give concerts, thus 
making the participation in the events more captivating. However, the Vanguard 
of Red Youth group in St. Petersburg does not organize any music festival or 
event due to the lack of resources. Remarkably, Sergei Udal’tsov, AKM leader in 
Moscow, has participated in some concerts of the band Krasnye Zvozdy by giv-
ing speeches on the stage. 

In the past years, the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev has 
organized several protest events and meetings during which music was played. In 
this regard, Jvania mentions the concert against fascism which was organized in 
the club Platform in memory of a 23-year-old boy killed in St. Petersburg by a 
fascist group, a street-concert during the G8 summit in Russia, and other initia-
tives for the protection of the city. 
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Fig. 4.2 Political youth organizations and music events in St. Petersburg 
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Youth Yabloko does not organize concerts itself but has actively taken part in and 
co-organized oppositional events that were characterized by the presence of 
artists and musicians. The first music events took place in 2005 in different re-
gions of Russia with the participation of singers and bands such as Gorky Park, 
Jack Pot, Briz, 9 May, Clondaik, Territory 51. 

In 2008 and 2009, two big meeting-concerts were organized in St. Peters-
burg at which Yuri Shevchuk, Diana Arbenina, the groups SP Babai and Tele-
vizor played. Noteworthy is also the annual concert-meeting organized by the 
Movement for the Protection of St. Petersburg - already mentioned in Chapter 3 
– during which an active participation of popular artists and musicians who per-
form and give speeches on stage is registered, and in which Youth Yabloko and 
other oppositional organizations are actively engaged. 
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 The People Democratic Youth Union has never organized music events in 
St. Petersburg but has recently used music in the course of its activities and ac-
tions, such as the meetings in preparation of Strategy 31. 

Finally, neither the DPNI nor Oborona have organized concerts in St. Pe-
tersburg. 
 
 
4.3 Bands and musicians 
 
Dmitry Kaldun and Fabrika were cited as representative bands that support and 
collaborate with the Young Guard. According to Ziviliev, these bands are well-
known and their popularity represents a strongly attractive element, fostering 
youth participation and commitment to the organization. On the contrary, Nashi’s 
leader Potiepkin emphasizes that there are no musicians specifically connected to 
his movement. 
 In the course of the interview conducted with the Nazbols’ leader in St. 
Petersburg, Dmitriev refers to the musicians affiliated with pro-Kremlin organi-
zations defining their commitment as not honest but rather instrumental. In his 
opinion, these bands are like prostitutes, who sell themselves for money or a few 
TV appearances. On the contrary, the affiliation of musicians with his organiza-
tion has an ideological nature. In fact, in this case, the relationship is very close 
since musicians tend to be personally engaged in the organization as members or 
even co-founders - like Egor Letov and Sergey Kuriokhin - and their contribution 
has led to the development of a new music genre peculiar to the organization, 
known as "Nazbol rock." Messer fuer Frau Mueller, Grazhdanskaya Oborona, 
Soiuz Sozidaiushchikh, or Paranoia are all listed as representative Nazbol bands 
which, in contrast to pro-Kremlin groups, tend to be “non-conformist” and, 
therefore, are not very popular in mainstream media.  

Worthy of note is also Dmitriev's opinion with regard to musicians’ en-
gagement in the Russian political field in general. Looking at the examples of 
Yuri Shevchuk, Mikhail Borzikin, Noice-MC and the band Barto and their partic-
ipation in protest-actions and meetings, the St. Petersburgian Nazbols’ leader 
stresses the importance of this phenomenon for his country and its political fu-
ture. In his opinion, the words of singer and musician Yuri Shevchuk are more 
important for Russian young people than those of Vladimir Putin. 
 Siemionov mentions Shutki Mao, Ivan Baranov, Adaptatsiia, Eshelon, 
Krasnyie Zviozdyi, 28 Gvardeitsev – Panfilovtsev and Grazhdanskaya Oborona 
as groups sympathetic to AKM's causes. For the St. Petersburgian leader, the 
relationship between his organization and the bands is ideologically grounded 
and based on the belief in and adherence to the same values and principles. As 
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stated by him regarding the musicians, “they consider themselves communists, 
they are with their Motherland and with the USSR, they highly appreciate Lenin 
and Stalin's role in the history of our country, the role of USSR in the victory 
against Nazism in the Second World War … the Great Patriotic War... therefore 
we have a common background.” 
 Slaughter2017, Manu Chau, Televizor, Rage Against the Machine, Victor 
Zara, Lapis Trubetskoy and T.ost are cited by the leader of the DSPA as repre-
sentative bands and musicians for his organization. The importance of these 
artists for his group is based on the content and messages of their songs: in fact, 
their lyrics vigorously criticize the power, the bourgeoisie, and the political es-
tablishment, thus fitting and complementing the vision and ideology of the 
DSPA. Moreover, Jvania celebrates the exemplary life and behavior of some of 
these artists who combine their music activity with concrete political engage-
ment. As Jvania stresses, this was, for example, the case of Manu Chao who 
went to Mexico, met Commander Marcos and sponsored the rebellion in the 
country.  

Worthy of note is also the kind of relationship existing between the organi-
zation and the band T.ost. The group has meanwhile separated and is no longer 
active; nonetheless, Jvania describes the former musicians of the band as 
“friends” and points out that one of them became a stable member of his move-
ment. 
 In line with Dmitriev, Siemionov and Jvania, Kuznetsov emphasizes the 
ideological component characterizing the relationship between his organization 
and its artists and bands. In particular, talking about the music initiative “Russkie 
dlia Russkih,” the DPNI's spokesman underlines that the content and ideals en-
closed in the songs of this project are in line with the movement’s ideological 
framework. 
 Although his organization does not have any musicians officially affiliated, 
Oborona's representative expresses a clear view about the modalities of possible 
collaboration between his group and music artists. In his opinion, a central requi-
site is an ideological and spiritual commitment of the bands as well as their iden-
tification with the values and ideals of the movement. This common ideological 
positioning should transpire especially from the content of their music. Moreo-
ver, according to Ivantsov, the cooperation should not be economically rewarded. 
Liumen, Jack-Pot – which has actually composed the organization’s hymn - 
Lapis Trubetskoy, Smerch, Tat’iana Lubovskaia, and Televizor are cited as repre-
sentative bands and artists for Oborona. 

Ivantsov also points out the peculiar phenomenon of musicians' engagement 
in the Russian political field that has recently taken place, referring to the exam-
ples of Noice-MC and the band Barto. Remarkably, in 2010, strong measures 
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against oppositional artists were put into place, which ranged from song censor-
ship and cancellation of music shows to arrest and imprisonment of musicians, 
such as in the case of Noice-MC. 

According to the Oborona representative, the persecution of these musicians 
on behalf of state authorities can be interpreted as evidence of the enormous 
potential of music in creating hostility against the status quo and even fomenting 
hatred, which contributes in making music and music practices such an interest-
ing and powerful instrument for the political life. 
 For the St. Petersburgian vice-chair of Youth Yabloko, the musicians taking 
part in the concerts and music events organized by pro-Kremlin organizations are 
motivated by economic interests or by the gaining of other privileges. In the case 
of oppositional movements, however, participation is associated with ideological 
commitment and the sharing of their ideals and causes. 

Talking about the relationship between musicians and their organization, 
Vakhrusheva emphasizes that the artists do not officially join the organization 
and prefer not to be affiliated to any political party. She describes their participa-
tion in political actions in terms of a “conditional negotiation” between the artists 
and the organization, in which the former share the causes and ideals, and sup-
port and take part in the activities of the latter without becoming official mem-
bers.  

Yuri Shevchuk and Diana Arbenina are mentioned as musicians ideological-
ly close to her organization. At the same time, the identification with the music 
and artists presented on the Oborona webpage emerges in the course of the inter-
view with Vakhrusheva. 
 Finally, the People Democratic Youth Union does not have any artist or 
musician who is directly affiliated with the organization. In fact, according to 
Malisheva, although in the past years many musicians became interested in op-
positional activities and have used their music to denounce the current situation 
in Russia, those groups do not officially cooperate with oppositional organiza-
tions. Nonetheless, as a result of their involvement, these artists turned out to be 
“stars” of the opposition – such as Noice-MC - and non-registered organizations 
employ their music as symbol of the fight against the establishment.  
 
 
4.4 Some final remarks 
 
The aim of this chapter was to analyze the role of music in the life of the political 
youth organizations selected for this study according to their leaders and repre-
sentatives in St. Petersburg.  
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From the analysis, it emerges that the medium music plays an important role 
in all the selected groups, albeit to different extents. In fact, whereas the National 
Bolsheviks' group was initially born as a music-based subculture, which only in 
the course of time started becoming politically engaged, for other organizations – 
such as the DPNI, Youth Yabloko and the NDSM - the use of music is a phenom-
enon in the initial stage, which is likely to register a further development in the 
future. At the same time, different connotations of music were revealed: whereas 
the leaders and representatives of the Young Guard, Nashi, Nazbol, AKM, DSPA, 
Youth Yabloko, and the NDSM depict this medium in positive terms, as an effec-
tive ideological weapon and machine, able to affect people on an emotional lev-
el, and fulfilling an attractive, cohesive, and entertaining function, Oborona's 
representative points out its ambiguous effects, which can lead youth political 
groups into an identity crisis, as the one registered by the anarchist group in St. 
Petersburg in the past years. 
 Most of the leaders of the selected organizations agree on the importance of 
music in political meetings and on its contribution in making the events more 
attractive and appealing. In particular, in line with McNeill, Ziviliev highlights 
the centrality of this practice in creating a sense of shared solidarity and in con-
solidating the individual’s (sense of) belonging to the organization. Very interest-
ing is also the convergence registered between the Young Guard and the DSPA’s 
leaders, according to which the use of music in political events is an effective 
emotional way to sensitize and make people aware of specific social and political 
issues. Remarkably, in the case of oppositional non-registered groups, the organ-
ization of music events is particularly burdened by the lack of resources and 
infrastructures. 
 When looking at the peculiar relationship existing between organizations 
and musicians, four different forms of involvement and commitment of bands 
and artists in the life of the political groups of the sample can be identified, 
which are characterized as follows:  
 

 bands and artists whose commitment is particularly significant since 
they took part in the foundation of the organization, as in the case of 
Egor Letov and Sergey Kuriokhin and the National-Bolsheviks; 

 bands and artists which are officially affiliated with the organization, as 
in the case of the bands of the Moscow Rock Commune and AKM; 

 bands and artists which do not formally belong to any organizations but 
who support their causes and collaborate with them, as in the case of 
Yuri Schevchuk and Yabloko; 

 bands and artists which are neither affiliated nor collaborating with any 
organizations but which are considered representative due to the ideo-
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logical content of their music and their exemplary life, as in the case of 
Manu Chao and the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev. 

 
Obviously, the categories presented above should not be interpreted as mutually 
excluding each other: indeed, the relationship of an organization with its artists 
and bands can be very diverse and include more than one of these forms of 
commitment. 
 At the same time, a significant divergence in the nature of the affiliation 
between registered and non-registered groups came to light: in fact, whereas for 
registered organizations the relationship is described by oppositional organiza-
tions (n.b.) as instrumentally motivated, for non-registered groups the affiliation 
tends to be based on ideological commitment and on sharing the same values and 
ideals. 

Here the reader should keep in mind that the ideological nature of this rela-
tionship is of pivotal importance for the final part of this study, since it represents 
the theoretical foundation on which the semantic field analysis of Chapter 6 is 
grounded. Indeed, the fact that the organizations recognize themselves in the 
views, values and ideas embraced in the music of the selected bands and musi-
cians corroborates the hypothesis that this music and, especially, the songs’ lyrics 
can be conceived as an extension of the organizations’ ideology. Yet, as pointed 
out in Chapter 1, Hunt, Benford & Snow emphasize the importance of culture 
and music in providing and conferring a peculiar frame to the ideological activi-
ties of a movement and in guiding the actors in pursuing its goals. Eyerman and 
Jamison define the process of creation of this cultural and ideological frame as 
“cognitive praxis” and the method for the study of the ideological content of 
social movements as “cognitive approach.” Therefore, the ideological nature of 
the relationship existing between Russian political youth organizations and their 
bands and artists allows the researcher, adopting a cognitive approach, to knowl-
edgeably employ their music as a resource for the examination of their cultural 
framework and, in this specific study, for the ideological positioning of the se-
lected organizations with regard to the issue of post-Soviet Russian national 
identity/ies. 
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5 Political youth organizations and music: a web analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following chapter is devoted to the study of the relationship existing be-
tween youth organizations and music, as captured through an analysis of their 
webpages. This phase of the research is of pivotal importance since it will allow 
the construction of the sample of songs and lyrics which will be included in the 
semantic field analysis of Chapter 6. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the Internet plays a central role in the life of the 
selected groups, contributing in giving visibility to non-registered organizations 
that are usually excluded from conventional mass media. In line with Zuev’s 
account, the field research confirmed that the Internet plays a role in the self-
presentation of oppositional organizations in contemporary Russia, providing 
them with the opportunity of a unique permanent performance visible to the 
audience. This applies also in the case of registered organizations which, howev-
er, also make use of other forms and modalities for their self-presentation. This 
chapter evaluates whether and to what extent music plays a role in the organiza-
tions' online self-presentation.  

From a theoretical standpoint, the analysis is grounded on previous contri-
butions to the field such as, for example, Eyerman’s examination of the relation-
ship existing between music, the Internet and the underground organizations 
composing the White Power scene in Sweden. As noted by the scholar, even if 
the participation in live performances and collective listening of recordings play 
a major role in promoting collective identity, the employment of music on the 
Internet on behalf of political organizations helps to spread their messages, ful-
filling a recruitment function for the groups (Eyerman, 2002: 450). Indeed, ac-
cording to Eyerman, recordings made available on the Internet by political or-
ganizations are a central factor in “opening initial psychological and social con-
tact” with them, allowing “participation without apparent commitment” (Ibd.); 
this is particularly true when it is possible to listen to and download the music 
anonymously and for free. In his account, the access to the organizations’ songs 
and soundtracks through the Internet may represent a first step for more contact 
and committed participation (Ibid.).  

With such theoretical considerations in mind, in the following pages, an 
analysis of the music material and music hyperlinks presented on the organiza-
tions' webpages is conducted. Rather than on what is communicated – the con-
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tent of the music links - the analysis is focused on how the music contents are 
presented in form of audio, video, texts, image, links, etc. The analysis allows 
the development of a categorization scheme for the comparison of the selected 
political youth organizations through which it is possible to detect similarities 
and divergences in their online music engagement. Finally, through the analysis 
of the music content and links presented on the organizations’ webpages, the 
sample of songs used in the online self-presentation of the selected groups is 
constructed. This sample will constitute the material for the semantic field analy-
sis of the next chapter.  

Before proceeding with the web-analysis, the following section addresses 
some methodological concerns and reviews the main literature on research strat-
egies adopted for the study of new communication technologies. 
 
 
5.1 Researching new communication technologies 
 
As noted by Mann and Stewart, the Internet is a “worldwide computer network 
that arose from ARPAnet, an American military network” (2002: 9). Since its 
early version, it has meanwhile developed into an interconnected academic, 
business, military and scientific communications network (LaQuey and Ryer, 
1993 in Mann and Stewart, 2002: 1) with significant implications on all aspects 
of modern life. For the scholars, the Internet is not only a technological but also a 
cultural phenomenon and represents a constructed environment with its own 
codes of practice (Ibid.: 7).  

In the past years, many studies have been devoted to the examination of the 
development of this medium and its economic, political, social, ethic and legal 
consequences. In particular, special attention was given to the study of Internet 
communication and human behavior online (Mann and Stewart, 2002: 3). At the 
same time, in the past decade, a novel and yet unexplored branch of research has 
emerged, focusing on the use of the Internet as a research tool. For instance, in 
his volume Doing Internet Research, Jones recognizes the enormous potential of 
this medium for research purposes, highlighting “the need of a search for, and 
critique of, methods with which we can study the Internet and the social, politi-
cal, economic, artistic and communicative phenomena occurring within, through, 
and in some cases, apart from but nevertheless related to, the Internet” (1999: X). 
For the scholar, what makes Internet research particularly interesting and de-
manding is the complex relationship existing between on-line and off-line expe-
rience, with the former being somehow always linked to the latter (Ibid.: XII). 

Similarly, for Mann and Stewart, this medium can be conceived as a pre-
cious tool for data gathering which allows the study of human behavior in gen-
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eral, minimizing constraints of time and space, financial limits, disability and/or 
language and communication differences (2002: 5). However, as the authors 
note, only few studies have focused on the Internet as a research tool, so that “the 
suitability of the Internet for conducting research remains [a] relatively unex-
plored [phenomenon]” (Ibid.: 4). As a result, many theoretical and methodologi-
cal questions on the use of this medium regarding research purpose remain unan-
swered.  

In line with the scholars mentioned above, Weare and Wan-Ying emphasize 
that the World Wide Web, defined as a global, decentralized network of hyper-
linked multimedia objects, has opened new realms of analytic research and led to 
the development of new empirical techniques (2000: 272). In fact, although con-
tent analysis is the established methodology for the study of the “objective, sys-
tematic, and quantitative description of the content of communication” (Baran, 
2002: 410), researching new communication technologies necessitates the devel-
opment and adoption of new methods of analysis.  

Talking about the advantages of employing this medium for research pur-
poses, Weare and Wan-Ying stress that “the Internet has opened completely new 
venues for research”: indeed, “it has made available data which used to be pro-
hibitively expensive to collect” and “has advanced the researchers to employ 
scientific sampling techniques, thereby improving the external validity of their 
research.” Nonetheless, “the sheer size and mutability” of electronic data “com-
plicate the development of scientifically random sample” (Weare and Wan-Ying, 
2000: 275-276). Similarly, also “the intermingling of textual, video, graphic, and 
audio information on the WWW poses hurdles to the development of valid de-
scriptive categories” (Ibid.: 273). 

At this stage of Internet research, the two main research issues identified by 
the authors are descriptive content analysis with the development of a useful and 
valid categorization scheme and the analysis of the interactivity in web-based 
communications (Ibid.: 284-285).  

Talking about the web as object of study by social researchers, Schneider 
and Foot point out the challenges issued by the Internet in the development of 
methodological approaches for the examination of web phenomena. More specif-
ically, the authors describe the medium as a “unique mixture of the ephemeral 
and the permanent” (2004: 115). Web content is transient and is usually available 
only for a short period of time; at the same time, in order to be experienced, it 
needs to be reconstructed or re-presented (Ibid.). This transience of the Internet is 
also conceptualized by Gorny, who defines this instability and the constant 
changes of the web as the typical “headache” of Internet studies (Gorny 2006: 
73). Therefore, Internet research is in need of specialized tools and techniques 
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that ensure that web content can be viewed again at a later time (Schneider and 
Foot 2004: 115). 

Schneider and Foot identify two sets of approaches for the study of Internet 
content: discourse/rhetorical analysis and structural/feature analysis. The first 
approach is focused on the content of the webpages – in terms of texts and imag-
es – in a Foucauldian sense; however, according to the authors, this approach 
overlooks the structuring elements and the link existing among pages and sites 
(Ibid.: 116). On the contrary, the second approach employs individual webpages 
as unit of analysis and is concerned with the structure of the sites - “such as the 
number of pages, hierarchical ordering of pages, or on the features found on the 
pages within the site, the presence of a search engine, privacy policy, or multiple 
navigation options” (D’Alessio, 1997; D’Alessio, 2000; McMillan, 1999; Han-
sen, 2000; Benoit and Benoit, 2000 in Schneider and Foot 2004: 117). Nonethe-
less, this approach is unable to capture the situatedness of the page in the larger 
web.  

On the whole, as noted by Schneider and Foot, “the emergence of the Inter-
net, and especially the Web, has challenged scholars conducting research to both 
adapt familiar methods and develop innovative approaches that account for the 
unique aspects of the Web” so that “methodological innovations have emerged in 
correspondence with the properties of these new media applications” (2004: 118) 

Finally, in a chapter dedicated to web-based content analysis, Herring ex-
plicitly addresses the question of methodological innovation in Internet research. 
In this regard, the author pinpoints that the researcher interested in web analysis 
is required to employ non-traditional approaches from outside the discipline of 
communication and, more specifically, from the linguistic and sociological 
realms (Herring, 2010: 237). Herring identifies two main methods for the study 
of new communication technologies: a language content analysis and a social 
network analysis. While the first approach is focused on the texts and images 
contained on the webpages and is based on discursive and rhetorical techniques, 
the second one is focused on hyperlinks conceived as part of the content of the 
websites themselves. The latter approach tends to interpret websites as nodes, 
hyperlinks as ties, and the links within and across sites as networks (see Jackson, 
1999 in Herring, 2010: 238). Nonetheless, despite the existence of these two 
different methods, according to Herring, the need of a methodologically plural 
paradigm is registered in the case of the Web Content Analysis (WebCA), able to 
take into account content of various kinds present on the web, including texts, 
themes, features, links, and exchanges (Herring, 2010: 248). This methodologi-
cally plural paradigm comprises image analysis, theme analysis, feature analysis, 
link analysis, exchange analysis, language analysis and others (Ibid. 244).  
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5.2 How to proceed 
 
As emerged from the theoretical excursus on researching communication tech-
nologies presented above, Internet research is characterized by a certain degree 
of methodological uncertainty which is compounded by the transiency and insta-
bility of the medium Internet. 

Therefore, due to the lack of a clear methodological paradigm for Internet 
qualitative research, especially with regard to music material and links, a 
grounded-theory approach is adopted in the following analysis for the descrip-
tion of the online use of music on behalf of the selected youth organizations. 
Worthy of note is that the following paragraphs are not focused on a classical 
content analysis of the message; rather, they are concerned with a web content 
analysis of the features, design, content and interactivity (Gerodimos, 2008: 
981). The aim is to provide the reader with a snapshot of the organizations’ mu-
sic online engagement as in the summer of 2011.  

The webpages of the political youth groups are selected as units of analysis: 
in fact, compared to social networks like Facebook and VKontakte and to blog 
platforms such as LiveJournal, which are employed and integrated in the life of 
the selected groups to different degrees, the webpage represents the only com-
munication device used by and common to all the organizations selected for this 
study.  

As a final point, the reader should take notice that not all political youth or-
ganizations included in the study have music materials and sections on their 
webpage. In particular, although in the course of the interviews their representa-
tives recognized the centrality of music in the life of their groups, neither Youth 
Yabloko nor the People's Democratic Youth League present music materials or 
links on their website. Therefore, these organizations will be excluded both from 
the web-analysis of this chapter and the semantic field analysis of Chapter 6.  
 
 
5.3 The results 
 
5.3.1 Young Guard 
 
The homepage of the Young Guard does not contain any direct link to music. 
Instead, music material is available by typing “A ” (“Audio”) or “ ” 
(Music) into the search tool at the top of the page33.  

                                                            
33 Here the Russian words are not transliterated in order to provide the reader not familiar with the 
Russian language with the opportunity to follow and repeat the analysis 
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Fig.5.1 shows the results of the search for “A ”. Several links are dis-
played, which basically provide access to one or more of the twelve songs avail-
able under the main page www.molgvardia.ru/audio.  
As shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, the songs are in Mp3 format and available for 
free; some of them can also be downloaded. A counter registers the number of 
“C ” (Downloads), of “ ” (Previews) and “ ” 
(Reproductions) of each song.  

Under the link http://www.molgvardia.ru/audio/by, the same twelve songs 
are organized in the following subfields: album, artist, genre, title, and year, as 
shown in Fig.5.4.  

Fig.5.5 visualizes the results of the Internet search for “ .” In this 
section, textual material on music is collected, which comprises interviews with 
artists and bands, reviews of music events and concerts organized and/or funded 
by the Young Guard, as well as articles on musicians ideologically opposed to 
the organization and its ideals. As pointed out in Fig.5.6, the textual contributions 
are enriched with pictures and video materials.  

At the bottom of the page of each article (see also Fig.5.7.), the viewer is 
given the opportunity to rate the article and to share and bookmark it on “Deli-
cious,” “Google,” “Facebook,” “Yahoo,” “Twitter” and “Vkontakte.” 
 
Fig. 5.1 Results of “Audio” Search 

  
Source:http://www.molgvardia.ru/ysearch?searchid=146842&text=audio#857 (Last ac-
cessed August 2, 2011)
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Fig. 5.2 Mp3s available for free on the Young Guard’s webpage 

 
Source: www.molgvardia.ru/audio (Last accessed August 2, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Mp3 on Young Guard’s webpage: details 

 
Source: http://www.molgvardia.ru/node/19014 (Last accessed August 2, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.4 Young Guard’s songs organized by subfields: album, artist, genre, title,  
              year 

 
Source: http://www.molgvardia.ru/audio/by (Last accessed August 2, 2011) 
 
Fig. 5.5 Results of “Music” Search 

 
Source:http://www.molgvardia.ru/ysearch?searchid=146842&text=%D0%9C%D
1%83%D0%B7%D1%8B%D0%BA%D0%B0#1113 (Last accessed August 2, 
2011) 
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Fig. 5.6 Music content: Texts, images and videos on music 

 
Source: http://www.molgvardia.ru/node/16960 (Last accessed August 2, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 Interactivity: the viewer and his preferences 

 
Source: http://www.molgvardia.ru/node/16960 (Last accessed August 2, 2011) 
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5.3.2 Nashi 
 
In the case of Nashi, music content is not available on the homepage of the or-
ganization; therefore, this organization will be excluded from the semantic field 
analysis of Chapter 6. Nonetheless, a music section is present under the link 
“ ” (Interesting). More specifically, music is one of the tags included 
in the column on the right of the page together with sections dedicated to books, 
videos, hobbies, fashion, cars, and so on. Altogether, 27 music entries are col-
lected here. The articles are very diverse and range from reports on the Wood-
stock Festival in 1969 to artistic projects – like an exhibition of posters on the 
different music genres – including contributions of music design and a hit parade 
of best artists and musicians (see also Fig. 5.9 – 5.13 on the following pages). All 
articles are short and the textual part does not comprise more than a couple of 
lines. There is, however, a large use of pictures, images, and videos. All entries 
provide the viewer with a Facebook “Like” button and the possibility of book-
marking the articles on the most common social networks (Facebook, LiveInter-
net, Twitter, etc.). At the bottom of each page, the viewer is able to leave com-
ments. Moreover, on the homepage of Nashi, it is possible to access the blog 
section where viewers and sympathizers can post their contributions and materi-
al; remarkably, one of the topics discussed here is music.  
 
Fig. 5.8 Music content on Nashi’s webpage 

 
Source: http://nashi.su/interesting (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.9 Music content on Nashi’s webpage: details I 

 
Source:http://nashi.su/tags/type_intereresting/%D0%BC%D1%83%D0%B7%D1%8B%D
0%BA%D0%B0 (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.10 Music content on Nashi’s webpage: details II 

 
Source: http://nashi.su/interesting/36562 (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.11 Music content on Nashi’s webpage: details III 

 
Source: http://nashi.su/interesting/36787 (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 Music content on Nashi’s webpage: details IV 

 
Source: http://nashi.su/interesting/35729 (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.13 Music content on Nashi’s webpage: details V 

 
Source: http://nashi.su/interesting/28587 (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
5.3.3 National-Bolsheviks (Nazbols) 
 
As we can see from Fig. 5.14, representing the homepage of the National Bol-
sheviks’ organization, on the right column almost at the bottom of the page two 
different links with music are displayed: the link “ ” (Audio) and the link 
“  ” (Music shelf). 

By clicking the link “Audio,” a new page is opened (see Fig.5.15). Alto-
gether, 106 songs in Mp3 format are listed on the six pages of this section.  

For each song, detailed information on the date of its upload is provided; at 
the time of this analysis – August 1, 2011 - the last upload was dated June, 2. 
2011. The upload of songs can be carried out only by the page administrator(s), 
not by users and viewers. 

By selecting the title of a song, another page is displayed where it is possi-
ble to listen to the music for free. Together with the upload information, the 
viewer is here offered the opportunity to express his preferences through the 
Facebook “Like” button (see Fig. 5.16). 

On the main page shown in Fig. 5.17, several album releases are advertised: 
for each release, the image of the CD cover and a short text is provided. The 
section is up to date and deals with releases of 2011.  
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By clicking the single entry, a new page is displayed. The content of the pages is 
very diverse and includes information on album releases, interviews with bands 
and groups, albums and tracks that are available and/or can be downloaded for 
free, recordings of concerts and live performances, and music videos. External 
links such as the official webpages of selected bands or pages where music is 
available for free are also provided (See also Fig.5.18).  

As in the case of the Audio link, the viewer is allowed to express his prefer-
ences through the Facebook “Like” button. Moreover, in this case, he is also 
given the opportunity to comment on the here presented material. For instance, 
as shown in Fig. 5.19, at the bottom of each page of this section, the viewer is 
able to add comments to the articles and comment on (or be commented on by) 
other viewers.  
 
 
Fig. 5.14 Music content on Nazbols’ webpage 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/ (Last accessed August 1, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.15 The link “Audio”: details I 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/audio/114.html&beg=0 (Last accessed 01.08.2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.16 The link “Audio”: details II 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/audio/114.html&beg=0 (Last accessed October 11, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.17 The link “Music shelf”: details I 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/rubr17/ (Last accessed August 1, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 The link “Music shelf”: details II 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/rubr17/index0/6209.html (Last accessed August 1, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.19 The link “Music shelf”: details III 

 
Source: http://www.nazbol.ru/rubr17/index0/6209.html (Last accessed August 1, 2011) 
 
 
5.3.4 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 
 
In the AKM’s case, the link “ ” (Music) is present on the homepage of the 
organization and, in particular, as shown in Fig.5.20, in the column positioned on 
the left of the page. 

By clicking on the link, a new page titled “  ” (Music of 
Revolution) is displayed, where the following subfields are mentioned: 3-

 (Mp3-Archive), -  (Rock Commune),  (Concerts), 
  (Purchasing of album), - ,  (Miscellaneous).  

Almost three hundred songs in Mp3 format are available under the AKM’s 
link Music: as shown in Fig.5.21, in some cases, the lyrics of the songs are pro-
vided as well. 

A section of Music of Revolution is devoted to the Moscow Rock Com-
mune: here, articles of the commune itself and on the bands taking part in the 
initiative are offered. Information such as the bands’ webpages and reviews of 
their albums are also included in the entries.  

Under the section Concerts displayed in Fig.5.23, a review on a music event 
is available. Both sections on the “Rock Commune” and on “Concerts” are en-
riched with pictures of the artists.  
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Purchase information for the music collections and albums representative 
for the AKM group are also given. In particular, music can be ordered via email 
by filling out the provided form (see Fig.5.24) or by phone (see Fig. 5.25). 
 Throughout the music sections of the AKM webpage, the viewer is given 
the opportunity to comment and interact through emails with the page adminis-
trators. Moreover, the section “Miscellaneous” - which at the time of the follow-
ing analysis was empty (See Fig.5.26) - is foreseen as a collection of articles, 
comments, and reviews on music content on behalf of the page’s viewers. At the 
bottom of this entry, an email address is indicated to which the viewers can send 
their contributions.  
 
 
Fig. 5.20 Music content on AKM’s webpage 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/ (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.21 The link “Music”: details I 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/mp3/mp3-1.htm (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.22 The link “Music”: details II 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/gruppy/index.htm (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.23 The link “Music”: details III 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/koncerty/index.htm (Last accessed August 5, 
2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.24 The link “Music”: details IV 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/zakaz.htm (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.25 The link “Music”: details V 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/objavy.htm (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.26 The link “Music”: details VI 

 
Source: http://www.akm1917.org/music/raznoe/index.htm (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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5.3.5 Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev (DSPA) 
 
In the case of the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev, a link with 
“ ” (Music) is available under the section “ " (Multimedia) 
on the organization’s webpage (See also Fig. 5.27).  

By clicking on the link “ ,” a new page is displayed on which the al-
bums of six artists and bands are listed, represented through the images of their 
album covers (See Fig.5.28). By selecting each image, a music player is dis-
played where the songs of the selected albums can be listened to or downloaded 
for free. On the right, at the bottom of the music player, a button provides the 
code for the Internet sharing of tracks.  
 
 
Fig. 5.27 Music content on DSPA’s webpage 

 
Source: http://www.dspa.info/ (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.28 The link “Music”: details I 

 
Source: http://www.dspa.info/multimedia/music.html (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.29 The link “Music”: details II 

 
Source: http://www.dspa.info/multimedia/music.html (Last accessed August 5, 2011) 
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5.3.6 Movement Against Illegal Immigration (DPNI) 
 
In the case of the DPNI, music is not present on the homepage of the organiza-
tion. However, music content is available when typing “ ” into the 
search tool at the top of the site. Worthy of note is that the page has recently been 
changed and that previously - until the summer of 2010 - the link “ ” 
was displayed directly on the homepage of the group.  

Fig5.30 shows the results of the Internet search “ ”: only three en-
tries are available here. The material is basically textual and consists of one al-
bum review (see Fig.5.31) and two lists of songs included in the compilations 
“Russians for Russians” and “Maritime guerilla.” The layout does not include 
many visual elements, and music videos and pictures of artists and bands are not 
employed either: only small images of the album covers are used.  
Music material in form of two tracks - one speech and one song – is available for 
free.  

As shown in Fig.5.32, the entries suggest several external links where it is 
possible to download the music. As shown in Fig.5.33, it is important to stress 
that, in some cases, the viewer is given the choice between a music download 
free of charge but with advertisement, or a payable music download without 
advertisement (93 rubles for a download available for one month and 31 rubles 
for a download available once).  

As shown in Fig.5.34, on DPNI’s webpage, in the case of the compilation 
“Russians for Russians,” purchase information are provided such as, for exam-
ple, the email contact for the order of the compilation and details about different 
formats and prices. 

Finally, at the top of each page, the viewer is given the opportunity to use 
the Facebook “Like” button and to bookmark the link on different social net-
works (Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.).  
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Fig. 5.30 Music content on DPNI’s webpage 

 
Source: http://www.dpni.org/articles/audioteka/index.shtml (Last accessed August 3, 
2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.31 The link “Audioteka”: details I 

 
Source: http://www.dpni.org/articles/audioteka/14718/ (Last accessed August 3, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.32 The link “Audioteka”: details II 

 
Source: http://www.dpni.org/articles/audioteka/14651/ (Last accessed August 3, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.33 The link “Audioteka”: details III 

 
Source: http://ifolder.ru/18480490 (Last accessed August 3, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.34 The link “Audioteka”: details IV 

 
Source: http://www.dpni.org/articles/audioteka/14718/ (Last accessed August 3, 2011) 
 
 
5.3.7 Oborona 
 
As shown in Fig.5.35, on Oborona’s homepage a link with music is provided 
through the section “ - ” (Media archive), which contains material in 
forms of videos, pictures and songs.  

Under the Media archive section “Music,” 35 songs with corresponding art-
ists and bands are listed. By clicking on the tracks, which are in Mp3 format, it is 
possible to listen to them for free (see also Fig. 5.36).  

Some of the artists and groups mentioned on this page are hyperlinks, which 
enable access to new pages such as, for instance, the bands’ webpages (see Fig. 
5.37), the bands’ blog or LiveJournal (see Fig.5.38), or music folders where it is 
possible to listen and download other songs of the selected artists and groups for 
free (see Fig.5.39). 

Worthy of note is that on Oborona’s website the music section is composed 
of audio tracks and hyperlinks but does not contain any music articles or reviews 
in textual form. 
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Fig. 5.35 Music content on Oborona’s webpage 

 
Source: http://www.oborona.org/media (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.36. The link “Music”: detail I 

 
Source: http://www.oborona.org/media#music (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.37 The link “Music”: detail II 

 
Source: http://www.ddt.ru/ (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
Fig. 5.38 The link “Music”: detail III 

 
Source: http://polittechno.livejournal.com/ (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
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Fig. 5.39 The link “Music”: detail IV 

 
Source: http://www.realmusic.ru/jackpot/ (Last accessed August 4, 2011) 
 
 
5.4 Organizations’ online music engagement: a comparison 
 
A central aim of this chapter was to provide the reader with a snapshot of the 
organizations’ online music engagement as in the summer of 2011. From the 
results collected in the course of the web analysis, a coding-scheme has been 
developed through which the organizations can be compared.  

The coding-scheme comprises the main features of the organizations’ online 
music engagement that emerged from the analysis and includes the following 
categories: presence of music on the homepage, of music links on the homepage, 
of music available for free, of external music links where it is possible to listen 
to and/or download music, of music videos, of bands’ information and inter-
views, of purchase information and concert information.  

Table 5.1 shows the organizations’ online music engagement in comparison.  
In line with the results of the interviews with the organizations’ main leaders and 
representatives described in Chapter 4, the National Bolshevik organization came 
forward as the most musically engaged group together with the Vanguard of the 
Red Youth. Worthy of note is also the great number of songs available on the 
webpages of these organizations: 106 in the case of the Nazbols and almost 300 
for AKM. Moreover, the importance of music for the Nazbols’ group is also 
emphasized by the presence of music (in form of an Mp3) on its homepage. 
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Table 5.1 Organizations’ online music engagement: a comparison 
Form of online 
music engage-
ment 

YOUNG 
GUARD NASHI NAZBOLS AKM DSPA DPNI OBORO-

NA 

Music on the 
homepage   X     

Music links on 
the homepage   X X X  X 

Music availa-
ble for free X  X X X X X 

External links 
to music   X X  X X 

Music videos X X X X    

Band infor-
mation X  X X  X X 

Purchase 
information    X  X  

Concerts 
information X  X X    

 
During the interviews, the representatives of the Movement Against Illegal Im-
migration and Oborona defined the use of music on behalf of their organizations 
as still an embryonic phenomenon. Nonetheless, the web-analysis revealed that 
music does already play an important role in the online self-presentation of these 
groups, and the visitors of the webpage are provided with different kinds of mu-
sic materials including free songs and external links to music.  

A similar discrepancy, albeit of opposite nature, is also registered in the case 
of Nashi. Indeed, according to the words of the St. Petersburgian leader, music 
plays an important role in the political process and the Internet represents a cen-
tral medium for the presentation and promotion of his group. However, the pres-
ence of music material on Nashi’s webpage is rather limited and does not com-
prise any audio section with selected songs and artists. This fact mirrors a certain 
vagueness characterizing the Nashi’s music engagement since the group (in St. 
Petersburg) is neither involved in the organization of music concerts and festivals 
nor recognizes itself in specific bands and artists.  
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Interestingly, the online music engagement of the Vanguard of Red Youth 
and of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration also includes purchase infor-
mation, which contributes in transforming what was presented as an ideological 
use of music on behalf of these organizations into a somehow lucrative/or for-
profit phenomenon. 
 
 
5.5 The construction of the sample of songs 
 
The final part of this chapter is devoted to the construction of the sample of the 
songs included on the organizations’ webpages and which, therefore, take part in 
what Zuev (2010) defines as their online self-presentation. This sample will 
constitute the material for the semantic field analysis of Chapter 6.  
 
Table 5.2 Number of songs available on the organizations’ webpage 

 Number of songs 
Young Guard 12 
National Bolsheviks 106 
AKM  291 
DSPA 58 
DPNI 61 
Oborona 35 

 
Table 5.2 gives a quantitative picture of the phenomenon. Since in the case of 
Nashi an audio section with selected songs and titles is not available, the organi-
zation will be excluded from the rest of the analysis.  

Despite the significant discrepancy in the number of songs listed by the or-
ganizations, which ranges from 291 for the Vanguard of the Red Youth to only 12 
of Young Guard, all songs available on the websites of the groups will be taken 
into consideration. Worthy of note is that, due to the instability and transiency of 
the Internet, the sample may be affected by unpredictable changes in the course 
of time. 

The complete list of songs and bands will be provided in Appendix A. Here, 
only one peculiar aspect emerging from the construction of the sample will be 
highlighted: the overlap of songs and bands selected by the organizations for 
their online self-presentation in spite of their different ideological positioning.  
Table 5.3 provides a detailed picture of this phenomenon. Interestingly, the Na-
tional Bolsheviks organization registers overlaps with regard to its bands and 
musicians with all other non-registered organizations of the sample: the highest 
number of overlaps is revealed in the case of Oborona (the number is seven), 
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followed by Movement Against Illegal Immigration, whereas no overlaps are 
present between Oborona and the DPNI. From this first observation, it can be 
deduced that although organizations position themselves very differently in the 
Russian political spectrum, they may recognize themselves in the same artists 
and bands. Remarkably, these music groups and musicians come to represent 
what, in the jargon of Social Network Analysis, is called a node, connecting 
ideologically opposed organizations in a virtual network based on music.  

Nonetheless, if we look at the overlap of songs – whose overall number is 
nine - the exclusive relationship between the organizations National-Bolsheviks 
and Oborona vanishes: indeed, two is the number of songs shared by the Nazbols 
and the DPNI, the Nazbols and Oborona, and Oborona and the DSPA. One song 
is shared by the Nazbols and AKM, by the Nazbols and the DSPA, and by AKM 
and Oborona. For the content of the overlapping songs and of the organizations’ 
songs more in general, the reader is invited to turn to the next chapter, in which 
the lyrics’ content and contribution to the conceptualization of post-Soviet Rus-
sian national identity will be analyzed in-depth. 
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Table 5.3 Music on the organizations’ webpage: overlaps of artists and songs 
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6 Music and Russian national identity: a semantic field  
      analysis 
 
 
 
 
 

"…the lyrics in Russian rock play a more important role than in Western rock. 
The reasons for this may be the Russian rockers' awareness that they are bor-

rowing music invented elsewhere, their weaker technical virtuosity, and the fact 
that the commercial and dancing functions of rock never predominated here; 

more value was placed on the ideas in a song (…) the purely literary level of our 
rock lyrics is higher on the average than in the West." (Troitskiy, 1987: 34)  

 
The following chapter is dedicated to the content analysis of the music character-
izing the political youth organizations object of this study. In particular, the 
analysis is focused on the different conceptualizations of Russian post-Soviet 
national identity/ies emerging from the songs of the selected political groups.  

The centrality of the national issue in the Russian case was widely explored 
in the first chapter of this thesis where the phenomenon was analyzed in histori-
cal perspective. Moreover, evidence of the pivotal role played by the issue in 
contemporary Russia in “integrating the citizens and legitimating the power of 
the elite, all that while ensuring social cohesion in a period of significant disrup-
tion” was also provided (Laruelle, 2010: 6).  

This chapter is grounded on a definition of national identity as the identity 
of the nation, as an artificial construct created by intellectuals and political 
groups who set up the characteristics identifying the imagined community and 
the criteria for its membership34. As already emphasized by Petersson and others 
(see Chapter 1), national identities, as all collective identities, are elusive phe-
nomena that are notoriously difficult to grasp and define. In this respect, the 
scholar suggests the adoption of an operationalization strategy, introducing the 
notion of national self-image as a partial representation of national identity, as an 
itemized and abstract depiction of nation, answering the questions “What is the 
country? What is it not?”. 

Therefore, in the following pages, the songs of the selected political youth 
organizations and, more precisely, their lyrics are analyzed as a discourse (see 

                                                            
34 This definition is grounded on the contributions of Gellner, Hobsbawm and Anderson presented in 
Chapter 1.  

C. Pierobon, Music and Political Youth Organizations in Russia,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-658-04313-1_6, © Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden 2014
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Hall 1996 in Chapter 1), looking at their contribution in the creation of national 
self-images, answering the questions “What is Russia? What is it not?”. 

As pointed out in Chapter 5, the sample of songs was created by looking at 
the organizations’ webpages. The importance of lyrics in Russian music was 
already mentioned in Chapter 2 and is a result of the influence of the Russian 
poetic tradition in terms of lexical and stylistic heritage, as well as of the tech-
nical and organizational difficulties which have significantly affected the birth 
and development of the Russian rock phenomenon (and music more in general) 
in the country. Moreover, the centrality of music’s lyrics was also confirmed in 
the course of the in-depth interviews conducted with the leaders and main repre-
sentatives of the organizations in St. Petersburg. In particular, as emerged from 
Chapter 4 especially with regard to non-registered youth political groups, the 
essential condition for the choice of an artist or a band as representative is that 
the organization recognizes itself in the content – ideals, values and principles – 
enclosed in the songs’ lyrics. It can be concluded that only songs whose lyrics 
ideologically match and complement the organization are employed and that this 
applies also to the songs included in the online self-presentation which, there-
fore, contributes in the creation of the ideological frame of interpretation charac-
terizing the organization (see also Eyerman and Jamison 1998 in Chapter 2). 

With these points in mind, I will now focus on the method selected for the 
examination of the music and, more precisely, of the songs’ lyrics available on 
the organization webpages.  
 
 
6.1 The “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template 
 
The songs of the sample are examined through semantic field analysis (Robin in 
Glowinski 1980: 252-281), taking into account the narrative template introduced 
by Wertsch (2000; 2002; 2008; 2009) in his study on collective memory in post-
Soviet Russia. As pointed out by Mink (1978), the narrative templates are “cog-
nitive instruments that make possible the ‘configurational act’ of grasping to-
gether information about setting, actors, events, motivations, and other elements 
in particular ways” (Wertsch, 2002: 93). For Wertsch, they can be defined as 
cultural tools which shape the speaking and thinking of individuals when reflect-
ing on the past, making them its co-authors. They are provided by formal educa-
tion, public holidays, family discussions, the media and so forth (Olich, 1999) 
and operate at a high level of abstraction, organizing nebulous knowledge with 
few specific events; their power is based on their unnoticeable and transcendent 
nature.  
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In his study on post-Soviet Russian collective memory, Wertsch employs a 
“triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template. This template can be traced back 
to several Russian sources; one of the most important is the folklorist Vladimir 
Propp (1968). Despite variation in the concrete characters, events, dates, and 
circumstances involved, four distinct generalized functions and recurrent con-
stants typical of a broad range of Russian narratives are identified: 

 
a. An initial situation in which the Russian people are living in a peaceful 

setting, where they are no threat to others is disrupted by 
b. the initiation of trouble or aggression by an alien force or agent, which 

leads to 
c. a time of crisis and great suffering which is 
d. overcome by the triumph over the alien force by the Russian people, 

acting heroically and alone (Wertsch, 2002: 92).  
 

Although it may appear quite ubiquitous and typical for many people around the 
world, Wertsch asserts that the “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template 
applies especially in the Russian case due to historical and cultural reasons (Ibid. 
93). Indeed, on the one hand, from a historical point of view, this template offers 
“the basic plot line for several of the most important events in Russian history, 
including the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century, the Swedish invasion in 
the eighteenth century, Napoleon’s invasion in the nineteenth century, and Hit-
ler’s invasion in the twentieth century” (Ibid.). Albeit other nations may also 
employ the “triumph-over-alien-forces” narrative template for the reconstruction 
of their past and collective memory, this template is not an exclusive one but 
may be supplemented by others: for instance, in the American case, also the 
“mystique of Manifest destiny” or the “quest for freedom” narratives may be 
used (Ibid. 94). According to Wertsch, in the Russian case, the “triumph-over-
alien-forces” constitutes the narrative template par excellence, “the underlying 
story” of Russian historical development and “collective remembering” (Ibid.).  

On the other hand, from a cultural perspective, Lotman and Uspenskii 
(1985) draw attention to the “binary opposition that has operated in Russia for 
the past several centuries.” For them, such a dichotomist culture “involves a 
bipolar field… divided by a sharp boundary without an axiologically neutral 
zone” (Lotman and Uspenskii, 1985: 31 in Wertsch, 2002: 90). Similarly, 
Kvakin (1998) introduces the idea of a “Manichean consciousness” characteriz-
ing post-Soviet society according to which “the world is divided strictly into the 
light and darkness, true and false, our own and alien” (Kvakin, 1998: 39 in 
Wertsch, 2002: 92). This has led to the adoption of a dichotomous narrative 
which has also interested the political discourse, emphasizing the division exist-



ing between "we" - the Soviet or Russian people - and "they" - the alien exter
nal force. At the same time, a tendency was registered to conceptuslize Russia as 
the victim of a malicious alien force which interrupted the benign state of peace 
characterizing the country "that had every reason to continue had alien aggres
sion not occurred" (Wertsch, 2002: 95). According to Wertsch, the "triurnph
over-alien-forces" narrative template, grounded on the opposition "Russians" 
versus the "alien forces" and depicting Russia as the victim of foreign invasion 
to which only Russians united can put an end, well captores this dichotomous 
consciousness and victimization tendency characterizing the country in the 
course of its cnltural history. 

Yet, turning back to the main issue of this chapter, in the next paragraphs, 
the songs of the selected organizations are examined through semantic field 
analysis, using the narrative template introduced by Wertsch. Indeed, the ''tri
urnph-over-alien-forces" template seems also particularly appropriate for the 
study of the national self-images which, according to Petersson, are rooted on 
memory and myths of a glorified past, projected towards the futore, and based on 
certain idealized stereotypes of the in-group, reinforcing its internal cohesion and 
integration (see Chapter 1). 

The analysis is conducted by using the Software NVivo. The resnlt of the 
analysis will be schematically presented and commented through examples and 
translated quotations from the lyrics. Afterwards, the national self-images emerg
ing from the organizations' songs will be compared. The aim of this comparison 
is to detect similarities and divergences among the selected groups in their con
ceptnalization of post-Soviet Russia. 

6.2 Semantic field analysis: main results 

6.2.1 Russia lives in peace 

6.2.1.1 The Young Guard 

The songs of the Young Guard provide a geographical description of the coun~ 
in terms of an endless extension of forests and fields", of villages and cities' , 
from the Kamchatka Peninsnla to Moscow, including Stalingrad37 and st. Pe
tersburg" . 

3S ,ll. rypD;IWI- "Pa.u;u C'l8CThlil": "Bcex 6o:rarcm BWlIHX POCChIIIH, nmph JIeeOB H IIOJIeii" 
36 Bmnm - ''Bnepc~, POCCHl[!": ·'])ccxpa.iiIm:c npOCTOplil, ~cpcBHH, ropo,zta" 
37 See also O. Ca68HHBa, P .CH6ra:ryJIJIBB. A. MmwCB - MOJIO.D:IUI fsap,ll;Kll 
31 See also IQ. I'yJIICB - OH CK838.JI: ''nOCXJ1Jlll!'' 
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In lbe lyrics, Russia is presented as a heroic country, a centuries-old em
pire, lbe land of bravery and courage, characterized by a great past and by great 
ancestors and grandfalbers who, wilb lbeir heroic efforts, earned medals" and, 
lberefore, constitute a guide for lbe younger generations. The forefalbers of lbe 
country are especially celebrated in lbe song "Spasibo dedu za pabedu," in 
which Gurtskaia hails lbe ancesturs as symbol of lbe greatness of lbe country 
and lbanks lbem for lbe happiness and lbe peaceful daybreaks, for lbeir sincere 
talks and for lbeir songs on lbe frontiine, on lbe honor and glory oflbe battle'". 

In lbe Young Guard's music, Russia is described as a champion in sports: in 
fact, according tu Bivni in lbe song "Vpered Rossiia," lbe country has always 
stuod out for its successes in sports. The Soviet education system, based on hard 
work and its champion style, which has led tu lbe defeat of lbe immortal com
petiturs, constitute a golden model for its youlb41

• 

Finally, a religious dimension emerges from lbe lyrics, since lbe country is 
associated wilb holy prophecies and saints. For instance, in lbe song "Radi 
Schast'ia," Gurtskaia refers to Peter and Fevronia, lbe holies of Murom, protag
onists of a Russian tale of lbe II th century by Hermolaus-Erasmus, which are 
presented as an example to follow wilb regard to love, family and loyalty in 
order to achieve a happy and peacefullife42

• 

6.2.1.2 National-Bolsheviks (Nazbols) 

The songs of lbe National Bolshevik organization also provide a description of 
lbe geographical vastness of lbe country, referring to Siberia, lbe Volga River 
and lbe Taiga forest; in particular, lbe latter is depicted as a shelter for lbe right
eous ones who do not have anywhere else to go43. Remarkably, one oflbe songs 
included in lbe Nazbols' online self-presentation is lbe hymn of Soviet Latvia: 

39 ~CKOTeU. ABaPRB - "3n:o": "IIococaTb JIC,Il;CHCn; Ha o6noMK8.X BClCOBOH HMIIepHH? I TI.I po~ 
Ha 3CMJIC OTB8I'II B M)'lK0CTBa [ •.. ] A 'ITO-TO B IIIK84ly DLllIHTCJI PJI)1;OM C Me.z:t8JIJIMB npa.n:c.zta" 
40 I'yp~ _ "CIIaCH60 ll.CJI.'j 38. IIo6CJI.Y": "CrracH60 :laM po~e HaJIIH [ ••• ] Ml.I no~ B8JII X8K 

3HlUU: H8J]; co60ii I [ ... ] 3a B8JIDI 3a ,lI;)'IIIeBHble 6eceAhl I 3a necHH 0 .n:opore $poHI'oBoii / 0 'IecTH H 
o CJIaBC 60CBOii" 
41 DBBHH _ ''Bncpc.u:. PaceD!": "PacUBCT COBeTCxoii 1lII0JIbI H '1eMllHOHClWii CTBJIh, /liecCMepTBhIc 

n06c,ll;lll, BCJIHKHC TPY.ztLI / Kax: 30JIOTOH IIpllMcp ~ MOJIO,ll;LIX" 
42 See also "Peter and Fevronia of Murom" in Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales by S. 
Zenskovsky(New York: Meridian, 1974). 
43 COI03 Co3H,D;81Om;HX - "IIeCHa npHMopcKHX II8pTH38H": "A TaHra BCema, cICpOeT npllBe.D;HhIX / 

,l1;ure eCJIH BM aer.n;e CDprrarr.CI" 
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therefore, a special relation and affinity with the country rooted on the Soviet 
experience is identifiable44

• 

In the Nazbols' lyrics, Russia is identified by the band Grot as its land and 
house45

, while the band Va Bank defines the country as its beloved wife for 
whom it has been fighting against the enemies. For Kit, C.O. Mak ft. Maestro a
Sid, Russia is a rich country, full of oil and gas reserves, which will suffice the 
current age". 

The country is associated with its Soviet revolutionary past and the figure of 
Lenin who is depicted in ambiguous ways, likened to contradictory historical 
personalities such as Hitler, Stalin, Kim Il-Sung and Mao, to religious figures 
such as Buddha, Christ, Abel and Cain, and to religious symbols such as the Yin 
and Yang and the Tao47

• Despite these ambiguous connotations, the lyrics con
tain a mythicization of Lenin by stating his temporal continuity through past, 
present and future". 

Stalin is also celebrated in the National Bolsheviks' music. The Band Ba
bangida describes Stalin as its God, as a great leader and calls him Koba, using 
Stalin's pseudonym after Kazbegi's character in the novel "The Patrlce." The 
Soviet leader is associated with communism which the band describes as a hard 
achievement through the centorles and as the kingdom of reason: for the musi
cians, communism represents their roots and the world in which they were 
bom". Remarkably, the country is often associated with red, widely known as 
the color of communism: in particular, in the Nazbols' music, the red flag, the 
red blood flowing through the veins". the red wave which instils fear in the ene
mies, and the red Gods are cited. Furthermore, the holy swastika and the smelly 
black flag, symbols of anarchism since 1880, are mentioned in the orgauization's 
songs51

. 

Together with Lenin and Stalin, the ancestors are exhalted as well: for in
stance, in the song "Etap na Vostok," Shchuke and Kharlamovoi give credit to 

44 See rocy;n:apc'I'BCllllLlit I'HMB JIaTBHHClCOH CCP 
4S !'POT - .. ~": "3To MOJI 3CM.JD[, 3TO MOH ,D;OM!" 
46 Kit, C. O. Mak ft. Maestro A-Sid - CIlMH: "KoHC"DIO, BC4JTH H I'Il38 XBIITIIT Ha Ham BCX" 

47 ~CICaJI 060p0Ha - "IIcCBJI 0 JIcmmc": "JIcmm 3TO Ilrrncp, JIcmm 3TO Cramm I JIcmm 3TO 
KHM-Hp-CCH, JICBHB 3TO Mao I JIcmm 3TO Dy;zu:J;a, XPHCTOC, ABcm. H Kmm I JIcmm 3TO Hm. H HH, 
JIemm :no ,llao" 
41 ~CICaJI 060p0Ha - "IIcCBJI 0 JIcmmc": "JIcmm lDIJI, JIemm JIDIB, JIemlH ~CT lKHTIo" 

49 Babangida - Ko6a: "Ham 60T - Ko6a, I Ham Btm,ll;L ,ll;o6pI.m:. MI.I BCe TOIIJIHBO B DOlK8pe 

peBOJIIOD;IDI, I B mmape peBOJIIOD;HH .•. " 

so Babaogida _ "CBIlCTHK8": "KpacH8JI ICpOBh KaX D;BeT8 3B8MeHH [ •.• ]1:1 HIlD'll:tIBWl8:Kp8CH8JI BOJUIa, 
BCeno: BC Bp8I'OB yzac" 
SI )l;em.c)nm - "JIcmm B K.eIIK.e": "A 8H8.pxHC'IhI p8CKJ)bIB8lOT CBOii: BOBlO'mii: qepm.di: C'IBI''' and 
Babangida - CBIlCTHK8: "CuTaJI CB8.CTIIKJ1, oxpacr. MHp B xpacm.rlt CBCT" 
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the grandfathers for having bloodily fought for the country so that the enemies 
would not return". 

Finally, a religious dimension characterizes the lyrics: together with God 
and mighty archangels, who are with the band Grot and support if''', red Gods 
and Buddhas (used in plural) are glorified". Moreover, the band Kach presents 
Russia as a Orthodox country and invokes the idea of a Russian jihad". 

6.2.1.3 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 

The AKM's music provides a physical description of Russia in terms of marvel
ous nature, wonderful green forests and taiga, swamps and lakes, blizzards and 
snow, roads, and earth like a stone". Russia is depicted as a great country, as an 
empire, and the Russian soul and intelligence are celebrated. 
In the song "Russkii ne sdaetsia," Ivan Baranov refers to Russia as Rus' - an 
expression which indicates the Medieval Kievan Rus, comprising Belorussia, 
Russia and Ukraine - affirming that all the saints shine over Rus' and are with it 
in defending the offended country'7. 

Instead, in the lyrics of ''Nasha Rodina - Sovetskii Soiuz," Ivan Baranov 
celebrates the Soviet Union as his Motherland. The lyrics glorify the grandfa
thers, who shed their blood for it and did not hand over the country to the ene
mies' and the fathers, sons of the Union, who carved a super powerful country 
out of the devastation and launched a spaceship to the moon. The singer declares 
to love his Motherland and to be proud of it and that he will never sell it for dol
lars58

. Here, the use of the term "dollars" instead of "rubles" or a more general 
''money'' is symptomatic of the negative connotation assigned to the United 
States, which - as we will see in the next paragraphs - are conceived as the sym
bol of the capitalist creed contaminating the country. In the song "Marsh tru-

52 Ulyxe H XapnBMOBOB: - "3Tan Ha BocI'OIc.": "3a 3CMJIIO 38 ':Yry .D:CW:iI BOCBamI I KPOBLIO llOJlHJlH, 

BpanlM He OT~" 
53 !poT _ "Py6exB:": "])or C HBMH I H 38 DJIC'IaMH B onopy MOry'DlC apXB.llI'eJlld!" 
54 Babangida _ ''CB8CTHII:a'': "CJI8B8 xpaCHbIM 6or8M: B JiY,ZUU1M" 

SS Kaq - "])y.u;yr HaKa3a.m.I!": "B CTp8.HC npaBOCJIaBlIJI - pyccKHii~' 
56 MB8.H ])ap8BOB - "npOBCpKH Ha ,/l;Oporax": 1J:y,II;H8JI upe:po.D:a. 3eJIeH&lii ;::r;HBlIhIii lICC IBnepe,ll;l:l 
.z.opora, a B pyK8X o6pe3" and 28 nap.D:eitn;eB IlaH41HJIOBQeB - "KaK: XOPOHKlDl": "3eMID1 - CJIOBHO 
KaMelIJo I IIypra, CBera / DoJIOT8-OOCPa, JIIOC8-TaHra!" 
" See HBm Jiapa.:aOB in "PycClCllA: He C;tlaeTCJI" 
51 Ibm BapaJIOB - "Hama PO,ll;HH8 - CoBeTCKHit COI03": '''HamH ,D;C;ztL1 JDI'JDI KpOBL 3a HeI'O [ •.• ] 

)l;e,ll;hl cnycKy Be ,D:1lB8JIH &paraM [ •.. ] ITo.z:r;HHM8JI H3 p83pyxH Cl'paHy / CBepX,D:epDBY H3B8JIJIJiI 
6oiiJ:tr.I / 3anycxam'I KOpa.6Jm Ha JIYHY / CLlHOBLI COlO3a - HaJIIH ~ [ .•. ] Mo. PO,D;Hlla -
CoBeTCKHii: Cam / JI maGma era H :mw ropEyCL / JI sa ,D:OJIJIaphI He UPO,D:8lOCb / Moa PO.z:r;HH8. -
CoBCTCKJdi COI03!" 
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dovoi Rossii," Baranov also depicts Russia in Soviet tenns as "House of Soviets" 
and "Our Union," honoring the ancestors and their contribution in defending the 
power, planting corn and bnilding cities without betraying the Russian soul". 

Several communist symbols and personalities are celebrated in the AKM's 
music. Soviet power together with the red flag are mentioned in Barnnov's song 
"Proverki na Dorogakh''''', while the red banner and the ancestors are exalted in 
the song ''Venceremos'' of the band Eshelon, in which Russia is described as the 
land of communism". The band Krasnye Zvozdy celebrates Stalin in their songs; 
Lenin, the Party and the Komsomol are cited by Eshelon as symbols of the coun
try and of what the rebellious youth and the people in the factories and villages 
are cheering for62• The personality of Lenin is also commemorated by the singer 
lvan Baranov, for whom Lenin is not only the symbol of the rebels but also of 
the struggle for justice63

, who was able to ral.'1 the workers and peasants in the 
fight in the name of brotherhood and freedom . 

In the song "Karl Marx" of the band The Movement, Karl Marx and Frie
drich Engels, with their "simple Manifesto," as well as Ioe Hill and Angela Da
vis, who ''worked hard to save us," are mentioned. As in the Nazbols' case, the 
swastika and the black flag are referred to in the AKM's music as well. 

6.2.1.4 Resistance Movement named after Petr AIexeev (DSP A) 

Few of the DSP A's songs contain this first semantic field centered on the cele
bmtion of a peaceful and legendary past. For example, in the song "Ashes in the 
Fall," the band Rage Against the Machine speaks about its as "God's land" made 
of the blood and mixture seeds planted by the forefathers. In the song "Che" of 
the band T.ost, the figure of Che Guevam and the USSR experience are exalted 
and the hammer and sickle - elements commonly used to symbolize communism 
- are cited"'. 

59 HBaH liapaJlOB - "Mapm Tpy~OBOii POCCBH": "101 BCnOMBH BCex, rro ~ ,lJ;eplUBy / KTO 
ce.w XJIe6 H CTpOHJI ropo,n:a / 101 .n:ymy CBOIO pyccKylO / He I1pe,n:8B8JI HHI',n:e H HHJ(or,n:al" 
60 HBaH IiapaHOB - ''IIPOBepu Ha ,n:oporax": ''BC,ll;L MD! 3a BJIa.cTL COBCTOB, MIiI 3a Kpacm.di: /l)JIaI''' 
61 3meJIOB _ "BCBcepeMOC": ''Banm np8,ll;e.u;&l / 6:W:WCb B rpaJK,/l;8BCKoii / H8JIIH ,n:e,ll;&l CJIOMllJIH 
*aJIIH3M / H H,ZJ;CM MI:iI no,n: 3HaMCHCM / KpIlCHLIM / 'IT06L1 6hllI Ha 3CMJIC KOMM}'BH3M" 

3meJIOH - "JIeHHH, IIa~ KoMCOMQJI"': "CTIJ.TIIIHlIIJ. IOBOCTH roJIOC MHTelKHhIii / CJrr.mm:nrr. 
rOJIOC 38BO,n:OB H cerr?I?1 / JIeHHH, IIItpTHH, KOMCOMOJII" 
63 HB8B Jiap8BOB - "JIeHHH": "He npOCTO BWK8XOM BOCCTaBillHX CT8JI / A CHMBOJIOM 6oph5bI 3a 
Cnp~CTh" 
64 HB8B Jiap8BOB - "JIeHHH": "A IITO CWIOTHJI paOO'lHX H xpeCThJIH / B 6oPb6e DO HMI: JipaTCTBa H 
CD06o,n:hI?I" 
65 T.ost _ '<tIE": ''Jiy.zu. roroBI Ha.u;eaaii cepn H MOJIOTI / Jiy,zu. roroBI Ha.u;eBai CCCPI / Jiy,zu. roroBI 
lIellle reBapa MOJIOJi' 
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As in the Nazbols' case, also in the music of the DSPA Russia is associated 
with gas, oil (and aluminium). Noteworthy, these natural resources are assigued 
a negative connotation and are depicted as the only issue which really interests 
the state". 

6.2.1.5 Movement Against Illegal Immigration (DPNI) 

In the songs of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration, Russia is defined as a 
family, a Fatherland, and a state. The country is addressed as Great Russia and as 
Rus', which, as already mentioned, is an expression indicating the Medieval 
Kievan Rus', comprising Belorussia, Russia and Ukraine. The DPNI's music 
celebrates the legendary Slavic past of the country"7 conceptualized as the resnlt 
of the contribution and blood of its heroes·'. 

In some of the songs, Russia is personified: for example, in the song "Put' k 
mechte," the band Russkii Stiag provides a physical description of the country in 
tenus of a European beauty, with blue eyes and light-brown ilair"'. 

In the lyrics, Russia is associated with Pagan symbols. In particn1ar, accord
ing to the band Russkii Stiag the Sun Cross is the symbol of the coming war, of 
the greatness of the country, of the triumph of its ideas and of the prosperity of 
the white people70 while in the song "My Idiom", the group celebrates the Ko
lovrat which lights up its banner7l. 

6.2.1.6 Oborona 

The songs of Oborona lack the first semantic field suggested by Propp; remarka
bly, the lyrics tend not to be focused on the past and, when they do refer to it, 
they present it only in negative terms. For instance, in the song "Poka ty spal," 
the band Liumen describes Russia as a country corrupted by pleasure and vodka: 
people were born in the name of pleasure and vodka and this is what their ances-

66 T.ost - "AlrnmoeHlUUI": ''B mrrepecax rocy)lapcTBa, 8.lIIOMHB1IA:, I'83 H He<P"m. /lfHqero He 3B8'DI'I' 
lKH3Hr. O)lR8 B TaKOM acnerre" 
67 See 25/17 feat. JieOIpMcK:H:ii CHH,ll;HK8.T in ''MI:.I II06e.z:tHM" 
61 PyCCKII:H CTJII' - ''COJIHC'mLIit KpeCT": "Ha B8IDBX CTJII'ax 60eBLIX rcpoeB KpOBIo" 

69 PyccKHii: CTJII' - "IIyn.:K Meon:e": "{}-o, POCCIDI. esponeii:cKWI gpaca I r0.ny6we O'DI, pycax xoca" 
70 PyCCKHH CTJ[ - "COJIHe1IIILDI KpCCT": "CHMBOJI IpJlJlYlll;CH BOHIILII CHMBOJI BClDI"IHl[ HallICH 

crp8.Hhl / CHMBoJI TP1IYMcila HIUIIBX HJ);CH /1imu:'oIIOJIY'lHll6e.JIhIX JllO,/l;CH" 
71 PyccKJrl:!: CTJII' - "MY H)J;6M": "KOJIOBp8T OCBCTRT H8JIIC 3H8M1I ~ IIOJIY'DlT CBoe!" 
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tors were dreaming about72
• In a similar way, the Russian past does not represent 

a source of inspiration for the future of the country, since the hero has been for
gotten and is now sleeping". 

n JlloMeH _ "lIon ThI CIlan": .. TBOIO CTJ>8HY e6yr / 38 cII8ClI60 H BO,lJ;Ky I)];a, HMeHHO NIX / 3TOro ThI 

PO,D;HJICJ[ I 06 3TOM MC'ITIUDII TBOH npe,ItKH" 
73 M8IIIBH8 BpeMeBH - "O~ MBP uporneTCJi: no,n; Hac": "Hy 1fIO _, CIDI cIIomiiHo, I 
IIOOa6I:.l'I'1.IH KYMBP,/1'I.J: 6paJI CBOH I BepID1lHLI HC pa3" 
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Tb161F' 'fildR'1' a e rrst semantic e : llSSla lves m peace 
Young NAZBOLS AKM DSPA DPNI Oborona 
Guard 

A eUaUonl of the eoanny 
- "Their" land -Great -Family 
and house country - Father-
- Beloved - Empire land 
wife - Medieval -State 

Kicvan - GTeat 
Rua' Russia 

-Medie-
val 
Kievan 
Rus' 

The Put 
- Heroic coon- - Celebration - Celebra- - Forefa- -Legend- - Hero is 
try: land of of Lenin and tion of thers ary Slavie sleeping 
bravery and Stalin Lenin and -USSR past 
courage - Celebration Stalin -Cbe -Blood of 
- Great past ofeom- - Celebra- Guevara the heroes 
and ancestors munismand tion of -Hammer 

Sovictpast communism and Sickle 
-Great and Soviet 
ancestors past, Com-

munist 
Party and 
Komsomol, 
Marxand 
EDgels 

GeORJ"l.phleal fe.turn 
- Forests and - Siberia - Marvel-
fields - Volga ousnature 
- Villages and - Taiga Forest - Forests 
cities from the - Soviet Latvia and Taiga 
Kamchatka - Swamps 
Peninsula to and lakes 
Moscow - Blizzards 
- Stalingmd and snow 
- SI. Petersburg 

Re1i2iOUI connotations 
- Peter and -God God', land - Celtic 
Fevronia, the - Mighty symbols 
holies of archangels such as 
Murom - Buddhas the Sun 

- Christian Cross 
Orthodoxy 
and Russian 
jihad 
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Symbols and other features 
- Champion in - Red: red - Red: red - Alumini- -Europ<>- - Pleasure 
sports flag, rod flag, rod urn, gas and an beauty: and vodka 

blood, red banner oil blue eyes 
Gods - Russian and light-
-Holy soul and brown 
swastika intelligence hak 
- Black!lag - Swastika -Open 
- Oil and gas - Black soul 
reserves Flag 

6.2.2 Aggression of alien forces and agents 

6.2.2.1 The Young Guard 

With regard to the second semantic field focused on the aggression of alien 
forces and agents, particularly representative in the case of Young Guard is the 
song "Zlo" of the band Diskoteka Avariia, in which the idea of the Evil is intro
duced. As sung by the group: 

"The Evil is sweeping through the world unintelligibly. 
It tends to spoil what it has not spoiled yet 
It wants to gozz1e everything, which does not exist yet. 
The Evil has its owo truth, 
The truth is ca1led a lie."" 

According to Diskoteka Avariia, the Evil is reaping the fruits that people have 
planted and is surrounding the country from every direction"; moreover, the 
Evil is waiting for people to be alone and forget all the holy prophecies so that it 
will be able to enter their minds as a stranger and control their thoughts". 

Worthy of note is also the hymn of the Young Guard Instead of identifying 
the enemies and alien forces that jeopardize the stability of the country, the lyr
ics suggest to narrow the gap between in-group and out-group by avoiding the 
use of dumb, useless and empty words which could intensify the tendency of 

74 Translation of ~CXOTeK8 Asapmr - "3no": "3JIO maracr no CBe'Iy Hepa36op'IHBo, / C11'eMHTCJI 
IIcnopnrn. TO, 'ITO em;e He IICIIop-qeHO. / 3no XO'leT COOKp8Th Bce TO, 'lTO em;e He C03.@JlO, / Y 3JI8 
CSOI IIJ)8B.lU.. / 3Ta IIJ)8B.lU. H83Ii1B8eTCI JIOOKbIO" 
7S ,l{HCKOTeKa ABaPIDI - "3no": "T1oI OipylKeH C BOCTOK8, IOra, 38JI8,lI;B, cesepa. / C Mop1l, C cyIIIH, C 
3eMJIH, C KOCMoca" 
76 ,llHCXOTeK8 Asapllll -"3no""3no seem JIHIIIJ:o BI:tIlKII,D;8JIO TBOeI'O O,ll;HBO'leCTBB, / Kor,ll;8 ThI 3a6hIJl 
sce CBa'l'hIe :UPOPO'lecTB8 [ ... ] H Bayrpll CH,lI;I:IT 'I}'lKoii 11 Y:UP8BJDIeT TBOHMH nOMltlCJI8MH." 
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people, who do not belong to the organization, to dissociate themselves from 
it". 

6.2.2.2 National-Bolsheviks (Nazbols) 

Several enemies are explicitly addressed in the National Bolsheviks' music, 
ranging from internal agents to external forces, including state institutions, reli
gion, terrorists and the media. 

The lyrics express a certain aversion towards the power since it necessarily 
implies slavery'" Moreover, the songs are characterized by skepticism towards 
the government and deputies, which live in a surplus ofluxury", and towards the 
Kremlin, which focuses on rmding ways to deprive the elderly of all benefits and 
pensions80 • 

Worthy of note are also the ways in which police are conceptualized in the 
songs: for example, for the band Zakhar Mai, the police are worse than ''peder
asts" since they attack in the darkness, organize check points and steal money 
from people". In a similar way, Mikhail Novitskii criticizes the abuse of power 
characteristic of the police authorities, since they are the only ones entitled to 
legal rights in the country". 

The song "0 teraktakh" ofDINO MC47 is dedicated to the attacks of March 
29,2010, when suicide bombers detonated two bombs at Moscow Metro stations 
Lubyanka and Park Knltury, killing around forty people. 

The Nazbols' songs denounce the negative role currently played by televi
sion in the country: in particnlar, TV is defined as ridicnlous and as a zoo, char
acterized by a bad smell and captivity". Interestingly, in the lyrics of Alexandr 
Novikov, people working for the television sector are implicitly compared to 

77 O. Ca6aHHHa, P.CmkaryJIJIHH, A. MBxHeB - "MOJIO.ll:8JI rBap,llHH": "H36eraa: CJIOB HeMYX I 
6ecrrOJIe3HhIX H rryCThIX I QT06 3aKOH K CnpllJle.WIHBOCTh I B rocy,D;apCTBe MOJIO,ll:hIX / 1l'ro6hI He 

6hIJ10 T8JOIX / KTO cero):{HH, Hac C8MHX I Xrra,n;HOKpOBHO pa3.n:eJIHeT / Ha 'I}'lKHX H Ha CBOnx" 

n TITBIT _ "YTj)O DCex pafiO'lHX": "BJI8CTI> ~JI B pa6ax - orJlllHHCh" 
79 ropmOK _ ")l;eHer HeT': "TaM r,ll;e ,ll;enyraThI T8.M H3JIHIIIKH POCXOIIU," 
10 PycTaseJIH _ 'TJIYIIO 6r:.mo 6hI": "lIJIqero - r.rp8B1I'I'eJIhTBO ~eT BhIXO,ll; I Jbumrr BceX 

CTapKKOB JDllOT H ne:aCHOHHI>IX BhlIIJI8T'" 
1I 3axap Mail - "MeHThI xpre lIII,lI;opsco": "Be,!:{I> - KTO H8JUl.lI;8.eT H3 TeMHOThI? MeHThI! I Km 
BIilCTaIIJll[eT 6JIolOIoc'I'hl1 MeHThII I Kro 3a6p8JI Bee TROD ,n;eHhrH B'Iepa? Mycopa, B 60ra .lQ'IllY HX 
M8Th! I A IIII,IUlp8C o6f:t1llHo XO'leT I IIpocro OTCOC8n.'· 
12 Mmuuw HoBllUlllii - "C KUaP,II;OH B roJIOBe": "MRn:m::l;tuI: Bcer,n;a rrO-CBOeMy npllBa, /IIOCKOJIhKy Y 
Bee 3aKOlUlhle npas" 

13 .AJIexclUl,Iq) HOBnoB - "C1]>8JI8. Bceo6mero BpllllbJl": "A B TeJIeBH30pe CMew::aO, xax B 300napKe -
I H Tax :lire IIaXHeT H TaKaI: :lire HeBOJIJ:," 
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beasts. Moreover, for the singer, this mass medium contributes in transforming 
Russia into a country oflies". 

Together with the bourgeois power, bankers, money and moneylenders", 
foreign countries are also addressed in the songs as enemies of the country. More 
specifically, a conflict between West and East is described in the Nazbols' songs, 
wherein the West gains the upper hand. Europeans with their democratic cultore 
and the Americanization which hurts and fosters the death of the Russian nation 
are all cited as elements jeopardizing Russia's nature and stability. Furthermore, 
the increasing presence of foreigners and, especially, Chinese, is described in 
negative terms. Finally, Jewish gods are mentioned in juxtaposition to Red 
(communist) ones 86. 

6.2.2.3 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 

Many and diverse are the enemies identified in the AKM's songs. "Leaders who 
are killers and 1iars and that in people's name make bodies pile higher" are de
nounced by Rarnallah in "Days of Revenge." The Movement's songa mention 
right wingers and fascists, conservatives and classists sponsored by the rich man 
and protected by the police87

, along with the unfriendly government, police bru
tality", pathetic racists and bastards telling lies". 

The Mafia and the power are addressed by the group Adaptatsiia as forces 
contaminating the country"'. An overexposure of Vladimir Putin is highlighted 
by Rarnensburg in the song "Razbei i podozbgi": in its opinion, Putin is depicted 
everywhere, on all the screens, on all the posters and icons91

• 

The lyrics are characterized by a strong critique of the current capitalistic 
establishment as well as of the bourgeoisie in general, which controls money and 
soldiers, engages in money tricks and dirty politicsoz. 

In the song "How Come," the group The Movement identifies an unspeci
fied enemy, whose greedy hands influence many lives and killed too many 
dreams. This entity is depicted as believing in something else, as respected by 

'" See also Anexc8H,lq) HOBHKOB in "CIpaHa Bceo6mero Bpa.HhSI" 
I!I See ,lJ;em.4.1HH in JIeHHH B Kene 
"Babangida - ''CB8CTIIXa'': "60rH 31lHHJIH Kp8.CHhIX 60roB MecT8" 

17 See The Movement in "Truth is" 
.. See The Movement in "Wasted Youth" 
.9 See The Movement in "Turn away your face" 
!lO See also.A;:uurrw::um in "M~Hll H BJI8Cn.'· 
91 PIlMeHc6ypr _ ''P836eii: 11 IIo,D:olKrHl": "Ha BCex 3ICp8H8X IIyrHH / Ha BCeX WlaKaTfIX ITyma / Ha 
BCex HKOHax IIyrHH 
92 See The Movement in "Truth is" 
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the authorities and as being a turncoat since he has "changed from red to blue." 
The band declares to have turned away from this enemy who is now standing all 
alone. 

An unspecified enemy whose power is based on money is also conceptual
ized in the song "Still An Echo": according to The Movement, this entity "does 
not care for anything" and ''money made up his world." He has bought his own 
politicians and the best police and has built another wall. Similarly, in the song 
"Throw it all away," the band sings: 

"They took away your voices 
They took away your dreams 
They left your heart tom out 
They threw it all away." 

Finally, in the song "Antiliudi," Ivan Baranov introduces the idea of "anti
people", who have a lot of money in their hands, have been willing to betray 
anything for it and have plunged the world into vice9'. They are associated with 
the beast of commercialization and have transformed the world into an anti
world94

• 

Among the foreign forces contaminating the country, lvan Baranov refers to 
the United States of America. In particular, in his song "Amerika," he describes 
the country as very rich and wealthy; however, the singer affirms that "Coke" 
and ''Ford'', ''Los Angeles" and "Houston" are merely words and that all these 
luxury goods typical of the American consumption practices are superfluous and 
not needed. Moreover, the artist flings a moral accusation at the country, point
ing out where this wealth comes from: i.e., from the tears of Grenada, from the 
tortures in Korea, from the troubles in Vietoam, from the ashes of Baghdad, from 
the hell of Hiroshima, from millions of hungry children and, now, from the bitter 
fate of Russia which has fallen into the arms of the spider nets ,95. 

The US is also mentioned by the band Ramensburg as the alien force guilty 
of promoting and proposing the adoption of a new life-style based on consump
tion. Ail emerges from the song "Zhrat," according to these new life-style pre
scriptions - which are "scientific" since they are proposed by American scientists 

93 HBaH liapaxOB- "AHm.mo.ltll": "C OX8IIK8MH .n:eHer B pyxax I H npe.n:8JIH sce P8J];ll ,lI;eaer I If MHp 

IIOrpy3IDICH B rropok" 
94 HBaa IiapaHOB- "AHmmo,ll;H": "11 K8lKeTCJI, B~ OH 6y.u:e-r / CMep,IVIID;Hii roprameCXHii IIHp / 
H'!TO HaBCeI',lI;8. Alrmmo,ll;H / BC}"IHIDI B8M CBOH Alrrmmp" 
9S Hsaa liapaaOB- .. AMepmca": "JI 3H1UO, AMepKKa, UJC. ThI 3CHpeJIa I j[ 3H81O, 0TKy.ZUl 6oraTCTBO 

TBOe I B HeM CJIe3hl rpell8,lJ;bI, B HeM MYD KopeH I B BeM rope BloeTHaMa K OTMIIJ;eHJ:oIO 30BeTI I B 
HeM rreIIen: Dar.D:a.zta. B HeM 8J]; XHpoCHMhI I B HeM CMepTh MHJIJIHOHOB roJIO,ll;BhlX .ne-reH. I B HeM 

HltIHe H ropbK8JI yqacTh POCCHH I nOllflBmeii B o6wm.e na)"lbHX cereii" 
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- in order to live longer, people need to think less and eat constantly and abun
dantly; their money should be stored in banks in order to earn interests". 

The media and, in particular, television are described by The Movement as 
an agent affecting people negatively. More specifically, according to the band, 
TV makes up its own truth and confuses people with lies" who, as a result, have 
lost their critical consciousness and do not think anymore98

• 

Finally, religious enemies are identified in the AKM's songs. For instance, 
in "Katolicheskii tsirk," the band Krasnye Zvozdy is very skeptical towards the 
Catholic religion and introduces the idea of a Catholic circus, with Jesus up front 
cheering up the crowd, and clowns who stand in line like the apostles". 

The Jewish community is also addressed as an enemy of the country: ac
cording to Baranov, the Zion world is ruled by capital and served by corrupted 
puppets!OO while, for the group Krasnye Zvozdy, Jews together with prostitutes 
and cops persevere in selling everything1O!. 

6.2.2.4 Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev (DSP A) 

In the DSPA's songs, a large group of enemies is identified, comprising political 
figures, institutions and elites, which seem to exercise power and control peo
ple's lives for their own benefit. In particular, in the song "Zskolatite Podval," 
the band Televizor criticizes the political establishment, by singing: 

Some kind of beau-m on de: 
Rockers, sanctimonious, journalists, artists 
lick masters shi! 
So sincerely, passionately! 
Image and images of the eneml! [ ... ] 
The Kremlio creature stinks!1O 

96 P8MeHc6ypr _ '')ICpaTI: .... : "O,ll;Hll 8MepHK8.HCKMH Y'lellJ.ilii: I CoBeTyeT MeHhme ~aTh I MOlKHO 

npollOlTh MHoro ,lI;OJI1>me / ECJIH 1Kp8Th IIOCTOJIHHO H MHoro [ •.• ] ,lWyroii 8MepHK8.HCXHH Y'leHhIii I 
CoBeTye-r 3KOHOMHTh / H)'lKHo xp8HIITI> ,lI;em.r:H B 6aHxe I IIOJIY'l8Th npon;eHThI" 

97 See The Movement in "Still an Echo" 
!It See The Movement in ''Get pissed" 
n KpscHhIe 3Be3W>I- "KaTOJDl'lecKHii I{HpK": "BCTa.n::&I XJIO}'HhI B pH.ll, xax anoCTOJIEil B CTpoii I 3a 
H:B:CYCOM BUepe.n. p83Becenoii TOJIIIoii I KaTOJDI'IecKHii :qupxl KaTOJDr<lecx:u:H qupKl" 
100 HB8H JiaPIUIOB- "JIemm": "CuOHCKHM MHpOM upaB1IT K8JIHT8JI /EMY I1pO,ll;ltIOIJ.iIe MapHOHeTKH 

CllylK8T" 
lOt Kp8.CHhle 3Be3,lI;bI - 11 PO,ll;l:lBa": "B8JIIH npoBCnnyrm MeHThl 11 HY,/J;hI / 6y.lIYf npommaTb Bee 

,D:8JIhIIle H ,D:8JIJ:,me ..... 
102 Translation ofTeJIeBll3Op - "3fU(OJIOTHTe ITO,/J;B8JI": ,,Kopuop8IJ;IUI ,D:06pa I IIpo,D:OJDKaeT CBOIO 
Be'lepHHKy. I Kaxoii: -TO 3OM6H-60MOH,lJ;: I POKephl, CBJn'OIIIII. ~HI1JDICThI, apT.acTI:tI I ~ 
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In the same song, also the Orthodox KGB, with its sell-buy-respected positions, 
as well as the corporations are critically depicted. Similarly, in "War within a 
Breath," the band Rage Against the Machine accuses public officials to build 
their homes with the flesh and bones of the people. Their existence, their seat, 
their robe and tie, their land deeds and their hired guns are described as the prod
uct of their crimes. An unspecified agent, a sort of "Mister anchor" who assures 
people that "Baghdad is buruing" and who feeds people with precision, who 
controls the past, the present and the future is also identified by the same band in 
the song "Testify." The expression "Mister anchor" is presumably used as a 
pseudonym for the US President. Similarly, in "Guerilla Radio," the group de
scribes a "silent play in a shadow of power, a spectacle monopolized," where 
"the camera's eye (is) on choice disguised." Those in power exercise a total 
control: they hold the reins and have stolen the people's eyes so that they are not 
able to recognize what is going on. 

The power of television with its omissions and mystifications are mentioned 
in the song "Antivoennaia" of the band T .ostI03. 

In the song "Tvoi papa - fashist!" of the band Televizor, the father figure is de
picted in negative terms, as a fascist and a Nazi, who is cruel and has power and 
will. As the group sings, 

Do not tell me that he is good 
Do not tell me that he loves freedom 
I saw his friends - they are difficult to love. 
You know that he can sack, he can kill. I04 

Religious eneruies are also identified in the DSPA's lyrics: in particular, ''priests 
that fuck you as they whisper holy things" are mentioned by the band Rage 
Against the Machine in "Ashes in the Fall." 105 

x03J.liiexoc ,ZI;epLMO I Tax. HCKpCHHC, HClICTOBO! I 06pa3a H o6pa:Jw Bpara! [ ... ] CMep~ 
~MJIeBCXaK TBapL! '" 
I T .ost - Am1moCHll8lil: ''Ha.cTo~ BOiiHy no TCJIe~emno HC noXBE)"I' [ ... ]OrJIHlDloe 
Ka'lecTBO xaprHIII(H, Bee B no~ C UlIBJIOM, I B HH4IOpMIlItIIOIIIILIX BOHCKaX 60i-i:QOB DBBMOM" 
104 Translation ofTCJIeBR3OP - "TBOH rrana - cpanmCT!": "He roBopH MIle 0 TOM, 'ITO OH ;n;o6p; I He 
rOBOpH MIle 0 TOM, 'ITO OH mo6IIT cBo60p;y ... I JI B~ era ~ - HX tpy;D;HO mo6HI'L. [ ... ] TLI 
60HD1LCJ[ DODaCTL B 'DICJIO Hcyro,ll;llL1X, I TLl3HaeIIIL - OH MOllrei' rrpornaTL, OH MOlECT y6HTh! 
IOS Rage Against the Machine -"Ashes in the FaIl" 
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6.2.2.5 Movement against megal Immigration (DPNI) 

In the DPNI's songs, Russia is also depicted as facing the aggression of alien 
forces and agents which violate and jeopardize its nature and survival. 

Television is the most recurrent and better described agent which, according 
to the music of the DPNI, is corrupting Russian society. For the band DotsFam, 
today an entire generation thinks that television is the only reliable source of 
truth and believes that reality is not life but what television transmits. This gen
eration adapts its behavior in many fields so that it eats, raises children, and 
thinks as it is depicted on TV. Moreover, television is defined by them as KGB's 
home-delivered product, controlling the entire system; as a consequence, the 
spectators are prisoners and victims of a brain-washing treatment'·'. Similarly, 
the band Russkii Stiag points out the negative effects of television and mass 
media in general, associating their use with dull people'07 while the strength of 
mass media is conceived by the band D.A.P.A. as a reflex of the human herd'·'. 

Other elements threatening Russia emerge from the DPNI's music. In the 
song "Sunduk Mertvetsa," the group DotsFam conceptualizes alcoholism as an 
enemy weakening the country since people prefer to drink instead of fighting 
against the spreading stopiditylO'. Furthermore, consumerism is addressed as one 
of the factors negatively affecting the life of Russians since people are so fasci
nated by and dependent on all the trash that is being produced that they have 
stopped questioning their existence"·. 

Finally, in the song "My Idiom," the RAC band Russkii Stiag addresses Zi
on as an alien force which potentially could threat the country111. 

6.2.2.6 Oborona 

Although the songs on the Oborona's webpage do not depict an initially peaceful 
situation and positive setting for Russia, they do point out an aggression on be
half of alien forces and agents. 

106 See DotsFam - "CYHm'IC MepTBe~": ~.lb1>BT rreHHoe. 3J)HTeJDI CJIOBHO IUIeHHI>le I IIpHMephI 

rrpoMhIBKH BHJl:eJIH He3a6seHHlole" 

107 PyccKHii: CTIIT - "CBepX'IeJIOBeK": ''B03BI:i1ChCJI H8,n; M8.CCIlMH Cep1>IX mo.n;eH'· 
101 See D.A.P .A. - "IIp8BO BhI6opa": CHJIa Mace - pelimeKc cra.n;a" 
109 DotsFam _ "C}'H)l}'X MepTBeQa": "Ha,ll;BOpe 21 Hex, HO 3a'leM IIHTh H TYDOCTh He HC"Ipe6KMa" 

no KapaH,u;aw feat. Lenin - ace .mo6rr PQIJ;HBY. HO Be JII06Jrr POCCHlOl"MOJI :ICIl3lIh npom;e 6e3 
BOnpOCOB. 'leM B IIOHeE OTBeTOB - POlK,/l;emn.di 1:f.£06101 - uorpe6.mrn. H }'BIoI Be ,ll;O eKeD - 06pacJIH 
H8CTOJIhKO 6ap8XJIoM, 'ITO }'lire Be yexan." 
III PycexBii CrJI:r - ''MhI lI;:J;eM": "MhI 3H8eM "!TO eCJDI CHOK Be B03loMeM wuny 3eMJllO - HaweD: 

lCpOBblO 3I1J1J.eM!" 
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Several types of enemies of the country are listed by the band I.F.K. in the 
song "Nam Vazbno Vsio," which range from political institutions - the Interior 
Ministry, the Defence Ministry and the FSB - tu economic interest groups like 
oil tycoons, from AIDS to lethal drugs, from the radiation and viruses in the 
network to TV, pop cultore and money112. For the band Liumen, the police repre
sent the major threat for the country. In the song "Blagoveshchensk," the band 
describes the broken trust for an institution like the police, which is supposed to 
protect people but, which in reality, protect their own power also breaking the 
law. Interestingly, according to Liumen, it is due to the police and their abuse of 
power and brute force that people cannot live and love peacefu\\y in Russiall3• 

As in the case of DSPA, the song "Zakolatite Podval" of the band Tele
vizor'l4 is included in Oborons music online self-presentation where a zombie
elite composed of rockers, high priests, journalists and artists, defined as stinking 
Kremlin's creatures, is identifiedll.s. 

112 I.F.K. -"HaM B8lKHO Bee": .. 0 H8pXOM8BHH,! Hecym;eii CMepTh DeeM HaM I 0 TOM, 1fl'O CIIH,lJ; y.ce 
H,lI;e-r lID ronOB8M; I 06 3KOJIOrHII H CTpaxe YMepen.; I 0 TeJIeB1l3Ope, KOTOphIii BMD exe'lh. I 0 
MB,ll. MO Ptb H cDCE; I 0 He~ M&.rH8T8X I H RObe B qe>IHe; I [:::1 0 nOlI KyJIhrype H I 
.ll:em.rax. 'IT06 HBC Cll8CTH; 
113 Liumen _ liJIaroBeW;eHClC.: ,,My: ,ll;OBepIJIH BM CBOH I nOIoH, Ho BBTO'IIGl ;:J;osepu I IIOpBWI8.Clio. 

OHH ,n;OlDKllLI I 3~aTJ. HaC C To6oA, A I OBB 38IIl;HImllOT CBOIO B.DSCTr.. I Kax MOryr BapymaTL 
3UOH, Jll()JJ;H. I Y KOTOphIX CCTh np8BO ctpe.naTb Ha nopuccmre. Ml.r MOlKeM cnOlwiiBo :ICH.'l'Jo / H 

mo611TL. ,[{mI 3TOro .l10CT8TO'lHO HaC IIpOCTO He / 3J1B'1'J., Ho TIil IIpIlBlilK BepHTlo 'I'OJILKO B rpy6}'1O 
cIDI)' I H ~, 1fl'O 11 ~ re6J1 CJDIIII][OM XBJII:.Iii. 
ll4 See also DSPA since the song is the same (Ten:eBH3op - "3axOJIOTHTe IIo,ll;B8JI', 
lIS TerrcBH30p - "3aKoJ:r0TH'I'e IIo;J;Ban": "KopIlopaIJ;lU[ ,ll;o6pa I IIpo,ll;oJDlaeT CBOIO BCtlepHHICy. I 
Kaxoii-TO 3OM6H-60MOHJJ:: / POEep&l, CBBTOIllH, JE}'PH8JIHCThI, apTHCThI/ Jbmyr X()3j(HCXOe ,ZI;epbMO / 

Tax HCICpemIe, HeIlCTOBO! / 06pa3a H o6pl13J:.I Bp8I'a! [ •.. ] CMep,II;HT KpeMJICBcK8JI TBap!.!!" 
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Table 6.2 Second semantic field: Aggression of alien forces and agents 
Young NAZBOLS AKM DSPA DPNI Oboro.a 
Gaon! 

State Institutions 

- Power - Unfriendly - Political -KGB - Interior 
- GoveJ'llDlCDt government establishment Ministry. 
and deputies - Police -Krcmlin -Defence 
- Kremlin and - Power - Public officials Ministry 
Putin - Leadem - President -FSB and 
- Police Police 

ReligioUl enemies 
-The - Satan - Catholic - Orthodox -Zion - Orthodox 
Evil -Jews "circus" KGB KGB 

- Jewish - Priests 
connnunity 

Medla 

I TV I TV TV TV I TV 
Other fadon 

C01lSUIlleri.sm COIlSIJDlCI'i.sm. Father: fascist Consumerism Economic 
Capitalistic Capitalistic and Nazi Homosexuality intc:rest 
establishment establishment Zombie elite: Alcoholism. groups and 
Bourgeoisie Bourgeoisie rockers, high oil tycoons 
Consumerism CollBUlIlCIism priests, journal- Warm 

Pathetic racists ists, artists Chochnya 
Bastards telling AIDS and 
li .. drugs 

Radiation and 
viruses in the 
notwod< 
Pop culture: 
Zombie 
elite: rock-
ers, high 
priests, 
journalists, 
artists 

External enemiel 

- The West - USA: Los 
- Europe .Angeles and 
-USA Houston, Coke 
- Chinese and Ford 
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6.2.3 Time of crisis and great suffering 

6.2.3.1 The Young Guard 

In cootrast to the other selected organizations of the sample, whose music signif
icantly denounces the degradation and detrimental situatioo characterizing con
temporary Russia, the songs of the Young Guard do not contextualize a time of 
crisis or great suffering. 

Russia is presented in negative terms only in the song "Zlo," in which the 
band Diskoteka Avariia points out the consequences of the Evil's influence, 
which has intoxicated freedom, and has devastated and humiliated people, so 
that only few survived"'. As a result, everywhere is fear and no one dares to ten 
the truth anymore1l7. 

6.2.3.2 National-Bolsheviks (Nazbols) 

According to DINO MC 47, Russia lacks real leaders, who are able to tske re
sponsibility and assure the country a future, and this has dramatic consequences 
for the population, especially the children"'. Moreover, in the Nazbols' music, 
the leaders of the country are portrayed as wolves in sheep's clothing"', unable 
to provide answers to the requests of the citizens120

• 

In the sung "Nichevo novogo," the band Rubl' describes Russia as a coun
try unable to change, where many words are said but are of little use, where 
people bathe twice in the same water and do the same things over and over'2l . 
The band TT-34 also conceptnalizes a sort ofinunobility and passivity character
izing Russia, affirming that the country is "fucked up", that people wake up 
everydsy doing and being the same, their lives made up of nothing more than 
loans, coffee, TV and girlfriends, while bosses are treated like gods and all roads 

It, AaCKOTeKa ABaPRH - "3n:o": .oB JIeTy KaHyJIO 3JIO, Bllepe,llH OIIJd1WI8 cBo60WJ. I If lITO, CB06o.®, 

BOT mm - I [ ... ]. I If AJlY3hlil TBOH 6HTI:i1, P83Ope:HhI H )'HlDreHhI. I B HOBOB: 1KH3HH CQ8CTJIHBOB: 
HeMHOf'lle BhDKHJIH" 

ll7 ,llKcxo'reKa ABapKI - "3n:o": "11: Bee B crpaxe BOKpyr.! If npSBW>I CK838TJ:,:amcro He peIII8eTCJI" 
III Dino Mc47 - "0 reparrax": "KTo B:noB: CTpaHe rn8BHhJii? KTO 38.:no OTBenrr? I XOTh KTO
HH6y,!:{I> IIO,u:acT B OTCTfUU'Y B HIUIIHX Bepxax? I 31:0, KOH~O. oqem. IIJIOXO, lITO IIOnroJIH .u:eTII, I 
3aro Bapo,lJ; O'IBJIeKCJI OT TapH<pOB:mcx 
ll9 PyCT8BeJIH _ "rJI)'lIo 6hlJIO 6hI": "Kor;u. BOlIKH B OBe>lbHX IIIKyp8X npllB1IT 3THM MHPOM" 

120 DB-2 If 1J:B.;(epHB8 - "MoB: POK-H-POJJJI": "Ha HIUIIHX JllIIUlX 6es OTBeTa" 
121 Py6m. _ "lIH<Iero BOBOro": ''MB:oro CJIOB, HO Mano TOJIKy [ .•. ]Hy a TU. BJIllero BODOro /lI:Hq:ero 

BOBore [ ••• ] ~aJK,/J;hI BXO,IJ;HM B O.u;ay ao,Dy" 
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lead to them122
• In a similar way, the group Partiia Bezvlastiia defines life as not 

a worthy thing, made up of paychecks, work, home, family; even if people try to 
reinvent themselves by following a myth of independence, this path does not 
lead anywhere12

'. 

According to the Nazbols' songs, the democracy in the country is in a cri
sis, is drowning in misfortone and urgently needs to be saved. A real opposition 
does not exist and people are a ruined flock with limited alternatives, able only 
to choose between loans, vodka, the Tsar, the iron curtain and the Camp!24. To
gether with a democratic deficit, also a lack of legal rights and the abuse of 
power on behalf of the state police are pointed out in the Nazbols' lyrics!2S. In 
addiction, for Kach, in contemporary Russia, social networks and Internet por
tals such as VKontakte, Livejournal and "Odnoklassniki.ru," free radio stations 
like "Voice of Freedom" and ''Voice of Moscow," the political engagement of 
public figures such as Kasparov and Kasyanov, are all perceived as against the 
establishment and, therefore, potentially dangerous for the stability of the coun
try: for this reason, they will all be punished. In the same song, the band affirms 
that human rights groups are superfluous in Russia!26 . 

In his song "0 teraktakh," DINO MC47 denounces the economic disparity 
between rich and poor people - the former able to send their children to London 
to study and their money to the Cayman Islands, while the latter neither know 
what to do nor where to go127. 

122 TI-34 - ''II1I3.zleIl'': "Bee, Il1I3,lleIll Tl..I IIOIl8J1 B 38.Mecl [0"] OH yrpoM TaKoA lICe, K8X H ace: 

3apJI,llKa, KOct>e. 110 JDItHKY BOBOCTIII IIo.n;pyry ompaB1IT .•. / Kopoqe, ace TO, 'ITO H C To6oA 6r.maeT I 
Kopoqe, Bee TO, 'ITO H C T060A 6J:.IBaeT [0"] Boccy K8K 6om: I IIeln'Xayc K8lC OJIHMII. Bee It HIIM 
Be,n;yr ;nopOI'H. 
123 Ilap'nllI: 6e3BJI8CTIIJI _ "B IIOIICKaX CB06o}ll':oI": '~HH rpom IleHa I )I{wn, OT 38pIIJIaTLl ;!lO 

38pIIJI8:rhI / Pa60Tll,;llOM,ceMhll- BOOMOlKHO JI IIpH,l{}'M8JI C&M I He38BHCHMOCTH MH~,HO rryrr. MOH 
JllDKeT B HHKy,ll;8." 
124 Tap8X8HhI _ "MOH rOJIoe": ",lJ;eMOI(paTRH CTOHeT B 6e.n;e / H}'lKHo ee CPO'IHO CII8.CTH I 
Orrrr03HI{1U1 TOHeT B 6H,l1;e I He H)'lKHo 6I:ilJIo JIo.z:ucy 'IpJlCTH I Bee, 'ITO B1d6pan. CMOOKeTe BIoI: / 

Kpe~ BO.z:tKY H IU1PH I H npoIIHToe CT8,II;O JIOIIIhll/ Bee, 'ITO Bhl6paTh CMOllCeTe BhI: I )lCe.JIe3Hhlii 
38J18BeC H .rrarepI" 
12!l MBxaan HoBHJ:lKHii - "C KU8p,ll;oii B ronoBe": "3axoHHhIe npaaa - "CrOJlTh, JIHIl:OM K CTeHel" / 
3aKoHHlole rrpaaa - ~KHXOii: ITO .JIHJU", ~HHKOii: ITO CIIHHe - Bee MOlKHO ITO,wIen;y" 
IU Kall _ "Jiy,nyr HlUC838J1lod": ''Bee KTO r.rponm - 6y,nyr H8Kll31lHb1. / Tpen.ero M8pT8 6y.z.yr 
H8Ka38H1J. / Bce vkontakte - 6y,nyr H8Kll31lHb1, / B livejournal - 6y,nyr H8Kll31lHb1, / 
«()AHOxn8CCHHDI.py» - 6y.z.yr H8Xn8HJJ,. / rO'I'lol, 3MO - 6y,nyr HlUC83IlHb1, / 3eM<pHpa, PeHaT8 - 6y,nyr 
H8Ka38H1J. / Co6'18X, MaJIaxOB - 6y.z.yr H8K838H1J. / MllMoii: H rrarroii: - 6y,nyr HlUC83IlHb1. / Ey,nyr 
H8Ka38H1J. / [ ... ] «::ha CBo60,lJ;hl» - 6y,nyr H8lC83IlHb1, / «f'OJIOC MOCKBf.oI) - 6y,nyr H8Ka38Hhl, / [ ... ] 

(<CeKC B 6o.m.moM ropo,Zl;e» - 6y~ H8X838HJJ,. / Bce B 6o.m.moM ropo,Zl;e - 6y~ HIlX83aHJJ. / 

rrpmoo~?He~~M~" 
127 DINO MC47 - "0 Teparrax: "Hx ,n;eTII B nOH.D:OHe, ace ,n;eHhl'H Ha KaiiMaHax. / A '!TO :lire ,n;eJIan. 
HaM, cumrre, H gy.n;8 6elK8Th?" 
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Finally, disorientation and a lack of sense of belonging are conceptualized 
by the band Neschatnyi Sluchai in the song "Genera1y", where it affirms: 

Where is my place, where is my bed? 
You don't recognize my kinship 
I am your brother, I am a human being.128 

6.2.3.3 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 

In the AKM's music, Russia is depicted as poor, hungry and cold, characterized 
by meanness and stnpidity, lies, blood, cowardice, commercialization of every
thing, and greed129. The band 28 Gvardeitsev - Panfilovtsev provides a metaphor 
for the current situation of the country, describing black sea waves of bloody 
dark water which strangle the singer!30. 

In the song ''Tarn, otkuda ia rodom," Russia is described by the band Adap
tatsiia as empty towns with their salty taste, microrayons of graves, where the 
land is turning into mud!'!. In ''Tysiachi dolgikh dnei pustnty," the band com
pares the country tn a cold Banana republic characterized by minus thirty degrees 
of temperatnre and being in a wicked snowstorm132. In the lyrics, the group re
fers to a poet of the injured and tired Russia, who believes only in what does not 
exist anymore and who, in the impending silence, soars the question: "Why did it 
become suddenly so squearnish?,,133. A sense of loneliness and a war of all 
against all dominate Adaptatsiia's song ''Wasted Youth" since everyone is by 
himself and for himself'34. 

According to the band Krasnye Zvozdy, the country is "fucked up" due to 
the prostitntes, cops and Jews, who are selling it, as well as the uncles with their 
pockets full of trash who have outraged Russia135. 

121 Translation of Hec'i8CTHhJii CJIy'laH - 'TeHepam.f': "r.n;e MOH 0'1&', r,ll;e MOH HO'lJler? I He 
IIOH3H&eTe BW Moe PO,lJ;CTBO,! A JI Barn 6paT, 11 qeJIOBeX" 

119 See also HB8H JiapaHOB-"~ .. and 3merrOH - "PeBOJIIOIQoOC' 
130 28 r:aap.n;eiin;eB - II8J1IilKJIoBIJ;ea- "15 H())Iteii": '''IepHOro MopI BOJlHJ>l I OHH 38J:lYIIIMTI:o MeHJI 
1)8JlIiI/ KpoB8Bhle, TeMHI:.Ie BOW>I'" 
131 A.z.8lI'I1l.qml - " TOM, 0TXy,iW. Ji[ PO,lJ;OM ": ''COJIellJ.ilii: npHBKyc nyCThIX ropo,ll;OB. MHICpopaiiOHhI 

MOrHJI I TOM, 0TKy,ll;8. I pO.n;OM, 3eMJlll DpeBpanU'eTCI B HJI" 

132 ~ _ "ThICJIlIH ,lI;0lITHX .z:tHeii nycroN': "Ha,u; 6aHaHoBoii pecrry6JIHXoii CHOBa CHera I 3a 
OKHOM MHII}'C TP~Th H 3JI8.II nypra" 
133 A.D;arn8D;IUI - "TIiICJl1lH ,ll;0J1THX ABeD: II}'C'I'O'I'hI": "Ocxop6.neHHoii POCCIDI YCT8BIIIHii DooT / ThI 
IIOBepHJI JlHIIIh B TO, 'lero ,IUlBBO yJKe HeT / H B BilBHCIIIeM MOJI'l8llWl BBT8eT BOnpOC: "Or'iero JI 

B.D;Pyr CT8JI HeHopMllJIbHO 6pe3rJIHBhIM?" 
134 ~ _ "ThICJI'lH,lJ;OlII'HX ,/J;Heii II)'C1'O'lDI": «Kalic.D;f.,rli CaM no ce6e, ~ CaM 3a ce6J1 ..... 
m KpacHhIe 3Be3,Z1;f.oI - "Po.zn;ma": "'B8JIIH npOHcnnyrKH MeRTltl H HY.D:bI I 6y.DYl' npO,lJ;ilBaTh Bce 

,lJ;8JIhIIle H ;:nm&me... [ .. . ]nOJIHJ.ile KapM8HhI noncoBoii ,lI,J)JIBH I :aama HOC'I8llhnUl no ,lJ;o6phIM I 
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For ilie band The Movement, ilie world registers a lack of morality, oppres
sion on behalf of ilie government, and police brutality and aggression: crap and 
lies are told to people, who are pushed to do 1hings that iliey do not really want 
to do under ilie law of ilie hypocrite13

'. 

In "Zhizn' v politseiskom gosudarstve," ilie group Adaptatsiia highlights 
how ilie country has become a police state in which an increasing number of 
people commit suicide or give bir1h to abnonnal children137. The band denounces 
ilie inability of ilie country to take care of and protect its members, declaring iliat 
people do not have anywhere to go and to hide so iliat iliose, who have anoilier 
homeland, are leaving138. 

In ilie lyrics of ilie group Ramensburg, ilie situstion of degradation is por
trayed in detail. As reported in ilie song "Stiks," people rush out of ilieir sleep in 
ilieir own vomit to work in ilie moruing for 1hree slices of bread. They are so 
poor that iliey do not even have 1hree rubles. Noneilieless, some positive notes 
emerge from ilie song when ilie band affirms that people's eyes are opened in ilie 
direction ofilie sky and that, after ilie winter, spring will come'''. 

Poverty and, especially, lack of emotional life due to ilie spread of capital
ism is signalized by ilie band Ramensburg in ilie song ''Ne otdadim vesnu." Life 
is here described as repetitive and monotonous, composed of work and routine: 
people are alive, yet iliey feel an existential emptiness140. They live in large and 
fake - dry and warm, as in ilie advertisement - cages and are depersonalized: 
wiiliout distinctions and wiiliout names, iliey are easily replaceable'41. The natore 
has also been affected by iliese transformations so that daisies have been re
placed by concrete and asphalt and forests by steel frame'42. 

Similarly, in ilie song "Losing you," ilie band ilie Movement states: 

,llJI'.lJ;LKaM BeceJIO OK}'IDITCJI lICABO'I'Hoit CTp8C'l'I>IO I H npaBOM B8,llp}'I'aTLCJl H8Jl MOeKl po,llHlloA I 38 

'ITOlK re6x TaX e68HyJIo po,ll;Hlla MOB POCCKH" 
136 The Movement - "Wasted Youth" 
137 ~ _ ''JIUmn, B IIOJIHIJ;eiicxoM rocY.ll:8pCTBe": ,,KOH'i8lOT C co6oii KJDI 'ITO / ~e xy»:e / 
POOKaIOT Ha CBeT I HeHopM8JIJ>H1iIX ,lI;eTeii" 
m ~ _ ''JIUnm. B nOJIHIWiiCKoM rOCY,ll;8pCTBe": ,,Ha HaM HeICy,ll;8 ,lI;eThCX H / Her,ll;e. O,llHH 
~e3lK8IOT. HMeJl / B sanace ~e OAHY Po,ll;Hllf" 
39 PSMe:ac6ypr _ ''CTKKC'': ''EoJIhlIIe HeICy,ll;8 6e1K8Th [ ... ] He OCT8JIOCh HH'leI'O / A KorW1 BhI 

rr06elKHTe c yrpa Ha pa600y I IIpo'lh OT C'Ip8X8, ,lI;8 so lDD11pex KyCO'llCOB XJIe6a I BhI CIIOTIOIeTeCh 

06 ycHyBrnero B co6CTBeHHOH pROTe I Ho rJI838 era 0TKp:r:.:rrr:.l 6y,nyr B cTOpOHY Be6a [ •.. ] Ho rJI838 

ero onqn.:rn.I 6y~ B CTOpoHY Be6a" 
140 P8MeHc6ypr _ "He OT,!WI;HM BeCHyI": "IIOTOM C'heM TO, 'ITO 3OBih'cJI BKyCHhlM I JIary cnaTh, Ha 

p,::600y rroirp,y/ MBe DpHCHHJIOC1> - JllKHBoii I Ho no yrpBM Ji[ 'l)'BCTB)'IO nyCTOOY" 
41 PBMeHc6ypr _ "He OT,IUl,JJ;UM :aecay''': "Hac IIOCeJDIJIH B KJIeTKe 60JIJ,lliOH I Tyr, KaK B peKJIaMe, 
~O H reruIO 1lie3 OTJll!'iHii, 6e3 HMeBH 131lMewleMJoIM 3BeHOM 6blTlo Tax: JIerxo" 
I :z PIlMeHc6ypr _ .. He OT,IUl,JJ;UM :aecay''': ''3.u:ech HeT pOMIWIeg. TOJD.oKO 6eTOB H ac4>am.T I TIlM, r.u:e 
6h1Jl JIee - CT8llhlIhIe npuchl I H HeT pOMIWIeg. TOJIhKO 6eTOH H acq,8JII>T I Ho He 0'l1ill'l'h Becay 
IIH,ZI;OP8C8M" 
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"The ideals are still here to he true. 
r feel I'm losing you. 
We could work and we could try. 
I feel I'm losing you. 
Unable to feel unity. 
To me it's like you've lost your heart. 
You're talking about your company 
While people are dying all the time." 

The song implies a sense of broken unity and separation from someone who has 
betrayed the true ideals and has lost his heart. The "company" mentioned here 
can be interpreted as symbol of the capitalistic system which underrates people's 
values and lives for the purpose of profit-maximization. 

A commercialization of life and of people themselves is denounced by 
Ramensburg in the song "Prodavets." In particular, in the lyrics, the singer ironi
cally presents himself as a seller, as a valiant valet, as a luminary in this field: he 
knows how to sell, how to sweep and, if asked to do so, he will even dance l43

• 

In "Severnoe kladbishche," the band Krasnye Zviozdy highlights the economic 
inequality, in terms of salary disparity, characterizing janitors, workers, mechan
ics, cops, punks, pediatricians and associate professors. Nonetheless, the group 
warns that this disparity will disappear once people reach the northern cemetery -
i.e. once dead - where they will all be united and equal. This northern cemetery is 
likened to a dream144

• Economic disparity is underscored in the song "Kaifa 
bol'she net," in which the group Adaptatsiia depicts the detrimental conditions of 
the proletarian peripheries characterized by hunger, alcoholism, drug addiction 
and tuberculosis l

.,. 

Pessimism is widespread throughout the AKM's music. For instance, in the 
song "Tak bylo vsegda," the band Adaptatsiia refers to the current situation as a 
parade of moral monsters, a corrupted flag fluttering in the wind [".] and the 
freedom does not suffice. For the group, this is how it was and always will be, no 

143 P3MCHC6ypr _ ''npo,D;a.BCo;'': Be,ItI> J[)I[C npo.ztaacn: I jJ: ,D;o6nOC'l'llLJi.i JIaK.cB I jJ: B 3TOM ;ll;CJIC - BC I 
jJ: B :Jl'OM ,D;CJIe - xopHflleii: I YMcro npO;ll;3B3n. I YMcm nO,ll;MCT3TL / A CCJDI BIl,lq)CCCHpOBaTL I ,llmI 
BBC JI 6y;zor H IIIDIC3n." 

144 KpacHLIC 3BC3J:tLI - "CeacpHoc ~HIll:c": ",llaopHHK, pa6o"'lHit, CJIecapL H Mcm I I1aHx, 
IIe,ItII8.'I'p H npocTO ,ZI;Oo;cm I ~ HMCCT pa3HLIi:t oxna,n: / ~ no caoeMY' C"IaCTJIBB H pa,n: I 
Ho TOJILKO CCBqmoc KJIB,D;6HID;c I Bccx COC,ltHBlIT! I CeacpHoc ~H1ll:C I Bca HBC IIpIlIOTHT! I 
CCBcpBoe KJIB,D;6HID;o- / Bee Ha HeM p8BHLI, / CCBepHoe xna,n:6HID;C I CCBepHLIC cm.:r!" 
14j ~aqHJ[ _ "Kaii41a 6om.me HeT": "BC'Icpc>M 110 paOO'UIM KB8pT8JDlM rrpoit,J:orcL / TaM, r;n:c 
ropo;n: MCHJICT .IDIIl:O Ha mo / TBM, r;n:c B IpJI3HLIX 06m:arax ;n:CTB X8B8lOT XJIc6 / TBM, r;n:c BO,D;m, 

H8.pKOTHICB H T)'6cpIcyJIC3" 
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matter what, for whom and when14'. Similarly, a negative picture of the country 
is also depicted in the song "Leto" of the same band: even if it seems that things 
could get better, every summer the dreams turn colder, in the smoke-filled rooms 
the sky is enveloped by the smoke, forecast of an inevitable civil warl47

• For 
Adaptatsiia, everything which was native turns into ashes and smoke; soon there 
will be nowhere to go so people will go back to where everything will have 
changed place. Here, the lack of a place where to go back is conceptualized since 
the homeland has been destroyed and the Russian country is unrecognizable due 
to all the transformations that have affected it. Indeed, as the band emphasizes, 
not all tales have a happy endingl4'. The degradation of the situation is also de
scribed by the group in "Za izmenu rodine," where it wonders how it is possible 
to live in such a situationl49

• 

A sense of solitude emerges from the song "Shock and Awe" of the 
band Ramallah, when it affirms: 

"Is anybody even listening? 
Does anybody even care? 
'Cause the beat just goes on and on 
And the terror never ends." 

Similarly, in the song "Act of Faith," the f{.,"up pinpoints the difficulty of trust
ing people in a world where no one is pure". 

Very emblematic is the song "Just walk around," in which Ramallah refers 
to the hatred and impossibility of believing in contemporary society where so 
many people are bleeding and suffering silently. In the lyrics, the singer states to 
be born in this world of shit where nothing is changing. He is searching for the 

146 A,luurrlUJ;to1ll _ ''Tax 6r:.mo BCer,ll;a": "BJDJLy upa3.lI;HK'IHoe meCTlUle MOP8JIhHhIX ypO,n:OB I BIDKy, 
CKOMK8HHOe 3H8MK Ha BeTpy 'I])errem;er I 3a6yxaanme HapO,llIiI II01lGlp1UOT 3Kp8HI>l / H KOMY-TO 

OIlllTh He XB8T8eT cao6oW>! ... / Ho T8J( OHO H 6hIJIO, TU H 6y.n;er BCerlUll Tax OHO H 6r:.mo, T8X H 

61,,lUrr acer,ll;8 I H HeBlOKHO, salleM, ~ Koro H Kor,iW." 
I 7 ~ _ "JIe-ro": ''MBe T~ Kor,ll;8-TO K838JIOC1>, "qn) MI:iI MOrJIH 6hI CTaTI> JIY'lme HJIH 

,ll;o6peii I Ho KalIC,lloe JIero 3,lJ;eCl> CHHTCJI XOJIO,ll;HI>le CHhl I B upOKypeHHYX XOMH8Tax ,n;r.IM 

38B0JI8XHB8JI He60 / CHHOIITIIKH BepJITB HeH36elKHOCTh rp~c:mii: BOii::a:r:.I" 

141 A,n;arrr8D;HJI - "JIero": "Bee, 'ITO 6hIJIO pO,l1;HI>lM, npeBp8IQ8eTCI B IIeneJI H AJ>IM / Cx:opo HeKy,ll;8 

6Y,lJ;(IT 6(28.Th - H TOr.n;a, MOllCeT 6hlTI>. MhI BepH~CJl o6paTHo ... I Ho He xumu CX83K8 upe.muo:m:8eT 
C'l8CTJIHBhIii XOBeJJ; / BhlIllJIO B806opOT - ace CIWO IIoMewmocb MecT8MB" 
149 ~ _ "3a H3Meay p0.n;HBe": "J.[ yJIJ:0I6a:ycb H 381IO.D:03pIO: B 3TOM '!TO-TO He T8J( / Till( He 

6b1B8eT. Till( Be ':IeCTHO. Tax He MOlKeT 6lolTb / Kor.na BOxpyr}'MllPa1OT. K8lC ThI MOlKeDIb lKHTh?" 
ISO Ramallah _ "Act of Faith": "Can you trust everybody1/ And do you know for sure?/ Do you trust 
anybody in a world where no one is pure?" 
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truth, which is the only thing he really needs"'. A sense of solitude and demise 
emerges when he sings: 

"I need someone to save me. 
But you walk away, oh yeah. 
I need somebody to hear me. 
There's nothing more I can say ..... 

Pessimism also dominates the song "If I die today," in which Ramallah con
ceives death as a way tu leave the pain, hate and lies of life behind"'; the same 
thought is shared by the band 28 Gvardeitsev Panfilovtsev, which compares the 
current situation to "15 wounds in the breast, 15 blades that went into the chest 
and injured it"lS> and which affmns the wish to diel". Similarly, in "Ubivaiu 
sibia," the band Adaptatsiia declares its intention to commit suicide"'. 

The dark future of the country is also conceptualized in the song "Zbizn' v 
politseiskom gosudarstve," in which the same band predicts an even worse future 
for Russia, negating any possibility of improvement and redemptionlS6

• 

The negative situation of the country is especially afflicting the youngest 
generations. For example, as sung by The Movement in "Still an Echo": 

"There is still an echo 
Of all the young kids falling in the streets 
Shot down by the police" 
And justified in all high places." 

Similarly, in the song "Turn Away Your Faces," the band The Movement stress
es how children are crying and living in fear around the world. 

m Ramallah _ "Just walk around": "Hatred I And I don't believe in your society. / While you partied 
and lived it up. / he seen so many bleed. / he seen so many bleed / 'Cause I was born into nothing 
to this world full of shit I and nothing's changing anytime soon [ ... ] When all I ever wanted was a 
heart of gold to tell me the truth. I You can rip my heart tonight. .. I Just gimme some truth. I'Cause 
all I want is the truth. I All I want is, all I need is .... • 
m Ramallah _ ''If I die today": "And as I fade away I leave behind the pain and the / hate and the lies 
of this place behind .. ,.· 
IS3 28 rBSp.ll:eHn;eB - n8B~HJIOBn:eB- "15 HOllCeH": "15 p8H B rpy,llH MoeH / IS Hoxeii no pyKOJITh / 
BOIIIJIH B MOIO rpy,ll;h H paHrr" 
IS4 28 rBBp.D:eHn;eB - II8H4>IIJlOBUeB- '<t{eJIOBex, xoo:ophIii XOTeJI YMepe1l.": "g H8BepBoe TOT 'leJlOsex / 
KorophIii XOTeJl YMepeTl>! ! !" 
m See AZUllrrlUJ;Hll in "Y6BBIUOT ce6K" 
IS6 A,u;arrr8IJ;WI - ")l{mHJ:, B IIoJIBIJ;eiicxoM rocY.D:8pCTBe": ,,11 ecJIH ThI MewI cUPOCHllIl>, / '!TO 6Y.D:eT 
.D:8JIhIIle / JI upoMOJI'ly Be.u;& 'leM ,lI;8JIJ:ome TeM xylKe / HeT IIOBO.D:OB,wIB OIlTHMll3M8 H Bephl" 
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6.2.3.4 Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev (DSPA) 

In the song "Bom of a broken man," the band Rage Against the Machine intro
duces the figure of a ''broken man," who is weak and feeble: he is "like autumn 
leaves, his senses fell from him, an empty glass of himself, shattered somewhere 
within." This broken man is confused, ''his thoughts like a hundred moths, 
trapped in a lampshade." He suffers and lies forever awake, "shaking and starv
ing," unable to sleep in endless nights. He is also unable to take action and 
change the current sitoation, so thst he is "praying for someone to turn off the 
light" In the same vein, in "Calm like a Bomb," the group Rage Against the 
Machine points out how the vultures are robbing everywhere, leaving nothing 
hut chains. The capitalist system with its banks, malls and loans is identified as 
the factor responsible for the current degradation. Likewise, in the song "Ochki," 
the band Televizor denounces the lack of spirituality and the materialism charac
terizing modem life: indeed, mortgages, houses, je';f,s, together with shopping, 
fishing and football became the new food for the soul '". 

A condition of discomfort is depicted in the songs of the artist Manu Chau. 
In particular, in "Clandestino," a lack and deprivation of a sense ofhelonging is 
pointed out Indeed, the clandestine is a man who had to leave his country in 
search of a new land and a new job to improve his own destiny. Nonetheless, he 
is now obliged to circumvent the law, and for the authorities, his existence is 
illegal. He was deprived of his own identity and is now without papers, which 
means that he does not belong to any state. He is therefore alienated: he does not 
have a Motherland anymore and his heart is lost in the great Babylon15'. The 
difficult integration of the clandestino is thematized in the song "Bongo Bong" 
of the same artist As he sings: 

"I'm the king of bongo bong 
1 went to the big town where there is a lot of sound 
From the jungle to the city looking for a bigger crown 
So 1 played my boogie for the people of big city 
But they do not go crazy when banging on my boogie [ ... J 
They say that rm a clown making too much dirty sound 
They say there is no place for little monkey in this town 
Nobody likes to be in my place INSTEAD of me." 

IS7 TeJIeBll30p - "O'IKH"': "BH,Z1;H8. ceMhJl, HDOTeKa, KOTIe~ .ZOKBII I Hy B mOUIIHHI', pbl6amal, 

*~OJI '"" AYJIIH" 
S Manu Chao - "Clandestino": ''Mi vida va prohibida I Dice la autoridad I Solo voy con mi pena I 

Sola va mi condena I Correr es mi destino I Por no llevar papell Perdido en el corazon I De la grand.e 
babyJon" 
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The lyrics describe the convoluted life of an immigrant who left bis traditional 
village in Africa and moved to a city, looking for a bigger crown. He encounters 
difficulties in positioning himself in the new environment - the city - character
ized by many noises and where people are unable to recognize bis value. He lost 
the social status he enjoyed back home, where he was the son of the king of 
Congo: he was downgraded to a monkey, he is not even considered a human 
being anymore; he is a clown at the margin of society and no one would like to 
occupy bis place. Similarly, a sense of disrespect for the individual as a human 
being and for bis human rights appears in the song "Zamba del Che" of Viktor 
Jara, in wbich people are depicted as subdued to dictators and murderers, gorillas 
and the army. The lyrics are concemed with peasants and mine workers whose 
destiny is characterized by pain, misery and hunger'''. 

Altogether, a sense of disillusionment emerges in the lyrics of the Re
sistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev according to wbich "a mass of 
promises begin to rapture" and "a mass of tears have transformed into stones" 
while the ground is burning16o. As a result, social and moral degeneration affects 
the individual who is fragile and alienated and whose soul is crying. He has lost 
social values and compassion: he lives in a hurry, is indifferent and does not care 
about anything anymore'61. He has become an animal, beaten like cattle, growing 
as obedient herd, losing bis ability to reason autonomously and to decide for bis 
life. He has started cheating and has learned to bide the truth'·2. 

6.2.3.5 Movement Against Illegal Immigration (DPNI) 

The state of crisis and degradation affecting the country is a recurrent topic dis
cussed throughout the DPNI's music and is often conceptualized in metaphorical 
terms. 

Russia is described as cold, dirty, sick, and affected by a Down-Syndrome. 
For the band Orot in ''Nikto krome nas," Russia is a young and poor country 
characterized by diffuse will and has not yet recovered from the territorial losses 
of the 19th century: the musicians conceive Russia in terms of a defined territorial 

IS!! Victor Jara - "Zamba del Cbe": "Nos imponen militares / para sojuzgar 108 pueblos, 
dictadores, asesinos, I gorilas y generales. I Explotan at campesino I at minero y at obrero. I cuanto 
dolor su destino,! hambre miseria y dolor ..... 
160Rage Against the Machine - "Ashes in the Fall" 
161 TeJIeBll3Op- "Ha )l(eJD60Ba, 13": "HamH BeHlol T8J( aelKHhI. BeHhI nuc. TOBXH •.• / qylKlUI CRJIa, '!TO 

uo BeHllM ICpOBb Hecer" 

162 Ten:eBB3Op _ ''BhIiiTH H3-UO,Zl; Kompona": ''Hac 6blOT K8K .n;OMIlJIIHH:ii CKOT / H MhI pacreM 

IIOCll)'lIIHhIM CT8,lI;OM I XCHseM K8K H8,I1;O, IIoeM'!TO H8,IJ;o" 
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entity so that the loss of part of its territory represents for the country the self
flagellation of the idea of the Russian nation itself"31". 

The band D.A.P.A. conceptualizes Russia in terms of a mother unable to 
fulfill her parental duties and unable to love her children, who are of her flesh 
and thus part of her. As a result, even if everyone loves their native land, no one 
loves Russia'''. Regarding the youngest generations, the band stresses how they 
are on their knees, wet and sick; this uncomfortable and precarious condition 
afllicting Russian youth, which should represent the future of Russia, can be read 
as a metaphor for the uncertainty of the country's futore. 

Another recurrent topic in the Movement's music is war. According to 
25/17 feat. Beogradskii Sindikat, in the song "My pobedim," the war is every
where: in them, in other people, in their head and in their country. Similarly, the 
band Russkii Stiag points out the controversial situation characterizing contem
porary Russia, where new fights are registered every day along with new barriers 
to avoid or overcomel66

. 

Finally, the band D.A.P.A. describes Russia's crisis in terms of disempow
ered rights, freedom as imprisoned and a derision of everything that used to be 
serious. For the band, this situation was not caused by the aggression of an alien 
force but rather by the decision Russians made themselves: in fact, this decision 
turned out to be wrong and people's expectations were not fulfilled, so that who
ever wanted to live in chocolate, now wallows in the mud'''. 

6.2.3.6 Oborona 

The songs presented on Oborona's wehpage provide a dramatic pictore of con
temporary Russia which is conceptualized in terms of a Police State'''' character
ized by power abuse and unable to protect its citizens'''. In the song "Zbizn' v 
politseiskom gasudarstve", the band Adaptatsiia denounces how, in its country, 

163 I'POT _ "Hmcro,ICpOMe Hac: "BOT ORB CJIe3hI HapO.@,MhI lEe B POCCHH lKHBeM I CJIe3hI OT IIOTe»h 

6()JIJ,IllMX B .ll:~Th I CaMo6K'1eB8HHe-H,lI;eI Hame:H HIUlHH" 

164 It would be interesting to hear which other geographical areas should be annexed to Russia 
according to the band and why, since historically the country has not registered any significant 
territorial mutilation in the 19th century. 
16!l D.A.P.A. - "IIpaso Bhl6opa": "IIocMOTpH Be,ll;h I TBoil ChIH I Q)'BCTB8 He B31U1MHhI I IIn:0Th OT 

IDIOTK, 'I8.CTh TBOH / Ho HeMOry::noro IIOHHTh I IIo'leMy C TUOIO CHJIoii: / Bee mo6n po.n;HHy. HO He 

moWrr POCCHIO" 

166 Pyccmii Cnrr - "CBepx<umOBeg": "Or6pOCh COMHeH~ npHBeTC'I'Byii BOHHy, TOJIhKO B 6oph6e 
MhI ~tsM. H IWK:,ZJ;hJii ,lI;eHh aOBltIii 6apbep I MN 06XQD;HM HJlH '1ecn.1O 6epeM" 
167 D.A.P.A. _ "IIpllBO BhI6opa": "IIorpJI3JIH B rp.a3H. a XOTeJDI:mm. B mOKOJl8,/l;e" 

161 See also Liumen in ,,liJIaroBem;eHCK" and AZUUrraUWI in ,)I.(H:mI. B UOJlHIl;eiiCKOM rocy,u:apCTBe" 

169 JhoMeB _ "DJIaroBem;eHCK": "OWl ,u:OJLtUlhl 3~Th Hac C TOooii, I A OBB 3~ CBOIO 

BJI8CTb. I KaK. MOryT HapymaTh 38K0H, JIIO,IJ;H. I Y KOTOpltlX eCTb npllBO CTpeJllITh Ha uoputeHHe". 
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an increasing number of people commit suicide or give birth to abnormal chil
dren170

. Remarkably, this song is included also in the AKM's online self
presentation. The material and spiritual poverty characterizing the country is also 
stressed by the band Kino in the song "V nashikh g\azakh." As they sing: 

We wanted to drink, there was no water. 
We wanted the light, there were no stars. 
Wc went in the min and drank water from the puddles. 
We wanted the songs, there were no words. 
We wanted to sleep, there were no dreams l71

. 

In the songs of Oborona, a definition of Russia in tenus of a Motherland is ap
parent. However, whereas the band DDT in "Rodina" describes Russia in posi
tive tenus, as a sleeping beauty to return to172

, in "Zhizn' v politseiskom gosu
darstve," the group Adaptatsiia points out the inability of the country to take care 
of and protect its members, declaring that people do not have anrwhere to go and 
to hide so only those, who have another homeland, are leaving!7 . 

Worthy of note is also the controversial relation with the Russian state ern
pasized in the song "Gosudarstvo" by the band Liumen, which affirms to love its 
country but to hate its state!74. 

Freedom is another significant topic discussed throughout the music charac
terizing Oborona: in particn1ar, in "Svoboda," the band Liumen highlights the 
lack of freedom and a related sense of asphyxiation characterizing the current 
time, which inevitably generates hatred and resentment!". 

As a resnlt of this negative situstion, a sense of disillusionment and pessi
mism towards the futore emerge from Oborona's music. For instance, in the song 
"Poka ty spal," the group Liumen denounces the passivity characterizing the 
people, who are metaphorically sleeping while someone else is deciding for them 
whether they shonld live or die17•. Remarkably, in the song "Zhizn' v 

170 A.D;arn8D;IIJI - "JKM3m, B n~eHCJ(OM roCYWlpCTBe": ,,KOH'i8lOT C co6oii KJIH 'ITO I em;e xyx:e I 
POOKaIOT Ha CBeT I HeHopM8JIJ>H1iIX ,lI;eTeii" 
171 Translation of K:e:H:o - .oB H8IIIHX rJIa3SX": "MI.!: XOTeJIH nHTh, I He 6I:ilJIO BO,lI;hl. I M1.I XOTeJIH 

CReTa, He 6h1J10 3Be3;I;hl. MI..I Bl>IXO]:{HJIH no,n; ,ll;OlK,lJ;h H IIIIJIII BO.llY H3 JIYlI'. MIol XOTeJIH rreCeH, He 

6I:ilJIO CJIOB. MI..I XOTeJDI CIIaTh. He 6I:ilJIO CHDB", 

In )I.l{f - ·'PO]lHH8.": ,,PO):{HHa. I Em' 11 Ha P0,ll;Hllf. / IIYCTh KpK'l8.T - ypO,u;HH8., / A OKa HaM 

~.I CIIlIIIl;IUI KpIlC8BKQa" 
I ~ _ '')!(mm. B IIoJIHIJ;eiicKOM roCYWlpCTBe": ,,Ha HaM HeKy,iW. ,ll;eThC.a: H I Her.n;e. OAHH 
ye3lK8lOT, HMeJl / B sanace e:m;e O.z:tHY PO,ll;Hlly" 
174 JlloMeH _ "rocy,u:8pCTBO": ,)I T8lC JIlo6JI10 CBOIO crpaay ... 11 HeB8BlDKy rocy.napcTBO'" 

17S JhoMeB _ "CBo6o.u:a": "Kor.u:a y reWr: OT6H}>8lOT cBo60.u:y, I OC"l1ltha: .JlHIIIb HeHaBHCTh, 

HeH8BHCTh, HeBaBHCTIo'" 

176 JhoMeB _ ''non ThI CII8JI": "lIon ThI CIIaJ.I, non TliI CIIaJI, I A TliI H npO,Zl;OJL1aleIIIh cIIaTloI KTO-TO 

pemaer 3a Te6a,1 Kax: Te6e:lCH.TJ:, 11 YMHPan." 
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politseiskom gosudarstve," the band Adaptatsiia predicts an even worse future 
for Russia, negating any possibility of improvement and redemption 177. 

177 ~ _ ")l{mHJ:, B IIoJIBIJ;eiicxoM rocy.u:8pCTBe": ,,11 ecJIH ThI MewI cu.pocHllIl>, / ~ 6y,lurr 
,D:8JIhIIle / JI rrpoMOJIqy Be.u;& lIeM ,lI;8JIJ:ome TeM xylKe I HeT nOBO,D:OB,wIa: OIlTHMll3M8 H Bephl" 
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Table 6.3 Third semantic field: Time of crisis and great suffering - common 
.. froth .. , I· tOPICS emergmg m e orgaruzations son~ lyrICS 

NAZBOLS AKM DCPA DPNI OBORD-
NA 

Power Abuse 
of police X X X 

State of war 
X X 

Lack of 
Motherland I 

X X X X X of Sense of 
belonl!ine 
Immobillty 
and passivity X X 

Lack of 
X X freedom 

Lackofl 
disrespect 

X X X for human 
riehts 
Spiritual and 
emoUonal X X X 
degradation 

Economic 
degradation X X X 
and poverty 

Economic 
disparity and X X 
inequalities 

Pessimism 
and disillu-
sionment X X X X 
about the 
future 
Solitude and 
loneliness X 
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6.2.4 Redemption of the country on behalf of Russians acting heroically 

6.2.4.1 Young Guard 

Albeit the music of the Young Guard neither explicitly identifies Russia's ene
mies nor denounces the negative situation affecting the country, the songs of the 
organization contain a call for people to figbt and move forward. For instance, in 
the song ''Vpered, Rossiia!" dedicated to Russia's sports successes, Bivni invites 
people to stand up united, to support, suffer and win under the Russian flag and 
the Russian antheml7

'. An invitation to figbt is also reported in the lyrics of 
"Kombat," in which the band Liube praises an unspecified Battalion Command
er's strength, who will not hide behind the children's backs, and invites him to 
beat and strike while the airplanes are flying and the tanks are burningl79. 

Some of the songs express the wish for a happy and serene future for the 
country. For example, the hymn of the organization indicates the desire of be
lieving and dreaming, and of living in and defending a united and unified Rus
sial8o. In a similar way, the lyrics of "Spasibo dedu za pobedu" of Gurtskaia are 
characterized by a confident attitude towards life and the belief of a glorious 
victory for the countryl8l. 

6.2.4.2 National-Bolsheviks (Nazbols) 

Aside from denouncing the negative situation affecting Russia, the need for tak
ing action, figbting for the country and redeeming the Motherland from the cur
rent degradation are common themes of the National Bolsheviks' songs. 

Generally speaking, in the organization's music, people are assured the rigbt 
to choose and are assigned a potentially active role in changing the status quo. In 
the song "Pesnia primorskikh partisan," the band Soiuz Sozidaiushchikh de
scribes the figbt as a collective and spiritual endeavor for the Russian land: as 
sung by the group, thousands of people with new strength and new power take 

l7IJiKBHH - "BIIepe;I;, POCCHll!": "H8,Il; lI}'lKOH apeHoii: B3JIeTHT pocCHiicmii clmar. / OraercTBeHHOCTh 
11 BOlllI, 31PK8:rhle B KyJI8X, / rpnrer rHMH POCCHH, MI:ol BCTaHeM xax O,l:{HH, / IIOMep1KHM, IIo6on:eeM, 
rro6e.n;HM!" 
179 Jho63 _ "KaM6aT": "KoM61tr-6aT.a:Ha:, 6aTnnr-xoM6m; / Tr.r cepAQe He IIpJITaJI 38 CIIHHIol pe6rr. I 
nenr.r CaMOJIeThI, H T8JIKH OO}lJIT,! Tax 6:r.e-r-e KOM6aT-e, KOM6aTI. .. • 

110 O. Ca.6amm:a. P.CH6nrrymIHH. A. MmlHes - "MOJI().@X r:aap,lJ;Hll": ''qro6r.r BepHTlo H Me<rran.. I 
lIro6h1lKH1.D H II06eq1m> I Qro6 .ZJ;eiiCTBHTeJII>HO e.znmoii I BCJI POCCIDI MODIa CTan." 

tal rypuo.a - ·'CII8.CH60 ,u:e.z.y 38 II06e.QY": ''ITyCTh Can:Kr.rhI rpeMJIT I IIycn. opKeCTpltl rpy6n / 
IIyCTh Ha COJIB:U;e 3HaMeH8. ropJIT I IIycn. IIPOxo.zurr ro.n;a / C H8MH BhI HllBCema / ITyCTh CmlCT 
uo6e.D;w 3Be3,/l;8 I IIycn. CIUlCT 3Be3;/l;8 I Hameii: CJI8BBoii: uo6e;J;w 3Be3,/l;a" 
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part in the fight, and, if sadness sometimes comes, people should keep in mind 
that they are not alone, but that the whole world is with theml82. 

In several songs, death for the country is exalted: for example, in the song 
"Rubezhi" the group Grot declares that it is willing to die for the country and its 
children. The lyrics contain an open invitation to the listener to whom the fol
lowing question is addressed: "Who, if not you, can nurture a new seed and re
member his grandfather?" Moreover, the conflict acquires religious dimensions 
since God and the mighty archangels are referred to, who watch over the fighters 
from their shoulders and support their resistance '83 . 

A special relation to Russia characterizes the song "Sami" by Kit, C. O. 
Mak ft. Maestro A-Sid, in which Russia is celebrated as the greatest country in 
the world, consisting only of Russian people following their own pathl84

• Very 
interesting is the use of the term "rossiianie," which - as already mentioned in 
Chapter I - relates to a conceptuaiization of Russianness in civic terms. 

Worthy of note is also the song "Chiomoe znamia" of the band Va Bank, in 
which the resistance fight is described as in favor of the native country Russial

". 

Finally, a certain form of patriotism is also exalted by the group F.P.G. which, 
ta1king about skinheads as patriots, assigns a positive connotation to their will of 
defending the peoplel8". 

Remarkably, in the Nazbols' songs, the reaction against the enemies and al
ien forces invading and contaminating the country is conceptualized in different 
forms. In some of the lyrics, a peaceful reaction is suggested, inviting the listen
ers to be coherent with themselves and not follow the enemies' prescription187

• In 
other lyrics, the reaction against the enemies takes the form of a cruel revenge, 
which includes their killingl

": for instance, the band Tupye presents the killing 

lU CoI03 Coo~II{HX - "IIecHll IIpHMopCXHX u8pTH38JI": "HOB8JI CHJI8, HORU MOIqh. !::ho cy,ll;h6a 
~ KpOBh.! H ecJIH IIe'I8JD> DpHXO,z:tHT IIopoii,/3HaH ThI He O,llHH - BeCh MHp C T06oii!" 
1 I'POT _ "Py6exa": " Hew> 3a TBoe c'i8.CTIoe MI:oI )'MepeTI> c'i8CTJIHBhIl [0"] Cr:.my OT 0'rJU. -
TOrrop Ha 38JIlHTY "OJId I Moe 3&TO'leHHoe CJIOBO P&.n;K TBOHX ,lI;ereiil [ ... ] Jior C H8MB H 3a DJIe<l8MH 

B OIIOPY MOI)"DIe apX8HTeJlJ:,l! 
114 Kit, C. O. Mu ft. Maestro A-Sid - "CaMII"': "Be.n;r. PyCCKHX 60JIhlIIe HeT. / EcTh TOJIhlCO 

"pocclUlHe".1 M1.I 3TO C,lI;eJI8JIH CIlMH [ ... ] ~ OCT8JIJ>HOro - BOJIIIIe6Hoe CJIOBO "H~eKT".1 Y'DI 
IOIT8iicKHii H apa6cKHii: TOlKe Y'lK. I 06m;ecno 6y,..y:m;ero HeyCrpOJIT HeyqM" 
It!! Ba Ji8JlIO:, - ''qepHoe 3HSMi": "3x Hame 'IepHoe 3H8.MJl I 3x uporume-r IITO He C H8MH I ~ 3a 

~1lH}'K> CTopOay 11\83' Poocmo 3. CTJlIlHY" 
"F.P.G. - "CxeHXe.n;": ''OH He 4.lanmCT - OH na'IpHOT. OH He no,u:OHOK - HO CBBHh.R./ OH: 31lJItHID;8eT 

csoii: HaPO,u:. B 3TO pa,nyeT MeHa" 
117 Ber-linn _ "HecKOJIhKO CJIos": "He 0lThJt:CHd: MIle HH'lero / OCTIuu. ce6e CSOH CJIOBa / TltI He Y'leJI 
JlIIIIIb O,/J;Horo / qro Y MeHa ecn. roJIOBa. [ .•. ] OCTaBb MIle MeHI: / H cso60,Dy 8hl6opa / H :nOT 
OKTX6pb / H MblCJIH MOH,u:O YlP8 
IU Babangida - "Ko6a": "J.[ 6bllI:npH 3TOM rrpe,u:8H,u:eJIy peBOJIIOD;HH ,u:0 caMoii CMepTH" 
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of Europeans as a necessary condition for the Russian Renaissance"', while in 
the song "0 teraktakh,'· DINO MC47 claims the right to kill the perpetrators of 
the terrorist attacks at the Moscow Metro Stations in 2010. 

Finally, in some cases, the resistance assumes the form of a revolution. In 
particular, in the song "Revoliutsiia", the band Russkii Razmer declares its love 
for the revolution and identifies itself with itl9"; for the group PTVP, "the revolu
tion is near, the revolution is here,,191. In the song "Revoliutsiia"of the band 
Ol'vi, the revolution is conceptualized as rhythm for thousands of hearts which 
are united, waiting for this time!92. 

Moreover, in the song "Koba," the band Babangida associates the idea of 
revolution with the fire of communism, for which the musicians declare their 
willingness to fight until death. 

6.2.4.3 Vanguard of Red Youth (AKM) 

Several AKM's songs stress the need for redemption of the country through the 
active involvement of its people. For instance, in the song "Marsh trudovoi Ros
sii," Baranov calls for Russia to stand up and drop the veil of lies, drawing the 
red flag, the symbol of communism. Working Russia - i.e., the proletariat (com
rades, teachers and workers) - are urged to get up and march since the Mother
land calls for victory19'. Similarly, in the song "Antiliudi," Baranov points out 
how the current situstion of degradation characterizing the country in terms of 
meanness, lies, blood, cowardice, commercialization of everything as well as 
greed (see also 6.3.3.3.), will come to an end when furious people will unite and 
engage in the stroggle for the big cause!94. In the song "Razbei I podozhgi," the 

1.9 T)'III>le - ''PyccKHii: pe:aecc8HC": ",lJ;a X8IC 38MO'l8T eBpon~eB-eBpon~eBI I If IpJIHeT 

CTpIUIIHJ.il:i:i PYCCKMH peHeCC8BC'" 
190 PyccKHii: p83Mep - "PeBOJIIOqmi': "JI peBOJIIOIlKH / HJm: 11 TBOJ[ I HJ:m rro eIQe / ::no mo6oBh MOH I 
If OKa MeHJI / KaK: H JI ee" 
191 n.T .B.n. - "PeBOJIIOD;IUl": ''PeBOJIIOD;IUl PI,ll;OM, peBOJIIOD;IUl3,lleCh'" 
192 OJIhBH _ ''PeBOJIIOD;KJI'': PwrM ~ ThICFlH cep.ll:e:Q, / Tex, lITO lK,l{yT ceiNac H 3,lleCh / O,llHH Ha 
BCex'" 
193 HBaa EapWIOB: "Mapm TpY,lI;OBOH POCCKM": ''BCTaBBii C KOJIeH, BeJIHK8JI POCCKH I BCTaaaH c 

KOJIeH, OT6poch 

''''''''". JDKH I If 3H8.MJI Hame KpacHoe / Pa60'IHMH pyK8MH y.n;epmd Bcnun .. re C H8MH, TOB8pm::QH HIUIIH 

Bac Or<m3Ha K 

II06e,lJ;e 30BeTI / TPY,Il;OBWl POCCml Ha Mapme / Tpy,u:oaaa PocCKlllI,ZI;eTl / BC'.l1UIhTe C B8MH, }"lH'feJIb 

11 BOHR" 

194 Hsaa: ])ap8BOB- "AHmmo,lJ;ll": ''qTO 3B8'DlT - ,u:OIDJIO ,u:o npe,u:eJI8/ Kor,u:8 P83'hapemn.di BapO,u: / B 
6op&6e 38 semncoe ,lteJIO / 1i0000myIO .n;y6BHY B03bMeT" 
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band Ramensburg suggests to break and burn all ilie numerous screens, posters 
and icons representing Vladimir Putin19S. 

The bands attribute iliemselves a role of pivotal importance in ilie salvation 
of the country. For instance, in "la veruio v russkii narod," Baranov affinns to 
believe in ilie Russian people and ilia!, ilianks to ilie radiance and streng1h of ilie 
Russian soul, he will himself unify ilie country, whose boundaries are holy. Rus
sia will rise from ilie mud and fascinate ilie world again, will have new Gagarins 
and kings, great goals will be set up, and a rapid take-off will be registered19

'. 

Worthy of note is also ilie role assigned to music in iliis process of redemption. 
For example, in ilie song "Vsiu pravdu," ilie band 28 Gvardeitsev Panfilovtsev 
states iliat its song is sincere, true, full of fervor, able to enter and boil up ilie 
hear1hs, to fill up people's ilioughts, to dissolve ilieir senses and color ilieir 
blood"'. For ilie group Eshelon, its music and ringing voice are weapons for ilie 
fight. 

Likewise, in ilie song "One Way Culture," ilie band The Movement states 
its willingness to help depressed people 1hrough its music and to foster ilie en
deavor ofilie rebels who want to free ilie country. As iliey affirm: 

"I wanna help my people 
They are down and need my song 
1 wanna join the rebel. 
And free this country once and for all 
The rich enjoy the law. they make 
They turn the people again.t their own 
Shouldn't we conquer our live. hack? 
And fight for what the young kids have." 

The rest of ilie song describes ilie status quo as characterized by ilie capitalistic 
logic according to which ilie rich enjoy ilie laws iliey create iliemselves, and a 
cultural standardization takes place so iliat only a one way culture19

• - very like
ly ilie bourgeois one - exists. Even if ilie fight will be demanding and painful, 

19!1 P8MeHc6ypr _ "P836eii H IIO.!l:()m"H!": "Ha BCex 3ICp8Hax IIyrHH I Ha RCex IIJIlUC8TaX IIy.nm I Ha 
Reex HKOHax IIynm I P836eii H IIo,ll;olKrHl" 

196 HB8H JiapaHOB- "jI :sepylO B pyccoii: Rapo",": "ClHHHe pyccKoii ,IO'IIIM / If C 3TOH Ben:mrolO 
CHJIoii / H.zty 11 B e):tHHOM CTJ)OIO I If BHORh MOeH MMJIoii PocclDI/CBJlThIe '1epThI y3HaIOl / BoccnunIT 
POCCHH H3 r»JI3H I If CHOR8 BeCh MHp }'BJIe<le-r. I IIO,I:{HHMeTCI HOBJ.ilii: rarapHH / If 6y.u;e-r ero;e 
KopoJIeB I H 6y~ BeJIHKHe ~ / If 6y,ll;eT cTPe~ B3JUn' ..... 

197 28 raap,ll;eii:u;ea - rnm4>HJIOBUeB - "Bcro npllB,Dy He6a": IIeclUl MOX HCKpeBlWl / Boii,Il;tIT B BIUIIH 

cep_1 
IIecHll MOX 6YPJIHCTWI I 3anOJllDIT BIWIH MhlCJIH I IIecWl MOBIICTHBOii: I PacmOPIIT BIWIH qyBCTB8 I 
IIecHll MOll 38;/l;OPOM I PacICp8C1IT B&my lCpOBb" 
191 The Movement - <'One Way Culture": "One-way culture I One-way street" 
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and liberty will be achieved only with violence and blood, the band declares 
itself ready to join the rebels in order to bring an end to this homologation of 
society, thus assuring a better future for the children and next generations. 

The role of the music in the resistance is also emphasized by the song "The 
Street," in which The Movement describes a fight going on, whose participants 
are alive with music playing in their hearts and souls. In the lyrics, it seems that 
music confers the fighters a special strength so that they do not give up and fight 
for what they stand for. Worthy of note is that the community of participants is 
"sweet", proudly open and very diverse, including emigrants and refugees of 
different colors and different skins199. 

The listener is addressed by the band Krasnyie Zviozdyi as a central player 
in the process of redemption of the country. In particnlar, in the song "Barri
kadnaya Liubov", the listener is invited to forget all the dearest people and rela
tives and to join the group's members with whom he will see a new day and, at 
the Calvary, he will meet Stalin2OO

• A collective dimension also emerges in the 
song "Imperiia," where the band Krasnyie Zviozdyi presents the fight as a col
lective endeavor, in which every country participates under the same highly 
raised banner. The community of fighters constitutes the family that the listener 
has always needed and where the grey dissidents will not have an easy life20

!. A 
sense of loneliness and exclusivity of this community in the world is stressed by 
Vladimir Salivanov in his song "White Lighf.202. 

The listener is also addressed in some of the songs of the band The Move
ment, where he is invited to push to his limits and make changes in order to get 
his life back. As they affirm in "Play it Safe": 

"Is your life in vain? 
Do you waot to chaoge 
So you can make the difference 
Yeah! Cause you play it safe in all the things you do 
Jfyou want your life 
Then put yomself at stake." 

199 The Movement - "My Street": "They're fighting on my street I We're alive with the music I In 
every heart and soul I We don't give up / We fight for what we stand forI That's for sure I come on 
down to my street I Where everybody looks so sweet I emigrants and refugees I different colors 
different skin I I'm proud to let you in" 
200 Kp8.CHhIe 3B~ - "EappHX8):{H8H mo6oBh": "3a6y,!:{I> :ace :MH.JIU, 3a6Y.ll:h pO]lH8H / H MI:ol ente c 
T06oii: }'BB.I:{HM HOBI'.iIii: ,n;em. I If BMeCTe C H8.MM Ha ronrocPe 6y.n;er CT8JIHH I If HeBoC"Ipe6oB8BHoii 
,D:eBCTBeBlDlIU>l Te!Ih" 
201 KpacHhIe 3B~- ''HMnepIDI'': "ITa seem pacnllOT T)"lH MloI C T06oii: uoii;:J;eM .u:OMOii: I ThI TUOii: 
TU.OH Be3y'IHii, ,u:a H JI IIO'ITIIlKHBOii: I nO,lJ;HHMeM 3B8Ma, C HIlMH 6y,ll;eT BCJI CTp8lla [ ..• ] HMnepIDI •.• 1 
TliI H}'lKeB eH MhI O.u;Ha ceMhJlI Ho ce,D:hle ,lJ;HccH,Il;eRTlol He,ll;8lOT cnoKoiiHo lKHTJ:," 

202 BJIIlJ];HMHp Cemm8ll0B - "])en:I:tIii: CBeT": ''H OWlTb MJ:oI O,lJ;HH I Ha BCeM 6eJIOM CBeTe" 
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In the song ''Throw it all away," The Movement calls for the listener to react to 
the current sitoation and, especially, to an unspecified enemy who took away his 
voice and dreams and left his heart tom out. The song suggests him to: 

"Open your eyes and see what you missing 
Open your heart and feel how you longing 
Open your mind be true cause it's yom tmn 
There's nothing learned." 

Similarly, in the song "Waiting," The Movement invites the listener to take ac
tion against the people who "don't give a fuck around him", who want to keep 
him down and do not allow him to be true. All they sing, the listener has only two 
choices: to get up and be there or to fall right down; in the latter case, the ene
mies will dance on his grave. Instead of waiting for something that could make 
things happen and wasting all his life for nothing, he is now required to take 
action and give birth to a new generation20'. 

The idea of a rebellion is also depicted in the song "Karl Marx": according 
to The Movement, people are struggling very hard with so much pride for the 
truth and their dignity will change the course of history. This is the very moment 
to fight against the bosses who are wasting all the people's money and to adopt 
rebellion as a way oflife204. 

The necessity of the fight is also confirmed in the songs of the band 
Eshelon, which presents this struggle as an obligation in order to challenge the 
dogma and status quo'"'. Similarly, in the song "Die Arbeiter von Wien," the 
group Commandantes invites people to take action, describing the rebels as the 
Bauvolk of the world which will come forth - the sower, the seed and field, reap
ers of the next mowing and of the future. The action of these workers of Vienna 
takes place under the flying and flaming Red Flai06• 

203 The Movement - ''Waiting'': '''There's only one thing you can do I Get up and be there I Or fall 
right down and you will die I They dance on your grave I The way they made you I Is the way they 
want to keep you down I They won't allow you to be true [ ... ] Waiting for something that could 
make it happen I Thinking, wasting, all this life for nothing I Get up off your bed I And generate your 
dreams instead I They don't give a damn about you [ ... ] But we need you to generate this generation" 
204 The Movement - ''Kart Marx": "Hey man you think it's funny the boss is wasting all your money 
I Truth is you can't deny we're struggling hard with so much pride I And all our dignity will change 
our history / Right here right now in this very moment! We're around and we're alive I Can't you see 
what is going on here I Rebellion is the way oflife 
20S 3meJIOB _ "JleB:a:a ITapnul KOMCOMOJI" 
206 Commandantes _ "Die Arbeiter von Wien": "so flieg, du flammende, do rote Fahne I voran dem 
Wege. den wir ziehn.1 Wir sind der Zukunft getreue Kampfer I wir sind die Arbeiter von Wien.1 Wir 
sind das Bauvolk. der kommenden Welt I wir sind der Siimaon. die Saat und das Feld.1 Wir sind die 
Schnitter der kommenden Mahd I wir sind die Zukunft und wir sind die Tat· 
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The redemption of the country sometimes assumes the fonn of a revolution, 
as in the song "Revoliutsiia" of the band Eshelon. AB they sing: 

This is a revolution / a revolution of will, 
A revolution of joy / a revolution of pay. 
This is a revolution I a revolution ofhonor, 
A revolution of conscience / a revolution of revenge207. 

According to the group, a revolution is already under way, great ideas are puls
ing in the minds of young people together with the fIre of rebellion, which is 
warming their hearts and blood. In this re.liar<!, worthy of note is the strong asso
ciation between rebellion and the youth' . The revolution is conducted against 
meanoess and stupidity, through forests and swamps, under the Red Flag burning 
in the sky. 

The idea of revolution is also conceptualized by the band The Movement in 
the song "Revolutionary sympathies" where it affirms: 

"Just let the boot get rocked 
we're using all the power we got. 
To make this planet free 
I have revolutionary sympathies." 

In the same way, Baranov declares that the revolution has a begioning but not an 
end and is still alive. In his opinion, it is better to fall in an attack or in a menac
ing battle with the black force of darkness than surrender to slavery"'. In Bara
nov's songs, the action takes place under the Soviet power and the Red Flag, 
following Lenin's testament: the bourgeoisie will have to leave and will be 
judged for their betrayal of the nation21O. 

Bourgeoisie is also the addressee of the retaliation movement depicted by 
Eshelon in "Smert' burzhuiam" through which all banks, offices and trade 

2f:11 Traslation of 3menoH - "PeBOJIIO~': "3To PeBOJIIOI{IUI I PeBOJIIOD;IUI BOJIH I PesoJIIOD;HJI 
p8,Il;OCTH, / PeBOJIIOI{HH 6oJIH. I 3TO peBOJIIOllIUl I PeBOJIIO:qmI '1ecTK, I PeBOJIIOI{IUI COBecTH, I 
PeBOJIIO:qmI MecTH!" 
201 See also 3menoH - "JIeHHH ITapnur KOMcoMon" 
209 HBaa IiapaHOB- "HeT Y PeBOJIIOqHH XOHIUl": ECTh y PeBOJIIOD;HM Ha1l8JIO I HeT Y PeBOJIIOJJ;HII 
lCOBIJ;8.1 [ ... ] PesoJIlOD;WI :mmal Pa6cny - HETI YlK JIY'lllIe II8CTh B anure I B !p03BOii: 6H.TBe C 
'1epBoii ClIJIoii ThMhlI BCTaTh IIO,n; H8JIIH OrBeHBltle CTJII'H I 
210 HBaH: IiapaaOB- ''ITPOBepICU Ha ,lJ;OPOI1lX": "Be,lJ;b MhI 38 Bn8CTh COSe"roB, NltI 38 KpacBltlii q,JI8r / 
ITa 38BeT8M JIeHHHa 6Y.D:eT TOJlJ:oKO T8KJ / BltIJIe3aii: 6ypjKyHJ ])Y.D:eM sac cy.zurrr:, /3a H3Mea:y PO,ll;l:lBe 
6Y.D:eTe IIJIaTIfl'b" 
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centers will be destroyed and a mortal verdict for the bourgeoisie will be signed. 
As they state: "Death to the bourgeoisie beat the bourgeoisie,,211. 

A critique of the bourgeois establisbment controlIiug money and soldiers is 
also addressed by the band The Movement, wbich in the lyrics of "Get pis sed" 
suggests a more relaxed and lascivious life-style consisting of fun, sex, violence 
and loneIiuess212

• 

In some of the songs, the salvation of the country assumes the form of re
venge. In particular, in "Days of Revenge," the band Ramallah affirms: 

"These are the days of revenge so sweet. 
Can you feel it? Can you feel it? 
There is a fear in the air that I have prayed for, for 
my whole life. 
Cao you feel it? And do you fear it? [ ... ] 
So wake up. It's time to dic. 
Cao you feel it? Cao you feel it? 
'cause we've reached the end oftbe lies." 

The revenge against the media and their negative effects on people is interpreted 
by the band with the killing of a celebrity, with the explosion of a car bomb at 
the doors of MTV and with the ~uring of sarin gas into the central air condition
ing at the Video Music Awards 13. 

As a remedy against the consumerism life-style typical of the industrial and 
capitalistic society, The Movement suggests the discovery of new products and 
practices like freedom, culture and takiug care of each other214

• 

In the AKM music, another interesting concept emerges: nature as a place 
of salvation and redemption in juxtaposition to the city and urban life conceived 
as the location of sins and vices . In particular, in the song "Les Gorlo bredit 
britvoiu," the band Anklav suggests the listener to stay alone and run away from 
people into the dense forest, where the animals will take care of bim. It is ouly 
there, far from people and their words, that he will finally find peace. After
wards, he is required to go back to the city and to shoot people and conquer their 

:m 3merrOH _ ''CMepTI> 6yp*yIM":"~ 6aHK.: 6y,ll;eT }'HH'ITOlKeH I ~ 04>HC H roproBhlii

n;eKIp: / MI:ol IIO,wmC8JIII 6~~ CMep'IHJ..:lii IIpHrOsop I 3TO H8JII OTBeTIII>Iii XO,ll; I CMepI'h, CMepTh, 
CMepTI> 6yplK)'JlM I 6eii:. 6eii, 6eii, 6eii, 6eii 6yplK)'Jl" 
:Zl2 The Movement - "Get pissed": "What if I show you something new? I More than just a point of 
view. I Get pissed. have some fun. I Get laid by everyone. / You gonna break some bones. I You 
.onna feel alone" 
rt3 See also Ramallah - "Kill a celebrity" 
214 The Movement - ''More Products": "With simple houses simple jobs and pay checks the hom's 
running late I Let's globalize our hate I There's so much more products for all ofus to discover I Like 
freedom and culture and taking care of each other"· 
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mind with the truth of light that he has learnt in the forest: i.e., he will become a 
supennan who will reign the world"'. 

6.2.4.4 Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev (DSPA) 

Also in the case of the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev, the mu
sic conceptualizes the need to resist. The song "Viidti iz pod kontrolia" calls for 
liberation: in particular, the band Televizor suggests people to get out of control, 
to denounce the current situation, since they hold the right to cry out. People are 
told to break away from the status quo imprisoning them, and to get out and fly 
away with their free will216

• Freedom is also conceptualized in the song "Cami
nando, Caminando," in which Viktor Jam portrays his long search for the path 
towards freedom. In the lyrics, the singer highlights the difficulty of getting a 
clear pictore of the situation while he is dazzled by the sun which makes the truth 
fade2f7• 

Despite this negative pictore, a possibility for change and redemption is 
given: for instance, in the song "War Within a Breath," the band Rage Against 
the Machine affirms that "everything can change on a new yeam day." 

The resistance may assume different forms. In Rage Against the Machine's 
song ''Testify,'' people are invited to speak out about the delf,"adation of the 
country: in this case, the resistance has a verbal connotation 18. In the song 
"Sleep now in the Fire" of the same band, the reaction implies the direct in
volvement of people who are required to raise their fists and to march219

• Simi
larly, in "Zamba del Che," referriug to the suffering that characterizes Bolivia 
and the example of Cuba as a liberated nation, Viktor Jam hails the fignre of 

m Ammas _ ")lee": "OCT8.HhCH O,ll;Hll, 6er:a OT JIIO,ll;eii / B.z:q>eM}"lHii JIee IIO,n; 3a6ooy 3Bepeii. [ .•. ]Or 
H8,ZQ'M8HHJ>IX tp83 H K8pT8Boii MOJIBhl [ •.. ] B03Bp~aiiCJl B ropo.n; DJIOClCOCTOIIIII>IX lI,ll;eii I P836HBaH 

ID( H BJI8CTByH }'M8MH JIIO.n;eii I JIee p8CII8XHyJI Te6e HCTHHIiI caer: <<M:HpoM up8BHTh 6y,ll;eT 

CBepxqenoBexl»" 
216 TeJIeBM30P _ "BhIiiTH H3-no.n; KOH"1pOJIi": ''B:r:.rli.z:tu H3 IIO,ll; KOHIpOJllI, B~ H nOH 0 TOM 'ITO 
B1I,lJ;HIIII>, / A He TO 'lTO II03BOJllIT, MI:iI HMeeM Dp8BO Ha CTOH. I Bh1ii.z:tu H3 IIO,ll; KOmpoJIH, ,lI;8JIhlIIe OT 

::r.mx CTeH,! BhIii.n;H. BOJD>HOMY BOJlll, BhIiiTH H YJIere" 
217 Victor Jara - "Caminando. caminando": "Sigamos cantando juntos / a toda la humanidad I siga
mos cantando juntas / que et canto ea una paloma I que vola para encontrar / estalla y abre sus alas I 
~ volar y volar" 

11 Rage Against the Machine - ''Testify'': "Now testify I Yeah testify / It's right outside your door" 
219 Rage Against the Machine - "Sleep now in the Fire": "The worW is my expense / The cost of my 
desire / Jesus blessed me with its future / And I protect it with fire / So raise yom fists / And march 
around" 
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Ernesto de La Higuera and his active engagement in calling the farmers in the 
forests, plains and mountains to fight for the country until death22 

•• 

The song ''New Millenium Homes"ofthe band Range Against the Machine 
implies the need to recourse to violence and punisbment of the agents contami
nating the country: 

"Shot four puppets governors in a line 
Shook all the world bankers 
Who think they can rhyme 
Shot the landlords who knew it was mine 
Yes it is a war from the depth of time." 

The resistance movement is here described as a war for winning back the coun
try, for whom people should be ready to sacrifice their lives; in this warfare, 
violence may be embraced if needed221

• 

In some of the songs, the listener is addressed as the "elected": as sung by 
Rage Against the Machine, he was chosen in this land of God to free the country 
created by the forefathers222

• 

The bands assign a central role in this redemption process to themselves and 
their music. For instance, in the song "Calm Like a Bomb," Rage Against the 
Machine stresses that, through the music, they express their discontent and the 
microphone is conceptualized as a powerful device to generate nonfiction. The 
people's denunciation assumes the form of a collective singing and the figure of 
an "Anti-myth rhythm rock shocker" is depicted. 

Victor Jam also recognizes the special contribution of music. In the lyrics 
of "Canto libre," he points out how songs can be conceived as an expression of 
freedom: they are like birds that open their wings and fly and like chains with a 
beginning and an end, which can be united. In particular, he stresses the commu
'3.building power of music which can unify all of humanity singing togeth-

220 Victor Jam - "Zamba del Che": "A Cuba le dio la gloria I de la naci6n liberada. / Bolivia tambien 
le 11018 / so vida sacrificada. I San Ernesto de la Higuera lIe llaman 108 campesinos, / selvas, pampas 
y montafias, / patria 0 muerte su destino" 
hi Rage Against the Machine - "New Millenium Homes" 
222 Rage Against the Machine - "Ashes in the Fall": You were chosen I This is god's land I Soon well 
be free / Ofblo! and mixture / Seeds planted by our / Forefathers band" 
223 Victor Jara - "Canto libre": "El verso es una paloma I que busca donde anidar I estalla y abre sus 
alas I para volar y volar [ ... ]mi canto es una cadena I sin comienzo ni final! y en cada eslabon se 
encuentra I el canto de 108 demas / Sigamos cantando juntos I a toda la humanidad / sigamos 
cantando juntas" 
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6.2.4.5 Movement Agmt Illegal Immigration (DPNI) 

The songs of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration are an open invitation 
to rise up, resist and fight for Great Russia, its liberation and its future. 

In the DPNI's music, the fight for Russia is presented as a collective en
deavor, conducted togethei"", with people who are close225

, with brothers be
longing to the same white family"". Here, the creation of a sense of exclusivity 
and election of the Russian people, who are addressed as the only agent able to 
accomplish the mission of saving the country from its present state of corruption 
and degradation, is registered. Among Russian people, two specific characters 
are identified: the listener and the super-hero. 

The Movement's songs assigns to the listener a central role in the process of 
redemption of the country, and, while some of the lyrics simply invite the listen
er to make the right decision, others more explicitly ask him to sacrifice his life 
for the native land. At the same time, in the DPNl's music, a super-hero is de
picted, who is the only light in the world and the light of Russia, and who lives 
far away, between the white snow and ice, where the dream was born, where a 
new life starts, where there is freedom and eternal fire, where the divine light is 
flowing227. 

Finally, worthy of note is that in the DPNI's songs, the fight for Russia 
acquires a spiritual dimension and is conceptualized in religious terms, as a Holy 
Warn", which will be conducted with the help of God229, who smiles and pro
vides the strength needed. 

6.2.4.6 Oborona 

Together with lyrics dominated by pessimism and resignation regarding the 
future, Oborona's repertoire also includes songs which explicitly invite people to 
take action and assign the listener an active role in the process of redemption of 
the country. 

In some of the songs, the groups present themselves as the example to 
follow and as a source of inspiration for the listener in his resistance: as the band 

224 25.17 feat. Bcorpll,Zl;cmii ~T - ''M!.I no6e;ztHM!": "TliI co MHoi'? JI C T060i! B Boi! Bee 
BMCCTC! B Bai" 
225 25.17 feat. Boorpll,Zl;CJCHii Clm,zJ;mcaT - "MLr n06~!": "JI HHJ[OMY HC ,ZI;OBepJllO, TOJII.XO 'reM J:I'O 

PJIJ];OM!" 
126 PyCCKII:H CTJII' - "BCTYIIJICHlIIc": ''IIawrrr:. H CJI8.Ba Te6c 6cm.di 6paT" 
227 See PycCDii Cr.ar - ''BCTyWIeHHe'' 
221 PyccKHii: CTJIT - "IIyn.:K Me'lTe": "IIocJle.u;B:Bii py6elK CBJIIIJ;eHBoii: BOii:B:hl" 

22lI PyccKHii: CTJI::r - "Mw H.D;bI": ",ZI;a nOMOlKeT BIlM :nOT Dor!" 
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LF.K. sings in "Nam vazbna vsio," someone has finally woken them up and, 
since then, every issue related to the country has become of pivotal importance 
to them"o. At the same time, several groups explicitly address the listener, invite 
him to open his eyes231

, and to make a decision232. 
In some of the songs, the idea of a necessary change for the country is pro

moted. As sung by Kino in the song "My zhdiom perernen!"; 

Change! - Require our hearts. 
Change! - Demand of our eyes. 
In our laughter and our tears, and the pulsation of veins: 
"Change!" We are waiting for change!233 

Freedom is one of the central reasons pointed out in the lyrics for which it is 
worthy to fight. In "la cvoboden," Shnurov compares freedom of opiniou with 
swimming against the tide; in his opinion, it is hard to be different since this 
means to always be alone. He presents freedom as something that is not simply 
given but which requires to be chosen and conquered234

• 

The difficulty of the fight for the conquest of freedom is also conceptoalized 
by the band Liumen, which suggests the listener to hold on and resist. As they 
sing in "Cvoboda": 

For freedom it is possible to be born the second time, 
To die a thousand times, 
But without going to pieces 
To fight and struggle, to lose, 
But without giving Up235. 

In the song "Gosudarstvo" of the band Liapis Trubetskoi, resistance acquires a 
violent connotation since the lyrics encourage people to kill the state236

• 

230 I.F .K. - ''HaM BPOIO Bce": "0 TOU crplUle B KOTOpOH MI:ol ceJiqac lKHB~; / Hac pa36Y.ll:HJIM H 

cei[qac HaM B8JKHO ace. I Bce no CTpIUIIHO. HO Hew> IITO-TO ,lI;0JLIreH ,nyM8Th, I BeeM HeuplUITHO. HO 

Be,ll;h ICTO-TO ,n;OJDKeH CJIYIII8Th" 

231 T eJIeBH30p _ 3axOJIOTBTe IIO]lB8JI: "P3yH rn83a .•. KAKAJI PO)lHHA?11 He xoqy H838.n; .•. KAKAJI 
BEPA?I" 
232 KHHo _ "B Hanm:x rJIl13ax": ''qTO Te6e H)'lKHo? Bhl6upaii'" 
233 Translation of Kino - ''MI:.I x.n;eM rrepeMeH''': "IIepeMeHI rpe6}'1OT H8IIIH cepAQa. IIepeMeH! 
me6}'1OT H8JIIH mala. B HanIeM CMexe H B H8JIIHX CJIe3aX, H B rryJD>C8JlHH BeH: "IIepeMeH'" 

4 IIIB.ypoB _ "JI CBo60,u:e:a": "TOJIhKO Kor,u:8 WIltIBeIIIh D.pOTHB Te'leBhI, / IIoHHMaelIIb, 'lero CTOHT 
cBo60,ll,Boe MBem.e [ ... ]])hlTb.u:p}THM - 3TO 3Ha'lHT, 6hlTb Bcer,na O,ll,B0MY./ B1oI6HPaeIlIb 'lTO Te6e 
IlJIH TlOpbMY./ HmcoMY npOCTO nuc. He,u:acrc.a CB06o,na" 
23S Translation of JhoMeH - "CBo60,u:8": ,,38 CB060,iJY MOlKHO Bropoii: 1>83 pO,z:r;llTbCI, / C,u:OXlfYTb 
TI:tICFIy pal, / HO He OIl)'CTHTbCJI/ ])opon.c.a H .u:p8TbC.a, / upomp8Th, / HO Be c,naThCJI" 
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Finally, the song "Gruppa Krovi" of the band Kino emphasizes the moral 
character of this fight: as it states, it does not want to win at any cost and will 
not put its foot on the chest of the enemy''''" 

Table 6.4 Fourth semantic Field: Redemption of the country on behalf ofRus-
" ""froth"" I" Slans - common tOPICS emergmg m e orgaruzations song Iyncs 

NAZBOLS AKM DCPA DPNI OBORONA 
Collective X X X connotation 
Religious X X connotation 
Peaceful 
reaction I X X 
resistance 
Violent and 
cruel revenge X X X / killing of 
people 
Revolution X X 
Active role of 
the musicians X X X 
and bands 
Active role of X X music 
The listener 
as central X X X X 
player 

236 .JImHc Tpy6ens:OH - ''rOCy.u:8pCTBO'': "R y6HJI B ce6e roCY,ll;apCTBO. I MltI y6HJ1H B ce6e 
rocy.u:8pCTBO I Y6eii B ce6e rocy,u:8pCTBO" 
237 K:e:a:o _ "rpyrwa KPOBH": ''H ecn. '!eM IIJIaTHTb. I HO JI He XO'IY II06e,ll;bl mOOOD: ue:aoii:. I J.[ 

HHKOM)' BC xoqy CTBBIITL HOry HR Ipy;J;L .. 
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6.3 Semantic field analysis: a comparison 

The aim of this chapter was to analyze the post-Soviet Russian national images 
characterizing the political youth organizations selected for this stody as emerged 
from their music lyrics. Looking at music as an important element in the con
struction of meanings and in complementing the ideological framework of social 
movements and organizations and by using the narrative template suggested by 
Wertsch, the chapter sheds light on the different conceptnalizations of post
Soviet Russian national identity/ies produced and reproduced in the organiza
tions' songs. 

Returning to Tolz and the five main definitions of the Russian nation cur
rently put forward in the intellectnal debate (see Chapter I), a very interesting 
parallelism emerges between the possible interpretations described by her and 
the conceptuslizations of Russian national identity/ies characterizing the songs 
of the selected political groups. This applies in particular in the case of the Na
tional-Bolsheviks and the Movement Against Illegal Immigration, whose lyrics 
respectively remind of the interpretations of Russia as the imperial union and as 
the nation of eastern Slavs. 

More specifically, the Nazbols' music leans towards the union-identity in
terpretation, wherein Russians are defined as an imperial people whose history 
represents the basis for the continuation of a multi-ethnic state within the bor
ders of the former USSR. In fact, the celebration of the figures of Lenin and 
Stalin and of the communist and Soviet past as well as the invitation to a com
munist revolution in the songs can be interpreted as an attachment to the experi
ence of the Soviet Union. Consequently, in the organization's songs, Russian 
national identity is substituted by the idea of a unique Eurasian civilization, 
which combines Christian Orthodoxy with Buddhas, red gods with mighty arch
angels, in which Soviet Latvia is conceived as a precious ally under Lenin's 
banner. 

Conversely, the music of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration tends 
to conceptnalize Russia in terms of a nation of all eastern Slavs united by eth
nocultural similarities and a common Slavic past grounded on the experience of 
the Medieval Kievan Rus'. In this case, not communist and Soviet emblems but 
Pagan symbols like the Sun Cross are cited as representative for the country. 
Moreover, the songs of the DPNI imply an identification not with Eurasia, but 
rather with Europe and European beauty - in terms of blue eyes and light-brown 
hair. 

Remarkably, a middle position is occupied by the Red Youth Vanguard. 
Indeed, in AKM's music, Russia is associated with its Soviet and especially 
communist past: the figures of Marx and Engels, Lenin and Stalin, together with 
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the Communist Party and organizations like the Komsomol, are celebrated. 
Nonetheless, this vision is more moderate compared to that illustrated in the 
Nazbols' music since, in this case, the Eurasian component is missing and sub
stituted by a Slavic one through reference to the medieval Kievan Rus'. 

Worthy of note is that Oborona's songs do not make any reference to the 
past, not even to the peaceful and legendary past characterizing the country. In 
this case, it seems that neither the Slavic entity nor the Soviet experience consti
tute a source of inspiration for the country, which has tu find its own way with
out being able to rely on any edifying example from its own history. 

Interesting similarities among non-registered organizations emerge with re
gard to the identification of the alien forces and enemies threatening Russia and 
disturbing its peace. In particular, a negative connotation of state institutions 
transpires from the lyrics of the Nationsl-Bolsheviks, the Vanguard of the Red 
Youth, the Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev, the Movement 
Against Illegal Inunigration as well as Oborona. Indeed, the music of the select
ed organizations are quite skeptical regarding the political establishment - identi
fied as the Krem1in and its "stinking" creatures - which seems more concerned 
to serve its own interests rather than the interests of the public. Special reference 
in this regard is made to President Vladimir Putin. 

Similarly, the songs of the non-registered organizations denounce the cor
ruption characterizing the police and the Russian secret services which, instead 
of protecting people, contravene their own duties and, abusing their power and 
authority, violate people's freedoms and rights. 

A negative role is also assigned to television which is depicted as being un
der the control of the political and economic establishment which employs it as 
its main propaganda instrument. In particular, television is convicted of spread
ing lies, as well as propagating a consumerism-based and empty life-style, 
which tends to confirm people in their neurotic stupidity. 

Remarkably, most of the alien forces addressed as jeopardizing the stability 
of Russia are internal agents of the country, working for the Russian govern
ment, like the Federal Security Service, or under its control, like television. 
Among the religious enemies, worthy of note is the Jewish community listed in 
the Nazbols, AKM and DPNI's music and the Orthodox KGB cited in the music 
ofDSPA and Oborona. 

In addition, a few external enemies, in particular the United States, are ex
plicitly mentioned in the songs of the Nationsl Bolsheviks and the Vanguard of 
the Red Youth, in which the US is strongly criticized as the symbol of the capi
talistic system and for its consumption practices that are contaminating Russia. 

Generally speaking, the songs of the non-registered political groups tend to 
present contemporary Russia only in negative terms, pointing out the several 
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problems affecting the country, which include material poverty, spiritual degra
dation, lack of freedom and disempowered rights, and the inability of the coun
try to serve both as a Motherland and as a state. 

In their music, the selected oppositional organizations describe the mate
rial and spiritual misery characterizing the country as a consequence of the capi
talist system based on the logic of profit: this applies especially in the songs of 
the National Bolsheviks, the Vanguard of the Red Youth and the Resistance 
Movement named after Petr Alexeev. From the lyrics, it seems that the capitalist 
system - depicted as an external force - has increased the already substantial gap 
existing between poor and rich people, with the former starving and the latter 
living a life of luxury. In this poor-rich-dichotomy, rich people are identified as 
the exponents of the political establishment and the economic interest groups, 
representing the interests of banks, financial institutions and big corpomtions. 
Moreover, the industrialization of work with its monotonic character and the 
spread of consumption and materialistic practices seems to have led to social and 
moral degeneration and to a weakening of the emotional life of the individual. 

In the songs analyzed, the individual is depicted as being in a state of crisis: 
he suffers from solitude and loneliness, is characterized by immobility and pas
sivity, and is deprived of his fundamental rights and freedom. Worthy of note, 
the theme of deprivation of basic rights and freedom represents a common de
nominator for the music of all oppositional organizations of the sample. In par
ticular, in the music of Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev, the 
consequences of this deprivation are explicitly emphasized: the individual, who 
was deprived of his rights, is not considered a human being anymore and has 
lost his identity. Interestingly, the issue of individual rights and identity is linked 
with the idea of having/not having a Motherland. From the DSPA's songs, it 
comes to light that, nowadays, people in Russia feel Clandestines since they do 
not have anywhere to go and no place to hide. As highlighted in the DPNI's 
music, Russia is therefore depicted as a Mother(country) unable to fulfill her 
parental duties. The complex and double nature of this mother-daughter-relation 
is well conceptualized in Oborona's lyrics, which pinpoint how the love for the 
Russian homeland is accompanied by a hatred for the Russian State. 

Finally, resistance emerges as a common topic in the music of all organiza
tions of the sample, independent from their ideological positioning in the Rus
sian political spectrum. 

Generally, the resistance theme aims at libemting the country from its 
enemies and is conceived as a sacrifice to assure freedom and a future to Russia 
even if it may cause suffering and death. This libemtion may assume different 
forms and modaiities, which mnge from the verbal denunciation of the current 
situation to the engagement in a mortal fight; a moral and spiritual cormotation is 
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very often assigned to 1his resistance act. The idea of a revolution and a cruel 
revenge is 1hematized especially in 1he songs of 1he Nazbols and 1he AKM 
groups. 

The resistance is depicted as a collective endeavor wherein, among 1he or
ganizations, 1he composition of 1he community of elected varies. In particular, 
while in 1he Young Guard and DPNI's lyrics its nature is quite exclusive, com
prising ouly Russian people, in 1he AKM's songs a more extensive definition of 
1he elected in-group is presented, which includes diverse communities such as 
emigrants and refugees, people of different skins and colors. 

Almost in all 1he organizations' music, 1he listener is addressed as an 
"elected", as 1he one who is supposed to sacrifice himself for his homeland and 
its liberation. Moreover, musicians and bands assign a central role in this pro
cess to 1hemselves: 1hey present 1hemselves as a model to imitate, as a guide to 
follow, providing an example for o1hers. Interestingly, 1he artists declare 1heir 
willingness to join 1he rebels and to fight until dea1h. 

Finally, music is presented by oppositional organizations as a weapon in 
1he fight for redemption: music is free, sincere, true, full of fervor, able to enter 
and boil up 1he hear1hs, to fill up people's 1houghts, dissolve 1heir senses and 
color 1heir blood, and able to give 1he fighter 1he necessary streng1h. Remarka
bly, collective singing is conceived as a form of resistance. 

6.4 Some notes on genres and political function 

Albeit most of 1he leaders and representatives of 1he organizations of 1he sample 
identified a univocal relation between music genre and political function (see 
paragraph 4.1.1.), 1he sample of songs included in this study discredits 1he exist
ence of this homology. More in particular, 1he music included in 1he online self
presentations of 1he selected political you1h organizations comprises a variety of 
genres, ranging from pop and punk to rap and rock, regardless of 1he organiza
tions' political orientation. This phenomenon confirms Eyerman's observation, 
according to which what distinguishes ( extreme) organizations wi1h regard to 
music is not 1he music itself, but ra1her 1he symbols, ideology and 1he political 
implications enclosed in 1he songs (2002, 453). Indeed, as also stressed by Ru
oppolo, "a chord is nei1her right nor left; it shows nei1her contempt for, nor soli
darity wi1h, mankind Music is never1heless shaped by 1he way in which it is 
used and can 1hereby be a neutral form of dissemination for ideologies" (Ruop
polo, 2005). Therefore, being not a distinctive feature, 1he analysis of 1he music 
genres of1he songs of1he selected organizations was not included in 1he study. 
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Conclusion - Scenarios for future research 

The importance of music in the life of social movements and organizations is a 
theoretically recognized but empirically yet underexplored phenomenon. Indeed, 
as emphasized by Eyerman and Jamison, despite the importance of music in the 
formation and remembrance of a wide range of social movements, "these musi
cal components have seldom been examined explicitly" (Eyerman and Jamison, 
1998: 7). Moreover, according to the authors, there is a tendency among scholars 
of social movements to operationalize culture (and music) as a dependent varia
ble, ignoring its role in "supplying actors with the sources of meanings and iden
tities out of which they collectively construct social action and interaction" (Jbid: 
162). Similarly, for Rosentbal, although it is often asserted, the value of music 
for social movements is ouly rarely examined so that we do not really know 
''what functions does music provide for social movements and how does it pro
vide these tasks" (200 I: 11). 

In addition, despite the great number of studies devoted to the analysis of 
the relationship between music, identity and youth in contemporary Russia and, 
in particular, in the city of St. Petersburg (see, for instance, Pilkington: 1994, 
1996 and Pilk:ington et al. 2002), none of them was explicitly concemed with the 
remarkable phenomenon of political youth organizations. Therefore, this re
search should be interpreted as a frrst empirical study aiming at filling this gap in 
knowledge. 

The theoretical introduction on music focused especially on the ideological 
potential of this medium and on its contribution to the life of social movements 
and organizations. The second chapter helped the reader to become familiar with 
the search for a national self-definition characterizing the country in the course 
of its history. The study then investigated the relationship existing between polit
ical youth organizations, music and national identity by looking at nine youth 
political groups present in the city of St. Petersburg. 

The research interest was two-fold and, therefore, the analysis was conduct
ed in two phases, the first being propaedeutical to the second: firstly, the role of 
music in the lives of the selected political organizations was examined; after
wards, the contribution of the organizations' music and, more precisely, of their 
lyrics to the conceptualization of post-Soviet Russian national identity/ies was 
studied. 
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The first analysis was based on the data collected through ethuographic 
observation and in-depth interviews with the organizations' leaders and main 
representatives conducted in st. Petersburg during the summer and autumn of 
2010. This fieldwork was of pivotal importance to understand the positioning of 
the selected organizations in the Russian and st. Petersburgian political field as 
well as to capture the context and social relations in which the organizations' 
songs circulate. The analysis revealed that music plays a role in all organizations 
of the sample, albeit to different degrees. Indeed, whereas the St. Petersburgian 
National Bolsheviks' leader presented his organization as a music-based subcul
ture which, only in the course of time, started becoming politically engaged, the 
Movement Against Illegal Immigration, Youth Yabloko and the People Demo
cratic Youth Union refer to their use of music as an embryonic phenomenon. 
Similarly, different conceptuslizations of the contribution of this medium to the 
life of youth political groups came into sight. Apart from an attractive, cohesive 
and entertaining function, a potentially negative side effect of an extensive use of 
music was pointed out by Oborona's representative, who cited as example the 
identity crisis experienced by the anarchist groups in st. Petershurg in the past 
years. In this case, the use of music led to a decrease of political effectiveness 
since activists were more interested in music than in political engagement. 

The analysis allowed the identification of four different forms of affiliation 
existing between organizations and their representative musicians and bands, 
which can be a) co-founder of the organization, b) officially affiliated with the 
organization, c) non-officially affiliated but supporting the organization's causes 
and collaborating with it, d) neither officially affiliated nor directly supporting 
the organization but which are important due to the ideological content of their 
music and their personal engagement. 

Remarkably, a significant divergence in the nature of the affiliation between 
registered and non-registered groups was pointed out: whereas for registered 
organizations the relationship is described (n.b. by oppositional organizations) as 
instrumentally motivated, the affiliation with non-registered organizations tends 
to be based on ideological commitment and on the sharing of the same values 
and ideals. Similarly, the selection of a song as representative for an organization 
is ideologically grounded. As revealed in the course of the interviews, only the 
songs whose content matches the organization's worldviews and complement its 
ideology are chosen and employed; this applies especially in the case of non
registered political groups. 

Yet, further empirical comparative research is needed to substantiate the 
analysis. New stodies could, for instance, focus on detecting the meanings that 
these musicians and bands assign to their more or less voluntary political in
volvement and the contexts in which their songs were composed. 
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Another important phenomenon was emphasized by the organizations of the 
sample with regard to music: the engagement of musicians in the Russian politi
cal field. Albeit not officially affiliated to any organization and party, musicians 
such as Yuri Shevchuk, Noice-MC, Mikhail Borzikin, the bands SP Babai and 
Barto were mentioned for their engagement in political actions and campaigns 
such as the ones organized by the Movement for the Protection of st. Petersburg 
and by the people taking part in the Khimki Forest dispute against the construc
tion of a motorway connecting Moscow and St. Petersborg through the legally 
protected forest. Interestingly, according to National Bolsheviks' leader 
Dmitriev, in contemporary Russia, the words of singer Yuri Shevchuk are more 
important than those of Vladimir Putin. In the future, studies on the participation 
of musicians in the Russian political field could be focused on detecting the 
meanings artists attribute to their political involvement and its consequences for 
the community of fans. Moreover, ethnographic observations on the contribution 
of music during the protest events could be carried out where the analysis is 
concerned with content of the songs and speeches perfonned by the artists as 
well as on the social dynamics taking place between artists and the audience. 

This manuscript then focused on the construction of the sample of the or
ganizations' most representative songs to be included in the semantic field analy
sis by looking at their webpages. As already pinpointed, due to the mutability 
and transience of the Internet, the results of the web-analysis as well as the sam
ple of songs included in the stody may vary in the course of time. For this rea
son, the reader was provided with access dates for all the mentioned links and 
with several screenshots. 

Although Chapter 5 was basically instrumental, some important evidence 
emerged from the web-analysis on the contribution of music in the organiza
tions' ouline-seJf presentation which can be summarized as follows. Firstly, with 
the only exception of Youth Yabloko and the People Democratic Youth Union, 
music takes part in the online self-presentation of all the selected organizations, 
although to different degrees. A rather central role is played by music in the case 
of the Nazbols' online self-presentation since music content is already positioned 
on the homepage of the organization through two different sections - Audio and 
Music shelf. Furthermore, the large amount of music tracks available - around 
300 songs under the liuk "Music" of AKM and over one hundred songs under 
the link "Audio" on the National Bolshevik webpage - is emblematic of the 
importance of this medium in the online self-presentation of these two organiza
tions. 

Secondly, the music ouline engagement of the organizations may assume 
different forms and ranges from songs to music videos, from album reviews to 
band interviews and the supply of external links on bands and music. Texts and 
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images, audio files and videos are all used by the organizations for the presenta
tion and promotion of music, thus fully exploiting the various kinds of content 
and modalities that the medium Internet offers. 

Thirdly, the online music engagement of the organizations may enhance 
their recruitment potential. In fact, as pointed out by Eyerman (2002), listening 
to selected recordings, especially when they are easily accessible on the Internet, 
enables initial psychological and social contact with a wider group. The Face
book "Like" button together with the possibility of commenting and adding mu
sic links and information represents a way to socialize and get in touch with 
other people sharing the same music tastes and interests. In addition to a first 
contact with members of the organization, this provides the viewer with a sense 
of shared music identity which may constitute an important step towards identi
fication with the group and a more committed participation. These applications 
may also facilitate the communication among disperse sympathizers of the 
group, transforming them intu a virtual music community with a slightly higher 
degree of interaction (see also Diani 2001). 

Finally, the online music engagement of political youth organizations al
lows the construction of a virtual relationship between the organization and their 
artists and bands. In fact, external links such as the bands' websites are provided 
and contribute to the creation of networks linking all these actors. Surely, the 
nature of this relationship deserves further investigation: for instance, the web
analysis of the organizations' online music engagement could be supplemented 
with an analysis of the online political engagement of the selected artists and 
bands and their virtual affiIiation to the organizations. 

The second part of the study was centered on the different conceptualiza
tions of post-Soviet Russia characterizing the organizations of the sample as 
captured through an analysis of their music's lyrics. In particular, following 
Wertsch's example, on the extent and ways in which the songs of the Young 
Guard, the National Bolsheviks, the Vanguard of the Red Youth, the Resistance 
Movement named after Pett Alexeev, the Movement Against Illegal Inunigration 
and Oborona contribute to the ongoing debate on the meanings of Russianness 
were analyzed. The organizations Nashi, Youth Yabloko and the People Demo
cratic Youth Union were excluded from the analysis since no music tracks were 
available on their webpages and, therefore, contribute to their online self
presentation. 

Noteworthy, the method introduced by Wer!sch in his study on Russian col
lective memory in post-Soviet history text books and based on the ''triumph
over-alien-forces" narrative template turned out to be extremely suitable also for 
the analysis of Russian national self-images conceived as partial representations 
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of national identity, as itemized and abstract depictions of ilie nation, answering 
ilie questions "What is Russia? What is it not?" (see Petersson 2001). 

Ye!, having proven ilie validity ofWertsch's meiliod for ilie analysis ofilie 
songs' lyrics of Russian political youili organizations, new studies may be con
ducted wiili special focus on linguistic aspects of ilie lyrics complemented by an 
analysis of ilie musical component of ilie songs. 

Altogeilier, two main contributions of iliis study can be identified, boili of 
which have a me1hodological character. 

On ilie one hand, ilie book distinguished itself for its conceptualization of 
music and provided new empirical insights into ilie use of this medium as a re
search tool and an analytic device for ilie study and comparison of political youili 
organizations. The research confirmed Eyerrnan and Jamison's (1998) account 
on music as an element structuring ilie life of political youili organizations and 
movements, as well as contributing to ilie creation of ilieir ideological frame
work. In particular, by analyzing ilieir relationship to music, ilie study compared 
ilie selected organizations wiili regard to ilieir conceptoalization and use of this 
medium, pointing out ilie existence of similarities and differences among organi
zations which ideologically position iliemselves very differently wiiliin ilie Rus
sian political spectrum. Moreover, in line wiili Rosciguo, Danaher and Summers
EIDer (2002), ilie semantic field analysis revealed that music and, more specifi
cally, ilie lyrics affect ilie 1hree fundamental components of ilie organizations' 
cul!ore. Firstly, ilie lyrics of ilie organizations contribute to ilie creation of a 
(national) group identity grounded on ilie definition of what Russia and Russians 
are and are not. Secondly, ilie lyrics provide an alternative frame of cause and 
effect, explaining ilie current situation as a consequence of ilie aggression of 
internal forces - which, for instance, in ilie songs of non-registered organizations 
are identified wiili ilie Kremlin, ilie police auiliorities and secret services, televi
sion, etc. - and external agents such as ilie United States. Finally, a sense of po lit
ical efficacy in terms of a possible redemption of ilie country, conceived as a 
collective endeavor conducted by ilie organizations' members and sympathizers, 
is conceptualized in ilie lyrics. Remarkably, iliis redemption can be achieved 
1hrough different modalities, including violence, revolution and death, and music 
is presented as a weapon in this fight. 

The use of music on behalf of political youili organizations surely deserves 
further investigation. For example, a multi-sited approach could be chosen, 
which would allow ilie researcher to conduct intra- and inter-organizational 
comparisons, evaluating ilie influence of organizations' structural features and of 
ilie peculiar political field where iliey are positioned on ilie ways and extent to 
which music contribute to ilieir life. 
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Talking about tbe difficult development tbe sociology of art has undergone 
in tbe course of its history to gain autonomy and recognition, Heinich (2004) 
distingnishes tbree main phases characterizing tbe discipline: a first sociology of 
aestbetics typical of Germany in tbe 1940s and 1950s, a social history of art 
widespread in Italy and United Kingdom in tbe 1950s, and tbe empirical sociolo
gy of art practiced in tbe United States and France in tbe 1960s. In addition, tbe 
scholar identifies tbe recent emergence of a fourth generation of researchers witb 
a more anthropological and pragmatical interest, who are focused on tbe under
standing of tbe forms of representations through art and on tbe interpretation of 
tbe relationship existing between art and society. This research should be situat
ed in this fourth generation of studies of tbe sociology of art, even if, as empha
sized in tbe last pages, many questions still remain unanswered. 

On tbe otber hand, tbe book suggested tbe adoption of a new metbod for tbe 
study of tbe Russian political spectrum and tbe ideological positioning of politi
cal youtb organizations witbin this field. 

The study of tbe post-Soviet political spectrum represents quite a vexing is
sue at least from a metbodological viewpoint. Indeed, as came to light from Evan 
and Whitefield's (1998) account regarding tbe formation of cleavages in post
Soviet societies, tbe use of categories such as "left" and "right," which are estab
lished as central terms of political discourse and identity in Western countries, 
can be inadequate and misleading for tbe study of tbe Russian case and its pecu
liarities. Similarly, McCrone (1998) speaks of a "danger" in applying Western 
models of understanding to tbe Russian space, since tbey are not always able to 
take into account tbe historical, political, economic and cultural specificities of 
this country. 

Therefore, in this work, I decided to analyze tbe political youtb organiza
tions of tbe sample by looking at tbeir positioning witb regard to a particular 
issue - tbe Russian national identity - whose centrality has been shown and 
demonstrated by many scholars. As extensively highlighted in Chapter 2, tbe 
search for a self-definition has characterized Russia throughout tbe course of its 
history: indeed, many interpretations of tbe meaning of Russianness have been 
produced by political elites, intellectuals and artists in tbe last two hundred years. 
However, it was ouly tbrough tbe dissolution of tbe Soviet Union tbat tbe coun
try experienced tbe urgent need to provide new definitions of Russia as a nation, 
as a state and as a people. As also stated by Laruelle (2010) in this regard, in tbe 
past two decades tbe national issue has come to dominate tbe whole of tbe Rus
sian political spectrum and nowadays constitutes tbe common denominator of 
political correctness. Its centrality is grounded on tbe ability of tbe idea of tbe 
nation to integrate citizens and legitimate political elites, ensuring social cohe
sion in a country affected by a significant cultural trauma. As a result, for tbe 
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scholar, the national identity issue may also be used as an "operational category 
offering a [new 1 relevant framework for the study of contemporary Russia" 
(20\0: 6). 

This monograph goes well beyond the simple description of possible an
swers to the Russian Question produced and widespread at the societal level on 
behalf of some of the most representative political youth organizations in the 
country. Indeed, it takes a step further and provides new empirical evidence on 
the methodological usefulness of the national identity issue as an analytic lens 
for the study and positioning of the actors and agents animating the post-Soviet 
Russian political field. 
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Appendix - Title of the songs included in the sample 

Youth Guard 
Yann Tiersen - "J'y Suis Jamais Alle" 
l>em.rli OpfuI - "3a HaMH IIynrn H CTa[I1rnrp8,ll" 
DHBmt: - "Bnepe.n;, Poccmr!" 
10. rYJUIeB - HOH CK838JI: 'rroexamd' H MaxHYJI PYKoii" 
,[(. rypI\KlUI - ''P8,lIH cqaCThlI" 
,[(. rypI\KlUI - "Crracn60 ll.epy 3a II06epy" 
):(HcKOTeKa ABaPIDI - "3JIO" 
Evaoescence - "Sweet Sacrifice Lyrics" 
JIro63 - "KoM6aT" 
HeCTpeJlKH - ''BOBR, BepHpHCb" 
O. Ca61111HHa, P.Cu6raT)'J1JIHH, A. MHxHeB - "MoJIoll.RR rBapll.HR" 
r. CyKaqeB - "1lM::rqmc, IIOBOpaQHBaH K qepry" 

National-Bolsheviks 
2H Company - "OJIHMIIHa,n;a" 
Ber-linn - "HecKOJIbKO CJIOB" 

Centr - ")I{e.rre3HOe He6o" 
Che Guevara - "Hasta Siempre" 
Deadushki - "IIapamyrnCT" 
DINO MC47- "repaKTax" 
F.P .G. - "CKHHX.3.n;" 
Gogol Borde11o - "Mussolini vs. Stalin" 
Kit, C.O.Mak ft. Maestro A-Sid - "CaMH" 
Liumen - "XBaTIIT!" 
Purgen - "He roJIocyi!" 
Radioqaqa - "IIpoKypop - Mell.Bel\b (3IlKOH TaiITa)" 
T.A.T.U. - "lOroCJIaBHJI" 
Wickeda - "Emesto Che Guevara" 
B. A6e,m, - "TaQ8HKa" 
AraTa KPHCTH - "B HHTepecax peBOIDOIJ;HH" 

~arrr8lJ;HJl - "C8JIIOT H 6oM6a" 
~arrr8lJ;HJl - "C8JIIOT H 6oM6a" 
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A.mt:ca - "Bce B H8lIIHX P}'K8X" 
Alrm:My3LIKa - "IIynm MOqH HX" 
A}'KII;LIOH - ",ll;em.m 3TO 6YMara" 
1ia68HI'H,Il;a - "Ko6a" 
1ia68HI'H,Il;a - "CBacTHKa" 
H. liaP8BOB - "3TO COJIllQe" 
liapOH YHI'epH - "Bor BOHHLI" 
liapro - "Mmorn" 
BH-2 + Chicherina - "MoH POK-H-POJIJI" 
BHO - "HOB8JI cHJIa" 
Ba E8.HK'b - ''qqmoe 3H8.MJI" 
BeIDI ,l{pKHH - "IIpo COBeTCKYID MH.JllIUHIO" 
B. EUHCPllHIleB - "YMJlH lIHca YMJlH" 
r830H - ''MoH repoH" 
r830H - ''IIpe3H.n:em'' 
rmm HaI\60JIOB 

ropmOIc - ",ll;eHer HeT" 
rop>III\Hii CH.I\Heii - ",!(o6poe cepl\I1e" 
rocYilapcTBellHLIii I'HM1I JIaTBHHCKOii CCP 
rpIDK,lJ;aHCK8JI 06op0l1a - "IIecIDI 0 JIemme" 
rPOT - "Py6eJKH" 
ryJIaI" - ",ll;OJKHTL ,n;o BecHLI" 
ryJIaI" - "MOH 6enLIii BoJK,lJ;b" 
ryJIaI" - ",ll;OJKHTL ,n;o BecHLI " 
ryJIaI" - "MoH 6enLIii BoJK,lJ;b" 
O. rYIDleB - "Mapm HecorJIacHldX" 
)l;a6au; - "IIapno8B" 
MT - "reHepan C;!>CB" 
)l;em.q,HH - "JIeHHH B Kenx:e" 
,!(eHb ,!(oHopa - ''OC11'0B KphlM " 
)l;eHb ,n;oHopa - "CKopqeHHble ,u;HH" 

)l;eTH COJIBn:a - "PaBHO.ZJYIIIHe" 
)l;OM CoBeTOB - "PeBOJllOqHJI" 
,!(ocpo'lHaa PeaHHMaUHa - "ByplK)'ii" 
,ll;OCPOllH8JI PeaHHM3.UIDl- "IIOJIHn:ei:i:CK8JI CTpaHa" 
)l{YKH - "03" 
3axaTaHHLIe pYKaBa - "Ee3 rrepepLIBoB" 
3axap Mali: - "MeJITbI xyxce :rrn.n;opacOB" 
C. KarrymH - "TenepL TLI B apMHH" 
Kap,n;3lIHLIi:i: BaJI - "IIpHBaTH3a.rtHoHHblH qeK" 
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KalJ - "By,nyr H8K8.38HLI!" 
KeMmm - ",ll;OJIOH Ilomrrceii!" 
Kopei:i:cKHe LedtIHKH - "Ilynm" 
Kpacm.rli: KpeCT - "3aHOBO, 3,ll;OPOBO, Bece.rro! " 
KPOBOCTOK - ~~BeCIIopJI,WCH" 

JIemrnrpa,n; - "Cyn." 
E. JIeTOB - "MepmhIH Ce30H" 
E. JIeTOB - ~'YMepeTb MODO,ll;hIM" 
M8IIIHHH - "P.S. CaM (AiiJI)" 
H. Me,ll;Be,ll;eBa - "ByHT" 
H. Me,ll;Be,ll;eBa - "Bex-BoJIK" 
MHpOTBope:u; Armango Nom.eyra - "C lJHCTOrO JlliCm" 
MII44 - "Caxap H reX:COreB" 
Myxa - "Y6eii 6yp>Ky"!" 
A. HenOM1lJllUHH - "PO,ItHHa" 
HeClJaCTHLIii c.rryqaii - "reHepaJIhI" 
A. HOBHKOB - "Orpaaa Bceo6m;ero BP3HLJI" 
M. HOBHIJ;KHii: - "C Kuap,ll;oH B roJIOBe" 
O.JILBH - "PeBOJIlOIJ;IDl" 
Opra3M HOCTpIlllaM)'Ca - "I10JIlITH'!eCKHH IIH.I\Op" 
II. I1eIIIIepIIITeiiH & KA q - "Future-liYll}'Illee" 
Il.T.B.Il. - "PeBODIO:u;mI" 
I1.T.B.I1. - "YTpO BCeX pa60'IIIX" 
Ilaprmr 6e3BJ18CTIDI - ~~B IIOHCKax cBo6o,ll;Ll" 
Ilayx: - ~~Em.:u;eBC, r,ll;e MOH ,lI;eBLrH?" 
IIHA - rHMH TpHYMoPlIJILHoii IDIOII(IIIIH" 
IhmOT - "KOpOJIeBCTBO IIIJIIOX" 
Pa3HhIe JIIO,lI;H - ~'IIyJlll" 

PaMeHc6ypr - "OcB060l\HTe Hau60JIOB!" 
Py6.JIL - "lJHqero HOBOrO" 
PyccKHii: pa3Mep - "PeBOJllOIJ;HJI" 
PyCTaBeJIH - .oB MHpe KapHKaTYP" 
PyCTSBe.rrH - ~T.rryrro 6hIJIO 6hI" 
B. Ce.mmaaoB - ",ll;eBymKa 6ypX<ya3WI" 
B. Ce.mmaaoB - "EBa Bpaymrnr" 
C. lliHypOB - "Hmmro He lKllJIKO (OST liYMep) " 
CBHBLH B KOCMoce - "IlyrHH" 
COlO3 C03H,ll;3lOm;HX - "IleCIDI IIpHMOpCKHX rrapTH33H" 

Tapu8HhI! - "MOH roJIOC" 
Te.rreBH3op - "CH,lJ;H ,ll;OMa" 
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TepIIHlII<OII- 'ToCYllapCTBo" 
TT -34 - "IlH3.n;en;" 
Tyr K8K TYT - "HamH cnopI.I" 
lJ;eH'I'p - ~'IIepeHMeHoBLlB8.HlU[" 

lIe )l;8HC - ",ll;e.rraiTe 60M6L1" 
llepHo3eM - "lie3 nepeMeH" 
llepm.rli 06eJIHCK - "j[ OCTaroCh" 
3JIeKTlnrQeCKHe napm38HbI - "TIeclUl 31" 
!)ran Ha BOCTOK (nocB. lIIY"e H XapJIllMoBoii) 

Vanguard of the Red Youth 
Commandantes - "Halt stand, rotes Madrid" 
Commandantes - ,,Die Arbeiter von Wien" 
Commandantes - ,,Auf auf zum Kampf' 
Commandantes - ,,Broder zur Sonne zur Freiheit" 
Commandantes - "Einheitsfrontlied" 
Commandantes - ,,Des Geyers schwarzer haufen" 
Commandantes - "Bella Ciao" 
Commandantes - "Der rote Wedding" 
Commandantes - "Sacco & V ancetti" 
Commandantes - "Venceremos" 
Commandantes - "Solidarittslied" 
Hudson Falcons - ''Working class war" 
Hudson Falcons - "Lamf' 
Hudson Falcons - ''Worker fate" 
Hudson Falcons - "Gle" 
Hudson Falcons - "Free Lori" 
Hudson Falcons - "Pride" 
Hudson Falcons - ''Monahans'' 
Hudson Falcons - "Come ont ye black and tans" 
Hudson Falcons - "Sweatshops" 
Hudson Falcons - "The rat is dead" 
Hudson Falcons - "Jersey city" 
Hudson Falcons - "Altar of the open road" 
Hudson Falcons - "Revolution" 
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Hudson Falcons - "Abandoned vets" 

Nucleo Terco - "El Meu Kalashnikov" 
Nucleo Terco - 'GLa Madre" 
Nucleo Terco - "Comparte elDolor" 
Nuc1eo Terco - "Barricada Roja" 
Nucleo Terco - "After Boltxebike" 
Nuc1eo Terco - "Mi Kalashnikov" 
Ramallah - ''The Other Side" 
Ramallah - "Kill A Celebrity" 
Ramallah - "Days Of Revenge" 
Ramallah - "Ramallah" 
Ramallah - "Drink Tbe Kool-Aid" 
Ramallah - "Oscar Cotton" 
Ramallah - "Brother Malcohn" 
Ramallah - ''The Horror And Tbe Gag" 
Ramallah - "Schock And Awe" 
Ramallah - "Act Of Faith" 
Ramallah - "Just Walk Away" 
Ramallah - "Heart Full Of Love" 
Ramallah - ''The Other Side (Reprise)" 
Ramallah - "A Day In Tbe Life" 
Ramallah - "If! Die Today" 
Ramallah - "Bye-Bye" 
The Movement - "Karl Marx" 
The Movement - "More Products" 
The Movement - ''No Regrets" 
Tbe Movement - "Revolutionary Sympathies" 
Tbe Movement - "My Street" 
The Movement - "A Little Rain" 
The Movement - "Is That Love" 
The Movement - "Me And You" 
Tbe Movement - "Something 'bout Reality" 
Tbe Movement - "If You're Turning To Go" 
The Movement - "So Alone" 
Tbe Movement - ''Watching Ail Trains Leave Tbe Station" 
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The Movement - "Wasled Youth" 
The Movement - "Waiting" 
The Movement - "Turn Away Your Faces" 
The Movement - ''Truth Is" 
The Movement - "Throw It All Away" 
The Movement - "Still An Echoe" 
The Movement - "Play It Safe" 
The Movement - ''One Way Culture" 
The Movement - "Losing You" 
The Movement - "I N eed You" 
The Movement - "How Come" 
The Movement - "Get Pissed" 
28 rBap,IJ;e~eB - II8Hq,HJlOBo:eB - "15 PSH" 
28 I'Bap,IJ;e~eB - II8Hq,HJlOBo:eB - "BopoHhJl CTas:" 

28 rnaplleihleB - II3Hq,HJIOBI\eB - "BclO npaBl\Y He6a" 
28 rnaplleihleB - II3Hq,HJIOBI\eB - ",[10 He6a He 1I0CTIlTh" 

28 rnap.neiirteB - II3HIPHJlOBQeB - "3a cnmlOH PO,IJ;HHa" 
28 rnap.n;eih:teB - IIaHrPHJlOBn;eB - "3eMIDl CJIOBHO KaMeHL" 

28 rnaplleihleB - II3Hq,HJIOBI\eB - "KTO-TO mo61IT" 
28 rnaplleihleB - II3Hq,HJIOBI\eB - "IIoCTOpoHHHM BXOII BocnpemeH!" 
28 rnaPlleihleB - IIaHq,HJIOBI\eB - "PyccKoii HMIIepHII 61dTL!" 
28 rnap.n;eib:J;eB - II8HIPHJlOBn;eB - "COJl,ll;aT" 
28 rnaplleihleB - IIaHq,HlIOBI\eB - "qeJIOBeK, KOTOpLIH XOTeJI )'MepeTL" 
28 rnap,n;eiin;eB - rra:HljnmoBn;eB - "..sI - )l(HB()H!" 
ArperaT - "left.ru" 
ArperaT - "Bo HMJI" 
ArperaT - ",ll;eMOKpaTHJI?" 
ArperaT - "):l;oH6acc" 
ArperaT - "381l'Ipa" 
ArperaT - "3eMJIe" 
ArperaT- "K OTBeTy!" 
ArperaT - "HeH8BIDKy" 
ArperaT - "lIHKor,IJ;a" 
ArperaT - "e H8JIIeii CropOHhI" 
ArperaT - "R DpOTHB" 
A.narrra.J:tIDI - "3a H3MeHY po,znme" 
A.narrra.J:tIDI - "IIap1'H38BcKHe 6y,znm" 
A.zuurra.J:tIDI - "TaM, 0TKY~ JI PO,n:OM" 
A.zuurra.rtHJI - "Bc1peTHMcJ.[" 
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A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "rpX3L" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - ":>KH3m. B nOJIHIJ;eHCKOM roCY,lI;apCTBe" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "KaHq,a 6om.me HeT" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "KpyroM O,ll;HH IIH,Il;opacLI" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "JIero" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "Mac)um H BJIaCTL" 

M8IIT1IJ1IDI - "Moli ropO,ll 6y,lleT CTOJITb" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "IIo ,lI;opore ,lI;OMOH" 
M8IIT1IJ1IDI - "PeBOillOIjHH 60JThme He 6y,ller" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - "CnroLI 06peQeHHOH 6YPXCY83HH" 
A.lI;8IITa.n;mI: - ''Tax 6LIJIO BCer,ll;a" 
A.ztarrrwnm - ''TaM, r,ll;e POQaeTCX 6om." 
A.ztarrrwnm - ''TLICJ[1lH .n;OJlTHX ,lJ;HeH rryCTOThI" 
A.ztarrrwnm - "Y JIH[{hI ropo.n;a" 
A.l\8IITIIJ1IDI - ''y6HBaIOT ce61I" 
AHKJIaB - "CJIOMaTL CHCTeMY" 
AHKJIaB - "JIec" 
AHKJIaB - "TIOCJIe,lJ;Hee nOKOJIeHHe" 
AHKJIaB - "q)'Ma" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "AMepHKa" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "AlrrHmo,IJ;H" 
HBaH ])apaHOB - "BOCCTAHHE" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "KOHapMeHCK8J[" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "KpacHWl ApMIDI" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "JIeHHH" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "Mapm TPY,ll;OBOH POCCHH" 
lliIaH ])apaHOB - "Hama PO,llHBa - CoBercKHii COI03" 
lliIaH ])apaHOB - "HeT Y PeBOnIOIjHH KOHI\a" 
HBau liapauoB - ''IlaMJrrL'' 
HBau liapauoB - ''no ,lI;OJIHH8M H ITO B3rophJIM" 
HBau liapauoB - ''nomomKO-ITOJIe'' 
HBaH ])apaHOB - "IIpoBepKH Ha ,lI0porax" 
HBau liapaHOB - "PYCCKHH He C.n;aeTCX" 
HBau liapaHOB - "PYCL MOX, JI BepayJICJI C He6a ... " 
HBaH liapaHOB - "C.rryqaA B 6010" 
HBaH liapaHOB - "TaM B,lt3Jll[, 3a peKoii: ... " 
lliIaH ])apaHOB - "JI Bepyro B pyccKHii HapO,ll" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3.ltLl- "Arroe 3HaMH no6e.ltLl" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro.ltLl- "liappHK8,ll;HWl JII060BL" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro.ltLl- "liy,ll;eT BeCHa" 
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KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "l)y.n;eT ... " 
KpacHLIe 3Be31\LI - "BeTep pBeT uaymay" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "Bo HMJI pa,n;OCTH H MOPH" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BOeBa.mt: B 1JHCTOM nOJIe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BOCKOBLIe c!JHrypLI" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BpeMJI OCTaBaThCg" 
KpacHLIe 3Be31\LI - "Bce ynIJIH Ha !)lPOHT" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Bce :no cre6" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BCT8BaH, CTp8Ha orpOMH8JI" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BCTyIIJIeHHe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "BLIXO)K}' O,ll;HH g Ha .n;opory" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "rOJIO.n;" 
KpacBLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - ".z:toopBHK" 
KpacHhle 3Be31\LI - ",ll;opora B HHKyna (Ha BocrOl<)" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - ")I(eJIe3HLIi:i: rpa,n;ycmm." 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "X<H3HL no.n; H33BaHHeM necIDI" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "XU:rrL CT3JIO JIYIIIIIe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "3a Po.n;HHY!" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "38B'I'pa" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "38B'I'pa 6LIJIa BoiRa" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "3axmmaHHe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "3Be3.n;ona,n;" 
KpacHLIe 3Be31\LI - "3eMJIl!HlOOl (BCT}'IIlIeH8e)" 
KpacHLIe 3Be31\LI - "3eMJIl!HlOOl (lJ:opora B HHKyna)" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "3nLIe nHCTOJIeTLI" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "HBaH-.n;ypax" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "H,n;HOTCKHH MHp" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "H368BL ce6Jl OT Hac" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "HMnepu" 
KpacBLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Hcxo.n;" 
KpacBLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "KaTOJIHlIeCKHH II;HpK" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "KOJILI6eJILHU" 
KpacBLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "KpacHoe KOJIeCO" 
KpacBLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "KpOBOH3JIHJIHHe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - ".JbKena'I'pH0TH3M" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "JIm,lJ;H C qHCTOH COBeCTLIO" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "MepTBLIe" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "MLI HrpaeM B IIpJ.lTKH" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "MLI HenpeMeHHO IIpH.n;eM 3a To6oH" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Ha Bce qeTLlpe" 
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KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Ha BceM 6erroM cBere" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Ha,n:o pacm" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "HaceKoMLIe" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Ham Mapm" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Hmcro M He IIOBepHT" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "OKTJI6p:Et" 
KpacHhIe 3BiilI\hI - ''OHH p836e>Kl1JIHCh 2" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "OCTOIIH ... " 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - ''QcTOIIH3,ll;eHeHHe'' 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "OrKpoBeHMe" 
KpacHLIe 3Bro,ll;LI - ''OrerynrreHHe'' 
KpacHhIe 3BihI\hI - "IDl,l\" 
KpacHhIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "IIoroHJ[" 
KpacHhIe 3Bro,ll;LI - "IIoMHH" 
KpacHhIe 3BeJ,lI;LI - "IIocJIe,ItHee JIeTO ,ll;eTCTBa" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "IIpaBO Ha )l(H3HL" 
KpacHhIe 3Be31\hI - "IIpaBO YliIffiATh" 
KpacHhIe 3BeJ,lI;LI - "CeBepHoe KJIa,n:6:mn;e" 
KpacHhIe 3BeJ,lI;LI - "Cep.zm;e" 
KpacHhIe 3BeJ,lI;LI - "OrapHK M CMepTh" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "OrpaHa llY,ll;ec" 
KpacHLIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Cymnr.n;" 
KpacHhIe 3Be31\hI - ''TpeK 0 1" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "TPM ,ll;opom" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "Xrre6 M BOJIJl" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "ll}'Ma" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "3IIH.z:teMHJI CHJlhI" 
KpacHhIe 3Be3,l1;LI - "..sI CXOJKY C }'Ma" 
P8MeHc6ypr - "B nepeXO,ll;e" 
P8MeHc6ypr - "BOBa,n:eMHH" 
P8MeHc6ypr - "Bce KTO mo6HT BaBHJlOH" 
P8Meac6ypr - ",lJ;eMHHo41HJDIJI" 
P8Meac6ypr - "KoMHTer" 
P8Meac6ypr - "H83a,n: K MOHO!" 
P8Meac6ypr - "OCBo60,ll;HTe HaIJ;60JIOB!" 
P8Meac6ypr - "IIeCIDI 0 He,ll;OCTaTKe BpeMeHH Y HamllX rpa>IC,IJ;aH" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "IIpei\BhI60pHhIii 6mozzz" 
P8MeHc6ypr - "IIpo,ll;oJDKaeM" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "CeKpeT BK}'CHOro o6ei\a HJIH neeeHKa 0 CTpaJIIIhIX 
B3aHMOOTHOmeHHJIX B BepTHK3JIH BJIacTH" 
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PaMeHc6ypr - "CMex" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "CHainepma" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "CmKC" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "XopoIIIHi MHp" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "liy,ll;eT ,ll;O)K,ll;I:." 
PaMeHc6ypr - "racHTe CBef" 
PaMeHc6ypr - ")I{paTh" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "3aropeBIllHcb He nOTyXHH" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "HHCTp}'MeHT8JI" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "MaTb neCOB H noneii" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "MonO,ll;mKb" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "Ha 3a6ope" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "He OT,ll;3.,IJ;HM BecRY!" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "He OTpeKa.ihecb OT ce6J1" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "IIpo :opaqeii" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "IIpo,ll;aBe:u; " 
PaMeHc6ypr - "P836eii H rro,ll;o>KfH!" 
PaMeHc6ypr - "C KmIC,lI;ldM ,lJ;HeM" 
PlIMeHc6ypr - "CMepTL a.z\CKOMY KJIOYHY!" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - A BCe-T3KH" 
Bna,u;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "Arroe 3HaMJI no6e,ll;hI" 
Bna,u;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "liapHK8.,lJ;HWI mo60BL" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "liappHK8.,lJ;HWI" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "lie3,ll;0p0xa,e" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "liemidi: CBer" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHBaHOB - "Berep" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHB8BOB - "BocKoBLIe (j)mypLI" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHB8BOB - "BpeMJI" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHB8BOB - "Bce ymnH Ha (j)pOH" 
Bna,n;HMHp CenHB8BOB - "BCTyIIJIeHHe" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHB8BOB - "BLI3L1BWI orOHL Ha ce6J1" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHB8BOB - "BLIXOXCY O,lJ;HB JI Ha ,ll;Opory" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHB8BOB - ",u;opora B HHKy,ll;a" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHB8BOB - "XH:m:b" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "3aBl'pa" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "3Be3,ll;Orra,n;" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "HMrrepHJI" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "Kax MOnO,ll;LI MLI 6:&IJll[" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "KpacHoe Koneco" 
Bna.rtHMHP CenHBaHOB - "JIm60BL, KOMCOMon H BecHa" 
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BJIa,u;HMHp CeJIHB8lIOB - "Jho,n:H C 1JBCTOH COBeCTLIO" 
BJIa,u;HMHp CeJIHB8lIOB - "MepTBLIe" 
BJIa,u;HMHp CeJIHB8lIOB - "MeTaMOPIP03LI" 
BJIa,u;HMHp CeJIHB8lIOB - "MOCKOBCKWI" 
BJIa,u;HMHp CeJlHB8lIOB - "MLI HenpeMeHHO IIpH,ll;eM 3a To6oH" 
BJIa,u;HMHp CeJlHB8lIOB - "Ha BCeM 6eJIOM CBeTe" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - "H8,Il;e)K,l1;a" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - "Ham Mapm" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - "OroeTbI Ha 3anHCKH" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - ''OrKpoBeHHe'' 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHB8lIOB - ''OXOTa'' 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHB8lIOB - "IIJI,lJ;" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJIHB8lIOB - "IIo,n:CHelKHHKH" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - "Pa6h1 H pa60BJI8,Il;e.n::&ll:hI" 
BJI~ CeJlHB8lIOB - "PaRO HJllI II03,lJ;E1O" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHBaROB - "Pacrrpo,n:axm" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHBaROB - "PeBOJIIO:QHJI" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "CeML qy,n:ec CBeTa" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "CrpaHa qy,n:ec" 
BJI8,Il;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "YTOMJIeHHWI BeqaOCTL" 
BJIa,IJ;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "Qemma" 
BJIa,IJ;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "3Irn,n:eMIDI CHJILI" 
BJIa,IJ;HMHp CeJlHBaBOB - "3noxa JDKenaTpH0TH3Ma" 
3meJIOH - "BeHcepeMOC" 
3meJIOH - "BJIaCTL Bem;eii" 
3meJIOH - "JIeBhlii Mapm" 
3meJIOH - "JIeHHH IIapI'HJI KOMCOMOJI" 
3meJIOH - ''Ham Mapm" 
3meJIOH - ''IIecHJI BOHHa - H1rrepH8.IJ;HOHaJIHCTa" 
3meJIOH - ''PeBOJllO:QHJI'' 
3meJIOH - "CBJIIII;eHHWI BoiiHa" 
3meJIOH - "CMepn. 6YPlKYJIM" 

Resistance Movement named after Petr Alexeev 
Manu Chao - "Bixo" 
Manu Chao - "Bongo Bong" 
Manu Chao - "Clandestino" 
Manu Chao - "Denia" 
Manu Chao - "Dia Luna.. Dia Pena ... " 
Manu Chao - "El Viento" 
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Manu Chao - "Homens" 
Manu Chao - "In:finita Tristeza" 
Manu Chao - "La Despedida" 
Manu Chao - "Por_El_Suelo" 
Manu Chao - "Promiscuity" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Ashes_In _ The ]all" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Born_As _Ghosts" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Born_QC A_Broken _Man" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Calm_Like _A_Bomb" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Guerrila _Radio" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Maria" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Mic_Check" 
Rage Against The Machine - ''New _ Millenium _Homes" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Sleep_Now _ In_The ]ire" 
Rage Against The Machine - "TestilY" 
Rage Against The Machine - "Voice_QC The_Voiceless" 
Rage Against The Machine - "War_Within _ A_Breath" 
Slaughter2017 - ''Despiter Song" 
Slaughter2017 - "In the Web" 
Slaughter20 17 - "Kill Slave in You I" 
Slaughter2017 - "Kill Slave In You 2" 
Slaughter2017 - ''Nin'' 
Slaughter2017 - "Ranksman" 
Slaughter2017 - "Set the World on Fire (E-Type cover)" 
Slaughter2017 - "Strike" 
Slaughter2017 - "The Dead Remain Young" 
Slaughter2017 - "The Dead Remain Young 2" 
T'osT - "AHnmoeHHu" 
T'osT - "lioJlhHH:U;a" 
T'osT - "BhI - pa6hI ft. Slaughter2017" 
T'osT - "rerro no-pyccKH" 
T'osT - ",lJ;eHbl'H" 
T'osT - ",lJ;hIM" 
T'osT - "3JIo,lJ;o6po" 
T'osT - "HeT" 
T'osT - "IIpom;aii, CTpaHa.!" 
T'osT - "COUHaJIIi,HU" 

T'osT - "CyIrn!" 
T'osT - '~e!" 

Victor Jara- "Abre tu ventana" 
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Victor Jara - "Caminando, cammando" 
Victor Jam - "Canto libre" 
Victor Jara - "En el rio Mapocho" 
Victor Jara - "Luchin" 
Victor Jara - ''Tu recuerdo Amanda" 
Victor Jara - "Zamba del Che" 
Te.rreBH30p - ''Bepa'' 
Te.rreBH30p - ''BhIiTH H3-no,ll; KOHIpOJIJI" 
Te.rreBH30p - "3axoJIoTHTe nO,u;BaJI!" 
Te.rreBH30p - ''Ha )I(eJIJI60B8." 
Te.rreBH30p - "Q-qICH" 
Te.rreBH30p - "TBo:u nana - !l»amHcT!" 

Movement Against illegal Immigration 
25.17 - "MLI IIo6eilHM!" 
4eTBepTLrli: KOPnyC - "CJIaBJIHaM" 
Balabol's - "C.n;e.rraH BLIBO.n;" 
D.A.P.A. - "IIpllBO BLI6opa" 
Dee-l - "Russian 4 Life" 
DotsFam - "CyImyK MepTBeI1a" 
Karandash feat. LENIN - "Bce JII06JIT POi\HHY" 
La Primera - "3To Hama 3eMJUI!" 
MedBrat - "CHCTeMa" 
Nekby & lHKBi:mI\iJI feat. MC 1.8 - "Bel 3MiH" 
R.ADIK - "fl>8HaThe" 
RUS - "3a PyCL" 
AneKCBH,J:q) HenoMHJIIIJ;HH - "IIapm38BCK8Jl" 
AHHa CMHpHoBa-MapnH - ''IIecHh IIapTH38H" 
AT8.M8BCKHH ~en; - "KOHHK BOPOHO:U" 
Ayrpo - CJIaBJIBe & KpeIl\,;Nhle - "PycclOIe iIJIJI PyCCKHX-V" 
lie3n;eH3op - "rOpO.n;CKO:U IIaprn38B" 
1ieJII.rli Py6e>K - "PyccKHe iIJIJI PyCCKHX-V" 
BHc BHT8JllIc - "IIpeKpacHoe .D;aJIexo" 
BolK,ZJ;L - "IIocJIe~ IIap1'H38H" 
rOJIOC CBo6o,ll;hI - "11 pyccKHi:i:!" 
f'POT - "Hmcro,KpOMe Hac" 
.D;eTH COJIBn:a - "BCTaBaH IIaprH3aH" 
L\il}'3LJ! BYiloparIma - "IIap'I"H3aHcKlIlI" 
HB8B JiapaHOB - "IIap1'H38BLI" 
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HB8lI TI8lI.pHlIOB - "TIlII\aJIa 3Be3,l1a (IIaMlITH repOiiCKOro TIol\BlITa 
TIPHMOPCKIIX TIaJlTH38l1)" 
I<mIM: - "JIOBH XBocTaTLrl:i:" 
KOMMllHi\)'IOI11Hii BoiicKIlMH HKB)J;, Hapo,l\Hldii KOMHCCap BHYTPeHHHX )J;eJI 
CCCP. reHepam.m.rli KOMHccap rOC6e30rracHoCTH JI.TI.liepHJI - "Krurroa 
COBerCKIIX TIOrplUIH'IHHKOB M TIaJlTH3I1H(OrpIl,l\Ll B CocTIlBe HKBm" 
JlHHmI HIII\Pe3R - ''TIocrre,llBHii TIaJlTH38l1" 
M.)J;.TI. (MOJI )J;ep3KaJI TIpaB,lla) - "BhIXO,llHJIH K JIecy )J;06pOBOJIbQhl" 
MmpeHb - "MonO,ll;OH IIaprH38B" 
Hapo,llm.rli OTHer Koppynl\HH - "Bo33BlIHHe TIPHMOPCKHX TIaJlTH38l1" 
HeH3BecTHhIH - "MOH Ore:u; YxO,u;HT B IIapTH38.HhI" 
lImrnTa - "Orpondi: pe)KHM" 
lIHKoJIai B,n;oBIfIIeHI{Q - "IlapTH38H" 
06naQm.rli KpaH - ''TIarpHOT IT (TIaJlTH3I1H)" 
OmecJIaB - IIap1'H3aHb1" 
TIeclIH BOB - rHMH )J;am.HeBOCTO'IHLIX TIapTH3IIH (Bonus)" 
Pa,lIBO Coo6o,lla - TIpHMopcKHe TIaJlTH38l1LI (Bonus)" 
Pa,lIBorrepe,llaqa "Ha CaMOM )J;eJIe" - COJIlll1e Bocxol\IIT Ha BocTOKe 
(28.06.2010) (Bonus)" 
Pa3H & Ko - JI - "ropo,llcKoii TIaJlTH3I1H" 
PCH - "Pa3roBOP TIo TeJIe.pouy C 0Tl10M O,llHOro lli TIaJlTH311H B TIpHMopLe, 
Caoqeuxo Bnlll\HMHpOM (Bonus)" 
PyccKHii Koprryc - "ropo,llcKoii TIaJlTH3I1H" 
PyccKHii Koprryc - "TIom6mHM TIPHMOPCKHM TIaJlTH3l1HaM" 
PyccKHi eT.JII' - "Jiy.n;ym:ee IIpHHB,lVIeJKHT HaM" 
PyccKHi eT.JII' - "Bcrymrrem.HWI PesJL" 
PyccKHii CTJII' - "lJ:MHrpmo IiOPOBHKOBY nOCBJImaeTC1I ... (Bonus)" 
PyccKHii CT1lI' - "MhJ: H,2l;eM" 
PyccKHii CT1lI' - "Ha:mo BParaM" 
PyccKHi CTJII' - "Hame lipaTCTBO" 
PyccKHi CTJII' - "He AJUI Memr" 
PyccKHii eTn - "IIyn, K Meqre" 
PyccKHii eTn - ''pesJb POMaHa 3eBll:OBa (,I:{BIDKeHHe "COIIpOTHBJIeHHe")" 
PyccKHii CTJIT - "POCCWI, MOH POCCWl" 

PyccKHi CTJII' - "CBepXqe.rroBeK" 
PyccKHi CTJII' - "Carme1lElLlii KpecT" 
PyccKHi CTJII' - "qecTL" 
CeBePa - "IIapTH3aH" 
CH6HpcI<Hii CHH,ItHKaT n.y . .1Im:ta - "Ero HCKJIIOqeHnii" 

CHI'HaJILI C Ho - "IIap1'H38H" 
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CnelITllXJIL n.y. IIOT8.IIIOB - "CMH" 
3JIeKTp~eCKHe TIapTH38l1Ed - "Rasta Siempre!" 

Oborona 
IFK - "HaM BIDKHO Bee" 
~arrr8.QH - "X1t3HL B IIomm;eiicKoM rOCY,ll;apCTBe" 
H. BJlaCOBa - "JiecJI8.H" 
B. BhlcoqKHii - "Jian.rra,ll;a 0 lioPb6e" 
B. BhlcoqKHii - "IIecHJllipo.n;cKoro" 
MT - ''He Crperrxii!" 
MT - "PO,ll;HHa" 
,lVKex-nOT - "06opoHa" 
,lVKex-nOT - "THmHHa" 
KHlIO - ''B H8IIIHX. fJl83SX" 

Kmm - 'Tpynna KpOBH" 
Kmm - ",l\am.me ,l\eiiCTBoBan. IiYlleM Mr.!" 
Kmm - "IIonpo6yii Cnen. BMecTe co MBoii" 
KHlIO - ''Xoqy IIepeMeH" 
o. K03JIOBC:m::H - "HaK83 IIynma lbmOBHHKaM" 
KopeiicKHe LE]PIHKH feat. Polittecbno - "IIynm" 
Kopei:i:cKHe LEDqHICH - "Ilrr8.H IIynma" 
KpacHaJI IInom;8,lI;L - "COHllOe IJ;apCTBO" 
JIroMeH - "02 (EJIaroBeII\eHCK)" 
JImMeH - "focy.a;apCTBo" 
JImMeH - "IIoxa TLI CUM" 
JImMeH - "CBo6o.n;a" 
JIroMeH - "XBaTHT" 
lliInHC Tpy6eQKoii - "rOCYllapCTBO" 
MamHHa BpeMeRH - "OI\H_ Map IIpomercJI IIOII Hac" 
MII44 - "..sI Ha'lHHaID IIyn," 
Haym.rryc IIoMIIH.J]HYc - "CK088.HHliile O,u;HOH QeIThIO" 
P8HBee Cna60}'MHe - "Ce,lJ;LMWI BecHa" 
CMEPIII - "AlrrHpe>KHMH8JI" 
T8H,Il;a JIyroBCK8J[ - "MaH-.n;8HHOCTb HOBoe!" 
Te.rreBH30p - "3axoJIoTHTe IIo,ll;BaJI" 
Te.rreBH30p - "QqKH" 
Te.rreBH30p - "CH,ZtH .n;oMa" 
<I>pOIIT - "BLI6HpanH IIpe3H1\elITa" 
IIIHypOB - "..sI CBo60.n;eH" 
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